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Abbreviations

 ARK Antiwar Campaign
 ARKH Antiwar Campaign of Croatia

 BPT Balkan Peace Team

 CCHR Civic Committee for Human Rights, 
Croatia

 CESI Centre for Education and Counselling of 
Women

 CŽŽR Centre for Women War Victims

 FRY Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

 HCA Helsinki Citizens’ Assembly
 HDZ Croatian Democratic Union
 HHO Croatian Helsinki Committee 
 HINA Croatian News Agency
 HNS Croatian People’s Party
 HRT Croatian Radiotelevision
 HSLS Croatian Social Liberal Party
 HV Croatian Army
 HVO Croatian Defence Council, 

Bosnia-Herzegovina

 ICTY International Criminal Tribunal for the 
Former Yugoslavia

 IFOR International Fellowship of Reconciliation

 JNA Yugoslav People’s Army

 KLA Kosovo Liberation Army
 KIC Culture Information Centre, Zagreb
 KFOR Kosovo Force

 NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
 NGO non-governmental organisation

 OARKH Committee of the Antiwar Campaign of 
Croatia

 RSK Republic of Serbian Krajina

 SAO Serbian Autonomous Region
 SDA Party of Democratic Action, 

Bosnia-Herzegovina
 SDP Social Democratic Party, Croatia
 SDS Serb Democratic Party, 

Bosnia-Herzegovina
 SFRY Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
 SIV Federal Executive Council (government)

 UJDI Association for the Yugoslav Democratic 
Initiative

 UNPA United Nations Protected Area
 UNTAES United Nations Transitional Administration 

for Eastern Slavonia, Baranja and Western 
Sirmium

 WRI War Resisters’ International

 ZAPO Zagreb Anarcho-Pacifist Organisation

Personalities and media 
mentioned in the book

Arkan, actually Željko Ražnatović, Serbian 
underworld figure and paramilitary 
commander

B92, radio station in Belgrade (since 2000 also TV)

Danas, daily newspaper published in Belgrade

Feral Tribune, political weekly based in Split

Galbraith, Peter, US diplomat and first ambassador 
to Croatia

Globus, weekly news magazine published in Zagreb
Gotovac, Vlado, Croatian poet and liberal politician

Ivkošić, Milan, Croatian journalist
Izetbegović, Alija, politician and first president of 

independent Bosnia-Herzegovina

Janša, Janez, Slovenian dissident and later politician
Josipović, Ivo, Croatian professor of law at the 

University of Zagreb, social-democratic 
politician and President of Croatia 2010–15

Jutarnji list, daily newspaper published in Zagreb

Kadijević, Veljko, the last defence minister of the 
SFRY, Yugoslav/Serbian general

Karadžić, Radovan, Bosnian Serb politician and first 
president of Republika Srpska

Kramarić, Zlatko, Croatian liberal politician and 
mayor of Osijek



Lang, Slobodan, Croatian scientist and human 
rights activist

Lokar, Sonja, Slovenian sociologist and feminist 
activist

Mihailović, Draža, Yugoslav/Serbian paramilitary 
(Chetnik) leader and politician during WWII

Milanović, Zoran, social-democratic politician who 
served as Prime Minister of Croatia from 2011 
to 2016 and has been President of Croatia 
since 2020

Milošević, Slobodan, leading Yugoslav/Serbian 
politician from 1986 to 2000

Novi list, daily newspaper published in Rijeka, oldest 
Croatian daily newspaper

Politika, daily newspaper published in Belgrade
Puhovski, Žarko, Croatian professor of philosophy 

at the University of Zagreb, human rights 
expert and activist, and political analyst

Pupovac, Milorad, professor of linguistics, civil 
society activist and politician from the Serb 
minority in Croatia

Pusić, Zoran, Croatian civil rights and peace activist

Radio 101, independent radio station in Zagreb
Raos, Predrag, Croatian satirist and science-fiction 

writer

Slobodna Dalmacija, daily newspaper published in 
Split

Slobodni tjednik, Croatian tabloid, 1990–93
Soros, George, US magnate and philanthropist

Šeks, Vladimir, Croatian lawyer and politician (HDZ)
Šušak, Gojko, Croatian minister of defence during 

the War of Independence

Tuđman, Franjo, historian and politician, President 
of Croatia 1990–99

Večernji list, daily newspaper published in Zagreb
Vjesnik, daily newspaper published in Zagreb, 

1940–2012
Vrhovec, Josip, Croatian/Yugoslav Communist 

politician

Note on the pronunciation  
of names

 We have maintained the original spelling 
of names and proper nouns. The vowels 
are pronounced roughly as in Italian. The 
consonants are pronounced as follows:

c  = ts, as in bits
č  = ch
ć  = similar to č, like the t in future
dž = g, as in general
đ  = similar to dž
h  = h as in hot; as the ch in loch before another 

consonant
j  = y, as in yellow
r  = trilled as in Scottish; sometimes used as a 

vowel, e.g. “Brčko”, roughly “Birch-ko”
š  = sh
ž  = like the s in pleasure



     

“The Black Cloud is the name I use to describe the atmosphere of 
depression and despair caused by the collective horrors of war. 
The Black Cloud can be driven away by the united work of local 
initiatives, such as the [Osijek] Centrer for Peace and a political 
leadership which supports a culture of non-violence.”

— Adam Curle01

01 The original gives this 
as a quote from Curle’s book 
The Fragile Voice of Love, but 
we were unable to find it. Sin-
ce there are several similar pas-
sages, we suspect Curle may 
simply have been paraphrasing 
himself. [trans.]
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English edition



T he first book about the Antiwar Cam-
paign of Croatia was published in 2011, 
30 years after its foundation. The pub-
lication of the book was preceded by 
a series of activities that tried to bring 

the Antiwar Campaign out of oblivion and actual-
ize the significance of that network, which great-
ly contributed to the development of civil society 
in Croatia in general, and in particular to the es-
tablishment and popularization of peace-making 
and anti-war culture, as well as the protection of 
human rights in Croatia.

It was a considerable undertaking to contact 
all the individuals whose destinies took them in 
different directions over the course of 30 years. 
Some have been active since the 80s, quite a 
number of them are still active today. Reuniting 
these people inevitably brought about the awak-
ening of a series of emotions associated with that 
time, as well as with all the frustrations, trau-
mas and challenges that were once part of every-
day life. The 1990s were a difficult time for people 
who wanted to preserve civility, non-violence and 
a sense of human rights in a war-torn country, 
while the network itself was a very complex or-
ganism involving many people with their specific 
mobilizing motives, conceptions and feelings. 

The process also included “digging” through 
the original documentation that the network, 
its organizations and projects produced during 
their work, as well as organizing that material. It 
is impossible to overemphasize how important it 
seemed to us that such a marginalized topic be-
comes a legitimate and equal part of the heritage 
of Croatian society, and the achievement of that 
goal was based on extensive documenting and 
turning the piles of paper from dusty boxes into a 
readable and accessible archival fond. In 2011, we 
organized three round tables where the key pro-
tagonists discussed their experiences and views 
of that period.

A great effort was also put into contacting 
foreign volunteers who cooperated with Antiwar 
Campaign, especially through the Volunteer Proj-
ect Pakrac, which started in the summer of 1993, 
demonstrating how open Antiwar Campaign was 
to cooperation with the rest of Europe and the 
world, beyond the national borders of the society 

that was rapidly closing and over time became 
more and more isolated in the political, social and 
cultural sense. The book was finally published 
and promoted in autumn 2011.

Many things have changed since then. The 
legacy of Antiwar Campaign has become an inte-
gral part of informal, and sometimes formal, ed-
ucation; preservation and transmission of knowl-
edge to new generations is ensured, at least 
partially. A number of master’s degrees, doctor-
al theses and books have been published on the 
subject. Since 2013, “Delfin” has been organizing 
regular gatherings of volunteers and local activ-
ists almost every summer in Pakrac. It is equal-
ly important to note that this legacy lives on to-
day through the many organizations that have 
sprung up under the umbrella of Antiwar Cam-
paign network.

The openness of Antiwar Campaign – in the 
ideological, organizational and cultural sense – 
was one of the essential points of its foundation 
and self-understanding. Among other things, it 
manifested itself in the interplay between local 
needs and communication with the wider region-
al, European and world context. However, the 
language of our book was what ultimately limit-
ed it to only the first dimension. Thanks to the ef-
forts of former Antiwar Campaign collaborator 
Will Firth, after more than ten years, the book is 
now ready to take on a life of its own in this wider 
context with messages and knowledge contained 
therein.

The work on this book coincided with the 
Russian invasion and the start of the war in 
Ukraine. This tragic armed conflict gave rise to a 
series of doubts, interpretations and fractures, 
some of which also reflect the problems faced 
by Antiwar Campaign in the early 1990s. There-
fore, this book comes at the right time. Its value 
lies in the fact that it asks questions and provides 
possible suggestions for achieving the important 
task of today - building long-term and sustain-
able peace.

Vesna Janković
Nikola Mokrović

Vesna Teršelič
Zagreb, October 2022
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Local ARK activists and local activists from Serbia, Bosnia and other parts of 
the region showed enormous heroism in taking a stand in that atmosphe-
re of fear, lawlessness and violence. I’ll always have huge respect for them. It 
would be nice if eventually their own nations could honour the bravery and 
vision of these once-despised people.
— Nick Wilson Young

A s we were finishing this book, the exhibition “The Homeland 
War”01 was being shown at the Croatian Historical Museum. The 
prologue of the exhibition was titled “The Homeland War 20 ye-
ars on”, and it was intended to mirror the war in everyday li-
fe “by presenting a selection of the daily press and memories of 

those involved”. But those reflections on the war in everyday life do not con-
tain any newspaper articles from ARKzin or Feral Tribune, nor are memori-
es of people included who were involved in the war in different ways – not as 
soldiers, but fighting for the establishment of the rule of law, for the protec-
tion and advancement of human rights, and for media freedoms. They are 
people who worked for reconciliation and the adoption of dialogue, people 
who, despite condemning all war crimes, advocated taking responsibility for 
the crimes committed in the name of their own state, and who are still pro-
ponents of dealing with the past today.

The intention of this book is to chart that other, hushed-up and dispu-
ted history of the antiwar, women’s and human rights initiatives. The silen-
ce about these initiatives comes as no surprise because we were already a 
disruptive factor back then. We challenged the dominant narratives, poin-
ted out injustices and tried to build a better, more equitable society amidst 
the chaos of war. The nationalist founding myth of the Croatian state was 
established twenty years ago based on the contradictory rhetoric of victim 
and victor, and on the idea of the good citizen, who is a man, a soldier and 
Catholic. The myth clearly names the victim and the aggressor. Black and 
white. There is no room for any shades of grey, and red, yellow and green 
can only be colours of “enemies and foreign mercenaries”.

But much has changed since then. Other, primarily economic and social 
issues are on the agenda. The ruinous consequences of clientelistic and cor-
rupt practices, which originated in wartime, force Croatian society to de-
al with part of the negative legacy of the 90s. But the jargon of the political 
elites is still rife with the old divisions into “Reds” and “Blacks”,02 and there is 
much less willingness to confront the authoritarian weft that pervades both 
institutions and overall social reality. Yet, unlike in the 90s, the NGOs that 
arose from civic activism have become firmly established. A public space – 
albeit small – is open for their voice, so it is fair to say there are indications 
of the social antagonisms of the nineties gradually being overcome through 
open argument and the struggle of the citizens against the emerging state.

However, only a handful of news portals covered the central event we 
organised to mark the inception of ARK, a roundtable discussion “The Anti-
war Campaign 1991–2011: twenty years ahead of its time” held in the Hou-
se of Human Rights on 4 July. Unlike in Slovenia and Serbia, neither the aca-
demic nor the activist community in Croatia have shown any great interest 
in recording and analysing civic activism. All the breaks and discontinuities 
in the flux of generations of activists, and the social problems that preoccu-
py them and the paths to their resolution have often meant that what was 
before recedes into a past hardly anyone remembers and from which no one 
will learn anything. That often meant that the survival of all the documents, 

01 The Homeland War 
(Domovinski rat) is a term used 
in official contexts in Croatia to 
refer to the war of 1991–95. It 
has rather nationalist conno-
tations, and we prefer to call it 
the Croatian War of Indepen-
dence. [trans.]

02 Black is associated 
with clerical, nationalistic and 
fascist movements. [trans.]
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the “paper trail” of those processes, also depended on the goodwill of individuals 
and the amount of space in their flats and garages. In terms of the documentation of 
the Antiwar Campaign, which emerged from just one such garage several years ago, 
we are striving to order and preserve it. This book originated partly as a product of 
that process of structuring the archival material and our desire to stimulate the pro-
cess of social learning.

The marking of the twentieth anniversary began on 14 February 2011 with an invi-
tation sent out by Documenta, the Centre for Peace Studies and the MIRamiDA Cen-
tre to individuals who took part in ARK’s activities. It was agreed at the preparatory 
meeting that the twentieth anniversary of the launch of ARK be marked with a public 
event on 4 July and the publication of a book. Aware of how scant the existing writ-
ten testimony of our activities is, and also conscious of the need for systematic re-
search, we conceived the book as a crossover of the subjective and the factographi-
cal – of personal memories and documentary material. In order to fulfil that task, the 
book is conceived so that the different approaches better portray the structure and 
development of ARK as well as the scattered nature of ARK’s human, material and in-
tellectual legacy.

Instead of relying on the individual memories of participants of that period re-
corded in interviews or autobiographical notes, we decided to undertake an experi-
ment in collective remembering in the form of a facilitated group discussion. Altho-
ugh a discussion only seemingly gives everyone an equal chance to speak and can 
easily conceal, rather than reveal, the full diversity of views, we decided on this form 
because it corresponds with the method of participatory democracy that we used 
(and still use) in our work. Following this approach, two cycles of discussions among 
the founders of ARK were held on 9 May and 29 June in the House of Human Rights in 
Zagreb. Unfortunately, part of the people who were invited to the discussion did not 
respond and several important voices are therefore absent in the transcripts publis-
hed in this book. Many activists from outside of Zagreb also did not take part for fi-
nancial and organisational reasons, so the work of ARK as a network at national level 
is not presented sufficiently well. Activist experience from small towns and villages, 
where the activists often operated under very difficult conditions, therefore also re-
mains unrecorded.

The process initiated by the invitation to the common remembering sessions, i.e. 
the creation of a specific kind of collective memory of the events two decades earlier, 
brought various emotional layers to the surface for the participants. Those emotions 
are partly connected with the social and political context of the 90s, with being rem-
inded of mental and physical burnout after passionate activism, but also with unre-
solved organisational arguments within ARK itself. Therefore we are grateful to all 
who mustered the courage to embark on the adventure of confronting and critically 
reflecting on the legacy of their work.

The legacy of ARK today consists of numerous and largely professionalised ci-
vil society organisations. This book does not analyse the developmental processes 
of civic initiatives and their institutionalisation over the last twenty years, but the 
individual statements of the discussion participants, the included documents and 
the chronology make it possible to reconstruct at least part of the lively discussions 
that accompanied the development of ARK: from an ad hoc campaign against the 
war and a fluid transnational network to an activist core torn between the need for 
a streamlined organisational structure and the urge to react to the many social pro-
blems. It set up a network of organisations at the national level that brought forth a 
multitude of projects and organisations. ARK established the principles of grassro-
ots activity, which until then were insufficiently known and practised in Croatian so-
ciety. We injected new concepts into the public discourse, such as non-violence, pe-
acebuilding and women’s human rights, and it was largely to our credit that new 
symbolic dates were marked in the calendar, such as 10 December, the International 
Human Rights Day.
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In a time thick with external events and social problems, to which we tried to re-
act and propose solutions, the Antiwar Campaign, as Howard Clark aptly notes, was 
in a position to constantly reinvent itself. The story of ARK would not be comple-
te if we did not include the memories of our friends from abroad who lived and wor-
ked with us, supported us and learned together with us. Their reflections collected 
in this book show up some of the topics that are only touched on in the founders’ di-
scussions. In fact, the chosen form of a written questionnaire gave more space for 
speaking about activism as a transformative experience, about burnout and the ina-
dequacies of peace work, but it also created space for an evaluation of our mutual 
experiences, which have become part of the heritage of the global peace movement.

We are aware that memory, including collective memory, cannot be uncriti-
cally accepted as an accurate account of a period, and that as such it is of neces-
sity inadequate in a historiographical sense. Therefore we have supplemented the 
transcripts with a chronology of ARK contextualised by a general chronology of the 
1990s, as well as selected documents, programmatic texts, press releases, etc., who-
se task is to trace and complement the information in the chronologies and the sta-
tements of the speakers. Due to a lack of money and time needed for a more com-
prehensive study, the general chronology and that of ARK are neither fully consistent 
not complete, and we would like to take this opportunity to apologise to all activists 
whose activities are not adequately covered. We should emphasise that ARK’s chro-
nology is also the result of collective efforts. Activists complemented and correc-
ted the initial draft, and the process was not without dispute. But the final version is 
the result of good intentions and the desire to make it easier for future researchers 
to get their bearings in the abundance of information, developmental lines and net-
works woven over time.

Obviously one book cannot encompass everything that occurred in and around 
ARK in the last twenty years. Every organisation that was member of the network 
deserves a study of its own. Every aspect of the antiwar activity – from the produc-
tion of our own media, peace education, psychosocial aid, regional and international 
cooperation, to the protection of human rights and peacebuilding – calls for more 
in-depth analysis. Although we are aware that that cannot be accomplished by this 
book, partly because it was written by the participants of those events themselves, 
we hope it will create space for critical reflection on the antiwar activism of the 90s. 
In this respect we are glad that the book concludes with an analytical study by the 
young sociologist Bojan Bilić, the first person in this region to devote himself to sys-
tematic academic research into the phenomenon of post-Yugoslav antiwar activism.

Although what we consider history is always an act of historiographical violen-
ce through selection, we are nevertheless in a position to supplement that history 
and add new meanings to it. The greatest danger of a privilege thus gained is that it 
be poorly utilised. Although the intention was to present as broad and representati-
ve a picture of ARK as possible, the end-product inevitably contains a certain degree 
of arbitrariness that the people who created it over several months were unable to 
avoid. This arbitrariness results largely from the archive at our disposal – incomple-
te and poorly ordered as it is – and also from the fact that the people involved in the 
implementation of the project performed the task on a completely voluntary basis 
alongside their other commitments. Therefore, we should bear in mind that the ver-
sion of history on these pages is only an in-progress and interim one – one of many 
possible readings. It is more of a contribution to beginning a dialogue about what re-
mains of ARK. The most that can be expected is that it show up one part of history, 
enliven it and let it speak by connecting dead paper with living memory – that it po-
int to change but also to continuity.

Vesna Janković and Nikola Mokrović
Zagreb, December 2011
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Many of the people who initiated, ran or worked 
on projects or in organisations mentioned in the 
book are named in ARK’s chronology. Individuals 
are extremely important because activist work 

is a struggle against defeatism and passivity. Not a single 
programme, activity or organisation could have been created 
without the initiative and efforts of the individual activists 
who are sometimes also called social entrepreneurs. People 
are the carriers of both war and antiwar initiatives and it is 
for this reason that the naming of civic participants is crucial 
for the acknowledgement of the value of civic engagement 
and resistance to evil. And good, like evil, does not occur 
independently of us but is always reproduced by individuals. 
The naming of the persons who took part in antiwar activities 
throughout the 1990s is all the more important given that it 
was a small number of people who had the courage, craziness 
or both to struggle for these “unpopular” topics.

The following names do not in any way constitute a 
comprehensive list of the people who took part in the 
organisations and projects of ARK. It is simply our attempt to 
give a personal name to the events mentioned in the book. 
We plan to continue work on the systematic documentation 
of antiwar activities and we call on all readers to help us 
complement the list and record the names of everyone 
involved.
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Ada Bajer, Zagreb/Heidelberg
Aida Bagić Zagreb
Aleksej Šćira, Labin
Alija Hodžić, Zagreb
Ana Kvesić, Zagreb/Vukovar
Anita Dašek, Pakrac
Benjamin Perasović, Zagreb
Biba Metikoš, Bosnia-Herzegovina/Zagreb/

USA
Biljana Bijelić, Zagreb/USA
Biljana Kašić, Zagreb
Biserka Milošević, Osijek
Biserka Momčinović, Poreč
Biserka Tompak, Zagreb
Blaženko Karešin Karo, Zagreb
Boris Bakal, Zagreb
Boris Buden, Zagreb/Berlin
Boris Buklijaš, Poreč
Boris Rašeta, Zagreb
Boris Trupčević, Zagreb
Borjanka Metikoš, Bilje/Zagreb
Branimir Krištofić, Zagreb
Branka Anđukić, Zagreb
Branka Drabek, Osijek
Branka Herljević, Zagreb
Branka Juran, Zagreb
Branka Kaselj, Osijek
Branka Sladović, Zagreb
Čani Hasipi, Poreč
Danijela Babić, Zagreb
Darko Pavičić, Zagreb
Davor Jambor, Zagreb
Dejan Dragosavac Ruta, Zagreb
Dejan Jović, Zagreb
Dejan Kršić, Zagreb
Deni Palos†, Zagreb
Draga Krstekanić, Zagreb
Dragica Aleksa, Berak
Drago Hedl, Osijek
Dražen Nikolić, Zagreb
Dražen Šimleša, Zagreb
Dražena Peranić, Sarajevo/Zagreb
Draženka Dobrić, Zagreb
Dušanka Ilić, Osijek
Duška Pribičević Gelb, Zagreb
Đurđa Knežević, Zagreb/Nerežišća

Đurđa Sučević, Zagreb
Edin Tuzlak, Zagreb
Edita Bačić, Split
Fedor Pelikan Hak, Osijek
Gojko Marinković, Zagreb
Goran Božičević, Zagreb, Grožnjan
Goran Flauder, Osijek
Gordan Bosanac, Zagreb
Gordana Forčić, Zagreb
Gordana Obradović-Dragišić, Zagreb
Gordana Stojanović, Bilje, Osijek
Igor Blažević, Sarajevo/Prague
Igor Galo, Pula
Igor Marković, Zagreb
Ivan Ožić, Pula
Ivana Balen, Zagreb
Ivana Kesić, Zagreb
Ivana Klarić, Heidelberg
Ivica Filipović, Zagreb
Ivica Restović, Poreč
Ivo Škorić, Zagreb/USA
Jasminka Ledić, Rijeka
Jasminka Štimac, Rijeka
Jelena Lovrić, Zagreb
Jelena Maras, Osijek
Jelena Poštić, Zagreb
Jelka Glumičić†, Karlovac
Juraj Hrženjak†, Zagreb
Karin Mihaljević, Zagreb
Karmen Ratković, Zagreb
Katarina Kruhonja, Osijek
Katja Mijočević, Heidelberg
Krunoslav Sukić†, Osijek
Ladislav Bognar, Osijek
Lidija Obad, Osijek
Maja Dubljević, Zagreb
Maja Mamula, Zagreb
Maja Uzelac, Zagreb
Marija Kosor, Zagreb
Marijana Mitrović, Osijek
Marina Cee, Osijek
Marina Škrabalo, Zagreb
Marko Strpić, Zagreb
Marko Vuković, Zagreb
Martin Kovačević, Osijek
Martina Belić, Zagreb
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Melita Jureša, Rab/USA
Meri Štajduhar, Zagreb
Mica Mladineo, Zagreb
Milan Medić, Karlovac
Mile Sokolić, Karlovac
Milena Beader, Zagreb
Milena Žganjer, Zagreb
Milivoj Đilas, Zagreb
Milorad Nenadović, Bilje
Miljenko Jergović, Zagreb
Mirjana Galo, Pula
Mirjana Bilopavlović, Pakrac
Mirjana Herzeg, Osijek
Mirjana Radaković, Zagreb
Miroslav Ambruš Kiš, Zagreb
Miroslav Horvat, Daruvar
Mladen Majetić, Zagreb
Mladen Momčinović, Poreč
Nada Mraović, Poreč
Natalie Šipak, Zagreb
Nataša Petrinjak, Zagreb
Nela Gubić, Zagreb
Nela Pamuković, Zagreb
Nenad Zakošek, Zagreb
Neva Tölle, Zagreb
Neven Zoković, Poreč
Nikša Dubreta, Zagreb
Nina Ožegović, Zagreb
Nina Pečnik, Zagreb
Nives Rebernak, Amsterdam/Zagreb
Ognjen Tus, Zagreb
Olinka Gjigaš, Zagreb
Oliver Sertić, Zagreb
Orhideja Martinović, Zagreb
Paul Stubbs, Zagreb
Petar Gabud, Zagreb
Petar Gazibara, Osijek
Rada Borić, Zagreb
Ranka Jindra, Osijek
Ranka Radović, Zagreb
Ratko Dojčinović, Karlovac
Robert Schwartz, Zagreb
Roberto Spiz†, Zagreb
Rosi Klepac, Heidelberg
Roza Roje, Split
Ružica Gajić Guljašević, Zagreb

Sanda Malbaša, Zagreb
Sandra Vinkerlić, Poreč
Sanja Cesar, Zagreb
Sanja Sarnavka, Zagreb
Sara Petra Mihaljević, Zagreb
Silva Sumić, Split
Silvija Tomčik, Zagreb
Silvija Žufić, Poreč
Siniša Maričić†, Zagreb
Slobodanka Poštić, Zagreb
Sniježana Matejčić, Poreč
Sonja Stanić, Osijek
Spasenija Moro, Osijek
Srđan Dvornik, Zagreb
Sunčana Špriovan†, Zagreb
Suzana Kafandar, Heidelberg
Suzane Šabani, Heidelberg
Svemir Vranko, Zagreb
Šuhreta Dumanić, Rijeka
Tanja Škrbić, Osijek
Tanja Tagirov†, Zagreb/Belgrade
Tatjana Tomičić, Poreč
Tonči Majić, Split
Toni Gabrić, Zagreb
Toni Vidan, Zagreb
Vanja Goldberg, Zagreb
Vanja Nikolić, Osijek/Zagreb
Vedran Antonijević, Split
Veljko Danilović†, Zagreb
Veronika Rešković, Zagreb
Veselinka Kastratović, Osijek
Vesna Janković, Zagreb
Vesna Kesić†, Zagreb
Vesna Podlipec, Split
Vesna Pupavac, Zagreb
Vesna Roller, Zagreb
Vesna Teršelič, Zagreb
Vida Tučan†, Split
Vladimir Desnica, Zagreb
Vlado Ratko Aleksić, Poreč
Vojko Ivica, Split
Zehrudin Isaković, Sarajevo
Zlatko Pejić, Zagreb
Zoran Arbutina Risch, Zagreb/Frankfurt
Zoran Oštrić, Zagreb







The Charter of the Antiwar Campaign 
articulated exactly what we felt was vitally 
important at the time from the immediate 
experience of war: we as citizens wanted to 
know what to do and how to act there and 
then, in the midst of the war, because a time 
would come when we would build peace. 
The Antiwar Campaign was far ahead of its 
time in terms of posing questions and laying 
the foundations for how to build a civil state 
and lasting peace.

01 Transcript of the ro-
undtable discussion “The An-
tiwar Campaign 1991–2011: 
twenty years ahead of its time” 
held on 4 July 2011 in the House 
of Human Rights, Zagreb. Spe-
akers: Mirjana Bilopavlović, Go-
ran Božičević, Dejan Jović, Ka-
tarina Kruhonja, Vesna Teršelič.

Ahead of its time?01

(transcript of the roundtable discussion on 4 July 2011)
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Vesna Teršelič: Hello everyone! We began 
talking at the beginning of this year how we 
wanted to mark this anniversary, the 20th an-
niversary of the Antiwar Campaign. It was a 
participatory process, and we tried to invol-
ve as many of our friends as possible, especi-
ally those who met at the Zagorka bar in the 
early evening of 4 July 1991 when we agreed to 
launch the Antiwar Campaign. Some got in-
volved, others didn’t. Some will come to the 
party tonight that starts at 8pm at Green Acti-
on (Zelena akcija). Green Action was a very si-
gnificant place for the Antiwar Campaign be-
cause it was launched after a meeting at the 
Green Action office. There was a synchrony 
between Green Action and the Society for the 
Improvement of the Quality of Life (Društvo 
za unapređenje kvaliteta života). There was al-
so a synchrony with the thoughts and initiati-
ves of our friends such as Šura Dumanić in Ri-
jeka, or Biserka and Mladen Momčinović, who 
would start up an initiative when they moved 
from Zagreb to Poreč.

I’d say that the first impulse was to affirm 
non-violence at a time when a wave of vio-
lence had just swept over Croatia. Josip Reihl-
-Kir was killed on 1 July ’91, and I’d even say we 
were late, although we’d discussed what co-
uld happen a year earlier, and in the years be-
fore that. What would happen with the Yu-
goslav People’s Army (JNA) when political 
control was gone. We expected and anticipa-
ted that there would be someone, or some pe-
ople, be it the authorities or academic insti-
tutions, who would conduct negotiations and 
have some idea of what to do in this and other 
conflicts. But it turned out that no negotia-
tions were conducted, and the ideas about 
what to do in a conflict situation, especial-
ly a conflict between Serbia and Croatia, were 
very rudimentary – as they were among tho-
se of us who launched the Antiwar Campaign, 
I’d say. And maybe our strength was just that 

we said to ourselves very clearly that we don’t 
really know what should be done in this situ-
ation either, but we were prepared to explo-
re and learn, we were inquisitive. We started 
from scratch in terms of understanding and 
managing conflicts, with help from our friends 
in Croatia, neighbouring Slovenia and all over 
the world. At a planning meeting in August 
that year, ’91, which we held in Kumrovec,01 we 
took heart and began fashioning some of the 
most important programmes of the Antiwar 
Campaign – starting with advocacy for con-
scientious objection. We’d picked out consci-
entious objection as a central issue back in the 
eighties, in the context of Svarun,02 because 
as early as ’88 we considered it unacceptable 
that it wasn’t recognised in Yugoslavia at the 
time, and we advocated alternative civilian 
service. That was the beginning of our peace 
activism because we already knew a bit about 
conscientious objection, about civilian servi-
ce as an alternative to serving in the Yugoslav 
People’s Army, and we’d leafleted and gained 
some experience, which proved useful in our 
organisational work. So there was our advoca-
cy for conscientious objection, but we realised 
straight away that there would be hardly any 
information about us also being for non-vio-
lence and tolerance, so we’d need a newslet-
ter or journal, a fanzine, ARKzin. Its pilot issue 
was published in Zagreb in September ’91. We 
knew instinctively that the protection of hu-
man rights would be a problem, so in the pi-
lot issue we published the short text “Do you 
know what a war crime is?”, which was issu-
ed simultaneously by the Centre for Antiwar 
Action in Belgrade. It was clear that things 
would come to a head in the next few months. 
A third strand of our activities was linked to 
understanding and managing conflicts, and 
we began to organise workshops with the he-
lp of our friends from War Resisters’ Internati-
onal and a number of organisations from that 

02 A village 40 km 
northwest of Zagreb, the birth-
place of Josip Broz Tito; al-
so home to a large educational 
centre (initially a Party school), 
which has since fallen into di-
srepair. [trans.]

03 See footnote 11  
(page 235) on the history and 
significance of this group. 
[trans.]
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network who came from Germany and Britain 
to support us. The series of activities connec-
ted to education was further articulated la-
ter through the activities of A Small Step (Mali 
korak), and then through those of the Cen-
tre for Peace Studies, and it developed into a 
whole range of educational projects. I’d say it 
was particularly carefully fostered at the Cen-
tre for Peace, Non-violence and Human Ri-
ghts in Osijek. A fourth series of activities was 
to do with the advancement and protection 
of human rights. These four chief areas of ac-
tivity were constants of our work in the first 
years of the Antiwar Campaign. There was al-
so a constant string of new events to affirm 
conscientious objection, which we managed 
to propose in a public hearing on the Consti-
tution of the Republic of Croatia in 1990, and 
fortunately it was included in the constituti-
on. Another continuity was ARKzin and a third 
strand – the direct protection of human ri-
ghts, where we began by translating the Hu-
man Rights Watch and Amnesty International 
reports on the crimes in Croatia and Bosnia-
-Herzegovina. And if anyone says the informa-
tion wasn’t available in Croatia, those books 
– one about Croatia, the other about Bosnia-
-Herzegovina – came out in ’93. When I lea-
fed through them again, I was really surprised 
how much was known about the war crimes in 
Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Mirjana Bilopavlović: Hello to my friends 
and fellow activists here, whom I got to know 
back in the nineties when the Antiwar Cam-
paign of Croatia took a big stride and came to 
the area of so-called Western Slavonia. I know 
Slavonia is one, so dividing it into an eastern 
and a western part is problematic for me.

What should I say about the Antiwar Cam-
paign at that time in Pakrac? It was some-
thing new. I think even for the people who 
made up the core of the Antiwar Campaign 

of Croatia it was something of a journey into 
the unknown. They came to a war zone with 
no organisation to rely on like NGOs can today 
when they go to regions that interest them for 
this or that reason. They had pure will and the 
desire to try and do something – to put eve-
rything they advocated in their activities in 
Zagreb or Osijek into practice in the war-af-
fected and devastated areas, where there we-
re major divisions along ethnic, national and 
religious lines.

What the Antiwar Campaign did phenome-
nally well was the Volunteer Project Pakrac, 
which was the first attempt at peace work in 
what was then Yugoslavia. It was the first at-
tempt to address peacebuilding in a different 
way in the war-divided region. To illustrate 
what that meant at that time in Pakrac, I ha-
ve to mention several phases. What happened 
to Pakrac and Lipik with the arrival of the vo-
lunteers – some from Croatia and some from 
abroad – caused incredulity and shock. “What 
gives someone the right to come and tell us 
what we should do? We were there during the 
war, so what gives them the right to tell us 
how we should resolve the war.”

The next phase was the locals’ distrust to-
wards everyone who came with a pure he-
art and the desire to help. How could they he-
lp? The assumption was that they didn’t know 
themselves in the beginning but that it deve-
loped along with the situation. The locals tho-
ught they were a bunch of adventure-seekers 
who wanted to be in a war zone so they co-
uld later tell their friends how cool they we-
re. They were in a war, nothing happened to 
them, and that was another point in their CV, 
and possibly a stepping stone in their career.

What the Antiwar Campaign did throu-
gh the Volunteer Project Pakrac is invalua-
ble, in my opinion. It was the creation of soci-
al contacts. We mustn’t forget that we’re still 
talking about the period of the war in Croa-

The volunteers – some of them domestic, others from abroad – began to teach 
us how important it is to work on the creation of social contacts in a divided 
community. How important it is to discover the modicum of humanity left in us. 
To try not to blame others a priori, because that’s the attitude of official politics, 
but to take a real look – however hard it was to be realistic in those moments, in 
those years of madness, war and everything. Especially if you’ve lost someone 
near and dear like a family member. 
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“What is a war crime?” ARKzin pilot issue

“Why was an UNPROFOR translator arrested?” ARKzin no. 5, 
4 September 1993
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tia, and we’re talking about the area that su-
ffered the worst destruction after Vukovar – 
both in terms of infrastructure and human 
losses. We’re talking about the area where the 
conflict began that later generated the war. It 
all began in Pakrac in March ’91. That’s just a 
reminder for the younger ones among you; I’m 
not proud that the war began in Pakrac.

But the creation of social contacts ushe-
red in a valuable process. In war you always 
have “us” and “them”, friends and enemi-
es. How do you talk with friends and enemi-
es when we’d all been friends until recently? 
The Antiwar Campaign made it possible for us 
to cross the border the first few times. Not in 
public, of course, but secretly, via the UNPA 
zone, which was in front of the municipal of-
fices. The Antiwar Campaign allowed the re-
union of families that had been separated by 
sheer chance, overnight, because of an event 
that had long been planned and was expec-
ted at some point, but most of us didn’t beli-
eve would really happen. I’ll speak just about 
the part of Pakrac under Croatian jurisdiction 
because I know very little about what was do-
ne on the other side of the border. Aid was or-
ganised for families who offered for volunte-
ers to come and help in the house. Why do I 
say “offered”? At first, no one came to the of-
fice of the Volunteer Project Pakrac, knoc-
ked on the door and said: “Hey, come over to 
my place.” So the volunteers went and offered 
themselves. They established the initial social 
contacts and helped us reach a different “cli-
entele”. The volunteers – some of them dome-
stic, others from abroad – began to teach us 
how important it is to work on the creation of 
social contacts in a divided community. How 
important it is to discover the modicum of hu-
manity left in us. To try not to blame others 
a priori, because that’s the attitude of official 
politics, but to take a real look – however hard 
it was to be realistic in those moments, in 

those years of madness, war and everything. 
Especially if you’ve lost someone near and de-
ar like a family member. Workshops were he-
ld. The volunteers spoke to the children first 
because children are easier to approach. They 
don’t bear grudges like adults do, and via the 
children it was possible to reach their parents. 
After the workshops for children there we-
re ones for a broad section of the populati-
on, but please take that “broad section of the 
population” with a grain of salt: it was main-
ly men who weren’t subject to conscription 
and women who stayed in their homes, ruined 
or badly damaged as they were, who were in-
volved in what were called work brigades. It 
was very pleasing to see that it was the volun-
teers who initiated tea sessions, what I now 
call “hen parties”, with us women, with cof-
fee. The mood was very good. Katarina and 
her friends, some of whom are unfortunately 
no longer with us, like Kruno, left an indelible 
mark on the lives of people of Pakrac and Li-
pik. They tried to talk with us about peacebuil-
ding, the need for non-violence and transfor-
mation of the conflict. All of that is logical to 
me now, but back then it was one big chaotic 
nightmare. I had the opportunity later to spe-
ak with many people when Goran was prepa-
ring his book U dosluhu i neposluhu (Collusion 
and disobedience), and to see that even today 
a lot of people haven’t embraced the concept 
of non-violence and the creation of peace, but 
they accepted what the activists had to of-
fer because it was important to be able to say: 
“Even in wartime we have to think about pea-
ce, and how we’re going to implement peace 
afterwards.”

The next very significant step in the work 
of the Antiwar Campaign through the Volun-
teer Project Pakrac was the strengthening of 
civil society. Not only the strengthening of the 
organisations that operated through the Anti-
war Campaign, but of civil society organisati-

When we invited women from the former Yugoslavia, and women 
from Croatia, some of whom are here today, to come and speak about 
peacebuilding. We mentioned for the first time, albeit indirectly, 
how significant the gender dimension is in peacebuilding, although 
we didn’t know how to articulate that at the time. It’s been women 
who’ve spoken about peace in all the military conflicts, by force of 
circumstance, because it’s been necessary for their families
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ons in all of Croatia, and indirectly also in Bo-
snia-Herzegovina. I’ll never forget ’94, Goran 
Božičević, Martina Belić and Vesna Kesić, who 
helped me privately so we could do a project 
financed by the German Friedrich Ebert Foun-
dation; it was about “Women in War and Pe-
ace”, when we invited women from the for-
mer Yugoslavia, and women from Croatia, 
some of whom are here today, to come and 
speak about peacebuilding. We mentioned 
for the first time, albeit indirectly, how signi-
ficant the gender dimension is in peacebuil-
ding, although we didn’t know how to articu-
late that at the time. It’s been women who’ve 
spoken about peace in all the military conflic-
ts, by force of circumstance, because it’s been 
necessary for their families, primarily for the 
children. And on the other hand so that the-
re be peace, so that their husbands not be-
come cannon fodder for some future enemi-
es, be they real or imaginary. I can’t talk about 
the Antiwar Campaign without mentioning 
the first five basic MIRamiDA workshops in 
Pakrac. That was something new, not only for 
civil society organisations in Croatia, but al-
so further afield. I think the MIRamiDA pro-
jects had a profound influence on peacebuil-
ding in the region. New ideas were born, new 
approaches. It actually motivated some pe-
ople who today are distinguished activists in 
the region of the former Yugoslavia to adopt 
the work and show that, if there’s but a little 
understanding, if we step beyond warmonge-
ring politics, we might arrive at what we’d call 
peacebuilding, and which today we call pea-
cebuilding through dealing with the past. We 
didn’t think at that time how much the war 
that occurred in Croatia and Bosnia-Herze-
govina actually had its roots in the wars and 
events before ’91.

I’ll never forget my friends Ranka Jindra 
and Jelena Maras from Osijek, who showed me 
for the first time what the difference is betwe-

en the language of the snake and the langua-
ge of the giraffe in peacebuilding. They came 
to talk with us about communication, about 
how much it takes to set up communication, 
how much it takes two to communicate, and 
how much communication has noises we ha-
ve to recognise. Sometimes it was hilarious. I 
remember there were jokes for months after-
wards: “Ah, you’re a snake, you’re a giraffe but 
your neck is kinda short.”

Speaking about the Antiwar Campaign 
in Pakrac, it was very hard at the beginning. 
Do you know why? Because the prefix “anti” 
was in it, and “war” as well. In fact, all the pe-
ople who felt it was directed against the ne-
wly formed state are still convinced of that to-
day; not even 20 years were enough for them 
to admit that the Antiwar Campaign brou-
ght a new and different world to the war-divi-
ded community. It’s a shame they didn’t chan-
ge their attitudes, but on the other hand I’m 
exceptionally glad that the Antiwar Campaign 
of Croatia attracted a huge number of people, 
directly or indirectly, regardless of ethnici-
ty, religion, age or even race. A body of people 
was created who thought differently about 
the wars in the former Yugoslavia and had a 
right to think differently.

Goran Božičević: Only now, sitting here, ha-
ve I realised why I found it so hard to prepa-
re for this speech. I spoke about the Antiwar 
Campaign heaps of times to people who had 
no idea what it was, especially in the nineties. 
It’s a terrific feeling to be able to talk about a 
range of exceptional people who did incredible 
things in difficult circumstances, who stru-
ggled both against themselves and their envi-
ronment, and I can tell you I felt terribly proud 
in those situations. But to speak to someone 
who knows what the Antiwar Campaign was, 
who helped create it or at least identified wi-
th it, is a big problem for me. To help, I jotted 
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down the three phases I went through with 
the Antiwar Campaign. The first was animosi-
ty. I’d come across mentions of peace activi-
sts in the papers in ’91 and ’92, and an “Anti-
war Campaign” – they were up to something, 
muckraking and protesting, so there was al-
ways a mention or two in the news of their 
troublemaking. Peaceniks were too much for 
me to fathom, to tell the truth – I didn’t know 
what they could want in those hard times. The 
only thing that didn’t fit into that mindset was 
that I knew Vesna Teršelič was involved, and 
we’d been friends since ’83 at uni. Then I sum-
moned up the strength and went along to li-
sten to Greg Payton from Vietnam Veterans 
Against the War, sometime in ’92. He spo-
ke for an hour or two in Tkalčićeva Street. So I 
wasn’t in the Antiwar Campaign. I went along 
with a friend, a neighbour who was in the ar-
my, and hearing Payton talk was like a punch 
in the guts. He spoke as a veteran about the li-
ne he crossed when he killed a person for the 
first time, about the hell that awaited him af-
ter that – the hell of drugs he got sucked into 
– and after that about antiwar activism. Yeah, 
and then in ’93 I decided to join the Antiwar 
Campaign after all. I sat down with Vesna and 
the first thing I told her was: “I’m not going 
to go out on the streets and shout: ‘Stop the 
war in Croatia!”’ She laughed and said: “We 
don’t do that. We don’t go onto the streets 
and shout: ‘Stop the war in Croatia.’ We have a 
whole range of different programmes,” and so 
we agreed about Pakrac.

My second phase, after that animosi-
ty, was respect. When I looked at the Anti-
war Campaign’s correspondence in Tkalčiće-
va Street, and the archive from ’91 and ’92, 
i.e. from when I was in that phase of animosi-
ty – what copious correspondence it was, with 
state bodies and a wide range of international 
factors, and how systematically it was all do-
ne! What a level of seriousness, dedication and 

understanding in time, something I later cal-
led “collusion but also disobedience”. “Wow, 
and you did all this in two years!” I said.

The third phase, with which I’ll finish, 
although there’s definitely more that could 
be said, was that of identification. I began to 
identify with the Antiwar Campaign after I’d 
been in Pakrac for two months and I could 
even establish the hour when it happened. I 
told myself that my task there was to take ca-
re of the volunteers, to make sure nothing ha-
ppened to them and we did no harm. Basically 
I had no truck with human rights, conscienti-
ous objection, and a range of other things the 
Antiwar Campaign is into. But then Simo Zja-
lić (28) got arrested. He was a guy from Oku-
čani, “on the other side”, as Mirjana said, in 
the Republic of Serbian Krajina (SAO Krajina). 
The problem was that he had UN status, as 
an interpreter. And then our volunteers said: 
“The Croatian police have arrested Simo. He’s 
a member of the UN personnel and no one can 
say anything. He disappeared just like that. 
What kind of state are we living in where so-
meone who works for the United Nations can 
simply vanish and no one knows what’s going 
on?” And I said: “Alright, it’s a shame about Si-
mo, but someone will sort it out.” I rumina-
ted in our office for two or maybe three hours: 
“But who will react and help Simo?” None of 
all my fellow activists from the Antiwar Cam-
paign knew Simo had been arrested. Then 
I realised: “I have to react because I know 
something’s happened to him.” But then I sa-
id: “I can’t react and help Simo because I don’t 
deal with human rights, I’m here to work with 
volunteers.” And then I flipped: “But I’ve come 
from the Antiwar Campaign. I can’t work wi-
th volunteers and do fuzzy peace stuff – and 
then a guy disappears and I do nothing?” I sa-
id to myself: “So, Goran, either you sod off to 
Zagreb and bleat ‘I can’t do that,’ or you can 
do something to try and help the guy – howe-

The real danger of working with the Antiwar Campaign 
wasn’t so much that we could be abducted and bumped off 
but that we’d become a fig leaf, a democratic fig leaf for the 
regime of the time.



“The croaking of black crows”, Vjesnik, 8 July 1993
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ver hard it is for you, and you know people on 
the street will glare at you and snarl: ‘You re-
ported to Zagreb that he disappeared. Shame 
on you.’”

I phoned ARK and had Srđan on the li-
ne again, and he said: “You know what? I’m 
about to leave on a trip, but here’s the num-
ber of the Croatian Helsinki Committee, Žarko 
Puhovski is there. He should be able to help.” I 
talked with Professor Puhovski, and he asked 
me to send a fax. We sent a fax, and the next 
day we found out where Simo Zjalić was. The 
UN found out two days later, and they said to 
us: “Wow, you guys from the Antiwar Campa-
ign found out what’s up with Simo two days 
before the UN system!” ARKzin published the 
entire correspondence, and then I realised you 
can’t just tinker if you want to work for social 
change. You have to go the whole hog.

I was in Skopje for ten days or so on a 
working holiday and wrote down a few thin-
gs when I had the inspiration to prepare, and 
I’d like to share those notes with you. For 
example, regarding the title of this discussi-
on. My question is, if we were 20 years ahe-
ad in the nineties, where are we now? Are we, 
who think we have some antiwar legacy, now 
in 2031? Or have we gone back in time? Or ha-
ve we perhaps only arrived in ’94 now? I don’t 
know where we are. Then I thought of the 
whole infrastructure that Vesna spoke about 
and Mirjana also touched on, which functio-
ned. We’re talking about ZaMir – an internet 
pioneer when Croatia was in the pre-digital 
dark ages. We had a crucial meeting in Pakrac 
in October ’93. I was very nervous because I 
realised we weren’t preparing for that mee-
ting at all. It was on the next day. Then I reali-
sed I was the only one who wasn’t involved in 
all the correspondence via the ZaMir network 
and that a whole number of people had be-
en preparing the meeting for a month. So the 
internet hooked us up, as they say, with the 
whole world in 1993.

There was psychological care for women 
war victims, and the Centre for Women War 
Victims was the biggest of its kind when the 
major crises occurred in Bosnia. There was the 
work with children in the camps and the who-
le business with Suncokret (Sunflower), which 
sent volunteers to Pakrac. At one point they 
were so decent as to tell us: “We can’t send 
you volunteers any more because we can’t be 
involved in Pakrac as well, there’s war in Bo-
snia, with the Muslims, and we’re working wi-
th displaced people from there. That’s politi-
cally sensitive. Pakrac is just too much.” Work 
in Osijek, a city on the very front line, etc.

The system was against us at that time, I 
wrote. That’s been gnawing at me these days.

The Antiwar Campaign was a fantastic pe-
riod for me. Like a discovery that rejuvenates 
you, as Mirjana says. Light at the end of the 
tunnel. But so much was dark and grim in tho-
se years for all who wanted to see what was 
happening. People’s mood was against us. 
When old schoolmates saw me they’d say, like: 
“What are you up to, Božo? Why are you in Pa-
krac?” There’s an anecdote: we were in Gaje-
va Street, a friend from high school saw me as 
I was leaving the ARK office, and she came up 
and said: “Goran? Are you with them?”

The newspapers had us in their sights, as 
did various good little Croatians. We didn’t 
think about it much at the time: the real dan-
ger of working with the Antiwar Campa-
ign wasn’t so much that we could be abduc-
ted and bumped off but that we’d become a 
fig leaf, a democratic fig leaf for the regime 
of the time. It was sickening – many of us felt 
that way. A fig leaf for Tuđman’s Croatia. I can 
still see Gojko Šušak taking out the pamphlet 
of Unija 47 (Union 47) about conscientious 
objection when the delegation of the Council 
of Europe asked him: “What are you doing in 
terms of the constitutional rights of your citi-
zens to conscientious objection?” He took out 

In fact, all the people who felt it was directed against the newly formed state are 
still convinced of that today; not even 20 years were enough for them to admit 
that the Antiwar Campaign brought a new and different world to the war-divided 
community. It’s a shame they didn’t change their attitudes, but on the other 
hand I’m exceptionally glad that the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia attracted a 
huge number of people, directly or indirectly, regardless of ethnicity, religion, age 
or even race.
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the pamphlet of the Antiwar Campaign and 
said: “Look, I’ve got this.”

Nenad Zakošek: Goran, Tuđman signed the 
Antiwar charter.

Goran Božičević: How would things be now 
if we hadn’t been around? Recently I did an in-
terview. My counterpart told me, through a 
series of interviews about dealing with the 
past, that I revealed a terrible... not inconsi-
stency, but lack of carry-over, of continuity. 
You talk to twenty people about dealing with 
the past, and everyone has an utterly different 
take on things. And he asks: “Where’s the con-
tinuity?” I’m not saying there’s none. I just ask 
myself how things would be if we hadn’t been 
around? Maybe they’d be better, I don’t know. 
A lot for little money. There was never much 
money, but we had all the human resources 
you could wish for. Adam Curle was with us, 
especially with the people of Osijek. He nomi-
nated Vesna and Katarina, and they won that 
prize in Sweden. When I was in Bradford, whe-
re there’s the biggest peace studies program-
me, I spoke with the PhD students and men-
tioned Adam in passing, and they said: “You 
know Adam? Did you know we’re in the Adam 
Curle Library? He founded this faculty!” Yes, I 
know him, he was with us here at the first ge-
neral meeting of the Antiwar Campaign in ’93, 
in the House of the Red Cross on Medvedni-
ca Mountain overlooking Zagreb. Greg Payton, 
Kay Ericson, Diana Francis, Clay McCartney, 
Roberta Bačić... The Triennial Conference of 
the War Resisters in Poreč. I think there’s ra-
rely such a concentration of peace activists on 
this planet. But the official institutions made 
a concerted effort and managed to ignore us. 
It’s not easy, but it can be done.

If we were the Antiwar Campaign, what 
kind of war was it? That’s a question that in-
trigues me: if it was a stitch-up between Milo-

šević and Tuđman, to what extent was it agre-
ed? I want to know if it was 40% or 90%. Or 
maybe 56%, I don’t know.

And I have another question for discussi-
on. We keep saying we advocated an alterna-
tive. What kind of alternative?! We were ad-
vocating the pure mainstream. We simply 
advocated a kind of sanity or humanity: that 
people not hate each other, so that the worst 
not come out of each of us. It doesn’t have to 
be with a gun or war at all, it can be just in yo-
ur block, with your neighbours. It’s simply 
about being humane to one another.

To finish off, it seems to me that the An-
tiwar Campaign was, firstly, a truly religio-
us movement, and secondly a markedly sta-
te-forming movement. Why do I think it’s a 
religious movement? Look and see: non-vio-
lence, peace, resistance to injustice, protec-
tion of the weak, respect for life, respect for 
diversity, respect for human dignity, truth, 
against hypocrisy, the affiliation of people 
across all manner of borders. If that’s not a re-
ligious concept, I must have missed some-
thing at school. And if it wasn’t us who built 
up the state, I don’t know who did. I mean, we 
saw the system was dysfunctional, we saw 
constitutional principles, values and principles 
being bypassed, we saw them being abused 
and manipulated. And if we didn’t speak war-
nings, we simply said: “The state should serve 
all its citizens. It should function. But ours he-
re is no good – it needs to be changed.” So it 
was pure statebuilding, in my opinion. Others 
then stole the concept of statehood from us, 
but that’s a different story.

Dejan Jović: Since we’ve already spoken 
about the war period, I’d like to say a thing or 
two about the pre-war period and the kind of 
elements that the coalition, or group, was ma-
de up of. Just so as to show that, although it 
didn’t form until ’91, there had been a pre-
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history of activism, especially in the eighti-
es. Then of course I’d like to say a few words 
about the lessons and the importance of the 
Antiwar Campaign for us today. I’ll start wi-
th the latter. If you read Croatian newspapers, 
there’s a story about war in them almost eve-
ry day, be it the war in the nineties or the one 
in the forties. And it’s not like that just in Cro-
atia. Take the Serbian newspapers, for exam-
ple, and you’ll see that the exhumation of the 
remains of Draža Mihailović is the main topic, 
and discussions about the nineties in one form 
or another. It seems to me that in the eighti-
es we were simply inundated by a wave of re-
miniscences about the war, which didn’t lead 
to peace but to further conflict. Remembering 
the Second World War in the eighties was the 
overture to a new conflict. And in that sense, 
however much I think dealing with the past 
is significant and absolutely necessary, I’d al-
ways emphasise that the question is how we 
deal with the past. With what goal? Is it an ac-
tivity that’s innately antiwar, one that aims for 
peace, cooperation and a normal life? Or is it a 
remembering that leads to new conflicts? We 
speak a lot about the past today, too, and we 
interpret our history from the dominant ma-
instream discourse as a history of conflict and 
war, but it often seems to me that in the pro-
cess we erase memories of peace, cooperation 
and a normal life. It’s as if that mainstream di-
scourse makes us feel war is our destiny. Una-
voidable. Therefore I think it’s all the more im-
portant to emphasise this antiwar activity. It 
doesn’t avoid dealing with the past but at the 
same time is directed towards peacebuilding. 
Not towards remembering the past so as to 
organise new acts of revenge or new conflic-
ts in future.

Let me say a little about my pre-war ac-
tivities – in the eighties, when I first got to 
know some people of my generation and a lit-
tle older who were active in the civil society 

scene. I mean above all Svarun, an organisati-
on from the mid-80s that attempted to set a 
new public agenda. In part, it was about envi-
ronmentally oriented and antimilitarist poli-
tics. I think the aspect of antimilitarism is ve-
ry significant. It creates a continuity of action 
from Svarun and the activist groups of the ei-
ghties, via the war years, through until today. 
Especially in the eighties and earlier, we lived 
in a society that considered a good citizen to 
be a man, and above all one who served in the 
army. All the others were just associates of 
that good citizen, or sisters of a soldier or po-
tential soldier. “All of us are the army”, the slo-
gan went, and the concept of “people’s de-
fence” actually militarised society rather than 
demilitarising it. It extended the sphere of de-
fence and war to the entire society. Women, in 
that sense, were mainly wives, mothers or da-
ughters of soldiers, who were the real citizens. 
That discourse continued through the war. 
And after the war, too, through linking this 
image of the militant state and its good citi-
zens exclusively to those who fought with rifle 
in hand and participated in the creation of the 
state that way. As if all the others, who were 
on the antiwar side, had an ongoing interest 
in peace and didn’t want to be part of that mi-
litary machinery were not citizens – or at least 
not good ones.

Apart from them, there were also vario-
us feminist groups and even what we in re-
trospect could call the beginnings of LGBT 
groups. Principally in urban settings, but al-
so elsewhere. The Greens emerged, too, who 
we should remember are hardly marginal. I 
reread some issues of Danas from 1990 the 
other day and came across a text by the po-
litical commentator and analyst Slaven Leti-
ca, who predicted on the eve of the elections 
that the results would be 40% for the Blues,04 
30% for the Reds and 30% for the Greens! But 
the whole thing wasn’t marginal because it al-

04 HDZ [trans.]

If we were the Antiwar Campaign, what kind of war was 
it? That’s a question that intrigues me: if it was a stitch-
up between Milošević and Tuđman, to what extent was it 
agreed? I want to know if it was 40% or 90%. Or maybe 56%, 
I don’t know. 
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so began to penetrate the official instituti-
ons. Perhaps you remember that the questi-
on of nuclear energy was raised at the Party 
youth congresses in ’86. That was a marginal 
voice, but still an integral part of the system, 
in a way. It happened in Slovenia even more. 
The main issues that the congress of the Lea-
gue of Socialist Youth of Yugoslavia split over 
were nuclear energy and demilitarisation. Yes, 
those issues. The relationship to the Yugo-
slav People’s Army at the time, the relation-
ship to civil society and all of that. And now, 
as Vesna says in her interview05 about the hi-
story of those initiatives, the official institu-
tions themselves, e.g. the League of Socia-
list Youth of Yugoslavia in Zagreb or Croatia, 
showed fractures on the issue of how to tre-
at Svarun and how to act towards the Greens. 
Should they be allocated some premises, sho-
uld they be accepted and assisted in some way 
to try and incorporate them, or should they be 
treated as enemies? The Slovenian establis-
hment aided those organisations more. I even 
think that’s a reason why the movement was 
more significant there – it had the support of 
the state, which tolerated and mostly protec-
ted it, and to a large extent even encouraged 
it. That antiofficial discourse partly stirred in 
Serbia, too, but from a completely different 
position. It took off mainly in a nationalist di-
rection, but partly also towards the protection 
of human rights. Jasna Dragović-Soso descri-
bes this well in her book Saviours of the Nation 
(Spasitelji nacije), where she analyses the bre-
ak-up of civil society in Serbia into nationalist 
and anti-nationalist wings, which remained a 
characteristic of the nineties. We mustn’t for-
get that a very powerful movement appeared 
in Serbia at the beginning of the war – a draft 
resisters’ movement. If you now read Velj-
ko Kadijević and his explanation of the break-
-up of Yugoslavia, he’ll say: “That was the ma-
in reason we couldn’t do anything. Hundreds 

of thousands of people effectively dodged the 
draft and in that sense actually functioned li-
ke an antiwar movement.” Although they were 
not active in any group.

And then we come to 1990. We had elec-
tions and then of course the dilemma of how 
to keep on working in future. It was a quan-
dary not only for antiwar activists and related 
groups but also for the Association for a Yugo-
slav Democratic Initiative (UJDI), for example, 
an organisation that was forming and didn’t 
want to become a party. It didn’t aim to seize 
state power. I think it’s vital here to think over 
what the character of those changes in the 
former Yugoslavia was from ’89 till ’91. And 
the whole of Eastern Europe as well. I think we 
oversimplify things when we say it was a vic-
tory of liberalism over communism or sociali-
sm. In our region, ’89 was a victory of conser-
vatism over socialism. That can be seen in the 
way all the fundamental liberal ideas such as 
human rights, autonomy and even freedom 
at a basic individual level – which aren’t in the 
category of collective freedom of the people, 
popular self-determination and self-definition 
– were sidelined and considered politically in-
correct. The very concept of autonomy, which 
was acceptable under socialism, was supplan-
ted and became a bogey. A whole series of 
typical conservative instruments were intro-
duced through the renewal of tradition, thro-
ugh the importance of the church and family, 
through a particular type of community-buil-
ding, through the use of the concept of com-
munity that crops up in the names of politi-
cal parties elsewhere, too, and indicates their 
conservative character, which again brings wi-
th it the army and militarisation as an inte-
gral part and essence of that new communi-
ty. A good citizen is once again a soldier, and 
all others are just his extensions. And if they’re 
not soldiers they’re traitors and as such can’t 
be considered good citizens.

05 Vidović, D. (2010). 
Džepovi otpora. Intervju s Ve-
snom Janković [Pockets of resi-
stance. An interview with Vesna 
Janković].
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I think we oversimplify things when we say it was a victory of liberalism over 
communism or socialism. In our region, ’89 was a victory of conservatism over 
socialism. That can be seen in the way all the fundamental liberal ideas such 
as human rights, autonomy and even freedom at a basic individual level – 
which aren’t in the category of collective freedom of the people, popular self-
determination and self-definition – were sidelined and considered politically 
incorrect. The very concept of autonomy, which was acceptable under socialism, 
was supplanted and became a bogey.

The question is what could we have achi-
eved? Could we have achieved more? I fear it 
wasn’t possible to achieve much more, for the 
following reason: I was never convinced that a 
majority of people in Croatia or any other co-
untry wanted war, but you don’t need a majo-
rity for a war. You just need a sufficient num-
ber of armed people whom no one prevents 
from starting a war. Our problem in that pe-
riod was the break-up of the state. It wasn’t 
in a position to do anything. Even worse, cer-
tain other states – above all Serbia – shifted 
to the side of war, not of peace. There was a 
much stronger antiwar campaign in Sarajevo 
the day the war began. Accordingly, nothing 
could be done. In that sense I think the chi-
ef lesson, and I’ll finish with this, is that la-
sting peace can only be achieved in combina-
tion, in a triangle. On the one hand there’s the 
non-governmental sector, which is absolutely 
crucial for this, maybe even central. Secondly, 
there’s the state on the side of peace, which 
prevents war and conflicts, which is a factor in 
creating peace and doesn’t say “We don’t ca-
re” but “We’re an organisation for peace, aga-
inst war”. And thirdly, there’s international or-
ganisations, or more exactly the international 
community. The situation in ’91 was that on-
ly the civil sector – only one part of the trian-
gle – tried to avert the war. We mustn’t forget 
that there were those in the civil sector who 
were very much in favour of the war. The state 
was also overwhelmingly in favour of the war, 
or it was absent, and the international organi-
sations didn’t care. They didn’t care about an-
tiwar activities either. We saw how they func-
tion: they began to speak with the new states, 
but not with us.

At the same time it was of course extre-
mely important that we develop an active cul-
ture of peace. We saw that there could be war, 
a war that looked like a phantasy and a film to 
other people in Europe, but for everyone who 

went through it in this region it was neither a 
phantasy nor a film. In ’89 we were all convin-
ced it couldn’t happen, but it did in ’91. Take 
Tone Bringa’s book and film Being Muslim the 
Bosnian Way. Or rather, the film is called We 
Are All Neighbours, where two neighbours be-
gin a story in ’89. “There will never be war. The 
two of us at war?!” Both of the women, Ka-
ta and Fata, live in Bosnia. But then, after the 
war, the discourse is: “We were never able to 
live as neighbours.” So those things can chan-
ge drastically, and we know of that experien-
ce from everyone else. It can work the other 
way round. But it’s essential that the state, in-
ternational organisations and the civil sec-
tor work towards peace. And be institutions of 
peace.

Katarina Kruhonja: I feel one of the charac-
teristics of my activism is that it’s still in the 
“urgent and emergency” phase and I haven’t 
had enough time for a break and reflection. 
When I try to talk about it now, I realise how 
much inner turmoil is there. Especially when I 
remember that Kruno Sukić could be with us 
today. He’d probably say there’s one thing he 
doesn’t quite agree with: the hypothesis in 
the title of this meeting, 20 years ahead of its 
time. “What does that mean?” he’d probably 
say, and it’s also my key reflection on the title, 
that the Antiwar Campaign was behind in its 
antiwar race, but at that time it was just what 
was needed.

When the Antiwar Campaign just started 
to gain visibility, the antiwar battle had been 
lost. But for us in Osijek, on the very front line, 
who began to gather for civic peace efforts, 
the discovery that an Antiwar Campaign exi-
sted was just what we needed. We didn’t know 
each other from before. Only when we beca-
me conscious that the war was a reality did a 
burning need emerge to do something for pe-
ace. We read an article about ARK in Danas. 
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The Charter of the Antiwar Campaign articu-
lated exactly what we felt was vitally impor-
tant at the time from the immediate experien-
ce of war: we wanted to know what to do and 
how to act, in the middle of the war, because 
a time would come when we would build pe-
ace. That was a real, palpable question that 
provided the basis for us to deliberate and act 
in the wartime environment and under pres-
sures from our own community. The mildest 
reproach from the community was: “You say 
you’re for peace – do you think we’re for war? 
We’re not.” The Antiwar Campaign was far 
ahead of its time in terms of posing questions 
and laying foundations for how to build a civil 
state and lasting peace. As Goran said, we we-
re “statebuilders” but we hardly get any cre-
dit for it.

For us at the Centre for Peace in Osijek, 
the connectedness with people and organisa-
tions devoted to peace activism and the ar-
ticulation of peace politics sustained and 
supported us through the years. That con-
nectedness became enduring, and was al-
so formalised: the Centre for Peace, Non-vi-
olence and Human Rights in Osijek formed as 
a branch of the Antiwar Campaign, and later 
we registered as an independent organisation 
and became part of the network. We connec-
ted and networked with the peace movement 
in the region and around the world via the An-
tiwar Campaign. In our efforts on the ground, 
where the armed clashes were taking place, 
and in post-war peacebuilding, that connec-
tedness and that network strengthened and 
enriched us, both in personnel terms and eve-
ry other respect imaginable.

But one of the vital questions we asked 
ourselves in the Antiwar Campaign at the sa-
me time was that of identity. Who was actual-
ly the Antiwar Campaign? Was it the office in 
Zagreb? Was it all of us? Was it the network? 
We had a dual identity – we as individuals (or 

individual organisations) and we as a network.
I’d like to add to Vesna’s introduction that 

peacebuilding was a significant field of the 
Antiwar Campaign’s work. That was in Pakrac, 
and it was a major common endeavour. I in-
tentionally say “an endeavour”, which we pre-
pared and implemented for the peaceful inte-
gration of Eastern Slavonia. The Coordination 
of Peace Organisations for Eastern Slavo-
nia (1995–98) functioned before peaceful in-
tegration was politically agreed, before the 
Dayton Agreement. We’re talking about a do-
zen organisations that were mostly members 
of the Antiwar Campaign. We worked to open 
up communications and cooperate with pe-
ace organisations in Serbia on a potential re-
turn of displaced residents in peaceful conditi-
ons. We broached the issue of peaceful return 
much earlier, at the “Days of non-violence” 
public meeting in Osijek in May 1992. The Co-
ordination of Peace Organisations for Eastern 
Slavonia acted jointly and worked to prepare 
for peaceful return, holding meetings of citi-
zens across the front line, in Hungary, and af-
terwards to implement peaceful integration. 
But I don’t think we ever became a movement.

I’d like to finish off with two questions. 
When I came here, I wondered how I’d be if it 
weren’t for the Antiwar Campaign, how I’d be 
if it weren’t for that vision, that meaning and 
that connectedness? I think one’s own perso-
nal level is important in addition to the socie-
tal level.

A question I’d like us to find an answer to 
together today, and also in a process that be-
gan with celebrating the 20th anniversary of 
the Antiwar Campaign, is: where are we to-
day? And can we and should we – in the sense 
that Dejan Jović spoke about – reflect on stra-
tegies and the strengthening of our influence 
in building a culture of peace?

When the Antiwar Campaign just started to gain visibility, 
the antiwar battle had been lost. But for us in Osijek, on the 
very front line, who began to gather for civic peace efforts, 
the discovery that an Antiwar Campaign existed was just 
what we needed.
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Vesna Teršelič: I’d like to add that I feel very 
strongly that we’re still developing our work 
now. Methodologically we’re still very often 
in a pilot phase like in ’90 or ’91. In terms of 
Goran’s question re 20 years ahead of our ti-
me, my reaction is also that I think we as the 
Antiwar Campaign saw ourselves in a time-
less, universalist space, especially by advoca-
ting the values of non-violence, tolerance and 
solidarity. That was underpinned by the hope 
we experienced as civic initiatives, like Svarun 
and some others, in the late eighties, when an 
authoritarian order was collapsing. A field of 
freedom was within our grasp, a space whe-
re there would be room for creativity, both in 
an artistic sense and for social innovation. We 
felt we were heading for really big opportuni-
ties. Instead, what we arrived at was war. But 
I remember that when we were trying to le-
arn from the experience of others how to build 
peace, in ’91, we realised that some others 
had experience, but not a lot. We realised it 
wasn’t articulated very clearly and especially 
that there wasn’t much in a pragmatic sense, 
like we needed in Osijek and Pakrac. We nee-
ded a lot of answers to specific questions li-
ke: “How are we going to communicate with 
people? And how with the local authorities?” 
We realised that even in a global context some 
answers are still emerging, and that we were 
forever in the situation of having to improvi-
se and come up with new methodologies, and 
our rushing from project to project and crisis 
to crisis meant we didn’t leave ourselves eno-
ugh time for reflection.

We’re constantly caught up in unfinished 
business. I was called this morning by Vjera 
Solar, who was woken today with a summons 
for investigation proceedings to be held in 
Osijek next week. They’re calling her as a wi-
tness today in connection with the murder of 
her daughter, Ljubica Solar, in September ’91. 
Some things are coming full circle and she’ll 

have to go to Osijek next week, where the in-
vestigation of the war crime is finally under-
way. Some things simply happen with a huge 
delay. The values we advocated, which are, as 
Goran said, the bottom line of normality, still 
haven’t taken hold. Human rights and human 
dignity are trampled underfoot, and I don’t 
see a situation coming in the next 5 or 10 ye-
ars where they’ll be consummately respected. 
Here is really the vital relevance both of the 
Antiwar Campaign and the initiatives we’re 
still pursuing.

Tin Gazivoda: I didn’t plan to say anything, 
but I was prompted by the question of where 
we are now? You know, I’d agree with the the-
ory that 20 years later it seems a whole num-
ber of current events are coming full circle. 
But at the same time, this country still hasn’t 
become a country of human rights. We have a 
rather long way to go. It seems to me that, in 
the field of education, too, we’ve only now re-
ached an end point of sorts. I’m talking about 
primary and secondary schools and will lea-
ve the universities aside for the moment. We 
all know what was said and taught in primary 
and secondary schools in the nineties, and it 
took a long while for the worst, most inflam-
matory things to be thrown out of the textbo-
oks. I think there’s research that shows that 
it has largely been done. But if the bad things 
have been thrown out, the question remains 
how now to introduce positive content?

A step forward has been made just recen-
tly, in the last few months, albeit on paper. 
We’ve finally made it to the stage that the su-
bject “Civil rights education” has been inclu-
ded in the core national curriculum for prima-
ry and secondary schools. But I’m not sure if 
all the experience presented here today will be 
translated to that curriculum. There will be a 
bit about human rights, a bit about toleran-
ce, non-violence and peace. There’s a coalition 

When I came here, I wondered how I’d be if it weren’t for the 
Antiwar Campaign, how I’d be if it weren’t for that vision, 
that meaning and that connectedness? I think one’s own 
personal level is important in addition to the societal level. 
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of civil society organisations that are strong 
and stubborn and have succeeded in achieving 
a step forward with the documents. But I fe-
el we still lack the capacity to relay this experi-
ence to the educational programmes to be im-
plemented. Is there potential, in the context 
of the twentieth anniversary, for us to think 
about whether, apart from the coalition of ci-
vil society organisations that exists, some-
thing new could take shape – a new initiative 
that would involve your experience and that of 
the Antiwar Campaign, and which would ser-
ve as a vehicle for conveying it to our prima-
ry and secondary schools? I think there’s a ne-
ed for that.

Iva Zenzerović: I wanted to say something 
along the lines of what Tin has mentioned. It 
would be important to link the “Curriculum on 
civil rights and democracy” with the experi-
ence of the Antiwar Campaign. The specialists 
hardly considered the concepts of peace and 
peace education when they were working on 
that document, although they’re such serio-
us issues. The discourse on human rights, poli-
tical participation and political education – all 
that was reflected in the programme. But we 
have to fight hard for that “peace”. What is re-
cognised is the level of skill: the transformati-
on of conflicts. But all we’ve heard about to-
day – a whole lot of other segments, values, 
stances and experience – shows that they’re 
simply not recognised as significant enough in 
our society to enter education in any systema-
tic way.

For the future, it’s essential that we work 
to reach a broad audience. Active, lasting pe-
ace and peacebuilding are vague and unfami-
liar concepts in our society. I truly hope we’ll 
be able to create capacities to portray the ide-
as better and more systematically so that they 
attain a relevant place in both education and 
society.

Katarina Kruhonja: I’d like to add that we 
have experience of how difficult the proces-
ses of confronting the negative legacy of the 
war are, and to what extent they hinder pea-
cebuilding. In my opinion, that’s why we have 
to revitalise and consolidate our antiwar po-
sition. The delegitimation of war, as opposed 
to its glorification, as part of building an acti-
ve culture of peace? What is an active cultu-
re of peace? What should the state do, whi-
ch policies should it change and what should 
those measures be like for us to see the state 
taking an active, transparent position for pe-
ace? I think that’s very topical. We had no ca-
pacity to wield influence during the discussi-
ons about Croatia joining NATO and whether 
a referendum should be held, etc. That questi-
on currently goes far beyond Croatia. I think 
we need to work persistently towards the de-
legitimation of war and at the same time build 
and strengthen the elements of an active cul-
ture of peace.

Vesna Teršelič: The reactions to the judge-
ment of the Hague tribunal of 15 April perhaps 
made it clearer than ever before how far we 
still have to go to shake off the negative lega-
cy of Tuđman. And how vital it is to draw a line 
and affirm what the tradition of the Antiwar 
Campaign is, emphasising respect, solidarity, 
cooperation and tolerance. As opposed to the 
legacy of exclusiveness, and we saw what that 
led to during the war. I think we’re still just a 
step or two past square one, in a political sen-
se. We missed the chance to distance oursel-
ves from that legacy in public and still have a 
lot of work to do.

Nenad Zakošek: I feel the discussion has go-
ne off in an esoteric direction. Above all, I’d li-
ke to mention a paradox. As Dejan rightly said, 
and he knows better, there’s more retrospec-
tive reflection on the history of both the pe-
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ace movement and some civil society organi-
sations in Serbia and Slovenia today. Why is it 
paradoxical that it doesn’t exist in Croatia, but 
it does in Slovenia and Serbia? Because it se-
ems to me that we actually had a high level of 
reflection at the time the Antiwar Campaign 
was founded and we were so active. We were 
constantly deliberating and discussing becau-
se we had ARKzin and because, as we’ve heard, 
we were in ongoing contact with top repre-
sentatives of the international peace move-
ment. Croatia had a war on its own territory, 
and there were very different positions on it. 
People were against it, but they had different 
positions. that’s what we’ve said at these me-
etings to remember our history. Sometimes 
we were asked accusingly: “Why don’t you call 
on people to desert?” The Antiwar Campa-
ign never called for desertion, as far as I know. 
In that sense, it was wholly statebuilding, but 
not in the way that influential circles in Cro-
atia wanted. It accepted the establishment 
of the state, together with its machinery of 
power, but of course as an ordered state that 
would guarantee human rights, etc.

In terms of building a culture of peace, I 
wanted to say as a joke that Croatia does a 
tremendous job of advancing the culture of 
peace by having a large number of soldiers on 
peace missions all over the world, from Afri-
ca to Afghanistan... You might laugh, but in 
the nineties I wished we had soldiers like that, 
not those completely incompetent UN troops. 
That type of activity is perfectly legitimate. I 
think today, where we have a mass of conflicts 
in the world where various gangs and criminal 
groups employ violence, it’s a legitimate kind 
of work, which is now performed by those yo-
ung men, and now women as well. We can’t 
say no – we have to work now just on develo-
ping a culture of peace. From today’s perspec-
tive, now that the bloc conflict is gone, we 
have completely different polemics along cul-

tural lines. I think we have to speak differently 
at that level. But to come back to the topic, if 
we have a well-ordered army and police force, 
where people who work in those institutions 
will be educated about human rights and pea-
ce... That can also be a contribution to peace.

In terms of the current situation in Croa-
tia, in connection with 15 April, i.e. the judge-
ment in The Hague, we have to put what ha-
ppened in Croatia in the overall context and 
see where the catch-22 is. The Institute for So-
cial Research in Zagreb and an institute from 
Belgrade conducted a project in the late nine-
ties that analysed the language of the new-
spapers in Serbia and Croatia in ’91. That was 
very illuminating because it turned out there 
was no hegemonic narrative in Croatia in early 
’91. The Croatian nationalists didn’t yet know 
for sure how far they could go. Perhaps they 
had their maximum goals, but Tuđman didn’t 
believe he could attain Croatian independen-
ce in early ’91 and still argued for a confede-
ration. Their opponents were not yet brand-
marked in the media as subhumans, Serb 
communists and Chetniks. They were referred 
to as rebellious hotheads. So it can be demon-
strated that the narrative changed completely 
in the course of ’91 following the real escala-
tion of violence. That shows that the primi-
tive, aggressive and repressive nationalism 
was established in a chaotic way, and its sub-
sequent imposition on the media wasn’t swift 
and smooth. It could even be shown that Cro-
atian television wasn’t fully brought into line 
until ’92, and Vjesnik managed to publish di-
vergent views for a while longer.

Finally, our experience shows that the-
re were people in the state machinery who we 
could liaise with for a long time. The conclusi-
ve turning point was ’95. The discourse emer-
ged then: “Yes, there was a war, but we’re the 
winners.” We also had a President of the Su-
preme Court, Milan Vuković, who went on re-

I’d like to add that we have experience of how difficult the 
processes of confronting the negative legacy of the war 
are, and to what extent they hinder peacebuilding. In my 
opinion, that’s why we have to revitalise and consolidate 
our antiwar position. The delegitimation of war, as opposed 
to its glorification, as part of building an active culture of 
peace?
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cord as saying there could be no war crimes 
in a defensive war. Things later became much 
more complicated because the Hague tribu-
nal started up, and it turned out that war cri-
mes could very well be committed in such a 
war. Do you remember that the Croatian Party 
of Rights had an initiative and collected over 
400,000 signatures for a referendum that 
a victorious army couldn’t be tried because 
that’s how it was after the Second World War? 
So a new discourse and a new narrative we-
re established, and I can say that the reaction 
to the sentencing of the generals in The Ha-
gue showed that the narrative had finally be-
come all-embracing and mainstream in Croa-
tia. After the generals were sentenced, there 
was no relevant political force that challen-
ged the reactions to the verdicts. Neither Ivo 
Josipović, Zoran Milanović nor anyone else sa-
id: “Wait a minute, let’s talk about the victims. 
Wasn’t there that Brioni meeting, what ha-
ppened there?”06 In other words, a hegemonic 
narrative was established. It annoys me se-
verely that we live in a society that aspires to 
be normal and European, yet we have a foun-
ding myth steeped in nationalism. Here I co-
me to another element that’s fundamentalist 
in a way because it still assumes people can 
be labelled according to some quasi-ascripti-
ve pedigree. That’s what we’ve had to contend 
with since the early nineties. “Aha, you’re pe-
ace activists. We know, your fathers are Yu-
goslav officers, your mothers are Serbs, this 
person is Slovenian,” etc. In other words, they 
have a completely ascriptive discourse, whe-
re there’s no room for choice and everything is 
predefined. That still applies today. I went to a 
meeting with some ultra-conservative Croati-
an intellectuals. Their opinion was that it was 
good and right for all Croatians to be Catho-
lics. I spoke up: “Sorry, I’m Croatian but not a 
Catholic.” And they said: “We’ll pray for your 
soul.” Isn’t that grotesque?

I’d like us to be aware of the situation. We 
can talk about educational programmes, and 
that’s very much required. But hey, we have a 
constitutive myth that rears its head in relati-
on to The Hague, which is fundamentally na-
tionalistic. And that again is specifically Croa-
tian. Slovenia has dynamics of its own. Serbia 
is divided. They lost the war, after all, and now 
they have various revanchist discourses, in-
cluding one that says they’re victims – both to 
do with Kosovo and the NATO bombardment, 
which to us seems absurd. In fact, we think 
we were the victims. But we’re also victors, 
right? That narrative is contradictory, and I 
think a resolution of this dilemma is a precon-
dition for the development of peace education 
in school curricula. Until now, it was introdu-
ced in line with EU and other recommendati-
ons, but it will remain as a genuine Croatian 
problem. Not even intellectuals have faced up 
to it, and I certainly don’t think we can expect 
the political elites to. It plays into their cards. 
Our current president is no exception, and he 
obviously can’t escape that dominant disco-
urse. The task is therefore one of the whole of 
society attempting again, as we did in the ni-
neties, to discuss the elements of the narrati-
ve, which doesn’t mean there’s no need to de-
al with the real traumas Croatian society went 
through, but we must deconstruct the natio-
nalist myth.

And just at the end, to do with what Ka-
tarina said: “We were a network, not a move-
ment.” People, there were movements all over 
the place! The HDZ was a movement, all of 
Serbia was a movement. In that sense, we per-
haps weren’t 20 years ahead, but at least 10. 
We saw we were a network, and the network 
allowed a wide range of activities to take ro-
ot and people with very different positions to 
come together. I’ve never been a pacifist, but I 
still felt comfortable in the Antiwar Campaign, 
although there were many convinced pacifi-

06 An EU-mediated me-
eting of representatives of Slo-
venia, Croatia and Yugoslavia in 
July 1991, which resulted in the 
Brioni Agreement. [trans.]
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sts who thought it was wrong to ever take up 
arms. That’s why we were a network and not a 
movement.

Dejan Jović: The whole bit about the victor in 
the Croatian case is actually unique because 
the aspect of the victor is combined with that 
of the victim. And that combination runs in-
to problems as soon as there’s any attempt at 
reform. Especially reforms that, to put it mil-
dly, are proposed abroad; if you’re a victor you 
don’t have to accept them, and if you’re a vic-
tim even less so. When you then have the Ha-
gue tribunal and all that, it’s a lot harder to 
respond from the constitutive narrative or 
fundamental myth. That doesn’t exist in any 
other former Yugoslav state, except perhaps 
Kosovo. Mieczysław Boduszyński and Victor 
Peskin accurately portray this idea of the Cro-
atian constitutive myth after ’90, victor plus 
victim, which is unique and defines everything 
else. Take, for example, the value of the kuna. 
“Why should we devalue it when we defended 
ourselves so successfully, after such sacrifice? 
We don’t have to bow to external influences.” 
You find versions of that stance in every field.

I also think the struggle that’s now be-
ing waged is partly one for the interpretation 
of the nineties, the interpretation of the past. 
There’s a powerful political message we he-
ar every now and then: “We won’t let anyo-
ne else write our history.” I don’t mind if eve-
ryone writes history. Politicians, too, if they 
want. Churchill was perfectly good when he 
sat down and wrote his history of the Second 
World War. Slovenia and Serbia are also much 
better when it comes to main players’ memo-
irs than Croatia. We don’t actually have ma-
in players, so they didn’t leave memoirs. Even 
those in Croatia who had dealings with the 
Hague tribunal weren’t interviewed, as Milo-
šević was, for example. That’s ultimately the 
greatest value of the Hague tribunal – its do-
cuments will provide us with a much mo-

re balanced picture of the past than would 
otherwise be the case. But I think we in Croa-
tia still have a lot to do.

Vesna Janković: I really disagree that we 
weren’t a movement. We were, and my critici-
sm of the NGO-isation of the scene is precise-
ly that activism was in the foreground in the 
nineties, and, especially after 2000, with in-
stitutionalisation, that movement dimension 
was lost. A network is just one of the organi-
sational forms a movement can take.

Nenad Zakošek: I agree with Vesna. I know 
the activist element was alive, and certain-
ly a lot has changed since 2000. But the diffe-
rence between Croatia, and Serbia and Slove-
nia – I don’t know about Bosnia and the other 
republics – is that we never aimed for or achi-
eved any mass events. When Janez Janša was 
in prison, the Slovenians rallied I don’t know 
how many thousands of people. The Serbs 
partly succeeded with the movement again-
st Milošević – they had their October Revolu-
tion. I think we had activism. You couldn’t do 
without it in the nineties. But we were aware 
of our marginal position in society because we 
didn’t aim to be a mass movement.

Vesna Teršelič: When the Antiwar Campaign 
was in its heyday in the nineties, we weren’t 
a mass movement, but in February 2001, for 
example, when it was questionable whether 
all war crimes would be brought to justice, we 
had the “My voice for a legal state” demon-
stration, which drew around 10,000 people. 
When it was really important to show the-
re were people here, I’d say we had the abili-
ty to generate a groundswell, and that was a 
very clear message. I believe we’ll again be ca-
pable of bringing together more than twen-
ty people, if necessary, as we were in ’91, when 
it was crystal clear that most people saw us as 
traitors.

In fact, we think we were the victims. But we’re also victors, right? That narrative 
is contradictory, and I think a resolution of this dilemma is a precondition for the 
development of peace education in school curricula. Until now, it was introduced 
in line with EU and other recommendations, but it will remain as a genuine 
Croatian problem. Not even intellectuals have faced up to it, and I certainly don’t 
think we can expect the political elites to.
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Nikola Mokrović: Hello! I’m glad so many have 
been able to make it and I wish us an engaging 
discussion. I’m sure many of you have some-
thing to say and I trust we’ll get into a good mo-
de for recollecting what brought us together.

Tihomir Ponoš: Just a few remarks about the 
running of this discussion: Kruno and I will ask 
some questions, but we mainly want to extract 
as many facts, figures and anecdotes as possible 
about the first year of the Antiwar Campaign: 
how it worked, what it did, why, with whom, 
what it all looked like from the inside, etc.

Ognjen Tus: Maybe it’s best if we get straight 
into it!

Tihomir Ponoš: Just at the beginning, there’s 
something that’s always been done in peace ini-
tiatives, as far as I know – the famous round 
where everyone says their name, what they do 
today and how they came to be involved in the 
Antiwar Campaign.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: My name is Miroslav 
Ambruš Kiš, I’ve been a journalist all my life, 
and all sorts of other things too. I came to the 
Antiwar Campaign from Green Action, which 
I’d covered as a journalist, more as a supporter 
and an activist. Now I’m no longer a journalist 
– since 1 January I’ve no longer been employed 
by any paper – but you never really stop being 
a journalist.

Nenad Zakošek: I joined the Antiwar Campa-
ign in the summer or autumn of ’91 as a politi-
cal scientist. I was already employed as a juni-
or assistant at the university, at the Faculty of 
Political Science, and I stayed on there. If I try 
to reconstruct, it seems I’m the only one who 
came via people I knew on a purely private ba-
sis. On the other hand, my experience in the 
first months and years of pluralism was politi-

cally connected with UJDI. Later I saw people 
from that circle entering party politics, and 
that repulsed me. That wasn’t the type of po-
litical activism that attracts me. So I don’t re-
member the exact moment I joined, but I think 
it was tied to my conviction that this type of 
involvement in civil society made much more 
sense than party politics in those conditions, 
when it really did seem the HDZ would be in 
power for the next 30 years. Today I’m a lectu-
rer at the Faculty of Political Science.

Vesna Janković: I joined the Antiwar Cam-
paign in the middle of July. I heard from a fri-
end that the formation of the Antiwar Cam-
paign was underway. The charter had already 
been written, and I found out there would be a 
meeting in what is today the Makronova Cen-
tre, in 72 Ilica, the next Monday. I came to the 
Antiwar Campaign after several years’ activi-
ty in Svarun, and my motivation was actually 
similar to why I was involved in Svarun. While 
I was studying sociology I became interested 
in the new social movements, and that ener-
gy and that whole idea saw me into the Anti-
war Campaign. Today I work at the Sociology 
Department of the Faculty of Mechanical En-
gineering and Naval Architecture.

Milena Beader: I don’t remember either 
when exactly I began to be active in the Anti-
war Campaign, but when others of you here 
started to speak about 72 Ilica, Green Action 
and other venues or events I realized I was ba-
sically in the Antiwar Campaign from the very 
beginning. I knew individual people from the 
Antiwar Campaign, like Vesna J., Vesna T., Toni 
G. and some others from when I started stu-
dying and being involved in Svarun and other 
initiatives in the 80s, so it seemed logical to 
me to continue my involvement in civic initi-
atives. The development of those initiatives 
that originated in the ARK took place in a spe-
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cific period, unfortunately one of war. Today 
I’m taking Amnesty International Croatia be-
fore the Labour Tribunal due to a wrongful di-
smissal, i.e. I’m taking legal action against an 
organisation I myself initiated within the An-
tiwar Campaign, so you could say it’s a labo-
ur dispute against part of the legacy of the 
Antiwar Campaign. Some of you are witnes-
ses at the proceedings. Thank you all for yo-
ur support.

Ognjen Tus: I also don’t know when I joined. 
I know that Vesna and Biljana, the mother of 
my children, did a lot together at the time. 
My activist phase went roughly from the 60s 
through to the 70s, in various social contexts. 
I didn’t really plan to get involved, but in that 
tangle just before the war I felt it was impor-
tant to contribute where I could. Basically, I 
think I joined the Antiwar Campaign when it 
was founded because I drove Biljana there and 
linked up with the people. But I didn’t think of 
getting seriously involved, and it seems to me 
that the whole time – in the Antiwar Campa-
ign and afterwards – I wasn’t involved in the 
same way as others whose formative phase 
fell within that period. I always felt somewhat 
distant, but I wasn’t sidelined. Aida and I were 
involved in finding an office space for the An-
tiwar Campaign – and the second one too – 
and they always took me along because I was 
slightly older and lent an air of seriousness.

Zlatko Pejić: My beginnings go back to vari-
ous international contexts in the late 70s and 
the 80s, the War Resisters’ League and other 
organisations. Then I became engrossed in al-
ternative lifestyles, macrobiotics, ecology and 
the like. The formation of the Society for the 
Improvement of the Quality of Life in ’88 final-
ly determined the trajectory. After that, in ’89, 
I was on a kind of small speaking tour in Ame-
rica, in Congress, where I declared there would 

be war in Yugoslavia. I tried to point out in the 
Citizen Democracy Corporation and other or-
ganisations that a bloody war was coming, 
but mostly the idea was ridiculed, unfortuna-
tely. I came back and kind of went into hiber-
nation, and then things started here... and I’m 
really glad we’ve come together here to recall 
those days! What do I do today? All of what I 
did back then – alternative stuff, macrobioti-
cs, environmentalism in a different sense, and 
my own personal development.

Boris Bakal: I really don’t remember the exact 
date, like many of us. I’m a film producer, ac-
tor and intermedia artist, and my projec-
ts back then involved a lot of travel between 
Belgrade, Zagreb and Podgorica, and seve-
ral times I was actually on the receiving end of 
what was going on. I was attacked in Podgori-
ca, for example. Borut Šeparović, Ivana Popo-
vić and I went to a festival there in ’91 as initi-
ators of three projects, precisely to show that 
not everyone from Croatia is an Ustashi, and 
we were almost killed, right in front of the Bu-
dućnost stadium! That was still unusual at the 
time, of course, and the police turned up and 
made a report. The performance we went to 
Podgorica for and were supposed to take to 
Belgrade that autumn, to the BITEF Festival, 
fell apart, and people fled the country. One to 
Paris, another to Amsterdam, a third to Vien-
na. Those are all people you probably know: 
Željko Serdarević, Darko Fric, Jasen Jakić... 
They all disappeared within a few days. I re-
member ten or fifteen days before the death 
of one of my maybe best friends, Gordan Le-
derer, he and I were sitting in the cafe Argen-
tina in Tkalčićeva Street, and he told me what 
was happening at the front. If he wasn’t kil-
led by the Chetniks he’d be killed by the Usta-
shi for what he’d seen and what he knew, he 
said. I think I came to the Antiwar Campaign 
via Zlatko or Svemir. We were hanging out a 

When the barricades started going up in 1990, I had the 
feeling that someone in Croatia was bound to be negotiating 
and to know what was to be done, and that it was crucial to 
negotiate in such situations.
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lot around then and talking about the quality 
of life and a new future, which we felt was the 
only way out – organic nutrition and macro-
biotics. I’m still basically an intermedia artist. 
But I guess my art had a very individual flavo-
ur until ’91 – “art art”. Actually, ARK almost 
made me give up art at some point in ’92 and 
’93, almost until ’94 – it was a period of tabula 
rasa in the sense of my art, and I was more in-
to activism through ARKzin, and writing. All of 
that has come back, in a way, through a diffe-
rent kind of art, where the projects are “art for 
social change”, I guess.

Svemir Vranko: At the time the Antiwar 
Campaign was established I was studying to 
be a teacher and was also involved in the Ko-
maja Society for the Development of Love and 
Consciousness, whose centre was right near 
72 Ilica, in number 68. I was living there, and 
when the Makronova Centre started we were 
drawn to that idea. We came to the Centre, so 
we got to know Zlatko. There was a meeting 
where the main ideas were presented. I know 
that Zoran Oštrić had just arrived from Bo-
snia and said it was a powder keg that was go-
ing to explode, and that there would be gre-
at bloodshed. I have to say how interesting it 
is that, even ten years earlier, a lot of us in Ko-
maja dreamed that war was coming, the war 
in the former Yugoslavia – I’ll call it mystical 
precognition – and I know our teacher always 
said: don’t get into conflicts, there will be big 
trouble, and war. Many people from Komaja 
even intentionally left Croatia and Yugoslavia 
to live and work in other countries. That me-
eting brought out a strong social and antiwar 
focus, the aspect of the affiliation of different 
non-governmental organisations and, since I 
came from the “spiritual scene”, the aspect of 
the connecting up of spiritual groups. I cur-
rently manage the Sun Centre, where I work 
as a therapist, and I also run the association 
EUFIN, for cooperation on European projects.

Aida Bagić: When I listen to and watch you 
all, I remember various moments very vividly 
– particular gatherings and our meetings to-
gether. I came to the Antiwar Campaign as an 
activist of Women’s Aid Now (Ženska pomoć 
sada), which we described as a feminist cur-
rent within ARK. The founding of ARK in the 
summer of ’91 was preceded by a series of 
events that we from Women’s Aid Now orga-
nised – some of them on the streets, and we 
were visited by some Italian women who cal-
led themselves...

Nela Pamuković: Women in Black!

Aida Bagić: No, no, they weren’t Women in 
Black, they were from the Greens, from en-
vironmentalist associations. The key per-
son for me was Ivana Radić Nana. She was 
in Women’s Aid Now but a member of Gre-
en Action at the same time. She spoke about 
it being a good idea that we as an organisati-
on affiliate with the Antiwar Campaign. I re-
member her mentioning some antiwar hotline 
that summer. I must admit I was very scep-
tical. It wasn’t at all clear to me what kind of 
antiwar hotline it was; big events were happe-
ning, things were in nosedive, so how was so-
me hotline going to make any difference? We 
in Women’s Aid Now had a very intensive peri-
od of socialising and discussion about the cur-
rent developments. I remember we watched 
the demonstrations together in Belgrade, in 
March 1990. We met up and discussed, and 
those contacts with women’s organisations, 
primarily in Belgrade but also in Ljubljana, we-
re important for us. And that was the context 
in which we as a collective decided to join and 
sign ARK’s charter.

Then everything took a different turn, but 
I won’t go into the details about how Women’s 
Aid Now split up. I finished my degree in phi-
losophy and general linguistics in the spring 
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of ’91, and when all of that happened I was in 
fact looking what to do next, workwise. But 
then I was drawn to activism, and very soon, 
during the autumn, I became part of the te-
am that ran the ARK office. At the moment, 
for the last eighteen months, I’ve been wor-
king as an advisor for an EU project that deals 
with the development of civil society organi-
sations, and I write poetry and do yoga. Head-
stands and all!

Nela Pamuković: Aida and I were in the fe-
minist current, Biljana too... Actually, I began 
in ’87 when I joined the Trešnjevka Women’s 
Group, and I see it as a branch through which 
we got involved. First of all we set up SOS Te-
lefon, then Women’s Aid Now, and in ’90 we 
squatted a shelter. SOS Telefon was in 45 Ga-
jeva Street, so it was all sort of interwoven. I 
don’t know when exactly we moved from one 
room to the other, but in any case I also re-
member Nana Radić, Mirjana Čupić, Biljana 
Kašić and even Jasenka Kodrnja, who has sin-
ce died, and the other women who were in-
terested in founding the Antiwar Campaign, 
although they later went over to the other si-
de. I was always more involved in women’s or-
ganisations when I was in the Antiwar Campa-
ign. The premises ARK moved into in 45 Gajeva 
Street were a partly hostile environment beca-
use we were squatting an apartment that be-
longed to the Parliament of Youth or the Cro-
atian Falcons, or whatever it was called then, 
in Teslina Street, so, in coming to the Antiwar 
Campaign, we were also coming to the premi-
ses of an organisation we had a court wrangle 
with and which brought the police down on 
us. It was a weird situation. Our shelter ope-
rated at that address for 16 years. We then 
set up the Centre for Women War Victims wi-
thin the Antiwar Campaign as a link between 
the peace and the feminist currents, where I 
still work today, and I’m a member of six or so 
other organisations.

Tihomir Ponoš: So the Centre still exists?

Nela Pamuković: Yes, and we’re involved wi-
th similar things again.

Vesna Teršelič: I guess I came to the Anti-
war Campaign from Svarun, and Green Action, 
so I see several currents that led to the cre-
ation of the Antiwar Campaign. The evening 
of 4 July, when we agreed to launch it was si-
gnificant, yes, but the evenings before we-
re also important, beginning back in ’90, and 
perhaps also at some point in ’89 when we di-
scussed what could be done about the incre-
asingly violent conflicts. When the barricades 
started going up in 1990,01 I had the feeling 
that someone in Croatia was bound to be ne-
gotiating and to know what was to be done, 
and that it was crucial to negotiate in such si-
tuations. It turned out in the months that fol-
lowed that there was practically no one who 
could negotiate, apart from our friends who 
later went well and truly into political waters, 
like Milorad Pupovac. Anyway, after the Gre-
en Action meeting that evening, Dražen Ni-
kolić, Zoran Oštrić, Vladimir Lay and I sat at a 
table in the small Zagorka tavern on the cor-
ner of Proleterskih Brigada Street (now Vuko-
var Avenue) and Držićeva Street, and we’d also 
spoken with Zlatko Pejić that day. We decided 
we weren’t going to wait for anybody else – 
politicians or intellectuals – to get things go-
ing because the war had actually started, and 
we were going to do something about it. The 
following day, Zoran Oštrić drafted the Char-
ter of the Antiwar Campaign, so we signed it 
first in the name of Green Action and the So-
ciety for the Improvement of the Quality of Li-
fe. Then we asked our friends and others to 
sign, and we did a few events to get others to 
sign. I remember we handed out the charter 
to people on Ban Jelačić Square, and the re-
sponse was really good. Wherever we took to 

01 A reference to the 
“Log Revolution”, a year of ten-
sion and skirmishes in Croa-
tia involving road blockades 
by Serbs in the Serb-majority 
parts of Croatia that eventually 
escalated into war. [trans.]
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the streets in those days and talked to people 
about the charter, whose core values are non-
-violence and human rights, the reactions we-
re great, because it still looked as if there was 
room for negotiations. That changed later, in 
the course of the autumn.

Tihomir Ponoš: What do you do today?

Vesna Teršelič: Today I run Documenta – 
Centre for Dealing with the Past, and one of 
the things we do is preserve the archival re-
cords of human rights organisations, inclu-
ding that of the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia. 
Which also led to this discussion and the im-
portance of preserving the memory of the An-
tiwar Campaign.

Tihomir Ponoš: What happened after that? The 
war was already upon us. Did you lobby anyone, 
as we’d say today, and if so whom? Or did you 
just hand out leaflets? What did you plan to do, 
and was there any awareness that your work at 
that time was probably pretty unpopular?

Vesna Teršelič: No, I think it was actually 
well accepted in the beginning, and our first 
step was to search for like-minded people, not 
only in Zagreb, and we were soon in touch wi-
th Šura Dumanić from Rijeka, and later with 
Osijek. The first reactions were: “Oh yes, yes, 
non-violence is definitely the way to go” – re-
ally positive reactions.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: It must have been on 
that wave that started somewhere in ’87, wi-
th its feelings of freedom... Various social mo-
vements sprang up, UJDI, political parties, the 
Society for Yugoslav-European Cooperation, 
a bit like Milan Ivkošić and Vlado Gotovac to-
gether, right? And me too! We thought of star-
ting a newspaper. There was a new atmosphe-
re in the 80s when people thought positively 

and ran around in all directions, a positive at-
mosphere, as if to say “here’s our freedom”, 
“now we can speak”!

Tihomir Ponoš: OK, you weren’t so unpopular 
then, but you still had to sort out some organi-
sational things and deal with banal problems li-
ke renting a space, official documents, registra-
tion, articles of incorporation, planning, money 
and so on.

Vesna Janković: I’d like to look back at 
another aspect. I remember that summer 
most vividly. The period of July and August, 
sometime before the meeting in Kumro-
vec, was still a brainstorming period. Vario-
us people met at the office in Ilica – I remem-
ber Slobodan Lang, among others. We didn’t 
go in for big public actions at the time, which 
was all still in planning. At the time, when the 
government’s official policy, at least as far as 
I remember, was “we’re for peace” and mass 
prayers for peace were organised in the stre-
ets and squares, the Antiwar Campaign was 
part of that chorus. The situation started to 
change abruptly sometime in early Septem-
ber, with the attack on Vukovar.

Tihomir Ponoš: The situation started to chan-
ge in September, you say. Did it perhaps begin 
to change for those of you in that initial circle 
when the Government of Democratic Unity was 
formed and there were dramatic sessions of the 
Croatian parliament, demands that martial law 
be declared in Croatia, etc.? Or did it take the in-
tense fighting of August for people to come to 
their senses, as it were?

Aida Bagić: In terms of when the change ca-
me, I don’t recall it being a drastic but a gra-
dual one, and it was most visible in early Sep-
tember. I think what happened in the women’s 
organisations was a good example.
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Kareta, which later became known as a 
rather nationalist feminist women’s organisa-
tion, had a lot of peace messages in the first 
issue of its magazine in March ’91, along with 
articles about the tradition of pacifism in Cro-
atia, women as an important factor for pea-
ce, etc. And that was reflected in Kareta’s acti-
vities at that point. All of us took part in peace 
events within the organisation we were in to-
gether – SOS Telefon, or rather Women’s Aid 
Now – roughly until the autumn, just befo-
re the establishment of the Antiwar Campa-
ign, even together with someone like Dafinka 
Večerina. I see the change as being connec-
ted with a feeling of immediate danger when 
the alerts started throughout Croatia in Sep-
tember, and I think that’s when there was an 
aggravation, when emotions ran high and 
changes occurred here in relation to the idea 
of the Antiwar Campaign. Differences emer-
ged among the founders of the Antiwar Cam-
paign in terms of what it really means to work 
for peace.

One of the people who came to the offi-
ce at that time was Predrag Raos. It’s a curi-
ous anecdote: he proposed we send a letter 
to Serbian soldiers. I don’t remember exactly 
what we wrote...

Nela Pamuković: A heap of letters!

Aida Bagić: Yes, a heap of letters to ordina-
ry soldiers, ordinary citizens, in which we told 
them “the whole truth”. Then we had an in-
teresting discussion: outwardly it looked like 
a straightforward action, but then we began 
reflecting that any letter sent from Croatia 
would automatically be interpreted there as 
coming from the Ustashi, the “Tuđmanites” – 
as an attempt to destabilise the Serbian state, 
or something like that.

So a change occurred sometime in early 
September, and I think it was to do with that 

feeling of immediate danger. And then the 
whole fuss began about the point of an an-
tiwar campaign in a country that was under 
attack. That question kept coming back for 
years.

Boris Bakal: I agree that a wave of freedom 
was felt at some point in ’86–’87. It actual-
ly took a long time for Tito’s death to become 
real... I remember sitting in a restaurant in the 
Upper City in 1985 and listening to a journalist 
interviewing schoolchildren. He asked them: 
“What message would you like to send to Co-
mrade Tito?” In ’85, do you follow me?02 It was 
a crazy time in ’87, when Josip Vrhovec brou-
ght the Eurokaz theatre festival and the Sum-
mer Universiade to Zagreb, when the city saw 
a crazy boom in culture, art and sport. As a fri-
end of mine says – an activist from Zagreb 
who now works in Kosovo, we felt the sky was 
the limit! And we thought that way almost 
through until September or October that year. 
True, there were a few personal factors. Like 
I say, Gordan Lederer’s death was a blow for 
me personally, and also a major turning point, 
because I realised at some point there was as 
issue at the beginning of the Antiwar Campa-
ign that divided us into men and women. Af-
ter every meeting, we guys who were subject 
to conscription had to decide how to deal with 
that. I think I’d already been mobilised at that 
time and at one point I was given a National 
Guard uniform, which is still in its wrapping up 
in the attic today, because I deserted, I wasn’t 
in the war. I remember those discussions – we 
guys stayed on longer after the meetings be-
cause we needed to talk about the options 
and agree what to do. “Great, we’ll do this and 
that; but what if you and I have to go and fi-
ght tomorrow? I mean, what if the call-up co-
mes?” On the other hand, we’d say: “Croatia 
is under attack. But hang on, does that mean 
we’d be defending Tuđman? We can’t defend 

02 Yugoslav president 
Josip Broz Tito died in 1980. 
[trans.]

When the government’s official policy, at least as far 
as I remember, was “we’re for peace” and mass prayers 
for peace were organised in the streets and squares, 
the Antiwar Campaign was part of that chorus. The 
situation started to change abruptly sometime in early 
September, with the attack on Vukovar.
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Tuđman, no way!” That everyday schizophre-
nia in our heads was terrible.

Svemir and I organised the Doors of Pea-
ce (Vrata mira) event and wove kind of webs 
through the park, and people pegged messa-
ges on them. It was wonderful! Soldiers came, 
too, and wrote messages. The only negative 
situation I can remember is when the owner of 
one of the nearby pubs came past with a five-
-year-old boy and said: “I don’t give a shit, I’m 
into gun-running anyway,” and walked to his 
Jeep Cherokee (one of the few Jeep Cherokee 
at that time). We were shocked. I remember 
Svemir linking up with the Hare Krishnas via 
Komaja, and we had that big procession thro-
ugh the whole city.

In other words, that was a turning point. 
It was a time where there was still hope that 
we could avert what was looming, but then 
the moment came when we saw we could no 
longer stop it, and we began smuggling peo-
ple across the border who didn’t want to be in 
the war.

I also remember the seminars, which we 
had a lot of at the time, with people from Ger-
many, San Salvador and all sorts of places. Do 
you remember? We had mediation courses 
and peace events in the streets, held by peo-
ple from other crisis zones, and they taught us 
in practical terms.

Tihomir Ponoš: It might be nice if someone 
would start by reflecting on the trip to Kumro-
vec, and how it was financed. There was a Croa-
tian Army training centre there. Why Kumrovec, 
of all places? Why not Trakošćan or somewhe-
re else? And how were contacts made, as Bo-
ris just mentioned, because when you take the 
whole archive, which we had a look at to help us 
prepare, it’s clear that there were a lot of foreign 
contacts from the beginning, contacts in both 
directions?

Nela Pamuković: When we talk about this 
we see that so many things were going on. So 
much happened in one month that it’s hard to 
recapitulate. Our antiwar politics were unela-
borated and unarticulated at the beginning, 
there was just a vague desire for peace, and 
then the reality check came, the first air-ra-
id alarm, and then the fear of being mobilised 
and, ultimately, in terms of actual events, the 
blockading of JNA barracks. As Aida said, we 
noticed that at SOS Telefon because we had 
a very well-attended signing of the charter, 
and also because differences emerged after 
the first alarm. We spent the whole autumn 
and winter in big discussions, crying, at mee-
tings in shelters, through until May ’92, I don’t 
know, when we separated completely. That 
shows what the attitude was towards the An-
tiwar Campaign. From something very ab-
stract, which everyone could embrace, to the-
se particular things. In connection with what 
Boris said, conscientious objection was one of 
the Antiwar Campaign’s first practical activi-
ties, and also the last. Because the ARK’s last 
office was in Gajeva Street, and only the con-
scientious objection project was left there. All 
the others had separated off into specialised 
organisations.

Zlatko Pejić: I’d like to “reset” the bit about 
the beginning because I don’t think it’s qui-
te true that we didn’t know what we wanted 
to do.

Tihomir Ponoš: You said you’ve got the begin-
ning deeply engraved?

Zlatko Pejić: I have. This is what happened. 
The real occasion and an actual portent of 
what was to follow came that morning. The 
BBC announced that jets were flying low over 
the Krško nuclear power plant and bombing 
the motorway. I called Mikašinović, maybe you 

There was as issue at the beginning of the Antiwar Campaign that divided us into men 
and women. After every meeting, we guys who were subject to conscription had to 
decide how to deal with that. I think I’d already been mobilised at that time and at one 
point I was given a National Guard uniform, which is still in its wrapping up in the attic 
today, because I deserted, I wasn’t in the war. I remember those discussions – we guys 
stayed on longer after the meetings because we needed to talk about the options and 
agree what to do. “Great, we’ll do this and that; but what if you and I have to go and 
fight tomorrow? I mean, what if the call-up comes?”
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remember him, and said: “Listen, we’re driving 
there now, and we’re going to see what’s go-
ing on.” We headed off, arrived in Krško, saw 
the power plant, came across tanks and ran 
into Slovenian Territorial Defence men in en-
trenched positions. Then we had to take co-
ver because gunfire began, then a bombard-
ment, and we started to tremble with fear and 
realised it was war! We returned to 72 Ilica and 
called a meeting of the Society’s programme 
committee, and people came together strai-
ght away because the Croatian morning news 
hadn’t yet reported on the events in Slove-
nia. We agreed that we had to do something, 
we had to ring Green Action. At that instant 
Oštrić called me and said: “Hey, you know 
what? We’ve got a draft of a peace charter, 
or something like that, I’ll send it to you. You 
can see what you think, and we can coordina-
te.” One of the initial ideas was certainly fan-
tastic but hard to achieve: to create a network 
of organisations in all of Yugoslavia, which 
should grow strong and try to create new and 
different conditions. It was idealistic, of co-
urse, but then we had a very colourful gathe-
ring, and all those people sincerely had peace 
in mind. That was a time when people still be-
lieved change was possible although signals of 
war were in the air. Then, after a whole string 
of meetings, we affirmed the idea of taking 
the charter to Tuđman and Milošević and get-
ting them to sign. Going to see Tuđman was 
pleasant, and he even signed the charter.

Tihomir Ponoš: One of the “founders”!

Zlatko Pejić: That was the worst moment in 
my life because you’re expected to shake han-
ds in formal situations. And the photograph 
of me shaking hands with Tuđman came out 
in the papers, which utterly destroyed my di-
gnity. Everyone remembers the photograph, 
not the occasion. Another team travelled to 

Belgrade at the same time to get Slobodan to 
sign the charter, but he didn’t even receive the 
delegation.

(Interjection: Of course not!)

Zlatko Pejić: Tuđman felt humiliated and of-
fended at that moment because we’d drawn 
him into a gesture that made him look like a 
wimp instead of a tough guy. It was certainly a 
good endeavour, which from today’s perspec-
tive was naive in every respect, but also emo-
tional and powerful. It developed out of a true 
wish for change. Incredible things were ha-
ppening at that time, people from all over the 
world got in touch and said they wanted to 
come. I remember the Italians, a whole mob of 
Italians, and we asked them to stay away...

(laughter, murmurs, an interjection: war tourism)

Zlatko Pejić: There were a lot of “tourists” li-
ke that, but, on the other hand, we felt we we-
re getting in touch with the world in that way, 
no matter how absurd it might all have been. 
And then the event in Kumrovec came along. 
A seminar had been organised there a year 
earlier by the Society for the Improvement of 
the Quality of Life, as a regular event at that 
school, a classical seminar about lifestyle, eco-
logy, macrobiotics, etc.

The seminar was attended by around 180 
people – supporters of the Antiwar Campaign 
plus people from all parts of Yugoslavia. Tho-
se who came from Serbia had trouble getting 
there, as expected. The seven-day programme 
included the gathering per se and two days for 
the Antiwar Campaign. The atmosphere was 
stimulating because there were young peo-
ple from all parts of Yugoslavia, plus the Anti-
war Campaign, which tried to articulate a kind 
of movement idea. But it soon became clear 
that the Antiwar Campaign couldn’t be a co-
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alition of non-governmental organisations in 
the whole of Yugoslavia but that a real organi-
sation would have to be formed. Which obvio-
usly took time.

Milena Beader: For those of us who were yo-
ung in the eighties, that time of opening up 
played a vital role in our passion for activism, 
even though we were shadowed by the Yugo-
slav secret services. That was the starting po-
int for some of us: Svarun and various other 
alternative initiatives like TTB (the Train Toi-
let Band). I know that even Radio 101 kind of 
“stole” or appropriated our activities later. It 
was something in between “rebel art” and ci-
vic activism. I remember we planned and did 
various happenings, e.g. the “mute demon-
strations” that began on what was then Re-
public Square, today Ban Jelačić Square. Some 
people took very good artistic photographs 
of those demos, which we found later when 
we had a public meeting at the Student Cen-
tre in Savska Road – in piles of stuff discarded 
in the corners of the French Pavilion. If one of 
you has them now, it would be great to col-
lect them. I consider that to also be kind of the 
prehistory of the Antiwar Campaign.

Svemir Vranko: We covered various topics at 
the meeting in 72 Ilica, all of them to do wi-
th aspects of activism. It’s interesting that so-
me spiritual communities started to come to-
gether. Robert Schwartz from the Sri Chinmoy 
group was also involved, and he and I came up 
with the idea of doing a project together – the 
first real, agitational project of the Antiwar 
Campaign. It was Doors of Peace in Tkalčićeva 
Street. We decided that an old, medieval city 
gate would be a passageway to the area whe-
re we held concerts for peace once a week.

We began the regular Doors of Peace con-
certs in about mid-August 1991, and members 
of various spiritual groups performed at the 

first public event of the Antiwar Campaign: Sri 
Chinmoy, Komaja, the Sai Baba singing group, 
Christian music groups, the Gaudeamus cho-
ir from Križevci and others. After the air-ra-
id alarms began, the Doors of Peace concerts 
continued in the enclosed space of St Martin’s 
in 35 Vlaška Street in Zagreb.

Part of the Doors of Peace project was the 
writing of messages of peace. We called on 
people, our friends, to come and write messa-
ges. Zlatko coordinated the international flank 
of that project, where we asked global lea-
ders to send us messages of peace. So it was 
that we received a message from the Dalai La-
ma and several others prominent figures, and 
at the end we imagined having those messa-
ges engraved in marble slabs and setting them 
next to the Doors of Peace. Somehow we got 
sidetracked, and I can never forgive myself for 
not engraving those messages and setting the 
slabs in the pavement there, although we had 
a stonemason lined up and obtained all the 
necessary permits from the city administrati-
on. Maybe we’ll still get round to it!

Nenad Zakošek: I was largely involved in in-
ternational activities, and I’m trying to recon-
struct which of those activities were related 
to the Antiwar Campaign. Since I had a Ger-
man connection because of my studies the-
re earlier, and I was in touch with many peace 
activists in Germany. The Germans had a terri-
fic peace scene, with a movement against the 
deployment of Pershing missiles in the 80s, 
and the Greens experienced a great upswing. 
I don’t remember exactly which groups of pe-
ace activists got in touch with us, but Christi-
ne Schweitzer was among those early contac-
ts. Some came from religious groups, others 
were secular activists. They invited a delega-
tion from Croatia to come on a speaking tour 
about the situation in Yugoslavia at the time 
– to Frankfurt, Berlin and several other citi-

For those of us who were young in the eighties, that time 
of opening up played a vital role in our passion for activism, 
even though we were shadowed by the Yugoslav secret 
services. That was the starting point for some of us: Svarun 
and various other alternative initiatives like TTB (the Train 
Toilet Band).
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es. It was in May ’91, during the Croatian in-
dependence referendum on 19 May, if I’m not 
mistaken. It was fascinating because on the 
one hand we had German support, but on the 
other the Serbs living in Germany perceived us 
as Croatian separatists. I took part in the to-
ur together with Mira Ljubić Lorger and Niko-
la Visković.

Tihomir Ponoš: Visković was a member of the 
Croatian parliament!

Nenad Zakošek: He was, for Green Action.

Miroslav A. Kiš: Fifty-fifty, because he was 
jointly nominated by Green Action and the 
SDP!

Nenad Zakošek: The contacts with German 
peace activists on the other hand and that un-
pleasant experience with the Serbs on the 
other were interesting. Although, as far as I 
remember, we were attacked by Croatian nati-
onalists, too, particularly in Berlin where both 
sides had it out for us!

Secondly, I’d like to ask a question regar-
ding the dynamics. Obviously the Antiwar 
Campaign originated initially with the charter 
as a network idea. I didn’t know that the Dalai 
Lama sent a peace message, and I didn’t know 
that Tuđman signed, but the main thing was 
that we got signatures of individuals and or-
ganisations from throughout Yugoslavia.

Vesna Teršelič: And Europe!

Nenad Zakošek: We were the “Antiwar Cam-
paign” from the beginning, and at one point 
we added the H for Croatia, I don’t remember 
when. So we went from ARK to ARKH.

Aida Bagić: It was October.

Nenad Zakošek: OK, so there was that chan-
ge. The addition was simply inevitable becau-
se the previous state had obviously collapsed.

In terms of Slovenia and its bearing on 
events in Croatia, it’s easy to forget what a 
shock the Slovenian period was. Although the 
Plitvice Lakes incident had already occurred, 
and then Borovo Selo, they were perceived as 
incidents provoked by a few local Chetniks, so 
to speak. The Yugoslav People’s Army’s inter-
vention in Slovenia was the first phase of ou-
tright war. I remember looking at the images 
and thinking, “the poor Slovenians”, without 
knowing what was in store for us. The Slove-
nian war was obviously the immediate reason 
for the signing of the charter.

Sometimes subsequent memories can di-
splace earlier ones, therefore it’s very impor-
tant to keep things in order. We didn’t know in 
May what would happen in August, and in Au-
gust we didn’t know what would happen in 
September. The perspective changed frighte-
ningly fast.

Concerning the general atmosphere of pa-
cifism, I took part in a joint Serbian-Croati-
an research project in the late the 90s. We to-
ok Politika and Vjesnik from ’91 and did a very 
detailed content analysis. The study was later 
published in both Zagreb and Belgrade, in En-
glish and Croatian, or rather Serbian. As far as 
the Croatian media are concerned, it turned 
out that ’91 fell into three distinct periods. The 
first ended with the Plitvice Lakes incident, 
where Croatia was all about a peaceful solu-
tion; it was a full-fledged discourse, and the 
Croatians were peaceloving in this stage. After 
Plitvice, and then Borovo Selo and so on, the-
re was a period lasting until September whe-
re the victim discourse came out: Croatia was 
a victim, and we were at risk. I think Tuđman 
was awfully afraid, and he was against any 
greater involvement. You could see that in the 
names that were in use; there wasn’t yet any 

This was a later analytical enquiry, which shows that in ’91, the perspective 
changed with frightening speed, and that it was determined by external 
events. This is significant because the common hypothesis was that the media 
were warmongering. I think the media in Serbia probably played a fatal role in 
politics, in reality, but the Croatian media actually lagged behind, at least until 
September. After that, the role played by Globus, but also HTV, was entirely 
different.
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talk of “Serb Chetniks”, but rather of “oppo-
nents”, and the radical nationalist discourse 
didn’t begin until September. 

In other words, there was a total about-
-face, and suddenly there was no mention of 
peace and reconciliation in papers like Vje-
snik any more; now the opponent was comple-
tely dehumanised, and only stereotypes we-
re used.

This was a later analytical enquiry, which 
shows that in ’91, the perspective changed wi-
th frightening speed, and that it was determi-
ned by external events. This is significant be-
cause the common hypothesis was that the 
media were warmongering. I think the media 
in Serbia probably played a fatal role in politi-
cs, in reality, but the Croatian media actually 
lagged behind, at least until September. After 
that, the role played by Globus, but also HTV, 
was entirely different.

Tihomir Ponoš: We mustn’t forget those basic 
things: it’s always an important question whe-
re the money came from, how you communica-
ted, etc. One of the meetings of the Committee 
tabled a travel plan for November and Decem-
ber. There were a lot of trips, meaning there we-
re a whole number of activities.

Vesna Teršelič: I’d like to look back at so-
me pivotal moments, although partly with the 
benefit of hindsight. I think a significant mo-
ment was when Slovenia and Croatia decla-
red their independence. That same day we had 
a visit from European Green parliamentarians, 
and I remember them asking me what was go-
ing to happen. I remember vividly where I was 
sitting, what the light was like and that I be-
gan to think what I expected, and the void 
that opened up... After the event, it turned out 
that everything went in the direction of inten-
se military conflict. And twenty days later – 

no, earlier – two weeks later we had the char-
ter and we began to organise.

I’d also like to say a few words about con-
tinuity and discontinuity, about us having ad-
vocated conscientious objection back in the 
Svarun days, about us knowing, even in 1990, 
before we launched the Antiwar Campaign, 
that there would be a need for us to further 
advocate conscientious objection, about us 
sending a confident proposal that the ri-
ght to conscientious objection be included in 
the Croatian constitution when it was being 
drawn up, since we’d demanded the creation 
of an opportunity for alternative civilian ser-
vice back in the JNA days. Then Vladimir Šeks 
and others in the working group that drafted 
the constitution generously adopted the pro-
posal and inserted the right to conscientious 
objection into Article 47. The group Unija 47 
was later named after it. We always cited that 
article and said that the right to conscientious 
objection is guaranteed in Croatia. For a long 
time that was all we had, so we committed 
the article to memory, because it meant life.

Tihomir Ponoš: You appealed to the constituti-
onal court as early as ’91?

Vesna Teršelič: That’s right. We actively par-
ticipated in the debate about the constitution 
in 1990 and our proposal was adopted. In 1991 
we protested whenever attempts were made 
to curtail that right. We were permanently fi-
ghting that battle and insisted it couldn’t be 
curtailed. Because later ordinances curtailed 
it with the formulation “the right to conscien-
tious objection will be recognised by such and 
such a date”. Our argument was very simple: 
the right to conscientious objection can’t be 
curtailed just because someone has been slow 
to find out about it. That’s why we appealed 
to the constitutional court.

The continuity of the relationship with peace initiatives in Slovenia, with the 
Peace Institute there and with Marko Hren, meant a lot to us. Friends from 
Slovenia attended the meeting in Kumrovec, an activist from Novi Sad was 
able to come, and also from Bosnia, but the cooperation with the initiatives in 
Slovenia really meant a lot to us, plus they were an open door to worldwide peace 
networks. War Resisters’ International, for example, immediately obliged after 
Kumrovec because we used the magic words “non-violent conflict resolution” 
when we articulated what we needed.
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Miroslav A. Kiš: It’s interesting that we de-
fined a lot of that in the electoral programme 
of the European Greens. I warmly recommend 
having a look at all those documents!

Vesna Teršelič: The continuity of the relati-
onship with peace initiatives in Slovenia, wi-
th the Peace Institute there and with Marko 
Hren, meant a lot to us. Friends from Slove-
nia attended the meeting in Kumrovec, an ac-
tivist from Novi Sad was able to come, and al-
so from Bosnia, but the cooperation with the 
initiatives in Slovenia really meant a lot to us, 
plus they were an open door to worldwide pe-
ace networks. War Resisters’ International, for 
example, immediately obliged after Kumrovec 
because we used the magic words “non-vio-
lent conflict resolution” when we articulated 
what we needed.

Tihomir Ponoš: Did you talk about any kind of 
strategic planning?

Vesna Teršelič: Absolutely! It wasn’t called 
that back then, but we...

Tihomir Ponoš: Of course it wasn’t called that!

Vesna Teršelič: ...but we articulated thin-
gs well: ARKzin, the direct protection of hu-
man rights and non-violent conflict resoluti-
on. We then wrote to the War Resisters and 
said: “Please send us someone to explain to us 
what non-violent conflict resolution is!” They 
replied quickly that Christine Schweitzer and 
Kurt Südmersen would be coming. Christine 
and Kurt Südmersen then sent us a letter de-
tailing in twenty points or so what we might 
need and suggesting that we now tell them 
what we actually needed. Let’s say: mediation, 
negotiation skills, non-violent communicati-
on... They laid that out on a page, and we just 
needed to reply: “We need all of that!” We sim-

ply didn’t know at all what they were asking 
us. It was like having to learn a new alphabet. 
They came and held a first workshop, and af-
ter them many other people came.

Tihomir Ponoš: OK, you weren’t seasoned 
activists!

Vesna Teršelič: We weren’t seasoned acti-
vists. Except with conscientious objection! 
As far as money was concerned, the Greens – 
meaning Green EU parliamentarians from dif-
ferent countries – knew what was happening. 
They sort of watched us, looked on and asked. 
Greens from Italy came to Kumrovec, as well 
as Paolo Bergamaschi, who’s still active today.

Tihomir Ponoš: Weren’t those the Italians you 
asked NOT to come?

Vesna Teršelič: No, there are such different 
people! Some were well informed, but others 
were sort of lost in space. The Italian Greens 
soon brought us our first computer, that all 
went really fast. They were very “hands on” – 
them, the Quakers, the Komitee für Grundre-
chte und Demokratie...

I’d say the peace activists understood that 
we’d needed some particular things in a hur-
ry. I think the first issue of ARKzin or the pi-
lot issue was laid out using that computer. It 
wasn’t? Correct me if I’m wrong.

Vesna Janković: The first issue of ARK-
zin was laid out in the Globus editorial office, 
where Miroslav was working at the time.

Nela Pamuković: I wonder what we 
would’ve done in ’91, seen from today’s 
perspective.
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Kruno Kardov: What were the points of di-
sagreement? Someone mentioned that it was 
September when either some organisations left 
the initiative or new ones came. What were the 
points of disagreement in the period of the la-
unch, when the initiative, as I saw it, encompas-
sed roughly three segments: Green, feminist or 
women’s organisations, and spiritual ones? Also, 
did the peace focus arise from those different 
main currents or did it exist as an independent 
initiative alongside those three? And what we-
re the points of divergence that made some or-
ganisations vanish: were there any fundamental 
changes in the dynamics of that first year that 
affected all those initiatives?

Boris Bakal: All through the development of 
the Antiwar Campaign we were surreptitiou-
sly cutting films at the Andrija Štampar School 
of Popular Health. That was the secret film la-
boratory of all the artists in Zagreb becau-
se we could use the facilities for free – some 
of our best-known young editors worked the-
re and we were allowed to cut after hours. 
At that time, footage taken by Lederer and 
others was coming from the front. It was im-
possible for that material to be shown on tele-
vision. The news was pure spin. It was the sa-
me here and in Serbia – blood wasn’t being 
spilt left, right and centre, but there was blo-
od, and corresponding footage came. It told of 
a war that was evidently different to the one 
we had in Zagreb. That war didn’t exist in Za-
greb. In terms of financing, you need to realise 
that many things were done informally – we 
all went on trips, through our own channels. I 
was invited to the Steirischer Herbst Festival, 
the biggest art festival in Austria and took the 
footage we weren’t allowed to show in Croa-
tia, I showed it and held a well-attended lectu-
re, where I was attacked by both Croatian and 
Serbian nationalists! A report about that was 
published in the second issue of ARKzin. If you 

read all the issues of ARKzin, all those things 
are there.

As far as the divergences are concerned, li-
ke I said, I felt there was a difference from the 
very beginning between those who could in-
voke conscientious objection and only joi-
ned the army later, and those who couldn’t. I 
was a “gun commander”, although I never saw 
one piece of artillery in the army! I couldn’t fi-
le for conscientious objection when I had alre-
ady been under arms. There were differences 
like that. I also know what happened to those 
who relied on Article 47, and what happened 
to them at the front. It was a different matter 
with organisations that didn’t want to coope-
rate with Serbs and Bosnians any more, which 
then led to conflict.

Aida Bagić: I’d like to talk about the points of 
disagreement. I’d say the key point of disagre-
ement among those who joined the antiwar 
scene together and then split up was the issue 
of responsibility. That most of all. Firstly, who 
is responsible for the other side – that saw us 
diverge within women’s organisations. So-
me of us considered that women, feminists, 
couldn’t be made responsible for the politics 
of the Milošević regime, while the others con-
sidered that they should also bear part of the 
responsibility, whatever they did, and it would 
never be enough. And then there was the is-
sue of the responsibility of one’s own side. 
Where did the homogenisation line run? We 
had enemies, but our enemies then weren’t 
the Serbs but Tuđman’s politics, and the cohe-
sion of our groups was also based on having 
a common enemy. The split appeared becau-
se some of us considered that Croatian poli-
tics also bore a share of the responsibility for 
the war, while others considered it was not in 
Croatia’s power to influence the course of the 
war in any other way.

The split appeared because some of us considered that 
Croatian politics also bore a share of the responsibility for 
the war, while others considered it was not in Croatia’s 
power to influence the course of the war in any other way.
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There were also other factors within 
women’s organisations that led to us diver-
ging, and I should add that they had nothing 
to do with ideology. Not just within women’s 
groups, but also due to generational differen-
ces... All sorts of things...

As far as the finances are concerned, I 
think we relied on various private and semi-
-private connections. For example, Vesna J. 
and I were invited to Germany on a fundrai-
sing tour. We spoke, and money was collec-
ted to support the work of the Antiwar Cam-
paign. As Boris said, that was based partly on 
private connections, but that wasn’t all – it al-
so had something to do with Zagreb and Ma-
inz having been twin cities, for ages, don’t ask 
me how long.

Milena Beader: As far as I can remember, the 
relationship with Mainz was a Green-Svarun 
connection, and some of us went there before 
the war, in the second half of the 80s. Did you 
also go to Mainz before the war?

Aida Bagić: Yes. Ivana Nana Radić knew Chri-
stian Paul. I was on a scholarship in Mainz in 
’89, so those were all kind of private connecti-
ons, though not exclusively private.

Vesna Teršelič: It was normal before the war, 
i.e. before 1990, during the Svarun period or 
the time of the Helsinki Citizens’ Assembly, 
that we either hitchhiked or paid the ticket 
out of our own pocket whenever we went to 
an international event, like a conference in 
Budapest or Vienna. I clearly remember the 
first time someone invited us as Green Action. 
It was in 1990. They invited us to a conferen-
ce after the fall of the Iron Curtain first to Vi-
enna, then to Budapest, and later to London. 
We didn’t reply. In the end, a guy I’d never he-
ard of phoned and asked: “Why haven’t you 
got back to us? We invited you.” And I said: 

“We can’t. We won’t be able to pay”, and he: 
“But we’ll cover all your costs.” What a shock! 
I mean, to think that possibility existed at all. 
It was something I heard of then for the first 
time.

That became more common afterwards. 
In terms of the peace initiatives, with whi-
ch we didn’t have many contacts previously, it 
went very fast because we’d advocated con-
scientious objection, and we entered the glo-
bal War Resisters’ International network. They 
had connections and organisations that de-
cided to help us. The Gruppe für eine Schweiz 
ohne Armee (Group for a Switzerland without 
an army), for example, recognised a like-min-
ded initiative in us and began to invest in our 
work. They felt we were significant because 
we opposed the war. Then they visited, sent 
us the money they collected and invited us to 
fundraising events. It was a combination of 
friendly contacts and recognition of common 
values.

I’d say our circle definitely shrank in Sep-
tember, October and November. As the fall 
of Vukovar drew near, we fell to a very small 
number, and it was as clear as day that we we-
re getting ourselves into the role of traitors. 
That’s when the splits occurred, I’d say, both 
among the women’s organisations and within 
Green Action.

We went to Gajeva Street in the new year. 
That time was fraught with tension because 
some people on Green Action’s steering com-
mittee were for the Antiwar Campaign, whi-
le others were against us. Arguments inten-
sified, we became a problem, and some of us 
then left with the Antiwar Campaign. I myself 
remained connected with Green Action, but 
they were like two separate identities. During 
the day I was at the Antiwar Campaign, and 
then in the evening I’d sometimes drop in at 
Green Action, but there was still the suspicion 
that our activities were traitorous because we 

I’d say our circle definitely shrank in September, October 
and November. As the fall of Vukovar drew near, we fell 
to a very small number, and it was as clear as day that 
we were getting ourselves into the role of traitors. That’s 
when the splits occurred, I’d say, both among the women’s 
organisations and within Green Action.
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didn’t advocate armed struggle. We didn’t say: 
“Croatia has no right to defend itself,” but we 
said that non-violence was essential and that 
there had to be room for the non-violent path, 
along with the armed option.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: Can I just ask when 
we moved to Tkalčićeva Street?

Aida Bagić: It was in ’92, in the spring.

Vesna Janković: As far as points of conten-
tion are concerned, there were several. One of 
the disputes that autumn was to do with hu-
man rights activism. That was when problems 
began for the tenants of flats belonging to the 
former Yugoslav People’s Army. The questi-
on was raised whether we as a peace initiative 
should get involved in that because human ri-
ghts basically lead into the issue Aida mentio-
ned: that of the Croatian state’s responsibility 
towards its own citizens.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: And for military 
operations!

Vesna Janković: I remember how we were 
turfed out of the Green Action office. I went to 
Green Action one day after the first or second 
issue of ARKzin. Nana Radić was at the com-
puter browsing the articles that had come in 
for the next issue. I went up to her and she sa-
id: “What’s a text by an UJDI member doing 
here?” It was a piece by Srđan Dvornik. That 
sparked off the question of relations with Yu-
goslavia and what later dogged ARK, and also 
ARKzin – the whole Yugo-nostalgia business.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: You mean the label?

Vesna Janković: The label of Yugo-nostalgia, 
but also heavier stuff like Branimir Glavaš’s 
diatribe when he wrote that ARKzin was an 

acronym for “Arkan’s bulletin board”. There 
was another point of conflict, which I find in-
teresting from a sociological angle: the fricti-
on between “professionals” and volunteers. At 
a meeting in May 1992, part of the people who 
participated in the activities on a volunta-
ry basis considered that paying wages ought 
to be abolished. Several of us who worked at 
the office every day, for which we received a 
fee, said – in order to prove our activist devo-
tion – that we’d work without money. This led 
to chaos in the office. On the other hand, rai-
sing the question of payment is illustrative of 
the initial phase of institutionalisation of what 
is today called civil society – typical of conflic-
ts that were to do with a hazy vision of the di-
rection we should go.

Milena Beader: One of the reasons was pro-
bably the non-existence of any tradition of ci-
vil society organisations in the shape and form 
in which they exist in certain other countri-
es. To be sure, none of us alleged “money-gru-
bbers” received any pay. We worked there 24 
hours a day and didn’t have health or old-age 
pension insurance – all of us were in fact vo-
lunteers. They were very modest honorariums. 
But some people who were maybe “well off” 
probably received low pay or none at all at the 
time because of the war, so maybe they the-
refore considered it a problem of sorts. I think 
that has to do with a type of intellectual acti-
vism of the 70s and 80s in Yugoslavia, and in 
Croatia. Part of those intellectuals had com-
fortable positions in institutes and the like. 
You can argue that wasn’t quite the case, but 
most of them had enough free time to be able 
to meet and engage in debates in their free ti-
me, without having to ask for any “pocket mo-
ney” for it. Perhaps some of them therefore 
considered it a sacrilege for anyone to be pa-
id for doing activist tasks, although it was cle-
ar that someone performed the tasks neces-
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sary to keep things running and had to do that 
work well and professionally. That’s usually no 
longer an issue today.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: So, the conflict Mile-
na and Vesna are talking about – it was actu-
ally a different group demanding that people 
manifestly renounce money to prove adhe-
rence to a certain orthodoxy. We weren’t all in 
the same boat, of course, in purely existenti-
al terms.

Milena Beader: Vesna J. recently sent ro-
und the minutes from the meeting in the Ho-
use of the Red Cross to do with the discussion 
of this “conflict”. Nenad was the person who 
had a super attitude towards it. I think you sa-
id at one stage: “Those who ‘work’, in inver-
ted commas, should just sit down, discuss the 
matter, propose a solution to the problem, 
and bring the proposal to us in the Council.” 
In other words, maybe we “money-grubbers” 
also didn’t want to resolve the problem, or 
didn’t know how to, or didn’t have time beca-
use of all the everyday tasks in the office and 
one delegation arriving after another.

Svemir Vranko: I’d like to reflect on the topic 
of conscientious objection. A public discussi-
on was held at KIC, in Preradovićeva Street, 
with representatives of the Ministry of Admi-
nistration, Marko Hren from Slovenia and re-
presentatives of the Antiwar Campaign, where 
the idea of conscientious objection was pre-
sented to the public. Afterwards, the Ministry 
of Administration decided it would extend the 
possibility of conscientious objection to men 
who’d already done compulsory service in the 
Yugoslav People’s Army, with their application 
to be lodged within one month. The Antiwar 
Campaign sent the news right away to Radio 
101, which broadcast it, but that was the first 
and last mention on air because the gover-

nment phoned immediately and banned any 
repetition of it. I was fortunate to be at the 
source of the information, so Srđan Dvornik 
and I filed applications, and we were the first 
conscientious objectors in this region. After fi-
ve generations, which is how far family me-
mory goes back on my father’s side, and who 
were all in some war or other, I was the first 
to say: “I’m not going to fight!” After a whi-
le I had to submit some additional documents 
for the application, and in the end I received 
word, black on white, that I was on civilian 
service in the Croatian Army. But the milita-
ry administration in Križevci, where I was regi-
stered, didn’t know what to do with the infor-
mation – they never called me up for military 
service.

Milena Beader: Yes, I remember we discus-
sed that – how could there be civilian service 
in the Croatian Army? Either someone was on 
civilian service or they were in the army, but 
civilian service in the army – how absurd!

Ognjen Tus: Maybe it’s too late and the di-
scussion has now gone off in quite a different 
direction. I just want to say it would be go-
od to know the sums of money we received in 
those early days. I remember when we got the 
first thousand deutschmarks and gave 500 to 
Šura, I think, because she always made calls 
from her private phone – it was to do with re-
fugee aid. What mattered at the time was to 
establish connections with international orga-
nisations and institutions because no one here 
would listen to us, but when that came from 
abroad it became important. That was a very 
good tactic. Everyone today has a million topi-
cs of their own, like for example I think I’m the 
second conscientious objector, not the third, 
(laughter). Who got paid, in what way, is also 
an interesting issue. But for me it was impor-
tant to help in an area where I could, and whe-

What mattered at the time was to establish connections 
with international organisations and institutions because 
no one here would listen to us, but when that came from 
abroad it became important. That was a very good tactic.
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ther I’d be paid or not wasn’t important to me 
at that moment, nor was it for anyone. Survi-
val was what mattered. I want to say that tho-
se were such minimal things; in the end, when 
you look when George Soros came, how much 
money did the Antiwar Campaign get? Unli-
ke the institutions he organised and the NGO 
sector he created through local confidants, 
the Antiwar Campaign was always de facto 
trailing behind the rest because we developed 
spontaneously – we organised out of an in-
ner need of our own. My approach to that, and 
the reason I joined, was that I felt like a mad-
man. Everyone around me thought one way, 
and I was the only one who thought that was 
wrong. And then I found three more who sa-
id: “Maybe that’s not the only way, that nati-
onalism, that ‘Kill the bastards’. Maybe there’s 
another option. It’s simply ‘I’m not mad’!”

Nela Pamuković: All this is interesting for 
analysing the development of civil socie-
ty in general because I think at the moment 
we’re still in a pre-organisational state. When 
you look at theories of organisational de-
velopment, what we had were just the ru-
diments, and naturally there were a lot of 
painful issues. This branch of the women’s or-
ganisations received a lot more money. You’re 
right, the Antiwar Campaign never got ve-
ry much. And when those Swiss women tur-
ned up for the first time with a mass of thin-
gs, a room full of chocolate, I think it was you, 
Vesna, who said: “They’re activists, but not li-
ke the poor peace Samaritans who come wi-
th scarcely a penny!” (murmurs, laughter) But 
in ’92 we founded the Centre for Women War 
Victims within the scope of ARK, which bran-
ched off very soon. The first budget Martina 
Belić and I drew up was of 250,000 marks, for 
three years.

(Shout: What year? What year?)

Nela Pamuković: ’92.

Milena Beader: I found a figure that the Anti-
war Campaign had around 30,000 marks ove-
rall in 1992, but not all the projects defined at 
the time were allocated the same means.

Nela Pamuković: That’s interesting to know. 
We worked on a voluntary basis for years un-
til then. In 1999, with the Kosovo crisis, the si-
tuation was similar. People called us from all 
over the world and asked: “Who in Kosovo can 
we give money to?” That’s basically how it ca-
me to a development like that in Croatia, and 
it was disconcerting for us as well. As far as 
the differences between us feminists are con-
cerned, you, Aida, said first that they stem-
med from the idea that there was no place 
for the Antiwar Campaign in Croatia, but that 
criticism and everything wasn’t yet articula-
ted... Recently I spoke with Lepa from Belgra-
de. The other side, meaning Kareta, Nona and 
the other groups that were nationalistic, so 
to speak, were linked to Catherine MacKin-
non, the legal theorist from the USA who pro-
secuted Karadžić. She met Lepa and seve-
ral other women activists from Belgrade at 
the UN Conference on Human Rights in ’93. 
They wanted to speak with her, but she said: 
“Where are you from? Serbia? No, I don’t want 
to talk to you. The only good Serb is a dead 
Serb!” So one current didn’t want to speak wi-
th activists from Serbia at all. We then had a 
gathering, which was supposed to be the 5th 
Yugoslav feminist gathering in ’92. One acti-
vist, who was involved in the student move-
ment and was otherwise half from Zagreb, 
half from Belgrade, tried to speak at that 
gathering, but Gordana Cerjan Letica and Ka-
tarina Vidović came and started screaming: 
“How can she speak here? She has no right 
to!” And she wanted to say that there still exi-
sted some resistance to Milošević. That’s how 

We developed spontaneously – we organised out of an inner 
need of our own. My approach to that, and the reason I 
joined, was that I felt like a madman. Everyone around me 
thought one way, and I was the only one who thought that 
was wrong.
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they behaved. Or when we invited women re-
presentatives from DEŠA03 to a meeting wi-
th women from abroad at the Antiwar Campa-
ign. I think Jenny Hansel was there, along with 
several other people, and the women started 
spouting over-the-top stuff about massacres, 
and it was impossible to speak with them! It 
wasn’t possible to begin any kind of dialogue.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: Just a few quick 
words. I remember the phenomenon that Zo-
ran Oštrić, of all people, a dyed-in-the-wool 
peacenik, Green and so on, was declared a 
Croatian nationalist! That’s how he was perce-
ived in the West because he dared to say Cro-
atia had a right to defend itself. Those were 
stupid misapprehensions, but...

Aida Bagić: I’d like to add something to what 
Nela said. I think more money came for certa-
in things because it was easier to show that it 
was about victims, and direct care for them. 
It was about humanitarian aid, and it could be 
demonstrated that the victims were refuge-
es, displaced people, raped women, children, 
etc. More money came for that, while there 
was hardly anything for conscientious objec-
tion. Now, looking back, I think conscientious 
objection was the most prominent peace cur-
rent within the Antiwar Campaign.

I think the decision about payment was 
partly an aspect of generational conflict. Ro-
ughly in the spring of ’91 I was finishing my 
degree and living from coaching English and 
German; I was hanging around, and then I re-
alised I was spending too much time at the 
ARK office and was actually living at my pa-
rents’ expense. Those were the real transiti-
ons! When you look at who ended up being 
paid, we were actually of that generation or 
later, and some people did lose jobs elsewhe-
re. I don’t remember it being so dramatic, but 
I do recall there being a generation gap of a 

different kind. We were visited by people from 
the Croatian League for Peace who were inte-
rested in some form of cooperation. It was an 
interesting meeting, but it didn’t suit us to co-
operate with them at the time because they 
were too nationally oriented. Perhaps there 
are some minutes of the meeting. It would be 
interesting to see why an organisation called 
the Antiwar Campaign didn’t want to coope-
rate with the League for Peace.

Vesna Teršelič: They didn’t do much more 
than talk. That was my impression.

Aida Bagić: I remember them coming to see 
us; they were publishing those Declarations by 
Intellectuals books full of statements again-
st the war, for peace, for truth in Croatia, and 
stuff like that. Yes, and the whole business wi-
th money really caught us unprepared, wi-
thout any infrastructure. Nenad remembers a 
seminar on non-violent conflict resolution at 
the Centre for Social Work that Nina Pečnik 
and I presented for a fee of 50 marks each, if 
that’s not an exaggeration. That was our time 
of innocence. I remember we went out for a 
pizza with them, and we paid for it ourselves. 
Later we found out what massive fees Ameri-
can psychologists got to come to the Balkans.

Tihomir Ponoš: It was a risk zone.

Aida Bagić: A risk zone! All those things about 
money... But it’s a fact that it was very easy to 
get approval for civilian service. If I remember 
well, a fax came for Zvonimir...

Milena Beader: That’s right, Zvonimir 
Orešković. 

Aida Bagić: A fax came for him at the Anti-
war Campaign saying his application for civi-
lian service had been approved. That was so-

03 A civic association in 
Dubrovnik. [trans.]
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metimes a problem for us, for example, when 
we “appeared” in public with peace activists 
from Serbia, when we talked about this kind 
of thing in Germany (it wasn’t ’91, but ’92), be-
cause it would look as if we were defending 
the Croatian state. In other words, we’d an-
nounce some fact, and it would look as if we 
weren’t sufficiently antiwar, pro-peace and 
critically minded...

(Interjection: Because we achieved something, 
right?)

Aida Bagić: It’s not a question now of whe-
ther we achieved something. I think the sta-
te was in such confusion that it just let the 
approvals go through. There was trouble la-
ter. These guys happened to get it, they had it 
black on white.

Nela Pamuković: I’d just like to mention 
another statement that illustrates the stance 
of some women in the feminist movement, for 
example, who published a statement in Vje-
snik in ’95 saying they don’t work together wi-
th this and that organisation because it didn’t 
distance itself from the “Serb Chetnik aggres-
sor”. That was one of the accusations.

Vesna Teršelič: As it is now!

Kruno Kardov: I’m interested in a different 
aspect, which we can maybe add on to later: I 
read in the Minutes that 15 training sessions for 
mediation, non-violent conflict resolution, etc. 
were held by the middle of ’92. There was di-
scussion, among other things, about the reinte-
gration of veterans and psychosocial assistance. 
It struck me that it was relatively early to be tal-
king about the reintegration of veterans at that 
moment. I don’t know if that was maybe input 
from abroad or if it was truly an issue like con-
scientious objection, demilitarisation and a few 
others that were already on the agenda.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: No, the thing was 
just that some of us saw people really ru-
sh en masse into the destruction of war, una-
ware of what was going to happen. I wrote a 
short essay in the first of second issue of AR-
Kzin on the human right to fear. My point was 
that everyone has a right to run away in fe-
ar, to flee from this madness, and that they 
shouldn’t suffer any consequences. It’s sim-
ply another fundamental human right! So I tri-
ed through what I know – writing. I dedicated 
those non-existent images to the war vete-
rans and invalids, who are abandoned by every 
state after a war because it doesn’t need them 
any more. And that feeling, PTSD, which we 
called “Vietnam syndrome”. Some of us were 
aware that those scenes alone made it absurd 
to go to war.

Kruno Kardov: Do you mean there was no in-
fluence from activists who came?

Vesna Teršelič: No, our friends had brothers 
and relatives who were killed. Friends of ours 
were killed too! When we talked with them it 
immediately became clear that it would rever-
berate for the rest of our lives. So it was very 
useful that activists from abroad already had 
some experience, and we had Greg Payton vi-
siting at the time.

Vesna Janković: It was towards the end of 
’92 or in the second half of the year.

Vesna Teršelič: That’s right. And it was far 
too early then. To be sure, the coverage by 
HTV provided us a bit more visibility, but the 
reaction of everyone Greg met at the time – 
including soldiers and veterans – was: “Yes, 
yes, you had problems with Vietnam syndro-
me, but that will never happen to us”. There 
was no danger of that, they said, so there was 
no need to take any particular steps, let’s say 
to ask men who returned from the battlefield 

When you look at theories of organisational development, 
what we had were just the rudiments, and naturally there 
were a lot of painful issues. This branch of the women’s 
organisations received a lot more money. You’re right, the 
Antiwar Campaign never got very much.
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how they were and tell them a bit about what 
they could expect – what sort of reaction they 
could expect of themselves and their fami-
lies. Greg told us all that, as did Adam Cur-
le, our friend from England, who founded the 
Bradford Peace Studies programme. He spoke 
about there having been a programme for de-
mobilised officers in England after the Second 
World War. Participation was voluntary, but 
with those who wished to take part it was per-
fectly normal to look at what kind of reaction 
they could expect. That was 1945! In late ’92, 
we went with Greg to a meeting with veterans 
in Varaždinske Toplice. Saša Kosanović recen-
tly found the HTV broadcast for me, where the 
reaction among the guys who’d lost their le-
gs or arms was one of denial: “No, that can’t 
happen to us!” We sat with them and it was 
as clear as day that they had problems. They 
all drank, their hands trembled, you could tell 
they were tired of life, and they certainly had 
problems at home.

Boris Bakal: They threw themselves to the 
floor every time there was a loud noise!

Vesna Teršelič: You could see they had pro-
blems, but they said: “No, that can’t happen 
to us!” I don’t know how many years had to 
pass for veterans themselves to as much as 
accept the possibility of there being a pro-
blem. Although we were in touch with our fri-
ends who were still on the battlefield or had 
returned...

Boris Bakal: Or who fled the battlefield beca-
use of what they saw there. That happened all 
the time! I don’t know, I think we had an infal-
lible intuition at that moment, a feeling that 
those things would have to be resolved.

Tihomir Ponoš: If I may, here’s one more me-
mory to do with Vietnam syndrome. I remember 

well the Croatian media of the time – as early 
as ’92 – saying that Croatian veterans wouldn’t 
suffer from Vietnam syndrome, firstly because 
they didn’t fight in Vietnam, and secondly beca-
use it was a defensive war, so obviously nothing 
like that would happen to them.

Katarina Kruhonja: I think those who’ve be-
en exposed to the violence of war come to re-
alise that their behaviour is abnormal. For 
example, once a month my nephew and I went 
from the war zone to Samobor for a weekend, 
where the rest of our family had fled. I noticed 
we found it hard, almost impossible, to speak 
with them. We lived in a kind of world of our 
own, of tolerating violence, but also of coura-
ge, solidarity and togetherness, and we consi-
dered that those who hadn’t been in the war 
zone couldn’t understand us. And we weren’t 
soldiers, but civilians in a war zone. We had 
our own mindset, expressions, jokes, etc., and 
we were almost glad to get back to Osijek. 
Isn’t that incredible? Just a month or two ear-
lier, it was therapeutic for me to meet Kru-
no Sukić, who looked on violence as a devi-
ant phenomenon, as I did, and we were angry 
at our parents and teachers for not telling us 
what war really was, and how it affects people 
and relationships.

It was a real shock for me to see people 
growing apart, and the growth of distrust, fe-
ar and hatred, through to physical violen-
ce and the readiness to annihilate “others”. 
You don’t see those things when you’ve got 
a nationalist mindset – you’re blinkered and 
thick-skinned.

As a doctor, I took part in the congress of 
the World Association of Croatian Physicians 
in Osijek in ’93 or ’94. The minister of health 
at the time, Andrija Hebrang, gave a talk in 
which he stated that the War of Independen-
ce had no negative influence on the health of 
the population, and in fact the rates of illness, 

I think more money came for certain things because it was 
easier to show that it was about victims, and direct care 
for them. It was about humanitarian aid, and it could be 
demonstrated that the victims were refugees, displaced 
people, raped women, children, etc. More money came for 
that, while there was hardly anything for conscientious 
objection.
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infectious diseases and cancers were down – 
he presented it graphically! Short-term effec-
ts of stress like that are possible, of course, 
due to adrenaline stimulation, positive stress 
and/or temporarily reduced access to the doc-
tors, but it’s mad to disregard and deny the li-
kely negative effects in the foreseeable future. 
Unlike the minister of health, one commissio-
ned officer of the Croatian Army in quite a se-
nior position here in Osijek, Ante Kokeza, su-
pported programmes for soldiers affected by 
PTSD and peace initiatives. “Keep up the good 
work,” he said. “In a few years we’ll have Cro-
atian soldiers and those who fought on the 
other side, and they’ll fight together to be gi-
ven a decent pension.”

Nela Pamuković: We live in a Monty Python 
state.

Vesna Janković: Regarding conscientious 
objection, there’s another story I remember 
to do with the state’s relationship to the Anti-
war Campaign. At some point in early ’92, ARK 
printed a small pamphlet about the right to 
conscientious objection, which was produced 
by Biljana and Srđan. I remember that a Coun-
cil of Europe delegation came to ARK, I think 
in ’93, which beforehand had visited Tuđman, 
or someone else high up in the government. In 
our conversation, we told them what we did 
and showed them the pamphlet on conscien-
tious objection, and they said: “Yes, yes, we 
know about that, they showed us the pamp-
hlet when we were in parliament with repre-
sentatives of the government.” ARK, in fact, 
served as a kind of legitimation for the gover-
nment when dealing with international insti-
tutions, a demonstration of how democratic 
and open it was.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: Someone gave them 
the prompt that it could be useful.

Nela Pamuković: OK, so Tuđman signed the 
charter and distributed the pamphlet on con-
scientious objection. What’s the point?

Vesna Janković: That our phones were ta-
pped, we were followed and they kept files 
kept on us!

Katarina Kruhonja: I think the situation was 
actually to our advantage – the fact that they 
praised us. Croatia was open because it wan-
ted international recognition, and that open-
ness allowed peace activists and observers to 
come, and that protected us in a way and ga-
ve us space to work. Unlike Serbia, which was 
under embargo and in self-isolation.

Since I don’t know how long this is go-
ing to go and when the sequel will be, do you 
want me to say how the Centre for Peace be-
came a member of the Antiwar Campaign?

(Everyone: Yes!)

Katarina Kruhonja: I’ll start with meeting 
the late Kruno Sukić. Kruno had been acti-
ve in intellectual circles in Osijek before the 
war. They were harbingers of the civic sce-
ne. I was neither politically nor socially acti-
ve. It took the war to shake me up and make 
me aware; I began to think about my part of 
the responsibility. My reaction was to encou-
rage or support antiwar activities: when I he-
ard that captive policemen were wounded and 
dying in Tenja, I went to the barracks; I joined 
the mothers who went to Belgrade to demand 
that their sons be released from service in the 
Yugoslav People’s Army so they wouldn’t have 
to fight in the war; I was with the first Libertas 
convoy to Dubrovnik; I tried to assemble a te-
am of doctors and nurses to go past the bar-
ricades to the nearby villages. Everything ha-
ppened fast, but all those activities were a 
great crash course in non-violence.

No, the thing was just that some of us saw people really rush 
en masse into the destruction of war, unaware of what was 
going to happen. I wrote a short essay in the first of second 
issue of ARKzin on the human right to fear. My point was that 
everyone has a right to run away in fear, to flee from this 
madness, and that they shouldn’t suffer any consequences. 
It’s simply another fundamental human right!
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I met Kruno at a meeting organised by 
Professor Ante Lauc about what we intellec-
tuals who remained in Osijek could do for the 
city. It was the middle of November, and he-
avy guns were drumming around Osijek eve-
ry day. It was clear to us that we couldn’t in-
fluence the course of the war or help to end it, 
but after days of talking in the air-raid shel-
ter we kept coming back to the question of 
whether we could do anything at all for pea-
ce. When Kruno read in the weekly Danas that 
there was an Antiwar Campaign, it was as if 
we saw the light. Here’s someone else, we 
thought. You’d already gone through the ini-
tial phase of coming together and forming a 
platform that we felt was logical and a go-
od strategy to preserve at least a minimum of 
communication between the warring sides for 
the sake of peacebuilding in future. And then 
– I remember it as clearly as if it was yester-
day – I went to Gajeva Street one weekend. 
It must have been in January, it was the wor-
kshop of Catherine Sanders, I sat in a little 
and listened.

I found it stirring and healing. That was al-
so the case at the workshops where we brou-
ght together the peace group and later when 
working with people in the community. As 
long as you’re stuck in the logic of war, be-
neath great pressure from abroad, especial-
ly if you’re someone who isn’t well informed or 
a political analyst, it’s hard for you to under-
stand what’s going on, in which direction and 
with what dynamics the conflict is developing, 
how it escalates, and how it can be stopped. 
It’s outright salutary for your mental and spi-
ritual health when you begin to better under-
stand events and yourself – your own behavi-
our and that of your environment. Then I told 
Catherine Sanders that there were some of us 
in Osijek who wanted to work for peace, and 
we arranged for her to come.

The next time I was in Zagreb, I met up wi-
th Vesna in Ilica, in a health-food restaurant, 
and we ate and talked. I can’t recall the deta-
ils any more, but it was vital for us that it be 
known that we, in the war zone in Osijek, wan-
ted to work for peace and needed support. We 
didn’t know exactly what we wanted to do, or 
how. I remember that you, Vesna, conveyed 
the news to Adam Curle at the gathering of 
the Helsinki Citizens’ Assembly in Bratislava.

Vesna Teršelič: Yes, in Bratislava. I asked 
those I met there, and they were good peo-
ple, whether they’d go to Osijek, to a meeting 
of such a group, and say a little about their 
experience.

Katarina Kruhonja: Then a group of five pe-
ace activists from Britain was assembled by 
Adam Curle, a Quaker. Seeing as I’m a doctor, 
Nick Lewer from the organisation Médicins 
sans frontières also came.

Aida Bagić: Katarina, didn’t Traude Rebmann 
visit in March, when you still had shelling and 
sirens?

Katarina Kruhonja: That’s right, March ’92.

Aida Bagić: But this was in May, a few days 
after the last of the shelling, but we didn’t yet 
know it was really over.

Katarina Kruhonja: Yes, the last serious 
shelling was in early May.

When Traude Rebmann came in March, 
Kruno and I acted as organisers and invited 
people to the workshop. The workshop was 
for people who were exposed to war or se-
condary war through working with refugees 
or the wounded. Recently I met a woman who 
participated in the workshop, and she said it 
changed her life – she went from confusion 
and despair to hope for peace and recovery.

Once a month my nephew and I went from the war zone to Samobor for a 
weekend, where the rest of our family had fled. I noticed we found it hard, 
almost impossible, to speak with them. We lived in a kind of world of our own, 
of tolerating violence, but also of courage, solidarity and togetherness, and we 
considered that those who hadn’t been in the war zone couldn’t understand us.
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By May ’92, the initiative had grown and 
we established the Centre for Peace, Non-vi-
olence and Human Rights. We held the foun-
ding meeting on 13 May, and on 14 May the 
Antiwar Campaign decided that the Centre be 
an Osijek branch of ARK. But we didn’t settle 
our legal status until a year later, in December 
’93, when we received the document confir-
ming that we were a branch of ARK. Later, in 
1996, we registered as an independent orga-
nisation but remained a member of ARK’s net-
work. We received some very modest, early fi-
nancial assistance during our first major event 
in Osijek – the “Days of non-violence” in May 
’92 – with international guests and you from 
ARK. One of the topics was the peaceful re-
turn of displaced people, though most peo-
ple couldn’t imagine that anything of the sort 
would be possible.

Boris Bakal: It’s terribly important to remem-
ber that those things were immediately obvio-
us to us all. When they took down the road si-
gns on the motorway to Belgrade, we laughed 
because we knew they’d be put back up. As if 
those towns and cities would disappear, as if 
that other country would disappear. It was so 
ridiculous!

Katarina Kruhonja: I must stress once again 
how significant it was for us that the Antiwar 
Campaign existed. Its values, moral support 
and practical aid encouraged and assisted us. 
Without you directing people to us and hel-
ping us yourselves, we definitely wouldn’t ha-
ve been able to go on, let alone develop the 
way we did. Secondly, conscientious objecti-
on was at the heart of our organisation beca-
use both Kruno and I were refuseniks – he for 
political and me for religious reasons. That ti-
ed us to ARK.

Thirdly, I think it was quite significant that 
we began working directly to protect human 
rights in Osijek, a war zone. We didn’t actually 
plan to work on human rights. We were more 
focused on ending the conflict with a peace-
ful solution, and we were interested in peace-
ful return, education in non-violence, and hu-
man rights and democracy. We weren’t really 
prepared for any of the things in store for us. 
As soon as we published the news that we’d 
set up the Centre for Peace, Non-violence and 
Human Rights, people began calling us who’d 
been thrown out of their flats and exposed 
to violence. We were forced to make a decisi-
on, as you were too. We decided to take up the 
challenge.

Svemir Vranko: I just want to mention two 
theories. One is that the Antiwar Campaign, 
from the very beginning, was like humus – fer-
tile soil in a big jar, from which various flowers 
of different non-governmental organisati-
ons sprang. It was simply amazing to watch 
and be part of. The second aspect was that we 
presented a lot of ideas through music. One 
part of that was when I went with Aida to Au-
stria, to Salzburg, I don’t remember the na-
mes of...

Aida Bagić: I noted them down at some point.

Svemir Vranko: ...the Canadian and the Au-
strian, and I mentioned that I’d recorded a 
song and wanted to make a peace video with 
it. A month later, Aida called me and said: “The 
money has arrived for you at ARK, so you can 
work on the music.” I got together young pe-
ople in Križevci and we set up the group Cri-
siensis Pax Aid (Crisium being the Latin name 
of Križevci), with musicians from the Križev-
ci area, Sandro and Nino Giovanni and the Ga-
udeaumus vocal group, and we held concerts. 
We had a peace concert in Križevci in the mid-

As long as you’re stuck in the logic of war, beneath great pressure from abroad, 
especially if you’re someone who isn’t well informed or a political analyst, it’s 
hard for you to understand what’s going on, in which direction and with what 
dynamics the conflict is developing, how it escalates, and how it can be stopped. 
It’s outright salutary for your mental and spiritual health when you begin to 
better understand events and yourself – your own behaviour and that of your 
environment.
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dle of the war! The mayor came, and repre-
sentatives of the army – it was a unique mood 
for a small city. Two of my friends and a dozen 
other young men from Križevci had been killed 
around that time, so the peace concert amo-
unted to a requiem for those soldiers.

Vesna Teršelič: Back to what Katarina sa-
id, it was very important for us that the who-
le cycle of advocating non-violence and the di-
rect protection of human rights was initiated 
in Osijek. You put yourselves on the line when 
people turned to you because of the evictions, 
and you went to sit with them and offer non-
-violent resistance, and I think your situation 
was truly precarious. Although Zlatko Krama-
rić was formally mayor, the city was actual-
ly in the hands of Branimir Glavaš. Later you 
pressed charges against Petar Kljajić, Chair of 
the Army Housing Commission, a member of 
the Crisis Coordination Team and president of 
the Osijek District Court.

Now I remember how little faith we initial-
ly had in what we could achieve. For example, 
when I was learning about mediation, may-
be not until 2006, working on conflict resolu-
tion with police and judges, I saw something 
in practice that Christine Schweitzer told us 
about in ’91. Then I remembered, you see: the 
practical skill Christine Schweitzer showed us 
back then finally became something that the 
police officer and the judge could utilise in 
their everyday work, in the courthouse and at 
the police station. That cycle of practical ap-
plication lasts a very long time, but we oursel-
ves sowed a seed when we were learning back 
in ’91. Some things got put into practice much 
later. Becoming institutionalised was a ve-
ry demanding process, and it took a long time 
for some of our activities to become instituti-
onalised in civil society organisations.

But what was most important at the be-
ginning really were the values, us standing to-

gether and saying: “Now is war, but we won’t 
give up non-violence, nor will we give up com-
municating with our friends in Belgrade, Mon-
tenegro or wherever.” And whenever we wor-
ked directly together with people who’d 
suffered, specifically in connection with Osi-
jek, I’d mention the first contacts with Štefica 
Krstić and the families who were searching for 
missing loved ones. Ideologically they were all 
rock-solid Tuđman supporters, but they also 
knew that if they wanted to find out anything 
they had to get in touch with Women in Black 
and be open to travelling to Serbia via Mohács 
in Hungary, because they could maybe find 
out something.

Perhaps we’re now entering a cycle where 
we, too, will bear responsibility for sharing in-
formation with someone in a different coun-
try. What I mean is, the commitment to non-
-violence was important for us but we were 
constantly learning from international expe-
riences, as others can now learn from us. 
Nothing can be transferred directly – it’s not 
like a practice you can just transplant from 
one framework to another and it automati-
cally flourishes and grows. When the Volun-
teer Project Pakrac was starting up, we re-
ceived crucial information about a series of 
suicides in Pakrac in ’94. It was we as the Vo-
lunteer Project Pakrac who wrote to the mi-
nistry and said: “Did you know people are kil-
ling themselves? It’s clinical depression, it’s 
a huge problem.” I think it’s scandalous that 
we had to report that to them and go and tell 
them that systematic measures ought to be 
taken to encourage, support and work with 
those people. We were constantly in the situa-
tion of hearing about a problem, and then ha-
ving to come up with a definition, articulate 
what was happening – with the very modest 
resources we had, both in terms of awareness 
and expertise – and then also of finding the 
best possible solutions and offering them im-

The workshop was for people who were exposed to war 
or secondary war through working with refugees or the 
wounded. Recently I met a woman who participated in the 
workshop, and she said it changed her life – she went from 
confusion and despair to hope for peace and recovery.
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mediately. So that they might perhaps be ap-
plied, albeit usually years and years after our 
first proposal.

Just to think back to our meeting with Lju-
bomir Antić in the Parliamentary Committee 
on Human Rights in order to speak with him 
about the evictions. He sat there coolly in his 
opulent office as a member of the Croatian 
parliament and told us that those were tee-
thing troubles of democracy and unfortunate-
ly there was nothing he could do – and people 
were being thrown out of their flats! The tro-
uble was that in that phase he was genuinely 
the only representative of any state instituti-
on we could reach because no one else wan-
ted to see us. And it was like that for quite a 
while. The first judgements in disputes to do 
with evictions and the first returns of people 
to their flats were shortly after the year 2000, 
I.e. 10 years after the people had been thrown 
out. Ten more years had to pass for Večernji list 
to publish a series of articles on the topic, four 
or five months ago, and that was inconclusive. 
So the time is still to come when someone will 
be able to say in public: “You know, that was 
a criminal practice – part of a criminal prac-
tice supported by people in state instituti-
ons, and here are their names...” Some things 
are possibly going to happen. I see my present 
work at Documenta as part of the heritage of 
ARK, or actually the heritage of a simple deci-
sion of a small group of people with very dif-
ferent orientations, from completely different 
backgrounds, with different personal histori-
es, that there simply must be an alternative to 
violence.

Katarina Kruhonja: I think it’s important 
to be aware that both the Antiwar Campaign 
and the Centre for Peace as part of the Anti-
war Campaign developed spontaneously, by 
themselves. Perhaps we didn’t have much in 
the way of skills, but I know that we from the 

Centre for Peace persevered and insisted on 
non-violence from the very beginning. We ma-
de a big effort to knock on every door, sou-
ght discussion and dialogue, conducted infor-
mal mediation sessions in war-ravaged local 
communities, wrote letters to various institu-
tions and offered non-violent resistance when 
families were being ejected from their flats. 
Our members who were displaced people wro-
te letters to Baranja, which was occupied, and 
in ’93 we began the meetings in Hungary. We 
did our best to work inclusively and through 
dialogue. If we hadn’t done it that way, I don’t 
think we would have had any influence at all, 
nor been able to survive.

In terms of the disputes to do with our ac-
tivities... We were exposed to criticism, or 
rather pejorative labelling, primarily by those 
we warned were committing human rights vi-
olations or war crimes, for example Kljajić and 
Glavaš. In some phases that labelling took on 
the dimension of a media campaign. I’m not 
sure we could have prevented or lessened that 
by choosing a different approach.

Tihomir Ponoš: There are still some impor-
tant things we should talk about, in my opinion. 
We haven’t heard what happened in the first half 
of ’92, when the war broke out in Bosnia-Her-
zegovina. Did disputes erupt, and if so, what 
kind? Were there divisions? We still haven’t tal-
ked about what caused the disputes in connec-
tion with our advocacy for human rights, and 
what was known, and when, about the war cri-
mes committed in Croatia. I assume, on the one 
hand, that we didn’t find out in real time, and 
how could we have? But one of the issues of AR-
Kzin, as far back as early ’92, contains quite a 
long and serious text about the events in Sisak, 
which are still hushed-up today.
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Vesna Janković: Oh, we knew. We started to 
translate the Amnesty International reports In 
October ’91, and the crimes were mentioned.

Milena Beader: Not only that, but resear-
chers from Amnesty International and Human 
Rights Watch came to visit the Antiwar Cam-
paign because we’d begun working with them 
before the war. They talked with us about hu-
man rights violations, and some of our people 
even guided them around Bosnia.

Nela Pamuković: But do we also want 
to make a self-critical assessment? That’s 
lacking, in my opinion. What could we have 
done differently? I get the impression that we 
dissipated our energies on too many issues. 
That was simply the reality at the time, but to-
day I think we didn’t focus enough on the es-
sential problems.

Katarina Kruhonja: I think we still need to 
define the disputes and the lessons learned. 
One of the contentious questions is how we 
got into the situation where we could no lon-
ger agree, for example about statements. 
You know how hard we had to argue, let’s say 
about the statement after Operation Storm.

Aida Bagić: With all the different skills we le-
arned, how can we not have applied them to 
ourselves?

Nela Pamuković: And still don’t apply them 
today!

Aida Bagić: Because there’s a border the-
re, and those skills have a certain reach. But 
that’s a different topic.

Vesna Janković: To me it’s also a question 
of what it means to respect peace/antiwar ju-
stice. We mentioned that there was also a hu-
manitarian dimension, through Suncokret and 
the Centre for Women War Victims..

Nela Pamuković: Our thrust was entirely dif-
ferent – it wasn’t humanitarian work.

Vesna Janković: ...but, in any case, I consi-
der it important to be aware of the spectrum 
of peace and antiwar activities, which went 
from radical political criticism, of nationalism 
above all, to these psychosocial skills, to...

Katarina Kruhonja: We started off as an an-
tiwar campaign, and now we insist on dea-
ling with the past in the sense of culpability 
for war crimes and a recognition of all the vic-
tims, but there’s no critique of war.

Kruno Kardov: Why was it an “antiwar” campa-
ign at all, instead of a peace campaign?

Katarina Kruhonja: I can say it was the An-
tiwar Campaign because here, in Zagreb, you 
started from the idea of ending the war. Whe-
reas we in Osijek recognised straight away 
that it was too late for that, and we spoke of 
peacebuilding.

Vesna Teršelič: The Antiwar Campaign aro-
se as an ad hoc campaign. We wanted to stop 
the war!

Nela Pamuković: How should I say? Com-
pletely immature. Where was our role? What 
did we neglect? That’s what bothers me. What 
can we still do today? Because we live in virtu-

Now I remember how little faith we initially had in what 
we could achieve But what was most important at the 
beginning really were the values, us standing together and 
saying: “Now is war, but we won’t give up non-violence, nor 
will we give up communicating with our friends in Belgrade, 
Montenegro or wherever.”
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ally the same state as we did in ’92. And whe-
re is our responsibility here? What didn’t we 
do? That needs to be examined. What can we 
still do?

Vesna Janković: I’d like to reflect on the he-
ritage of ARK, not only in the sense of the or-
ganisations that have survived but also in the 
sense of what Katarina said. One workshop 
changed a woman’s life! The Antiwar Campa-
ign changed my life, too, because the deci-
sion to get involved opened up entirely new 
horizons.

Milena Beader: Same here.

We were constantly in the situation of hearing about a 
problem, and then having to come up with a definition, 
articulate what was happening – with the very modest 
resources we had, both in terms of awareness and expertise 
– and then also of finding the best possible solutions and 
offering them immediately. So that they might perhaps 
be applied, albeit usually years and years after our first 
proposal.
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Tihomir Ponoš: We left off in autumn ’91. To-
day we need to get to the middle of’92. It seems 
to me that three things can perhaps best reflect 
the relations within ARK. The first was Vuko-
var in the middle of November. The second – the 
truce and to what extent the halting of the war, 
at least temporarily, influenced the work of ARK. 
Was there a slump or some change in the ways 
of working? The third question is that of the war 
in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The issue of Croatia and 
its role in the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina would 
go beyond the scope of our session today, altho-
ugh I assume it was on ARK’s agenda, too, if not 
as much as in ’93 or early ’94, but we’ll look at 
what your peace position was in that context, 
and that is: should one call for the bombing of 
the Serb positions around Sarajevo so the whole 
war could be ended earlier, or is that contrary to 
a pro-peace position?

Duška Pribičević Gelb: In September I will 
have been working for the Ministry of the In-
terior for 35 years! (laughter) I always remem-
ber the first days I began to go to ARK. It was 
in ’93. It was more by chance, but seeing as I 
stayed on I guess I was in ARK because of my 
convictions after all. I’m joking. For the first 
part, I’d just add something to do with Svar-
un. I don’t know if you recall, but I was an as-
piring “teach” at the Police Academy in ’89. I 
gathered a few of my students and brought 
them along in the scope of the courses I 
taught. That was in Gajeva Street if I remem-
ber correctly.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: 45 Gajeva Street, se-
cond floor.

Duška Pribičević Gelb: I know that some 
of the people there talked with my students 
and we were given leaflets. I think I’ve still got 
them filed away somewhere, and it was a sen-
sation and a novelty for my boys to see the-

re are other ways of organising young people. 
Because at that time our students at the Aca-
demy were still pressured: you’re adults now, 
you’re in Year 11, so you can join the Party, 
etc. The Municipality of Maksimir had the hi-
ghest number of newly admitted Party mem-
bers year after year. That was apropos the 
beginnings.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: I’d like to go back a 
bit further to some earlier things. In ’89 and 
’90 I was writing for Večernji list and covered 
various new movements, so among others I 
also ran into Green Action. I was at their office 
as an activist and was always helping whome-
ver I could, on the sly. But I left Večernji list for 
the simple reason that no one cared in the sli-
ghtest what I knew about technology, altho-
ugh it would prove to be essential and has 
transformed the whole printing process and 
print journalism. I switched to Globus, whi-
ch originated at that time as a public-priva-
te partnership, as they say today. Ninoslav Pa-
vić and the Vjesnik magazine started Globus. 
It was a completely new experience for me to 
watch something develop from scratch. So I 
reported on Green Action, ARK and all the rest, 
I was part of it all, and I must admit that I per-
sonally found these polemics about the moral 
status of an activist ridiculous – whether an 
activist can be a professional, a professional 
revolutionary! And then some say they can – 
they can’t. We’ve had that before in history.

Tihomir Ponoš: We’ll come to ARKzin as a se-
parate important topic, but let’s now return to 
those first divisions and huge challenges.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: If only Zoran Oštrić 
were here! He bellyached to me that he had 
big problems as a Green because the European 
Greens perceived him as an ultra-nationalist. 
We went to Kostajnica and Jasenovac together 

But I think those conversations with our friends from abroad were productive 
and provocative in the sense that they were an occasion for discussion because 
we didn’t give ourselves the opportunity to clarify things together very often. 
But when they said something that provoked us we’d engage in long arguments, 
and through that we then realised what our position was. They and their stance 
of total pacifism made us speak about that, and we reached the conclusion that 
non-violence is alright, but we also saw situations where defence is necessary.
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to sniff out the terrain, we travelled down the 
sniper alley there, we went to Bosanska Dubi-
ca, Hrvatska Dubica and Kostajnica, and after 
that Lederer was killed.

Tihomir Ponoš: So we’re in the autumn of ’91. 
We have that climax with Vukovar in mid-No-
vember, one section of the founders has left, 
and after that, at least with some people, a new 
phase of reflection sets in on the role of the An-
tiwar Campaign regarding the overall situation 
in the society.

Vesna Janković: One of the answers to that 
question is in the text Nenad wrote just at 
that time. I don’t remember the exact title, 
but I think it was “Between pacifism and pa-
triotism”. In any case, those were the two key 
words in the title. I think the text originated 
immediately after Vukovar, so maybe Nenad 
can say something about it.

Nenad Zakošek: I’m still trying to recon-
struct my memory of things. I can’t remem-
ber all that, not only the text but even the ti-
me. I don’t know if we had arguments about 
it. I just remember disputes with my German 
friends, but that was earlier still – the war 
hadn’t yet begun. They thought war could be 
prevented by large-scale passive protest. Un-
likely. We debated that with Christine Schwe-
itzer, too, I also had some friends, and they 
were amazed we could be so unrealistic. The-
re was even the idea that the presence of pea-
ce activists from abroad could stop the Yugo-
slav People’s Army.

Tihomir Ponoš: You mean those tourists?

Nela Pamuković: There were those peace 
caravans!

Vesna Teršelič: People can be very different. 
Take Christine Schweitzer, who’s been dedi-
cated to non-violence all her life. That’s what 
she does, and studies, and in the meantime 
she’s also written a lot about it. So she knows 
the methodology and also practises it. She 
and Kurt Südmersen ran our first workshop 
on non-violent conflict resolution. I think she 
really bears witness to what it means to live a 
non-violent life, so when she advocates non-
-violence it’s impressive in its integrity beca-
use it pervades everything she does. It’s so-
mething different when you practice a bit of 
non-violence on the weekend and go on a tour 
of Croatia or Bosnia, for example. So the Cara-
van is one thing, and the work of people from 
War Resisters’ International is another. Her 
and Kurt Südmersen, for example, and Marko 
Hren was linked to them.

Vesna Janković: Eric Bachman came in 
September ’91 and held a workshop on non-
-violent action. Not on conflict but on 
non-violence.

Nela Pamuković: Which was the first 
workshop?

Vesna Teršelič: The first was the one Christi-
ne Schweitzer and Kurt Südmersen held on 
non-violent conflict resolution.

Vesna Janković: I remember Christine and 
Eric Bachman coming. There’s an interview in 
the first or second issue of ARKzin. It was in 
late September – the first workshop in Gajeva 
Street. We held the workshop, and then Ban-
ski Dvori01 were bombed. Can anyone recollect 
when exactly that was?

Tihomir Ponoš: 7 October ’91.

01 The Croatian parli-
ament building (literally: the 
Viceroy’s Courts). [trans.]
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Vesna Teršelič: Christine was here the first 
time with Kurt, then worked again with Eric. 
Yes, that was the second workshop, and a dif-
ferent topic – non-violence. But I think tho-
se conversations with our friends from abroad 
were productive and provocative in the sense 
that they were an occasion for discussion be-
cause we didn’t give ourselves the opportu-
nity to clarify things together very often. But 
when they said something that provoked us 
we’d engage in long arguments, and through 
that we then realised what our position was. 
They and their stance of total pacifism made 
us speak about that, and we reached the con-
clusion that non-violence is alright, but we al-
so saw situations where defence is necessary.

Tihomir Ponoš: Did you have splits and quar-
rels between factions – the non-violent ones on 
the one hand, and the advocates of the right to 
defence on the other? And another fracture line 
between what we could colloquially call leftists 
and nationalists? Within the circle of people who 
were in the Antiwar Campaign or close to it? Wi-
th the people you communicated with outside 
of Zagreb, but also in Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovi-
na and Slovenia?

Nela Pamuković: It wasn’t within the An-
tiwar Campaign. The discussion took pla-
ce at SOS Telefon, not within the Antiwar 
Campaign.

Vesna Janković: But it’s true that the Anti-
war Campaign was the cause of a kind of split 
in the women’s scene. Or rather, the cause 
was more the issue of who was the victim and 
who the aggressor, and did Croatia have the 
right to wage a defensive war. ARK was bran-
ded as being pro-Yugoslav, as far as I recall.

Nela Pamuković: Yes, but at the same time 
there were also discussions abroad about the 

war. The Italian women I mentioned organi-
sed several meetings of women from Belgrade 
and Croatia to debate feminist ways of seeing 
the war, and then misunderstandings began 
at those meetings. They were held in Trieste, 
Rome and a few other cities.

Nenad Zakošek: Between Croatian and Ser-
bian women, or between Italian women and...

Nela Pamuković: No, no, misunderstandings 
arose between Zagreb and Belgrade women. 
Nadežda Radović wrote a bit about it in her 
autobiography. Those encounters abroad al-
lowed feminists to meet, and it emerged that 
their understanding of reality was pretty dif-
ferent. Then that rubbed off on the rest of us 
in the group. So one circle of women from SOS 
Telefon didn’t want to talk with women from 
Serbia at all. We others, of course, wanted to 
continue the dialogue. September ’91 was the 
Rubicon where the rift began – after Zagreb 
was threatened for the first time.

Tihomir Ponoš: What about Zagreb’s coope-
ration with the periphery, figuratively speaking? 
Katarina said a lot of interesting things last time 
about a certain Zagreb academicism, figurative-
ly speaking again, as opposed to the realism in 
Osijek, which was on the front line. It was men-
tioned that there were attempts by people from 
Rijeka and other parts of Croatia to set up a net-
work of peace activists, right?

Vesna Teršelič: Yes, Šura Dumanić began in 
Rijeka at the same time. She too felt a need 
to do something against the war and she or-
ganised events similar to the Doors of Pea-
ce. When the Square of the Victims of Fasci-
sm (Trg žrtava fašizma) was renamed, a group 
of people came together and immediately de-
manded that the name be restored. Zoran Pu-
sić formed the Civic Committee for Human Ri-

Since I was in Zagreb I could afford to be a pacifist; if I’d 
been somewhere else in Croatia, it probably would’ve been 
different. I think each of us had his own position on that.
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ghts in 1992. A group in Karlovac tried to work 
with us to solve the problems of conscientious 
objectors because mobilisation was underway 
and men were getting call-up notices, and if 
they refused to bear arms they were rounded 
up, or they went into hiding somewhere. One 
of them was Ratko Dojčinović, who was be-
aten up by the police and then made to dig 
trenches at the front line. Together we tried 
to work out what to do next. And by warning 
about his case we managed to bring him back 
safe and sound. But it was clear to us that an 
intervention like that might work in Zagreb or 
nearby Karlovac, but that people elsewhere in 
Croatia didn’t know about us and didn’t know 
what they could refer to – they had no idea 
that the right to conscientious objection is gu-
aranteed in the constitution. A group around 
Biljana Kašić and Zoran Oštrić gathered ma-
terial for a first pamphlet about conscientious 
objection. Apart from that, we produced ba-
sic leaflets with information about how to fill 
in the form with the justification for conscien-
tious objection. We placed advertisements as 
proposed by the War Resisters. A quarrel igni-
ted around the focus of the ads. The War Resi-
sters had an idea and told us what people had 
done in other countries. We replied that we 
didn’t think we should put it quite like that be-
cause we didn’t want it to sound like: “Guys, 
whatever you do, don’t resort to weapons!” 
Our dilemma was: do we want to declare our-
selves pacifists – pure, non-violent pacifists? 
If not, how should we phrase it? That was one 
of the discussions that was held. We have no-
tes on it somewhere.

Ognjen Tus: The ads were to do with conscien-
tious objection. And only Novi list, Feral Tribune 
and ARKzin were prepared to run them. I didn’t 
take part in many discussions of substance, li-
ke were we for or against the war? Zagreb was 
pretty well protected and no powerplant or 

factory was rocketed. I think we were quite 
safe. I don’t remember us conducting any he-
ated, principled discussions about pacifism. 
As i saw it, since I was in Zagreb I could afford 
to be a pacifist; if I’d been somewhere else in 
Croatia, it probably would’ve been different. I 
think each of us had his own position on that. 
As we were losing our jobs, the army was the 
only place you could earn an income. A lot of 
my friends consciously decided to join the ar-
my. My God, what a trend! And a way of su-
rviving, too, it seemed. So I think there were 
much fewer principled stances and a lot more 
of the “I don’t want to fight, don’t want to kill 
my friends and don’t want to be killed myself.” 
I don’t remember us ever making an issue of 
it and opposing people’s right to enlist. At the 
end of the day, we insisted that everyone had 
to decide for themselves. There were no at-
tempts at persuasion, and the hateful claims 
that we were Yugo-nostalgics just stemmed 
from the system’s need to produce an inter-
nal enemy. That was the attitude of the gover-
nment, or rather the ruling circle. It needed an 
internal enemy. Since talking about extermi-
nating Serbs was unseemly, they found others 
who spoke out. That’s what I remember. I 
know that.

I was in Frankfurt to see Christian Paul 
around the time Vukovar fell. It was to do wi-
th some annual peace event. I gave a speech 
of sorts there, and it was hard to comprehend 
that even as a peace-lover you could be at-
tacked from one side and another in that mass 
of people with all those different Yugosla-
vs. Like: “How can you say that when it’s like 
this?” I was just saying what I saw and what 
happened, I wasn’t theorising at all. For me, 
at least, I think that was the basic stance – 
we were into practical everyday activism, not 
theory. But it added up to the same thing: we 
didn’t want there to be war.

At the end of the day, we insisted that everyone had 
to decide for themselves. There were no attempts at 
persuasion, and the hateful claims that we were Yugo-
nostalgics just stemmed from the system’s need to produce 
an internal enemy.
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Letter to the Croatian League for Peace with information 
about the Christmas Peace Caravan, 26 December 1991

Letter to activist Šura Dumanić, 10 April 1992

“Annul the decision”, advert 
published in the daily press 
on 24 December 1990 after 
the Square of the Victims of 
Fascism was renamed
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Milena Beader: Just for the record, Ognjen, 
I don’t think it’s correct what you said about 
no bombs falling on Zagreb and us feeling sa-
fe. My memory is of the everyday uncertain-
ty: hours and hours spent sitting in shelters, 
including at 45 Gajeva Street; good friends 
from Zagreb going off to the army, although 
that was a quandary because of the political 
madness, which for some of them was har-
der to bear than the shells; creepy guys wal-
king about the city in various uniforms, altho-
ugh they really belonged elsewhere. I think a 
person can be a pacifist even when they’re di-
rectly exposed to rocket attacks every day – I 
don’t think the circumstances are decisive for 
that choice. I have a few other mental images 
to do with everyday life of going to ARK. For 
example, I remember I fell asleep, fortunate-
ly, the morning those cluster bombs were dro-
pped that are banned by international law. I’d 
often go that way to the office in Tkalčićeva 
Street. So that was a big shock for me, especi-
ally because a woman was killed who’d come 
from Sarajevo... I don’t remember what year 
it was.

Tihomir Ponoš: That was after Operation Fla-
sh in ’95.

Nenad Zakošek: The bombing of Banski 
Dvori! My children went to the kindergarten 
up in Demetera Street, and it was out of use 
for months. I think we were aware when we 
spoke with people from Osijek that it was a 
different world, but this was also impressive. 
When something like that happens to you... I 
don’t think any of us disputed the right of Cro-
atia to defend itself, of people to enlist in the 
army voluntarily, and I think all of us knew so-
meone who’d joined.

Vesna Teršelič: Absolutely!

Nenad Zakošek: And then some dogmatic 
pacifists said: “In Serbia the peace movement 
calls on people to desert, but you don’t say 
anything of the sort.” I found that so absurd! It 
was evident that the war had come to Croatia 
and I respected the stance of those who said: 
“We’re going to defend the country.” Another 
level is that there were practical problems 
in the sense that we saw all sorts of horrible 
things were happening in Croatia, for which 
the authorities were to blame, a bad system, 
but Croatia had a right to be independent, and 
to defend its independence. It needed to me-
et certain standards. What we should advoca-
te and promote is that we have a normal state 
with a normal army, a normal police force, etc.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: With people who 
don’t want to join the army!

Nenad Zakošek: That was part of it. That 
even functioned then, if you say we have a 
constitution with an article that allows con-
scientious objection, but many other thin-
gs were much more important, like the pro-
tection of human rights when people began 
to be thrown out of their flats or thrown out 
of work. A third level is the feeling of pressu-
re created by the atmosphere of nationalism. 
All of us were suspect, from a substantialist 
mode of thinking, according to which all Cro-
atians are Catholics, have their roots in Her-
zegovina, central Dalmatia and I don’t know 
where else... I felt we were all suspect, when 
seen from that angle. Zakošek and a Slovenian 
or two are “scheming”. I think we then agre-
ed not to permit that kind of discourse and 
we protested: “Hang on, what are you talking 
about? There are Serbs in the Croatian army 
too – fighting for Croatia!” 

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: There wasn’t much 
of that spirit in the media.

What separated us was that we consciously made different 
choices. But it wasn’t just about drifting apart; our choice 
of non-violence brought us together with people – other 
people.
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Nenad Zakošek: We were against the stifling 
fundamentalism that claimed: “We know who 
you are!” That’s how they saw us: “They’re all 
children of Yugoslav officers.”

Vesna Janković: I wanted to pick up on what 
Ognjen said: that most of us got involved in 
the beginning out of a gut reaction, without 
clear peace or pacifist agendas. Therefore I’m 
interested in the personal growth and deve-
lopment of a non-violence or pacifist discour-
se, which happened with me personally, but I 
also saw it happening with the people around 
me. Partly through the activism itself, par-
tly through being in touch with foreign peace 
activists, and partly through all the discussi-
ons, some of which were imposed on us, whi-
le others originated of their own accord. Me 
in ’91 and me today are not the same person. 
And, parallel to those personal developments, 
I think the Antiwar Campaign itself went thro-
ugh a process of transformation. From the na-
me itself, which aptly encapsulated our initi-
al position – an ad hoc campaign against the 
war – to an organisation that spawned a mul-
titude of NGOs that still exist today, and, even 
more importantly, created a tradition of civic 
activism.

Vesna Teršelič: I’d like to speak about 
people’s motivations, about some of my frien-
ds being called up and deciding to go to fight, 
people close to me deciding to get their rifles 
and go even before they were called up, and 
the discussions we had being very difficult. 
Our paths really did separate, not least beca-
use we spent days and weeks in different pla-
ces doing entirely different things. And when 
the brother of a friend of mine was killed, our 
worlds separated to such an extent that years 
passed before we began to communicate aga-
in anything more than sporadically, and wi-
th some people regular communication never 
resumed.

Tihomir Ponoš: What gave rise to that discord?

Vesna Teršelič: Different choices! What sepa-
rated us was that we consciously made diffe-
rent choices. But it wasn’t just about drifting 
apart; our choice of non-violence brought 
us together with people – other people. So-
me of us had been friends before, and some of 
us never became friends. I’m not suggesting 
we were all friends. That didn’t just happen in 
Croatia but was similar with people I was in 
touch with in Bosnia, Serbia, Slovenia, and al-
so with the people I knew in Sweden. Becau-
se there was talk there, too, like: “Look what’s 
happening in Zagreb!” The difference in inter-
pretation was perhaps especially dramatic be-
tween Croatia – between us, me – and some 
of the people in Serbia, who I kind of expec-
ted would help inform the interested inter-
national public. They were of the mind that 
we should call on all soldiers to desert, uni-
versally, and they simply didn’t support us! 
This was to do with an initiative I co-foun-
ded in the 80s, the Helsinki Citizens’ Assem-
bly, which was established in Prague, at a ma-
jestic gathering when Václav Havel came to 
power. It was a completely different dimensi-
on to our meetings in dimly lit backrooms, but 
it’s a fact that Marko Hren and Tonči Kuzma-
nić, for example, were in the Helsinki Citizens’ 
Assembly. One of its leading figures was Sonja 
Licht from Belgrade, who didn’t forward the 
information we sent her for the network. I re-
member that great breach of trust: we were 
writing to her about the mess here, about ci-
ties in Croatia being shelled, and it turned out 
the information wasn’t being forwarded. What 
a shock! We thought she was our friend, and it 
turned out she hadn’t forwarded what we sent 
because she didn’t agree with my interpretati-
on. It took years before I’d speak to Sonja aga-
in, not until around the year 2000. That was a 
big thing for me! I couldn’t say to myself that 

We were constantly questioning ourselves and re-
examining our decisions, but the people who came had 
clear and exclusive positions. We were constantly wary and 
introspective, constantly open and striving for good, moving 
towards ending the war!
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she simply had a different opinion, so never 
mind; no, I considered it absolutely unaccep-
table that we were in this mess and our mes-
sage wasn’t forwarded when we most needed 
it to be, and I very much held that against her.

I’d say a lot of weight was given to the de-
cisions made in August, September and Oc-
tober, and they either bonded or separated 
us for many years. It wouldn’t be until after 
the war that we had a friendly chat again wi-
th someone who made the other choice. Peo-
ple simply developed other connections. We’d 
open up that path with people who feared 
they’d lost a loved one, who were waiting de-
sperately for news whether they’d been taken 
prisoner or killed. These new people we’d on-
ly just met, who looked on us distrustfully at 
first, as enemies, were in the awkward positi-
on of needing information from Serbia beca-
use it was possible the person had been taken 
there, and we were in touch with Women in 
Black and Nataša Kandić.

Nela Pamuković: I wanted to say that the 
Antiwar Campaign was very open with eve-
ryone. Those schisms occurred more becau-
se others rejected us. I remember situations 
where people from outside the Antiwar Cam-
paign would come, be it for workshops or 
when we held public meetings with ARK’s fo-
reign visitors, and those people would harshly 
condemn what we did, and they didn’t want 
to cooperate with us any more. But there was 
a real spirit of openness! Or take the situation 
when Mothers for Peace (Bedem ljubavi) went 
to protest in Belgrade. That was in the days 
when the Zagreb JNA headquarters was encir-
cled by mass demonstrations. The union fede-
ration, whose building was immediately oppo-
site, let the Mothers use their facilities for 
organising the protest (Zoran Oštrić went wi-
th them to Belgrade). It happened that Sonja 
Lokar wanted to visit the Mothers and seve-

ral of us went with her to the union building, 
which, like I say, is immediately opposite the 
JNA headquarters. That was an awful experi-
ence! I wouldn’t otherwise have gone near the 
place after hearing Gotovac’s racist and war-
mongering speech in front of the JNA hea-
dquarters on TV that day, if we hadn’t had So-
nja Lokar with us, but at least we tried to hear 
what the Mothers wanted. Several of us had 
offered them contact details of antiwar acti-
vists in Belgrade who could help them when 
they were there. But it was clear that they re-
jected all cooperation – they wanted war. In 
other words, we had a polarity of people who 
didn’t want the war and those who wanted 
it any way possible, whether they suffered or 
not! And that led to the split.

Vesna Janković: We had an open-door poli-
cy, so there was an active willingness to draw 
people in and talk with them, wherever they 
were from, to allow them to join and get in-
volved. Unlike some of today’s organisations, 
or many of them...

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: You could really feel 
it when someone came to see us and they had 
a fleshed-out ideology. We didn’t, except per-
haps for a certain inclination or personal cho-
ices. And here they came with a complete ide-
ological system to lecture us!

Nela Pamuković: That’s how it was. We were 
constantly questioning ourselves and re-exa-
mining our decisions, but the people who ca-
me had clear and exclusive positions. We were 
constantly wary and introspective, constantly 
open and striving for good, moving towards 
ending the war!

Nenad Zakošek: Vesna explained how 
people’s paths diverged, and then we couldn’t 
understand the others. I could! Some went off 

I think that was the first ever instance of the constitutional 
court accepting and even adopting an initiative from one of 
the many civil associations (apart from parastate ones like 
the veterans’ associations).
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to fight in the war. I must admit, I was at the 
university and students weren’t mobilised, but 
if I’d received a call-up notice I would’ve gone 
too. But I didn’t want to enlist voluntarily. So-
me did go voluntarily, like Ozren Žunec and a 
few others. They weren’t pressed into service.

Tihomir Ponoš: One thing we’ve heard and 
which seems to me quite significant when spe-
aking about the history of the Antiwar Cam-
paign is its metamorphosis into an activist 
organisation.

Vesna Janković: Activism was definitely the 
soil from which the Antiwar Campaign grew. 
We saw last time in the round when everyone 
was saying their name that most of us had so-
me activist experience. So we went into it all 
with that experience.

Tihomir Ponoš: Which comes largely from that 
incubator?

Vesna Janković: Things unfolded at an inc-
redible pace. We “hung out” in the office from 
dawn till dusk, lots of people came from abro-
ad and our flats turned into hostels. In terms 
of comparisons of who lived what way, I re-
member the general atmosphere of gloom 
and doom that prevailed in society from autu-
mn ’91. It lasted for quite a few years, really le-
aden years, but we lived life to the full in those 
enclaves of ours, imbued with meaning. Whe-
never I ventured out a little and met up with 
friends who weren’t active, I felt privileged.

Tihomir Ponoš: The psychotherapeutic effect 
of ARK.

Vesna Janković: One of the segments we 
haven’t mentioned is ZaMir, which was foun-
ded very early on. Right from the beginning 
we used computers, which God knows we-

re pretty scarce in Zagreb in ’91, nor did peo-
ple know how to use them. What I want to say 
is that the Antiwar Campaign gave us the pos-
sibility of mastering and passing on some very 
practical skills.

Duška Pribičević Gelb: Although I got in-
volved a little later, I’d like to add that I still re-
cognise the things I found back then. I think 
we adapted to the person and the moment. 
If a person turned up in dire straits and nee-
ded to fill out an application for conscientio-
us objection, we took up that challenge. It was 
the same with a group that considered we ou-
ght to go into education here in Zagreb, wor-
king with kids from kindergarten onwards. 
But just when we were starting the project, 
the horrible spate of evictions began, later 
the business with certificates of nationality, 
and all at once the need arose to form groups 
that would engage in just that. I remember a 
discussion in Tkalčićeva Street when we sat 
and talked about which projects ARK would 
be able to carry out. (It was then that we be-
gan speaking of projects.) A group for educati-
on was formed, which Maja Uzelac was in, and 
a second with Mirjana Radaković, who initia-
ted the project for a centre for the direct pro-
tection of human rights. Vanja Nikolić had al-
ready warned us that people were coming and 
wanted to evict tenants from their flats. It 
was a sizeable group, three hundred or so, and 
Srđan was present, and we talked about what 
to do. We knew almost nothing about evicti-
ons and the law relating to them. I’ll never for-
get Vanja’s big dark eyes when she said: “But 
maybe there’s some legal basis. What shall we 
do: go or stay?” And then, resolutely: “We’re 
going, come what may!”

Vesna Teršelič: Vanja pointed out in her let-
ter that our first contacts with the authorities 
were to do with the evictions. We wrote a lot 
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about conscientious objection, we sent letters 
and faxes, but we never tried to arrange a me-
eting on the issue. Which is actually quite in-
teresting. When we were seeking an extensi-
on of the deadline for conscientious objection 
and argued against a deadline because peo-
ple should be able to conscientiously object at 
any time, overnight, we never asked for a me-
eting with any official. But we did ask for me-
etings on the issue of evictions, perhaps beca-
use we didn’t know what could be done.

Srđan Dvornik: Just so we get the facts ri-
ght, I’d like to make a small addition regar-
ding contacts with the authorities. They were 
haphazard. I remember Biljana Kašić and I go-
ing to the Ministry of Defence in October ’91 
when the Defence Act was passed that com-
pletely derogated the constitutional right to 
conscientious objection. We went to discuss 
how the issues could be resolved on the as-
sumption – which made tactical good sense 
to proceed from but was completely mispla-
ced – that the people there would be willing 
to listen to considered advice. So it was that 
we met Colonel Bekir Dedić, who explained to 
us that civilian service had to be performed in 
the framework of the armed forces. He heard 
us out, but that was all. Several discussions 
were even organised with the Ministry of De-
fence, roundtable discussions (with a certain 
Ms Bajt attending as representative of the Mi-
nistry), where there were attempts to debate 
how conscientious objection might be legal-
ly recognised as it should be. That process en-
ded with our submission to the constitutional 
court in early 1992 that the controversial pro-
visions of the Defence Act be revoked, which, 
by a stroke of luck, was even partly success-
ful. I think that was the first ever instance of 
the constitutional court accepting and even 
adopting an initiative from one of the many 
civil associations (apart from parastate ones 

like the veterans’ associations). To be sure, it 
needed two years to make the decision to be-
gin examining its constitutionality, and it de-
manded that the Croatian parliament state its 
position on the controversial provision about 
the mandatory deadline within which an ap-
plication for conscientious objection had to be 
lodged. Since the Croatian parliament didn’t 
make the required amendments, the consti-
tutional court actually revoked the limiting 
provisions itself, though not until 1998. They 
didn’t accept our proposal that civilian servi-
ce be done outside the armed forces “as a ru-
le”, nor that the requirement should be waived 
for the objector to “convincingly justify his re-
asons” to the commission that approves the 
applications for conscientious objection.

Others will certainly be able to remem-
ber the many other initiatives, although the-
re was no system to it all. Let me mention just 
one more: ARK was visited by the internatio-
nal ad hoc group Peace Quest, which wanted 
to visit Pakrac and other places; one of the pe-
ople in the group was Olga Kavran, until re-
cently Spokesperson for the Office of the Pro-
secutor of the International Criminal Tribunal 
for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), but at the ti-
me still a student in Belgrade. Completely nai-
ve and uninformed, she travelled with the gro-
up to the Croatian border and expected to be 
able to enter the country trouble-free with a 
passport of the former Yugoslavia, or a new 
Serbian passport, whatever. She wasn’t, and 
that was conveyed to us at ARK from the Cro-
atian embassy in Ljubljana; I happened to be 
in the office and, having no idea of what to 
do in such cases, I began to call the ministri-
es I knew. I started with the Ministry of Fore-
ign Affairs, who said it wasn’t their business 
– the entry of Serbian citizens was conside-
red a security issue and I should call the Mini-
stry of the Interior. Fortunately they gave me 
the name and extension number of the person 

When we spoke about what to do and how to do it, I realised 
that the people in the Antiwar Campaign already had 
considerable knowledge of how to offer peaceful resistance, 
and I know they also made contingency plans for what to do 
and how to do it – including in terms of the evictions. There 
were workshops, there were visits of peace activists from 
abroad, and some things were adopted.
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in the section there that issues those appro-
vals, which proved to be a very useful contact 
with the authorities. It helped later in at least 
two hundred urgent cases so people could be 
issued a visa, often quite quickly. That shows 
that the authorities, at that point, hadn’t yet 
developed their bureaucratic, hermetic routi-
ne. I tried to sound very official on the phone: 
“Hello, this is Srđan Dvornik from the Antiwar 
Campaign, we need to solve a problem,” and 
they all behaved as if I was... I don’t know... 
some bigwig. On the other hand, we were also 
in touch regarding the evictions, but it was no 
use for that.

Duška Pribičević Gelb: When we spoke 
about what to do and how to do it, I realised 
that the people in the Antiwar Campaign al-
ready had considerable knowledge of how to 
offer peaceful resistance, and I know they al-
so made contingency plans for what to do and 
how to do it – including in terms of the evic-
tions. There were workshops, there were vi-
sits of peace activists from abroad, and some 
things were adopted. Secondly, we mustn’t 
forget that we reacted immediately and soon 
had the assistance of lawyers, Orhideja Marti-
nović and Tanja Tagirov: we made a plan with 
every eviction, so we knew who was rostered 
in the office, who would call parliament and 
who would contact the police – everything 
was worked out. The biggest problem was de-
ciding who would go to the actual evictions, 
given that initially most of us working there 
were young women.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: And then Banac and 
Čičak!02

Duška Pribičević Gelb: In terms of the 
evictions, it’s important to mention that coo-
peration with the police was very good. That’s 
a fact. I remember the situation Mirjana Ra-

daković found herself in when they went to 
an eviction. A colleague of hers from the Po-
lice Academy was there, but now in a camou-
flage uniform and armed with a submachine 
gun, and some of the police officers who had 
to be there because they were sent to the sce-
ne were former students of hers. One of many 
bizarre scenarios. However, we soon got the 
information we needed, including about the 
Ministry of Defence, and we found out very 
quickly that the head was a certain Ms Pašalić, 
who signed the eviction orders, but the pro-
blem was – and this is why ARKzin was of gre-
at significance in that vacuum, to my mind – 
that we couldn’t get that information in any 
other newspapers. Two years passed without 
the press writing a word. Reports on the evic-
tions only began to appear after Peter Gal-
braith went along to one, and after him two 
members of the Croatian parliament, who we-
re directly concerned. Ivan Ninić went, but 
I don’t remember who went with him. After 
those articles appeared in the papers it was 
decided to stop issuing eviction orders, within 
a very short space of time.

Vesna Teršelič: But there was a synchrony! 
I’d very much like to hear Srđan about this. 
Srđan, you were preparing material on the 
evictions. To me, the striking synchrony is 
that it happened when they started throwing 
out Croatians. Those who were doing the 
chucking out no longer had names at the top 
of the list – the most vulnerable. First women 
were thrown out. Remember who were the 
first people to contact us!

Srđan Dvornik: I keep feeling that all that 
was a pandemonium. I agree with Duška: so-
me people were remarkably fast and resour-
ceful, after a short phase of trial and error. 
There’s the opinion about Split, for example, 
as far as activist experience goes, that after 

02 HHO activists Ivo Ba-
nac and Ivan Zvonimir Čičak la-
ter went along to evictions. 
[trans.]
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the initial cases where some people offered 
resistance or threatened to defend themsel-
ves by force and risked being beaten up, the 
heavies concentrated on chucking out families 
where there were just women and children. In 
one case, a retired officer who legally owned 
a gun said he’d use it if they ever turned up at 
the flat again, and they left him in peace after 
that. But the balance of forces was such that 
they could have easily crushed him. Another 
example: a woman with a small daughter even 
hired a professional agency to protect her, and 
the bodyguard was killed. Then again, the-
re wasn’t really any system to it, and after 
over six months of reading everything I could 
get my hands on, if someone asked me how 
many evictions there had been I’d only have 
been able to give a rough estimate. If someo-
ne asked me what pattern they followed, aga-
in I’d be able to say that here I knew it was like 
this, there it was like that, but not the big pic-
ture. The cooperation of the police would ha-
ve been welcome here. Cooperation with the 
police functioned insofar as they weren’t ar-
rogant and overbearing; they’d go to the sce-
ne and take notes, but there was nothing they 
could do because they had no authority over 
army personnel. And the military police, which 
at least technically had the authority, might 
have intervened if they received orders from 
above, but generally they just stood around 
indifferently. It would be an excellent source 
of information about all that if the police ope-
ned up their relevant records and make them 
publicly available. They have a lot of informa-
tion, but, as a British detective series puts it, 
they were “silent witnesses”. Police officers 
attended, recorded what they saw, and then 
basically no further steps were taken.

As far as our public visibility is concer-
ned, there’s something more. It’s true that it 
perhaps became a big issue when Zoran Pu-
sić was beaten up, so Ivan Zvonimir Čičak ma-

de a scene and brought Vlado Gotovac along 
to the next eviction, together with some other 
members of the Croatian parliament, and the 
time with Galbraith, but one of the first bre-
akthroughs – although I don’t want this to 
sound like self-adulation – was achieved by 
precisely the Antiwar Campaign. There we-
re dozens and dozens of cases where activi-
sts helped mount non-violent resistance to 
evictions in Zagreb, and it all ended with you 
just being there, and after a certain time be-
ing physically shoved out. At one meeting so-
meone said: “What more can we do? The same 
thing keeps happening, and we don’t achie-
ve anything except expressing solidarity with 
the people who are always thrown out in the 
end. It’s depressing.” We discussed something 
we hadn’t tried before – the idea of holding a 
press conference and at least publicising what 
was going on. I know the discussion about 
that was surprisingly long. “A press conferen-
ce? What bloody use is that?” But we called 
one all the same. Since Vanja Nikolić was the 
main coordinator of those activities, she to-
ok the press conf in hand, although she found 
it far from easy and it was probably one of her 
first media appearances. Several journalists 
came up to Tkalčićeva Street, and a few pa-
pers also wrote about it.

Later we talked about a small but instruc-
tive example: a journalist from Slobodna Dal-
macija, after Miroslav Kutle had taken it over, 
published a piece from the press conferen-
ce and went on to publish at least a few mo-
re articles on the evictions. Vanja, I think it 
was, ran into her once. She thanked her and 
expressed a certain admiration that she ma-
naged to cover the issue in papers whose edi-
tors and owners were certainly not that way 
inclined and that she depicted it as what it is: 
violence and human rights violations. Her re-
ply was, roughly: “But you helped us! You he-
ld a press conference.” A press conf is like a 

In terms of the evictions, it’s important to mention that cooperation with the 
police was very good. That’s a fact. I remember the situation Mirjana Radaković 
found herself in when they went to an eviction. A colleague of hers from the 
Police Academy was there, but now in a camouflage uniform and armed with a 
submachine gun, and some of the police officers who had to be there because 
they were sent to the scene were former students of hers. One of many bizarre 
scenarios.
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public event. The journalist is on location and 
has a decisive role in its interpretation. So, in-
stead of writing communiqués, which of cour-
se we did write...

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: Which are screwed 
up and thrown in the bin!

Srđan Dvornik: ...and the editor looks at and 
discards at will, this was a situation where the 
journalist actually attended the event, knew 
what happened and could present it as rele-
vant for publication.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: And, best of all, the 
competitors didn’t know if it was going to 
appear or not! You get me?

Srđan Dvornik: She published several pieces 
that way. You can find a few articles in other 
dailies and weeklies too. Novi list covered the 
issue most, and of course our ARKzin. But to 
me it’s characteristic of involvement with the 
Antiwar Campaign as a whole: you gather ad 
hoc because events overtake you, you’re still 
surprised where they’re heading, and you’re 
constantly finding new ways to react. There’s 
none of that stupid word “proactivity”, no 
strategy, because you can’t take the initiati-
ve; you’re constantly reacting and doing the 
best you can. But that doesn’t make it any less 
valuable, and it just illustrates that a little bit 
can go a long way! In that gloomy overall si-
tuation, if at least someone does something, 
and we had at least several dozen people, it’s 
infinitely better than nothing!

Tihomir Ponoš: We’ve arrived at another to-
pic, which we sketched at the beginning: that 
of ARKzin and the media in general. I already 
knew about the Antiwar Campaign, but not be-
cause of ARKzin, to tell the truth – it was simply 
unreadable.

Nenad Zakošek: The very mention makes me 
hot under the collar!

Tihomir Ponoš: The layout and graphics we-
re absolutely suicidal. But it’s a fact that ARK-
zin was a significant address in the 90s, a me-
eting place, a crossroads, and it raised all sorts 
of issues – from the war crimes committed by 
members of the Croatian forces to minority ri-
ghts, and many other topics. And thirdly, it’s 
very interesting to note that the number of in-
dividuals and media professionals active in it 
who were old hands was in fact very small.

Srđan Dvornik: For us it was big, when seen 
from the inside.

Vesna Janković: Just a quick reply to what 
Srđan said. Although I often felt myself that 
we were reactive, i.e. that we mostly dealt wi-
th what was on our plate at the time...

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: Whenever the house 
was on fire!

Vesna Janković: ...yep, all the urgent stuff, 
but I think ARKzin in particular, and also pea-
ce education, conscientious objection and so-
me other projects or activities show that some 
plans did exist. Among them, an idea reappe-
ared that had been mentioned back in Ku-
mrovec: a joint space that could be used by a 
number of organisations, following the model 
of Metelkova03 at the time. It never caught on 
because the times were...

Tihomir Ponoš: Twenty years down the track!

Vesna Janković: Twenty years down the 
track! We have the House of Human Rights, 
but also Medika.04 So some things we planned 
were hindered by force of circumstance, while 
others we didn’t plan ended up on the agenda.

03 A large squat in cen-
tral Ljubljana, Slovenia. [trans.]

04 A squat in central Za-
greb. [trans.]
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Nenad Zakošek: Srđan, did you know that 
Tuđman signed the charter?

Srđan Dvornik: No, but I know there were so-
metimes weird and wonderful twists. Once we 
were collecting signatures on the Square of 
the Victims of Fascism and hadn’t notified the 
police of the gathering in advance, so we were 
arrested. Žarko Puhovski and I returned from 
the police station in Vlaška Street with the si-
gnatures of all the senior officers in that part 
of the Zagreb police administration. Admitte-
dly a few rungs down from Tuđman, but there 
were always surprises like that.

Vesna Janković: There’s a big difference be-
tween that ARKzin, i.e. the one of ’91 and ’92, 
graphically edited by Miroslav, and the ARKzin 
that started in newspaper format in ’93. In ’91 
we still had the chaos that’s been mentioned 
several times. We found loopholes in the insti-
tutions, as well as people willing to listen and 
do something. By way of contrast, it seems to 
me that the HDZ really consolidated its power 
in ’92, especially after the war in Bosnia broke 
out. I remember the HDZ getting its hands on 
crucial social institutions and taking control, 
like in some video game.

So ARKzin in ’93, version 2.0, originated 
largely as a reaction to that total political con-
trol of the media. Only Novi list was left as a 
kind of enclave. There hadn’t been a new issue 
of ARKzin for almost a year, and I wasn’t over-
ly thrilled by the idea of burying myself in the 
venture again.

Nenad Zakošek: When was the last one 
published?

Vesna Janković: It came out in May ’92. Dra-
žena Peranić came from Sarajevo and wrote 
the article “The death of Bosnia-Herzegovina: 
How naive we all were.”

Nenad Zakošek: And when did the new seri-
es start in ’93?

Vesna Janković: In the spring. We started 
working on it in March, but officially the da-
te was 1 April. We laughed and said we were an 
April Fool’s joke.

Tihomir Ponoš: I’d like to mention another to-
pic that was sketched out as significant, and 
that is the truce, the short time from war to war, 
i.e. from the Sarajevo Ceasefire to the siege of 
Sarajevo. What did ARK do then, and what were 
you thinking? Did you try to better structure the 
organisation that obviously originated in chaotic 
conditions and chaotic times? Did anyone even 
say: “There’s a truce, the war’s over, so now we 
can go back to doing our own things”? Did you 
realise you’d be spending years and years more 
on similar business?

Vesna Teršelič: I can’t say, but we were all 
very active then. It was the time when prepa-
rations were underway for ZaMir, i.e. Eric Ba-
chman, Wam Kat, Ognjen Tus... – many are 
here today. When was it you came, Srđan?

Srđan Dvornik: I wasn’t in the initial group 
that got that going in May ’92. I didn’t join un-
til some point in the autumn.

Ognjen Tus: Before that, as far as I can re-
member, we sent faxes via Austria, right?

Vesna Janković: When the Bulletin board sy-
stem (BBS) was established, it ran on Wam’s 
PC set up in my flat, and the phone rang every 
little while because people kept dialling in.

Vesna Teršelič: So ZaMir got up and running. 
It was built up here, and also in Slovenia, Ser-
bia, later in Sarajevo...

Cooperation with the police functioned insofar as they weren’t arrogant and 
overbearing; they’d go to the scene and take notes, but there was nothing they 
could do because they had no authority over army personnel. And the military 
police, which at least technically had the authority, might have intervened if they 
received orders from above, but generally they just stood around indifferently. It 
would be an excellent source of information about all that if the police opened up 
their relevant records and make them publicly available.
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Vesna Janković: And Tuzla, and Kosovo.

Vesna Teršelič: That’s how the network de-
veloped, as did the YUGO.ANTIWAR electro-
nic conference, where exceptionally important 
discussions were held. We went into that wi-
th a lot of distrust, although some were curio-
us and enthusiastic; I remember I resisted. But 
once I was part of it I saw there was great va-
lue in its operation in so many countries and 
that we could now communicate daily with all 
the other people, who really had different per-
spectives. We had very meaningful discussi-
ons, which ended when the internet came and 
things moved to the server in the second half 
of the nineties, but that’s a different story.

I actually wanted to talk about what we 
did in ’92. We were making preparations for 
work with children at kindergartens and 
schools, which soon turned into work with 
children in the different camps for displaced 
people and refugees. That would later become 
Suncokret. The Centre for Peace in Osijek was 
being set up. I remember that winter becau-
se of all the trips to Osijek and back, the com-
munication with people who were coming to 
help, from Britain, Germany and other coun-
tries. Friendly help, in a way, just like our fri-
ends from War Resisters helped us with their 
know-how and inspiration. The first “Days of 
Non-violent Culture” were held in May, and 
then Katarina and Kruno founded the Cen-
tre for Peace, Non-violence and Human Rights 
in Osijek. We ourselves had no end of work. 
Evictions were going on all the time. Materi-
al for books was being translated, along wi-
th reports by Amnesty and Human Rights 
Watch. We did different things, but all of us 
were busy... all the time. We’d go to KIC and 
to schools. In Zagreb, Sanja Sarnavka ope-
ned doors for us, the Classical Gymnasium did 
too, and in Osijek it was Ladislav Bognar, who 
was fresh back from the battlefield and still 

working at the Bureau of Education. The Bu-
reau continued to function, thanks to devo-
ted staff, as an institution that exists to assist 
schools with educational and teaching issues 
so they can function more democratically. A 
phenomenally paradoxical situation.

Television was completely unwatchable. 
The news programme Dnevnik was pure brain-
washing, but at the same time the Bureau of 
Education still functioned and there were peo-
ple like Ladislav Bognar. A school of human ri-
ghts and democracy! It was axed after a whi-
le, of course, and could no longer operate. But 
that was a time when we could work with tea-
chers unhindered, which let’s say two years la-
ter, in ’94, was no longer possible, at least not 
for a while. But we kept on searching and fin-
ding back doors, and there was always still so-
me person who opened up for us.

Duška Pribičević Gelb: If not a person, 
then at least an external institution that gave 
legitimacy to a programme, such as UNICEF. 
Thanks to them, we were able to go into the 
schools again via domestic institutions (now 
they’re “agencies” and “boards”).

Nenad Zakošek: When did Maja set up A 
Small Step?

Vesna Teršelič: I think we set it up in ’93. 
That was when we realised we wouldn’t be go-
ing via the Bureau of Education any more be-
cause those doors had closed.

Srđan Dvornik: Let’s not forget that the po-
litics of symbols are very significant in educa-
tion, although I can’t remember we analysed 
it like that at the time. That’s how nationali-
sm works: it has no other form of economy, 
no other way of organising administration. It 
dwells on idiotic stuff like symbols of identi-
ty, and, applying that worldview, the HDZ de-

There’s none of that stupid word “proactivity”, no strategy, 
because you can’t take the initiative; you’re constantly 
reacting and doing the best you can. But that doesn’t make 
it any less valuable, and it just illustrates that a little bit can 
go a long way!
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alt with education before anything else, and 
they were surprisingly fast. If you recall, the 
parliament with its HDZ majority was consti-
tuted on 30 May 1990. Three months and two 
days later, at the beginning of the school year, 
Religion was already being taught in schools! 
Drawing up a syllabus, selecting and ostensi-
bly training teachers within three months... 
Even Adalbert Rebić, one of their people, war-
ned them that summer: “We don’t have the 
staff.” No one cared. It was a symbolic act.

Ognjen Tus: I don’t think analysing the pheno-
menon of the HDZ in Croatia is the job of the 
Antiwar Campaign if this discussion is about 
our memory of ARK. ZaMir was mentioned, 
which was a major issue for us. It was the me-
dium that communication travelled through. 
I considered it significant what Wam wrote 
in his first email – that we knew what we we-
re doing and were doing it for the first time – 
but I didn’t think the technical side of things 
was more important than the social side, whi-
ch employed the technology. I think it was the 
backbone of the antiwar network. I’d just li-
ke us to try and see what made us different. 
The state functioned the way it did, it was a ti-
me of break-up, they made do and plundered 
as much as they could, pushed teenagers in-
to the army and left them in sneakers in the 
winter. They “defended” my suburb by pla-
cing gas tankers around the barracks, a mi-
nefield, so I had to drive the children to mu-
sic school through the mines. But that doesn’t 
matter. What’s important is whether we we-
re different, whether we made a civilisatio-
nal step, whether we see it and others see it. 
It’s important to me to say that I see it, and I 
know what I was doing, and I know I did it li-
ke that on purpose. When we started ZaMir 
(Wam gave it that stupid name, I don’t like it, 
but never mind), we tried to speak about it wi-

th the Zagreb BBS (that was Bug, CroatiaNet). 
They wrote “No access for Serbs” on their pa-
ges, for example, and basically they were 
unwilling. They worked for the army. The lo-
gical solution was to do something ourselves, 
so Wam set it up on his computer, Eric brou-
ght the software… What was good is that we 
always found people who had important thin-
gs to say, so we actively went to them and ga-
ve them modems. We really pushed communi-
cation like that and we all supported it. It was 
a joint project.

Tihomir Ponoš: Just one question to do with 
that pushing of modems and communication: to 
what extent could you use the modems to talk 
among yourselves, and to what extent were you 
able to use them to talk to the “other side”, figu-
ratively speaking? To what extent were you able 
to communicate with the state when you nee-
ded to clarify the case of a conscientious objec-
tor, for example, or was it for discussion groups 
and conversations with people in the Netherlan-
ds and Britain who havd peace experience, who 
knew about organising, and who could help wi-
th finding money?

Ognjen Tus: That’s a question of the software 
that was installed. It was originally from some 
German activist groups...

Vesna Janković: It was the group FoeBuD 
e.V.

Ognjen Tus: The essential thing was that the 
software was able to bring people together to 
communicate. It had a conference and a mail 
function. We were all using email addresses 
before the advent of the internet here.

Frames from an interview with Dutch activist Geert Lovink
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ZaMir was mentioned, which was a major issue for us. It 
was the medium that communication travelled through. 
I considered it significant what Wam wrote in his first 
email – that we knew what we were doing and were doing 
it for the first time – but I didn’t think the technical side 
of things was more important than the social side, which 
employed the technology. I think it was the backbone of 
the antiwar network. 

Srđan Dvornik: At the beginning, servers 
exchanged messages through modems that 
connected periodically over the telephone li-
nes. In order to get full connection to the in-
ternet, we tried to reach an agreement with 
the people who ran the host at the Ruđer Bo-
šković Institute. But they told us that Predrag 
Pale, who was the chief of CARNet05 at the ti-
me, simply said “no”. He found a pretext that 
didn’t appear political – he said it wasn’t pos-
sible for security reasons.

Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: We should write a 
short essay about the phenomenology of BBS 
for people who were born with the internet or 
began to communicate when it already exi-
sted. Because this was different, and it wor-
ked! It functioned using impulses: we didn’t 
link up to a steady, online connection but 
the computer nodes automatically called the 
other nodes and transmitted data packets, 
which came together in the meantime from 
individuals, and the packets were then sent on 
from a second and third node. So it wasn’t in-
stant, but within perhaps half a day you could 
receive your message even over the greatest 
distances.

Vesna Janković: I’d like to come back to the 
question you asked. Firstly, ZaMir was laun-
ched because telephone connections betwe-
en Croatia and Serbia had been interrupted. 
The initial idea was to enable communication 
among peace groups within the region.

Nenad Zakošek: How many people actu-
ally had access in Serbia? I don’t remember 
anything any more.

Vesna Janković: I think the Zagreb ZaMir 
was the strongest and organisationally most 
agile.

Srđan Dvornik: I think the number of ZaMir 
users in Zagreb was around a thousand.

Ognjen Tus: I seem to recall the last figure was 
around two thousand.

Vesna Janković: With ZaMir, I think an im-
portant aspect was that the idea came from 
abroad.

Ognjen Tus: What came from abroad?

Vesna Janković: Eric brought the modem, 
and Wam was here writing his Zagreb Diary.

Ognjen Tus: We didn’t have the need. We had 
the knowhow ourselves, and we had the su-
pport of people who helped us obtain the 
equipment required and sat with us and hel-
ped install it. I think it was a common task. It 
all happened exactly as we needed it.

Vesna Janković: OK.

Ognjen Tus: When those BBSs turned us down, 
Eric and I agreed one evening on the Square 
to get the software for that. When it arrived, 
Wam started it on his computer, sent round a 
few messages and said: “Hey people, join in.” 
Then we ran around organising modems for 
people and revamping old computers.

Vesna Janković: I just want to say that pe-
ople have to see how a thing works for it to 
catch on. The whole thing became interesting 
for me when I saw the effects of that commu-
nication. Like when we received a fax from Bo-
snia about the massacre in Bijeljina and sent 
the news out into the world via GreenNet, and 
then it was broadcast by major agencies like 
CNN. When you see how effective that messa-
ging is, you get on board.

05 The Croatian Acade-
mic and Research Network; one 
of its roles is as an internet pro-
vider. [trans.]
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Miroslav Ambruš Kiš: The newspapers 
at the time had no idea what BBS was. They 
couldn’t even understand that it was possi-
ble to send images. On the other hand, in or-
der to send an image you had to pirate it, but 
they actually came through; it was unbelieva-
bly effective. The police were the last to reali-
se what was going on.

Vesna Janković: Another thing regarding 
ZaMir. It was thanks to ZaMir and the expe-
rience of email communication that ARKzin 
got in touch with a theory-and-activism gro-
up from the Netherlands and started to publi-
sh writings on cyberculture. We were the first. 
That was in ’94. In ’95, we published translati-
ons on an issue that had only begun to be di-
scussed two or three years earlier in acade-
mia. This is one of the things where the title 
“Twenty years ahead” really does make sense.

Milena Beader: OK, connectedness within 
our region – whatever we call it – was one 
thing, but it was essential that we were also 
connected with people from around the wor-
ld. We were connected, and I didn’t get the im-
pression they were far ahead of us at that ti-
me in terms of using those new technologies. I 
know that because, when I started the initiati-
ve for Amnesty International in Croatia, in ’92 
and ’93, we were able to get access to their in-
ternal conferences, which they’d also begun 
to install, and use email. So I got the impres-
sion that we began to use it simultaneously, 
as part of a global civic scene. That was an un-
known for the Croatian media at the time, of 
course. I remember when the HINA editor cal-
led to do with the beginning of the war in Bo-
snia and we were simply unable to explain to 
him in words what email is.

Tihomir Ponoš: Let’s open up the issue of Bo-
snia-Herzegovina. We’ll leave aside the origins of 

the war, but it obviously had a lasting impact on 
the peace movement. Not only were cities and 
villages there ravaged, but the peace movement 
was also damaged in a way. How did you de-
al with that in general? Did people drop out be-
cause of disagreements, because they conside-
red the Serb positions around Sarajevo should 
be smithereened asap, so nothing was left stan-
ding, so there could be peace? Or were they al-
lowed to stay on in the group? How did you de-
al with all that? And, since you’ve mentioned 
circles in Bosnia-Herzegovina, was there a rup-
ture of relations with people and organisations 
there?

Vesna Teršelič: No, there were relations from 
way back. When I was in Green Action, the 
campaign against nuclear power was actu-
ally a pan-Yugoslav campaign and we deve-
loped contacts with people in Serbia and Bo-
snia-Herzegovina. So there were people who 
were environmentally active, there were fe-
minist connections, etc. When the war in Cro-
atia began, some of them became hard to 
maintain since communications were disrup-
ted; we bypassed those obstacles by travel-
ling. I remember a trip in December ’91, first to 
Belgrade, and then from Belgrade to Saraje-
vo. My most vivid memory of Belgrade is ligh-
ting candles for all the victims of war in front 
of the Serbian presidency building – an action 
organised by Nataša Kandić. Women in Black 
stood there to protest against the war. After-
wards I travelled on to Sarajevo, where it re-
ally felt like war was in the air. The only per-
son I spoke with then who said that was Ibro 
Spahić. Tanks were up on the hilltops and eve-
rything was ready, he said in a frigid voice. All 
the others – journalists and various friends – 
didn’t see it like that. “Oh no, no chance, the-
re won’t be war,” they all said. I returned to 
Zagreb on a crazy, roundabout route, as one 
did at that time, and I didn’t think much about 

What’s important is whether we were different, whether we 
made a civilisational step, whether we see it and others see 
it. It’s important to me to say that I see it, and I know what I 
was doing, and I know I did it like that on purpose.
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Bosnia from December until April; as I said be-
fore, we had heaps to do concerning Osijek, 
etc.

When there were the peace protests in Sa-
rajevo and the shooting began, Bosnia was ca-
tapulted into focus. We discussed the situati-
on and I don’t think we could agree. It should 
be noted in this book that we then articula-
ted two parallel positions: one bellicose, the 
other pacifistic. We articulated both of them 
clearly. Therefore no one left. We argued for 
a long time, and we simply arrived at two dif-
ferent analyses, which were able to coexist in 
parallel.

Nenad Zakošek: Neither one nor the other 
had any chance of being implemented at that 
time, unfortunately. It was obvious that no 
one really wanted to intervene. On the other 
hand, the pacifist idea that things would so-
mehow sort themselves out also foundered. I 
think Alija Izetbegović believed until the end 
that the categorical rejection of violence could 
prevent the other side from attacking. That 
was a pure illusion.

Vesna Janković: I remember it was Zoran 
Oštrić who warned from a very early stage 
that things would explode in Bosnia. I didn’t 
want to believe it either. I also remember Sep-
tember ’91, when negotiations and the wit-
hdrawal of arms from JNA barracks were at 
their height, and Ivana Nana Radić suggested 
we appeal to the international community to 
control the arms that were being transported 
to Bosnia-Herzegovina. That was a very co-
herent suggestion, and I don’t know why we 
didn’t do it.

Milena Beader: It’s stuck in my mind that we 
did write something in connection to that.

Vesna Janković: I remember us discussing it, 
but I don’t know if anything wass written.

Milena Beader: Maybe we didn’t manage to 
approach any international institution in the 
end, but I have a memory of us approaching 
the European Union, which at that time was 
still the European Community. Zoran Oštrić 
would know more about that.

Srđan Dvornik: Those things weren’t cruci-
al for relations in the Antiwar Campaign itself. 
We discussed all sorts of things, but not at a 
level that could lead to some kind of split. I 
still think we were above all stunned and con-
fused, and otherwise there wasn’t actually 
that much information. It took us ages to gra-
sp Croatia’s role in Bosnia, and things were al-
ready in full swing before we realised what 
was happening. In terms of the lessons to be 
drawn, emphasis should be put on the way pe-
ople who have no privileged access to infor-
mation or decision-making forums, nothing, 
can still achieve things by operating in a gras-
sroots manner, and that can take shape out-
side of established organisational models. We 
weren’t a significant organisation that could 
initiate campaigns and make judgements like 
a kind of a focal point for political analysis and 
decision-making.

We did engage in endless discussions 
about what should be done regarding Bosnia, 
but let’s not forget that, even before there 
was any war, the initiative came from within 
Bosnia – the call for an international protec-
torate. Preventively. This position was put for-
ward by Zdravko Grebo, and later an appeal 
also came from the Helsinki Citizens’ Assem-
bly. There was no shortage of ideas about 
what ought to be done. The question of how 
to preclude the war was fundamental for an 
antiwar organisation, but, paradoxically, it 

In terms of the lessons to be drawn, emphasis should be 
put on the way people who have no privileged access to 
information or decision-making forums, nothing, can still 
achieve things by operating in a grassroots manner, and that 
can take shape outside of established organisational models.
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couldn’t divide us because it wasn’t the co-
re of our activity – not because it’s not impor-
tant whether force can be used to halt vio-
lence or whether we should apply non-violent 
methods, but because of what Nenad said: 
nothing ever depended on our opinions; unli-
ke the activist work here, where ARK’s events, 
press releases and protests at least had so-
me impact. Bosnia was a big issue and we we-
re marginal in it. Besides, today it can appear 
we know everything, but back then we didn’t 
know anything! When things exploded in Bo-
snia at the beginning of April, it wasn’t imme-
diately evident what was going to happen. Pa-
ranoiacs and nationalists were the only ones 
who were “right”, of course. Not because they 
were right per se, but in the same way as a 
broken watch shows the right time twice a 
day.

Nenad Zakošek: Otherwise they active-
ly worked towards that end. A self-fulfilling 
prophecy.

Srđan Dvornik: Be that as it may, I’d li-
ke to single out a thing that happened 10–11 
months after the beginning of the war in Bo-
snia-Herzegovina, and which was illumina-
ting for this type of approach and activity. In 
March ’93, we received alarming news from 
the Centre for Women War Victims and fema-
le activists, not in Zagreb but in the refugee 
camps, that the Croatian authorities had be-
gun rounding up adult men in the camps and 
sending them back to Bosnia.

Nela Pamuković: Women too.

Srđan Dvornik: Possibly. I know they used as 
a justification that men can bear arms, and a 
patriarchal mentality doesn’t consider women 
dangerous. I can’t exclude the possibility 
that women were sent back too. I don’t have 

the full picture even today. In any case, peo-
ple who had refugee status began to be taken 
from the camps in Croatia and returned to the 
war zone. And Croatia boasted that it wasn’t a 
belligerent and provided hospitality to Bosni-
ak refugees! As far as we could ascertain, they 
were handed over to the HVO – we heard ru-
mours from women activists in the refugee 
camps. The Antiwar Campaign and human ri-
ghts organisations created an international 
stir in reaction. Fortunately, Tadeusz Mazowi-
ecki had just arrived in Zagreb as the United 
Nations’ special rapporteur on human rights. I 
pretended to be a journalist from ARKzin at his 
press-conference, and when he said he’d re-
ceived an assurance from the Croatian autho-
rities that they’d stop sending people back to 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, I asked him what would 
happen to those who’d been taken away. He 
didn’t reply. But it’s vital to remember that si-
gnificant things can be achieved through joint 
action. The Centre for Women War Victims be-
gan by helping Bosnian women in the refugee 
camps. At the same time, it turned out that 
was where serious infringements of refuge-
es’ rights first came to light. A stir was created 
there, and with the help of other organisati-
ons or parts of the network a broad campaign 
was launched, and in this case we were certa-
inly able to make things uncomfortable for the 
Croatian authorities and thwart one of their 
intentions.

Milena Beader: We had cases in ARK, too, 
of people coming to us with those problems. 
Then the authorities started seizing peo-
ple from Bosnia-Herzegovina not just in the 
camps but in bars, on the street, etc.

Nenad Zakošek: But one part of the people 
managed to resist.

It was a glimmer of hope in that whole calamity that such a 
delicate network could still serve as the infrastructure for an 
effective international warning mechanism in the case of an 
acute, serious violation of human rights fraught with even 
more severe consequences.
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Public notice, 17 April 1992 “Deportations to Bosnia”, ARKzin no. 5
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Milena Beader: Yes, one part managed to, 
but some were sent back to Bosnia. There we-
re also tragicomic situations, as happens in 
war. I always remember the man who was ca-
ught in a bar in the centre of Zagreb and sent 
back to Bosnia, to Tomislavgrad. First they put 
him in jail and were going to send him to the 
army, to the HVO. Since he’d met various pe-
ople in Zagreb, including some journalists, he 
remembered he had the phone number of a 
journalist from Večernji list. He told the guard 
he was a journalist and had to contact his edi-
torial office, and the guard let him – I assume 
he simply had a way with people and was con-
vincing. He said on the phone: “Please send 
me a fax, as official-looking as possible, that 
I’m your journalist and have to get out strai-
ght away.” The fax arrived and he was set free. 
We helped the man when he returned to Za-
greb. Things like that happened, and we dealt 
with such cases too.

Nela Pamuković: It was like a fever. The 
whole refugee community was terrified. Poli-
ce would enter the camps in the early hours, 
at five or six o’clock. They searched everywhe-
re, lifted up mattresses, looked for weapons, 
cursed and swore. They took away women 
and sometimes children, too, and we followed 
what was happening and demanded that the 
people be freed. They were taken to the sports 
arena in Zagreb-Žitnjak. Like a scene from a 
film set in the Nazi era.

Milena Beader: When he got out of the pri-
son in Bosnia, the man came to my place at fi-
ve in the morning and asked us to help. “Get 
in touch with the UNHCR, Amnesty and Hel-
sinki Watch quick,” he urged, because he knew 
we’d been to Bosnia before with representa-
tives of some of those organisations to rese-
arch human rights violations. It scared the hell 
out of me when he rang at five in the morning. 

My first thought was, of course, that it was 
the police. But we managed to sort things out 
in the end: fortunately a delegation of Human 
Rights Watch, who we cooperated with, was 
in Zagreb at the time, and some girls from the 
delegation came in a taxi, picked him up, and 
went with him to the UNHCR. He soon made it 
to Britain. When I saw him a few years ago in 
Zagreb, he was still living there. In my opinion, 
those girls were the bravest investigators of 
all the organisations that came in that period 
because they combined a professional appro-
ach with an activist spirit.

Srđan Dvornik: Just one more detail. It was a 
glimmer of hope in that whole calamity that 
such a delicate network could still serve as 
the infrastructure for an effective internatio-
nal warning mechanism in the case of an acu-
te, serious violation of human rights fraught 
with even more severe consequences. Non-re-
foulement is an established rule: you may not 
send people back to a war zone once they’ve 
fled from there. It’s a major criminal offence, 
and I don’t know if anyone in Croatia has ever 
been brought to justice. But on the other hand 
you do have a certain power, if only because 
you’re the one who managed to get the news 
out. And then things get moving. At the same 
time, it aches to recall that press conferen-
ce. I had one shot: I could put one question to 
Mazowiecki. Either about the people who are 
sent back, or the evictions. I don’t know what 
made me decide the way I did. I think becau-
se it was more full-on, because the evicted pe-
ople weren’t killed. And in Bosnia, when they 
fell into the hands of the HVO – that meant 
the Dretelj prison camp, digging trenches, be-
ing used as human shields, and so on. Sophie’s 
choice, I guess.

Just remember how the very thought of someone going to 
Serbia was perceived. It was a traitorous act par excellence. 
Tuđman and Milošević were meeting at that time, but 
communication between ordinary civilians was out of the 
question and a terrible thought. People still went, but they 
kept it hush-hush.
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Vesna Teršelič: In terms of contacting the fa-
milies of imprisoned and missing persons, in 
’92 and ’93 we went through Osijek in particu-
lar – Štefica Krstić and also Mate Šimić from 
the refugee community, for whom we were 
traitors, pure and simple. Blacklegs, beneath 
contempt. But the refugees wanted to find 
out if we had any information about the villa-
ges they’d been displaced from, such as Lovas. 
The families of prisoners were also searching 
and trying desperately to get information. 
One of their ideas was that we could find a 
contact person at the Military Medical Acade-
my because there might be some documenta-
tion there. They had lists. But all of that was 
a stab in the dark. Communication was very 
tense. When members of the refugee commu-
nity came to see us the first time they were all 
in uniform. They felt a need to be identifiable. 
Not to look like us, traitors, but so it would be 
obvious they were on the right side. They we-
re different.

Nenad Zakošek: Were they in camouflage 
uniforms?

Vesna Teršelič: They were. And that style of 
communication was regular back then. Štefica 
Krstić is a constant of my life. (laughter)

Nenad Zakošek: Alter ego. (laughter)

Vesna Teršelič: Štefica Krstić found her son, 
or rather his remains. Many others didn’t. Ma-
to Šimić was able to return to his home. Some 
things got resolved. For Štefica in a sad way, 
though she already knew he was dead. She re-
conciled herself to the loss, but it was still mi-
ghty important to her that they found her 
son’s remains.

Duška Pribičević Gelb: They perceived us 
as an enemy. But to what extent was that ar-
tificially cultivated? I remember one woman, a 
doctor or employee at the Ruđer Bošković In-
stitute, who’d lost her son in Vukovar. She fo-
und the body in the end, but before that she 
secretly came to the Centre for Human Rights 
and just said: “Sorry, but do you by any chan-
ce...” I don’t know if she belonged to Mothers 
for Peace or some other mothers’ group who 
were searching. She just took care that no one 
heard she’d come knocking at our door. The 
meetings with her were conspirative.

Srđan Dvornik: There were sharp divisions in-
to friends and enemies.

Vesna Teršelič: Just remember how the very 
thought of someone going to Serbia was per-
ceived. It was a traitorous act par excellence. 
Tuđman and Milošević were meeting at that 
time, but communication between ordinary 
civilians was out of the question and a terri-
ble thought. People still went, but they kept it 
hush-hush.

Duška Pribičević Gelb: I thought of one 
more thing when you mentioned the war in 
Bosnia and young men coming here. I re-
member we discussed that, and I don’t know 
if anything could have been done. On the one 
hand, we tried to help them financially. And 
we tried to find connections so they could lea-
ve Croatia for a safer country. Some even slept 
in the ARK office.

Srđan Dvornik: The UNHCR deserves men-
tion here, especially their protection team at 
the time. Even at today’s downsized UNHCR 
there’s still one person from back then. Many 
refugees from Bosnia found themselves in a 
catastrophic situation, without personal do-
cuments, which are essential for almost eve-
rything. Whoever I went to the UNHCR with 
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and was able to show at least some proof of 
identity would be issued temporary identity 
papers, which were simply printed on A4 pa-
per with a photo attached, with a stamp, whi-
ch confirmed that the person was under the 
protection of the UNHCR. No bureaucracy, no 
messing around. There was a danger, of cour-
se, that someone could “blag their way thro-
ugh”, but the UNHCR’s position was that peo-
ple who needed protection should get it, and 
the risk of a person without entitlement sque-
ezing through was the lesser evil.

Vesna Janković: ARKzin also issued at least 
a dozen confirmations that the people in que-
stion were our journalists, for example du-
ring the siege of Sarajevo, when it was virtu-
ally impossible to leave the city, or we wrote 
that we needed them for an assignment, whi-
ch also helped them get out. A great many in-
ternational organisations were operating in 
Croatia at the time. The UNHCR and the In-
ternational Red Cross, IR-CD, etc. And also a 
mass of foreign journalists. We had a very di-
versified network and worked together well 
with those international organisations. Many 
of them used ZaMir for their electronic com-
munication. We were very often approached 
by journalists, although we weren’t strong nu-
merically or in terms of influence. We were re-
cognised as a hub where people could go for 
counter-information.

Tihomir Ponoš: Marginal, but surprisingly 
relevant?

Srđan Dvornik: Here’s another example that 
was quite a surprise. We used these electro-
nic communications, email and even more the 
electronic conferences or newsgroups (whi-
ch today I guess would be called forums) for 
spreading all our information and alerts about 
important events. There were activists in We-
stern Europe who initiated campaigns the-
re, organised the sending of protest letters to 

the Croatian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
office of the president, etc. At the time of the 
worst repression against Dalmatian Action in 
the autumn of ’93, when the authorities sta-
ged the “bomber trial” against them, we wro-
te about it to whomever we could. A messa-
ge chugged out of the fax machine when I 
was in the ARK office in Tkalčićeva Street one 
evening. It was from Perth in Australia, whe-
re there’s a large Croatian community. They 
wrote, in Croatian, that they were following 
events in Croatia closely and were concerned 
most of all about the war on Croatia, of cour-
se, but those are democratically minded peo-
ple and it worried them that ugly things were 
also happening within Croatia as regards hu-
man rights. They were particularly concerned 
that a small opposition party, Dalmatian Ac-
tion, had been accused of blowing up its own 
office. It really looked like a set-up, and they 
wanted to do something; they just requested 
confirmation of the credibility of the person 
called Srđan Dvornik who’d sent the messa-
ges they read because they didn’t want to act 
on the basis of information from a single so-
urce. I gave their fax to one of you in the office 
the next day because I couldn’t very well write 
back and say: “This is the Antiwar Campaign, I 
confirm his credibility, signed Srđan Dvornik.” 
I think that was geographically the most dis-
tant reaction.

Vesna Janković: There was also a peace 
group in Heidelberg made up of people from 
the former Yugoslavia, who translated the 
first few issues of ARKzin into German. They 
didn’t translate all of an issue but summari-
sed the most important content. The most 
active person in the group was an ethnic Al-
banian woman from Kosovo. Quite a remar-
kable gathering. There were so many exam-
ples of solidarity and assistance in completely 
unexpected places. On the other hand, the-
re were also conflicts in equally unexpected 
places.

At the beginning, especially in the autumn of ’91, I felt our position 
was pretty schizophrenic and, apart from clear opposition to the 
Tuđman regime, I needed a long time to find arguments in myself 
for pacifism, for radical non-violence.
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Vesna Teršelič: But often all we could do was 
to sit with people. I remember going to Split 
relatively often because there were many ca-
ses of evictions, of people being thrown out of 
work or their phone being disconnected. That 
was an innovation of the authorities: you sim-
ply had no right to a phone any more. That 
man had lived without a phone for years. The-
re were dozens of cases like that. But whene-
ver I went, I sort of felt I was going to sit with 
friends but really couldn’t do anything more 
than that. Because even if journalists took up 
the issue... Feral Tribune later started up as an 
independent weekly and wrote about it now 
and again, but that couldn’t help improve the 
situation. The threat of evictions lasted for a 
very long time in Split. I remember that sense 
of helplessness above all. Tonči Majić was ac-
tive, along with Roza Roje, Hajdi Katinac, Voj-
ko Ivica...

Nela Pamuković: That really did go on for 
ages. Until the 2000s.

Vesna Teršelič: It was a disaster the way it 
dragged on.

Srđan Dvornik: But it would be fair to men-
tion that it led to an international solidarity 
campaign, thanks to Otvorene Oči, which ca-
me specifically to protect local activists.

Vesna Teršelič: Peace Brigades Internatio-
nal also sent a team after we called and ma-
de a request. We said it was vital that acti-
vists come and be observers or accompany 
people when we expected that displaced peo-
ple would be allowed to return to some places. 
They sent a first team, which consisted of Jo-
hanna Bjorken, James Derieg, Øystein Kleven 
and Vic Ullom.

Statement on the arrest of members of Dalmatinska 
akcija, 11 October 1993, ARKzin no. 6

Fax to Marijan Gubić of the Australian Committee to 
Support Democracy in Croatia
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Srđan Dvornik: There were four or five of 
them.

Duška Pribičević Gelb: On the one hand, 
as Vesna says: “I felt so helpless then.” But it’s 
a fact that the Antiwar Campaign, and then 
other groups too – HHO, CCHR, etc. – hel-
ped stop the issuing of eviction orders. It was 
thanks again to the activism of ARK and other 
groups that the Law on Citizenship was amen-
ded, that the article was removed that gave 
the minister the discretionary power to give 
or withdraw approval, and we built up pres-
sure that led to the first ombudsman being 
replaced.

Tihomir Ponoš: That was Branko Babac. In his 
first report, he just wrote that he was equipping 
his office but couldn’t get everything he needed. 
That was his first annual report on the human ri-
ghts situation and the scope of activity of the 
ombudsman!

Nenad Zakošek: What year was that?

Milena Beader: 1993, on Human Rights Day.

Tihomir Ponoš: Vesna tells me there’s another 
topic she wants to mention briefly.

Vesna Janković: So far we’ve looked back 
at a lot of internal events. One significant di-
mension of our antiwar work was maintaining 
contacts with “the other side”. I had a trauma-
tic experience in ’91. Three weeks of travelling 
around Germany ended in Berlin, just when 
Vukovar fell. Three of us from Zagreb went on 
that tour: Aida Bagić, Biljana Kašić and I. And 
we were together with Zorica Trifunović, Li-
na Vušković and Branka Novaković from the 
Belgrade Centre for Antiwar Action. That brin-
gs me back to Nenad’s first remark about the 
differences. The trip ended with us almost not 

being able to communicate with each other 
any more. Partly due to fatigue, and partly be-
cause there really were very different inter-
pretations, to an extent even divergent ideo-
logical positions. Different groundwork. While 
we had more time for the civil society disco-
urse that the Slovenians developed in the ei-
ghties and applied as a way of dismantling the 
one-party state, my feeling was that the Bel-
grade Centre for Antiwar Action was much 
closer to the classical left-wing tradition, whi-
ch is antinationalist, but which took Yugosla-
via as its frame of reference, so peacemaking 
efficacy was gauged by the extent to which 
you were for Yugoslavia. That was an issue for 
us back in ’91, one you could talk about at a 
theoretical level, but the things that were ha-
ppening ruled out that kind of grounding of 
your own work. At the beginning, especially in 
the autumn of ’91, I felt our position was pret-
ty schizophrenic and, apart from clear opposi-
tion to the Tuđman regime, I needed a long ti-
me to find arguments in myself for pacifism, 
for radical non-violence.

Tihomir Ponoš: So, in the end, communication 
between the three of you and the three of them 
more or less broke down.

Vesna Janković: Maybe I was exaggerating a 
bit. But it was...

Tihomir Ponoš: The very same thing happened 
between peace activists and combatants.

Ognjen Tus: No, it didn’t. Combatants we-
re quick to establish contact after the war. My 
experience now when I occasionally go to Bel-
grade for work is that I avoid talking with fri-
ends who were active in the antiwar move-
ment, not in NGOs, but who went to all the 
demonstrations and were radical pacifists. 
It’s an utterly different plane, I’d say, both in-

You see, even today the conviction exists that people voted for the 
independence of Croatia when the referendum was held twenty 
years, one month and ten days ago. Even among legal professionals, 
political scientists, journalists, activists and the like there’s no 
awareness that the question of state sovereignty wasn’t posed 
at that time. Consequently, both then and today, there’s room to 
question the political context and all the messages.
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formationally and in other ways. The state di-
sappeared around us, or rather: we watched 
one collapse and a new one take shape. What 
they created was roughly the same as what 
we had, perhaps just a little smaller. That hy-
steria about the creation of a state... You see 
who’s taking part, and you know there are pe-
ople like that over there who create states like 
that. They don’t see it. They had a space that 
was constantly shrinking, shrinking... But the-
re are still institutions there that existed in Yu-
goslavia. They have a mint in Belgrade-Top-
čider. Those are emotive things, you know. I 
don’t know if that’s their flaw or mine, or a 
quality. But there’s a difference and it’s not 
something you can discuss. I say to them now: 
“Let’s talk. Let’s get to know each other aga-
in” – with people I’ve known almost since pri-
mary school! But combatants tell a different 
story. They went through similar things and 
can talk about some of their common experi-
ences more easily. They actually have more in 
common.

Vesna Janković: I’m aware that the Serbi-
an women were under much greater pressu-
re. Germany came out as a friend and patron 
of Croatia. They were from Serbia and went to 
Germany as peace activists.

Srđan Dvornik: That was when Vukovar fell 
and the time of Danke Deutschland. The most 
awkward juncture you can imagine.

Vesna Janković: I’m fully aware of that, but 
what I’m talking about was one of the con-
stants in the whole series of discussions I to-
ok part in during the 90s. It was a bit like: 
“Aha, we’ve got Milošević, you’ve got Tuđman” 
– and it was enough just to be against the 
authorities. What bothered me most about 
those simplistic notions was that they were 
often used by foreign peace activists and jour-
nalists to block any serious analysis.

Srđan Dvornik: Vesna, it’s a shame you’ve 
only raised this issue towards the end becau-
se it’s really a very complex topic and contains 
many lessons we can learn. One, as elemen-
tary as possible, which is almost superfluous 
to state, is that it would be stupid to imagine 
we can be anything but conditioned by our lo-
cal context. I mentioned in the context of Bo-
snia how hard it was for us to find out what 
was happening. If I’d known that the Croatian 
Army was intervening in Bosnia, not just indi-
rectly but also directly, I would’ve reacted dif-
ferently. It’s the same with positions on the 
break-up of Yugoslavia. Activists and everyo-
ne else in Serbia had been subjected to at le-
ast one year of media propaganda in the le-
ad-up to the war – not just the recognisable 
propaganda but also of the indirect, osten-
sibly informative kind, which suggested that 
the Serbs in Croatia were in danger under 
“Ustashi” rule and that this was an urgent and 
acute question. This propaganda began befo-
re the Serbs in Croatia really became endan-
gered, but that doesn’t make any difference 
in practice. No wonder people were torn this 
way and that, if there was anything real in it 
at all. Thanks to the ZaMir network and a few 
other enlighteners, some of the outright lies 
were debunked, like the incident in Pakrac.06 
But what use is that? So, firstly, it’s normal for 
one and the same thing be seen from various 
perspectives. Secondly, you need considerable 
strength to rise above. I think we managed to 
do that, in different ways and to different de-
grees. But it’s work that takes time.

Vesna Janković and I were guests of the 
Danish Peace Council in Copenhagen in ’93 to-
gether with people from Belgrade: Veran Ma-
tić from Radio B92 and the late Miladin Živo-
tić from the Belgrade Circle. We didn’t have 
communication problems like that any mo-
re. Almost two years had passed, and peo-
ple realised what had been going on. We we-
re no better and cleverer than the six of you, 

06 Presumably a refe-
rence to one of a series of ar-
med incidents that began with 
the disarming of ethnic-Croati-
an police officers in Pakrac on 1 
July 1991. [trans.]
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but some painful lessons had since been lear-
ned. Besides, things weren’t so simple. May-
be we tacitly assumed there was something 
democratic in the secession of Croatia. But 
there was absolutely nothing. The secession 
of Croatia had nothing to do with democra-
cy, the rule of law or anything like that. It was 
just the creation of an ethnic state. Therefo-
re, whenever someone said, from a Yugoslav 
perspective, that we could instead have fou-
ght to liberalise and democratise the previo-
us system and make it more just, we agreed it 
would’ve been worth a try. Whatever the pro-
spects, I think it would’ve been worth it. Be-
sides, I wouldn’t have been in UJDI if I didn’t 
think that way. Secession was a victory of na-
tionalism, pure and simple. The separatists 
created a situation in which an army that was 
completely beyond civil control could go ber-
serk, take one side, etc. They’re not responsi-
ble for the war in the sense of being its active 
root cause, but the Slovenian and Croatian le-
aderships are very much to blame for the si-
tuation. “We’re going to secede, come what 
may.” So I think that can be said from a cri-
tical Croatian perspective, and that’s whe-
re I’m speaking from – I live here and nowhe-
re else, and ninety percent of my information 
is from domestic sources. You see, even to-
day the conviction exists that people voted 
for the independence of Croatia when the re-
ferendum was held twenty years, one month 
and ten days ago. Even among legal profes-
sionals, political scientists, journalists, acti-
vists and the like there’s no awareness that 
the question of state sovereignty wasn’t po-
sed at that time. Consequently, both then and 
today, there’s room to question the political 
context and all the messages. The false and 
the truthful, and also the most dangerous of 
all: the half-truths. Then again, although it’s 
sad to hear you ended up with a communica-
tion block, it’s fortunate that there were at le-

ast some meetings and they had a positive im-
pact. You didn’t conclude they were Chetniks, 
nor did they think you were an Ustashi.

Nela Pamuković: Unlike the others who con-
cluded that was the end.

Srđan Dvornik: You asked instead: “How co-
uld this happen?” That certainly helped in the 
scrupulous efforts to try and communicate 
better, or, as Ognjen said, to get to know each 
other again. Even if you do already know each 
other. To see what’s in your knapsack.

Vesna Janković: True. When we came back 
from that trip, I was shocked by the situati-
on I found here. Not just by the Croatian New-
speak that bombarded me from the TV, but I 
also realised how much people in the Antiwar 
Campaign lacked a view from a different an-
gle, how limited we were due to the one-sided 
interpretation of events. But I’d like to come 
back to the referendum, that is the secession, 
Croatian independence. I think the dominant 
mood, regardless of how the referendum que-
stion was formulated...

Tihomir Ponoš: It was formulated most intelli-
gently, to be honest.

Vesna Janković: My impression is 
that the dominant mood in Croatia was 
pro-independence.

Srđan Dvornik: That’s undisputed.

Nela Pamuković: Independence from 
Milošević.

Srđan Dvornik: And the massacre in Boro-
vo Selo ten days before the referendum, don’t 
forget. It was terrible. Everyone was horrified.

I don’t know if we’re a team that has to coordinate its 
position. Besides, would that help Croatia realise where it is? 
This society isn’t prepared to speak honestly about itself. I’m 
not prepared to take part in the politics of a society that’s 
not prepared. It’s a painful process because you have to bare 
yourself first.
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Vesna Janković: Milošević made a number 
of moves shortly before the war that included 
usurping the Yugoslav monetary system and 
refusing negotiations. The leaderships of Slo-
venia and Croatia at the time offered a confe-
deral model. He didn’t want to talk about that. 
This last week I’ve been reading texts by Mar-
ko Hren, which show, for example, what is-
sues the Slovenian peace movement asser-
ted in public debate. It was the sole authentic 
peace movement in the former Yugoslavia. 
One of the issues was the role of the Yugoslav 
People’s Army as a de facto state, and Its In-
fluence. Also the very high degree of militari-
sation of Yugoslav society, etc. But the nati-
onal question and our relationship to it... We 
did condemn Croatian nationalism, but I think 
we also respected the right of the people to 
self-determination...

Srđan Dvornik: Who are “the people”? Eth-
nic Croatians?! Still, none of the things you’ve 
said are uncontentious. I could now reply and 
say I disagree with one or several of the points 
you’ve made, but that would take more than 
just five minutes. There’s a backlog of things 
to be analysed: in society, in ARK, in the wider 
region – wherever you look.

Nela Pamuković: Now, on the twentieth an-
niversary, I think it would be most important 
to define which questions remain unanswered 
and where we still bear responsibility.

Ognjen Tus: I wouldn’t bring our responsibili-
ty into it.

Nela Pamuković: Towards ourselves, as citi-
zens and as activists of the Antiwar Campaign.

Ognjen Tus: Maybe when I’m looking at myself 
in the mirror... But towards a group of people 
who joined the antiwar thing on one impulse 

or another? We’re completely different people. 
I have my motivations, too, but they’re diffe-
rent political, private and whatever reasons. 
I don’t know if we’re a team that has to co-
ordinate its position. Besides, would that he-
lp Croatia realise where it is? This society isn’t 
prepared to speak honestly about itself. I’m 
not prepared to take part in the politics of a 
society that’s not prepared. It’s a painful pro-
cess because you have to bare yourself first. 
Those are the stories from MIRamiDA when 
Goran and I went to Republika Srpska. We tal-
ked in the car. We entered with Zagreb or Pu-
la number plates. I said: “Listen, this is going 
to be like a striptease. We have to present our-
selves here in all our manifestations. Lay our-
selves completely open.” We had to do that so 
people would begin to function sincerely and 
so that we, in the end, would be safe.

Vesna Teršelič: We were humane to one 
another, and we didn’t reduce ourselves to 
this or that attribute. We didn’t turn into ca-
pital-C Croatians and make that our prima-
ry way of relating to the next person, who’s a 
Serb, and to the next person, who’s a whate-
ver. I think our act of giving was largely in be-
ing there for others, and simply through being 
with them we created a space for ourselves so 
we could function in wartime conditions, and 
post-war ones, which were exceptionally un-
dignified. I think we had to work very hard at 
that time to create a space to have a modicum 
of dignity. I think we were good at what we le-
arned, and what we were good at then, we’re 
still good at now: the inclusion of others, who 
need not be our friends. And practical coo-
peration. That doesn’t mean our collaborati-
on was always perfect – remember the argu-
ments we had!
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 1990
❚	 23–24 April and 6–7 May: the first 

multiparty elections since WWII are 
held in Croatia, the Croatian De-
mocratic Union (HDZ) is the winner

❚	 30 May: the first multiparty Croatian 
parliament elected by universal su-
ffrage of all adult citizens convenes; 
Franjo Tuđman is elected chairman 
of the presidency of the Socialist Re-
public of Croatia, Žarko Domljan 
speaker of the Croatian parliament 
and Stjepan Mesić prime minister

❚	 27 June: the Assembly of the Munici-
pality of Knin founds the Associati-
on of Municipalities of Northern Dal-
matia and Lika, which is annulled by 
the constitutional court; the Associ-
ation is joined by other municipaliti-
es where Serbs make up the absolu-
te majority of the population

❚	 25 July: the Croatian parlia-
ment proclaims the constitutio-
nal amendments with which Croatia 
is defined as the bearer of political 
and economic sovereignty; the same 
day, the Serb National Council is fo-
unded in the village of Srb; the Co-
uncil refuses to acknowledge the 
amendments

❚	 31 July: the weekly Danas publishes 
a transcript of negotiations between 
President Tuđman and Jovan Raško-
vić, Chair of the Serbian Democra-
tic Party, leaked by presidential advi-
sor Slaven Letica; Rašković allegedly 
stated: “The Serbs are a crazy peo-
ple.” Rašković is replaced later in the 
year by politically more radical le-
aders such as Milan Babić and Mile 
Martić

❚	 17 August: traffic routes are blocked 
in the area of Knin, Benkovac and 
Obrovac, thus beginning the upri-
sing of a part of the Serb population 
in Croatia (“Log Revolution”)

ARK’s logo was designed by Veljko Danilović, who also 
authored a range of graphics and illustrations for 
ARKzin

 1991
❚	 4 July: Green Action sends out the appeal “Prevent 

war!”. Dražen Nikolić, Vesna Teršelič, Zoran Oštrić and 
Vladimir Lay meet informally at the Zagorka restau-
rant on the corner of Držićeva Street and Proleterskih 
Brigada Street (now Vukovar Avenue) and agree to la-
unch the Antiwar Campaign (ARK)

❚	 5 July: Zoran Oštrić drafts the Charter of ARK. The sa-
me day, the Antiwar Campaign is joined by the Soci-
ety for the Improvement of the Quality of Life, which 
cooperates with Green Action intensively over the fol-
lowing two months to gain support for the campaign. 
According to the figures, the charter is signed by 321 
people from 21 countries and 95 organisations from 
20 countries

❚	 23–24 August: the “Days of Peace” meeting is held in 
Kumrovec, Croatia. ARK is defined as an organisati-
on that affirms and promotes “exclusively non-violent 
methods, takes part in the process of conflict resolu-
tion but does not favour isolated solutions, respects 
all parties involved in a conflict and strives to commu-
nicate with them”

“Bricklaying for the army? No thanks!” Slobodna Dalmacija, 4 September 1988
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❚	 25 August: the first event, Doors of Peace, is held in 
Tkalčićeva Street, initiated by Svemir Vranko and Ro-
bert Schwartz, and organised by the Society for the 
Improvement of the Quality of Life, the Sri Chinmoy 
Centre, Ananda Marga, the Komaja Society for the De-
velopment of Love and Consciousness, the Sai Ba-
ba Centre, the Society for the Holistic Development of 
Man, representatives of Hare Krishna and the Society 
for Waldorf Education

❚	 18 September: the Peace Centre is mentioned for the 
first time as “a service of the Antiwar Campaign”

❚	 25 September: the pilot issue of ARKzin comes out; six 
issues are published in the first series (the double is-
sues 2/3 and 5/6), and the last issue of the series is 
published on 7 May 1992; a summarised German issue 
of ARKzin is printed in Heidelberg on the same day

❚	 26 and 27 September: Christine Schweitzer and Kurt 
Südmersen from War Resisters’ International hold a 
first workshop on non-violent conflict resolution in 
Zagreb

❚	 28 September: a meeting is held to prepare the fo-
unding meeting of ARK. The minutes, dated the same 
day, define ARK’s projects: Doors of Peace, the fan-
zine (ARKzin), Women for peace, Messages of peace, 
Antiwar answering service, Peace politics and demi-
litarisation, Publishing, Public meetings, Roundta-
ble discussions etc., Conscientious objection and civi-
lian service, Speaking tours in Yugoslavia and abroad, 
Establishing the Peace Centre as a service office of the 
Antiwar Campaign, Demilitarisation of the island of 
Vis, and the Network for a community centre. The list 
of projects on 31 October also mentions a Women’s 
Negotiation Group and Promoting the Antiwar Cam-
paign abroad

❚	 5 October: an official letter to the “collective mem-
bers of the Committee of the Antiwar Campaign from 
Croatia (OARKH)” mentions and “Croatia” for the first 
time

❚	 13 October: MiZaMir is registered as an association for 
peace and non-violence in Amsterdam, at the address 
of Nives Rebernak. After the war in Slovenia, first con-

❚	 24 August: the Croatian parliament 
adopts the Resolution on the Protec-
tion of the Constitutional Democra-
tic Order and on National Rights in 
Croatia

❚	 30 September: the Serb National Co-
uncil proclaims Serbian autonomy

❚	 17 November: the first armed inci-
dent – Serb watchmen shoot at a 
truck on the Obrovac-Gračac road, 
injuring the driver and his passenger

❚	 18 November: the first round of mul-
tiparty elections is held in Bosnia-
-Herzegovina, with the SDA, HDZ 
and SDS victorious; Alija Izetbe-
gović is elected chairman of the 
presidency

❚	 27 November: the decision of the Za-
greb City Assembly that the Squa-
re of the Victims of Fascism be re-
named Croatian Nobles Square (Trg 
hrvatskih velikana) is put into ef-
fect by replacing the slab with the 
square’s name; the Action Commit-
tee for the Square of the Victims of 
Fascism sends out a number of pu-
blic appeals and declarations

❚	 22 December: the new Constitution 
of the Republic of Croatia is adop-
ted the same day as the Statute of 
the Serbian Autonomous Region is 
accepted in Knin

❚	 during the year, a wave of attacks 
begins against memorials to the 
People’s Liberation Struggle, althou-
gh there had been individual attacks 
earlier; according to incomplete fi-
gures from the Federation of Antifa-
scist Fighters of Croatia, 2,964 me-
morials were destroyed, defiled or 
removed between 1990 and 2000

“Autonomija” Programme of the “Days of Peace” meeting in 
Kumrovec, 23 and 24 August 1991

ARKzin pilot issue, 1991
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scientious objectors arrived in Amsterdam in July, ma-
inly young artists from Croatia, Serbia and a little whi-
le later from Bosnia-Herzegovina. At first they call 
on Nives Rebernak through knowing her brothers. 
Her flat becomes a provisional shelter/refugee cen-
tre, where many of them stay illegally over the next 
two years. Most of them are young men aged 24–25, 
but over time there are more and more women in the 
group. Apart from reconciliation, the association al-
so works to procure residence permits, ensure legal, 
psychological and social aid and networking with in-
ternational and ex-Yugoslav peace groups. The Asso-
ciation receives the spiritual patronage of the Dalai 
Lama on 23 December 1992

❚	 23 November: the founding meeting of the Commit-
tee of the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia is held with 
support from the Society for the Holistic Development 
of Man, the Society for the Improvement of the Qua-
lity of Life, the Society for Waldorf Education, the Yo-
ung European Federalists of Croatia, the Independent 
Union of Women, the Youth Parliament in Zagreb, 
Croatian Women’s Federation, the University Associ-

ation Ecological Public, and Green Action in Zagreb – 
the founders of the Committee are predominantly ac-
tivists of these organisations. The founders have to be 
individuals because, according to the current law, ARK 
cannot register as a network of organisations as ini-
tially planned. According to the first articles of incor-
poration, the bodies of OARK Croatia are: the Gene-
ral Meeting, the Coordination Committee, the Council 
and the Supervisory Committee. According to the first 
draft of the articles of incorporation, the full name 
of the organisation is the Committee of the Antiwar 
Campaign in Zagreb

❚	 20 December: the Ministry of Justice and Administra-
tion approves the registration of the Committee of 
the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia, with the official ad-
dress 72/I Ilica in Zagreb (the address of the Society 
for the Improvement of the Quality of Life) in the Re-
gistry of Civic Associations of the Republic of Croatia

❚	 23 December: ARK moves from the Green Action offi-
ce to 45 Gajeva Street

 1991
❚	 25 January: the Yugoslav presidency 

decides (in the presence of the Cro-
atian delegation) to demobilise the 
Croatian Ministry of the Interior’s re-
serve and cancels the JNA’s combat 
readiness

❚	 22 February: the Croatian parlia-
ment adopts the Resolution on Dis-
sociation from Yugoslavia; no federal 
ordinance may longer be applied on 
the territory of the Republic of Croa-
tia that would violate its sovereignty

❚	 26 February: the Serbian Autono-
mous Region (SAO) Eastern Slavo-
nia, Baranja and Western Sirmium is 
established

❚	 28 February: the SAO Krajina decides 
to dissociate from Croatia

❚	 2 March: ethnic-Croatian policemen 
in Pakrac are disarmed, provoking 
the reaction of the Croatian Minist-
ry of the Interior; the JNA intervenes 
for the first time and places itself 
between the conflicting parties

❚	 14 March: the JNA leadership de-
mands that the Yugoslav presidency 
declare martial law, but the proposal 
does not gain a majority

❚	 in the spring and summer, Serbs in 
Croatia are urged to sign “oaths of 
loyalty” to the Croatian government; 
there are 10 documented cases in 
firms in Croatia. The government of-
ficially condemns the practice

❚	 25 March: Franjo Tuđman and Slobo-
dan Milošević meet in Karađorđevo, 
Serbia (second meeting 15 April in Ti-
kveš, Macedonia)

ARKzin pilot issue, 1991, German edition Confirmation of receipt of a modem, 1 January 1992
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❚	 26 December: ARKzin no. 2/3 publishes the first arti-
cle about the evictions

 1992
❚	 at the beginning of the year, Eric Bachman brings a 

first modem to ARK; this marks the beginning of the 
use of electronic communications, which will serve as 
the basis for the ZaMir Transnational Network (ZTN)

❚	 at the beginning of the year, the Centre for Peace, 
Non-violence and Human Rights in Zagreb has be-
come the established name, and questions of the 
Centre’s relationship to ARK are raised at meetings

❚	 in January, Catherine Sanders holds a workshop on 
non-violent conflict resolution and peaceful mediati-
on in the Centre for Peace, Non-violence and Human 
Rights in Zagreb; contact is established with an Osijek 
peace initiative

❚	 8 January: ARK sends a submission to the constitutio-
nal court to start proceedings to investigate the con-
stitutionality of the Defence Act because of the way it 
regulates the application of conscientious objection

❚	 13 January: a public discussion “What does the peace 
movement want?” is held at KIC in Zagreb, with Zoran 
Oštrić, Vesna Teršelič and Nenad Zakošek as speakers

❚	 24 January: the Centre for Peace, Non-violence and 
Human Rights in Zagreb (i.e. the ARK office) defi-
nes its projects: ARKzin (chief editor: Vesna Janković), 
Conscientious objection and civilian service (project 
leader: Srđan Dvornik), Doors of Peace (leader: Robert 
Schwartz), Cassette with spiritual and peaceloving 
songs (leader: Svemir Vranko), Protection of human 
rights (leader: Milena Beader, and Nenad Zakošek, Zo-
ran Oštrić and the group Lex are also in the team), 
Education for non-violent conflict resolution (leader: 
Aida Bagić), Gathering information on war crimes (le-
ader: Zoran Oštrić), Politics of peace and demilitarisa-
tion (leader: Zoran Oštrić) and Demilitarisation of Is-
tria, the Kvarner Gulf and Vis

❚	 28 March: a first meeting of the pre-
sidents of the individual republics is 
held in Split to try and resolve the 
crisis; five more meetings follow by 
the beginning of June, without any 
result

❚	 31 March: militia members from the 
Republic of Serbian Krajina (RSK) 
clash with Croatian police at the Pli-
tvice Lakes and a police officer, Josip 
Jović, is killed; he is considered the 
first member of the services to fall in 
the war on Croatia, but there is also 
the case of the policeman Goran Ala-
vanja, who died while on duty near 
Obrovac in November 1990

❚	 2 May: a unit of the Croatian Minist-
ry of the Interior is attacked in Boro-
vo Selo and 12 police officers are kil-
led; armed incidents become ever 
more frequent

❚	 12 May: a referendum on the accessi-
on of the Republic of Serbian Krajina 
to Serbia and remaining in Yugosla-
via is held in the Republic of Serbian 
Krajina

❚	 15 May: representatives of fede-
ral bodies under the control of 
Milošević’s authorities in the Yugo-
slav presidency block the election of 
Stjepan Mesić as chairman

❚	 19 May: at a referendum in Croa-
tia, voters support the stance that 
“the Republic of Croatia, as a sove-
reign and independent state whi-
ch guarantees the cultural autono-
my and all civil liberties of Serbs and 
members of other nationalities in 
Croatia, shall enter into an associa-
tion of sovereign states together wi-
th other republics (according to the 
proposal of the Republic of Croatia 
and the Republic of Slovenia for sol-
ving the state crisis in the SFRY” and 
against the suggestion that “the Re-
public of Croatia remain in Yugosla-
via as a united federal state (accor-
ding to the proposal of the Republic 
of Serbia and the Socialist Republic 
of Montenegro for solving the state 
crisis in the SFRY)”

 Submission for investigating the constitutiona-
lity of the Defence Act, 8 January 1992

“I’ve got a crazy idea”, Vjesnik, 19 January 
1992

Declaration of the “International forum for peace 
and non-violence”, Zagreb, 24 and 25 April 1992
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❚	 29 January: letters are sent to the International Secre-
tariat of Amnesty International in London and Helsinki 
Watch in New York with an appeal for cooperation

❚	 in February, ARK and the Coordination of Peace Initi-
atives from Slovenia send a “letter of intent” to social 
movements throughout the world to define its priori-
ties and the forms of cooperation it desired with local 
peace groups (published in Croatian in ARKzin no. 4 
and in English in The Intruder no. 4)

❚	 as of February, the Movement for peace and non-vi-
olence Rijeka, until now part of the Democratic Citi-
zens’ Forum, begins to operate as a branch of OARKH

❚	 in March, the Centre for Peace, Non-violence and Hu-
man Rights in Zagreb holds a workshop on conflict re-
solution with a good three dozen participants from all 
parts of Croatia. The workshop is part of the Balkans 
Peace Project run by Lynne Jones (UK), Paula Gutlove, 
Eileen Babbitt and Jo Montville (USA)

❚	 in March, Traude Rebmann holds a three-day wor-
kshop for peace activists, social workers and teachers 
in Osijek

❚	 2 April: the international peace conference “Vis – 
island of peace” is banned

❚	 25 April: at the General Meeting of the Committee of 
the ARKH Olinka Gjigaš is elected chair of the Com-
mittee Council

❚	 24 and 25 April: the “International forum for peace 
and non-violence” is held in Zagreb

❚	 7 May: the first article dealing with the problems of 
acquiring Croatian citizenship is published in ARKzin 
no. 5/6 under the title “The certificate of nationality” 
(Domovnica)

❚	 13 May: the founding meeting of the Centre for Peace, 
Non-violence and Human Rights in Osijek is held. The 
Coordinating Committee of OARK in Zagreb decides 
the following day to establish a branch in Osijek

❚	 28 May: a first inspection of the Na-
tional Guard, the precursor of the 
Croatian army

❚	 25 June: the Croatian parliament 
adopts a constitutional decision on 
the sovereignty and independence 
of Croatia, which initiates the pro-
cess of disassociation from the re-
maining republics and Yugoslavia; 
the same day, the State Assembly of 
Slovenia adopts a similar decision

❚	 27 June: the JNA intervenes militarily 
in Slovenia, thus beginning a short 
war in Slovenia

❚	 1 July: Stjepan Mesić is elected cha-
irman of the Yugoslav presidency; 
the same day, on the access road to 
the Osijek suburb of Tenja, the Croa-
tian policeman Antun Gudelj shoots 
and kills the chief of the Osijek poli-
ce force, Josip Reihl-Kir, who was on 
his way to negotiations with rebel 
Serbs. Gudelj then also kills the vice 
chair of the Osijek City Council, Go-
ran Zobundžija, and councillor Milan 
Knežević; the exact circumstances of 
the murders remain unexplained un-
til this day, but people suspect it was 
a politically motivated assassination 
of Reihl-Kir

❚	 6 July: Serb rebel forces burn down 
the predominantly Croatian village 
of Ćelije in Slavonia, the first village 
to suffer such a fate, and its inhabi-
tants are forced to flee

❚	 7 July: the Brioni Agreement reached 
by a troika of EC ministers, repre-
sentatives of the individual republi-
cs, the Yugoslav presidency, the Fe-
deral Executive Council (SIV) and the 
JNA is signed; it calls for further ne-
gotiations on the future of Yugo-
slavia, and Croatia and Slovenia su-
spend their disassociation activities 
for three months; it provides for an 
EC monitoring mission in Slovenia

Press release, 14 May 1992 Location of refugee camps, Suncokret Booklet, 1994
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❚	 15 May: a roundtable discussion is held on conscienti-
ous objection

❚	 18 May: a draft is written for the project “Media and 
war” (leader: Branimir Krištofić)

❚	 in May, Wam Kat initiated a group that organised 
experimental camps with foreign and domestic vo-
lunteers in three refugee centres (Gašinci, Savudri-
ja and Pula); in September, this initiative will give rise 
to Suncokret, which organises work with children in a 
number of the camps for refugees and displaced peo-
ple, of which there were 21 in 1993

❚	 in May, the network ZaMir begins operation after 
establishment of the first BBS – ZaMir in Zagreb; ser-
vers are also installed in Belgrade, Ljubljana, Pakrac, 
Sarajevo, Tuzla and Prishtina in the years to follow, 
and together they form the ZaMir Transnational Net-
work (ZTN); they linked up in the first few years using 
modems via the telephone, with the support of e-ac-
tivists from Austria, the Netherlands and Germany; 
the project for moving to full internet connectivity led 

to the emergence of the internet provider Iskon in the 
second half of the 1990s

❚	 23–26 May: the first “Non-violence Festival” (Dani za 
nenasilje) takes place in Osijek and it is also a public 
presentation of the Centre for Peace, Non-violence 
and Human Rights in Osijek. A three-day international 
conference is held at the University of Osijek (Faculty 
of Law) with around 60 participants, and with Adam 
Curle (Peace Studies, Bradford), Judith Large (Conflict 
Response, Birmingham), Nick Lewer (Physicians for 
the Prevention of Nuclear War) and Eric Bachman (Fe-
deration for Social Defence) as guests

❚	 11 June: first steps are taken in Split to found the Dal-
matian Solidarity Committee

❚	 in June, the Autonomous Women’s House Zagreb is 
formally registered; it originated from a split among 
Women’s Aid Now activists over the question of taking 
part in ARK. Women’s Aid Now was among the orga-
nisations that initiated ARK, but part of the activists 
decided to withdraw in the autumn of 1991. The Auto-

❚	 9 July: attacks on Osijek begin, whi-
ch will last until May of the following 
year; 50,000 shells are fired at the 
city and 954 people killed in the co-
urse of the attack

❚	 25 July: the editorial office of Glas 
Slavonije receives a letter from the 
Agency for Restructuring and Deve-
lopment notifying it that it is now 
a public enterprise; Branimir Gla-
vaš is named chairman of the board 
of administration; the hitherto chi-
ef editor Drago Hedl and the director 
Vladimir Kokeza resign; the editori-
al office is physically taken over the 
following day

❚	 1 August: the JNA occupies Dalj, Alj-
maš and Erdut and thus becomes 
fully involved in the war, Serbian pa-
ramilitary groups massacre civilians, 
and most of the non-Serbian popu-
lation is driven out

❚	 2 August: the Croatian parliament 
confirms the Government of De-
mocratic Unity, in which the opposi-
tion also participates; large parts of 
Croatia are affected by aggression 
and war

❚	 24 August: the siege of Vukovar be-
gins and will last for 87 days

❚	 5 September: Slobodni tjednik pu-
blishes the article “Assassination at-
tempt on Branimir Glavaš foiled” 
with a photograph showing the mu-
tilated corpse of Čedomir Vučković, 
who was tortured, killed and thrown 
in the River Drava with seven other 
Osijek civilians on the orders of Bra-
nimir Glavaš; the article is an exam-
ple of the warmongering journalism 
that incited the harassment and kil-
ling of ethnic Serb civilians

❚	 7 September: the Peace Conference 
on Yugoslavia begins in The Hague 
under the chairmanship of Lord Pe-

Poster for a public meeting Appeal for international solidarity with the 
Kosovo daily Bujku, 8 November 1992

“Sign, or you’re dead”, Vjesnik, 26 October 1991
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nomous Women’s House Zagreb was founded by ac-
tivists who considered the work of ARK to be in tune 
with feminist principles, above all in terms of open-
ness to communication with feminists from Serbia

❚	 7 July: Adam Curle visits Zagreb and speaks at the pu-
blic meeting “From Dublin to Osijek: the experience of 
peace mediation”

❚	 10–15 July: an international meeting of conscientious 
objectors (ICOM) is held in Le Cun du Larzac (France); 
representatives of ARK’s conscientious objection gro-
up take part

❚	 in August, peace activists of the Centre for Peace, 
Non-violence and Human Rights in Osijek offer su-
pport and sit in the flats of people under threat of 
eviction to try and prevent it

❚	 17–20 September: the “Forum for peace and reconci-
liation in the former Yugoslavia” is held in Verona

❚	 in the autumn, the Zagreb Anarcho-Pacifist Organi-
sation (ZAPO) starts up with various activities; ARKzin 
announces the re-establishent of the group in No-
vember 1994, under the new name Zagreb Anarchist 
Movement (ZAP)

❚	 5 October: a discussion with Greg Payton (Vietnam 
Veterans Against the War) is organised at the Centre 
for Peace, Non-violence and Human Rights in Zagreb

❚	 20 October: the Centre for Peace, Non-violence and 
Human Rights in Zagreb submits funding applicati-
ons for several ARK projects for the first time (to the 
Open Society Foundation): the project “Human rights” 
was not approved, and of the publishing projects on-
ly the book The war and human rights and ARKzin we-
re approved

❚	 13 November: in a conversation with Krunoslav Sukić 
and Katarina Kruhonja, the chair of the Army Housing 
Commission threatens to organise a mass meeting of 
50,000 people against the Centre for Peace, Non-vi-
olence and Human Rights in Osijek if it continues to 
“interfere with his work”

❚	 in December, the Women’s Info Centre is founded in 
Zagreb

ter Carrington; members of the Yu-
goslav presidency, presidents of the 
individual republics and members of 
the SIV take part

❚	 11 September: Mihajlo Hrastov, a 
member of the Croatian special for-
ces, is charged with killing 13 cap-
tured ethnic Serbs on the Korana 
Bridge in Karlovac according to the 
indictment of the Karlovac Coun-
ty Public Prosecutor’s Office; further 
Serbian civilians and prisoners disa-
ppear and are killed before the end 
of the year in Gospić, Osijek, Sisak 
and Pakračka Poljana

❚	 14 September: Croatian forces begin 
blockades of JNA barracks

❚	 1 October: the JNA and Montenegrin 
reservists begin attacking Dubrov-
nik, which leads to the siege of the 
city

❚	 2 October: as part of its attack on 
Dubrovnik, the JNA burns the Her-
zegovinian village of Ravno and its 
predominantly Croat population is 
expelled

❚	 7 October: the JNA air force laun-
ches a rocket attack on Banski Dvo-
ri during a meeting of the Croatian 
President, Franjo Tuđman, the chair 
of the Yugoslav presidency, Stjepan 
Mesić, and the chair of the SIV, Ante 
Marković

❚	 8 October: after the expiry of the 
three-month moratorium, the Croa-
tian parliament severs all constituti-
onal ties with Yugoslavia

❚	 17 October: the JNA expels 4,500 in-
habitants of Ilok and environs; the 
number of displaced people will 
grow to half a million by the end of 
the year, with 26% of Croatian terri-
tory occupied by Serbian forces

Poster of the Zagreb Anarcho-Pacifist 
Organisation

“We distance ourselves from the attack on Dubrovnik”, Slobodna Bosna, 5 December 1992
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❚	 5 December: an initial group meets that will soon fo-
und two organisations vital for the development of 
the feminist peace movement in the 90s: the Cen-
tre for Women War Victims and the Zagreb Women’s 
Lobby. The latter publishes the statement “Rape as a 
weapon”

❚	 10 December, International Human Rights Day: a 
protest is organised against mass rape in the war in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina

❚	 10 December, International Human Rights Day: Amne-
sty International publishes “The Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights” in Slobodna Dalmacija with the or-
ganisational and logistical support of ARK’s human ri-
ghts project

❚	 13 December: the Women’s Lobby publishes the state-
ment “Hit list of women” in response to a text in Glo-
bus on 11 December

❚	 22 December: the Women’s Lobby, the Autonomo-
us Women’s House Zagreb, the Independent League 

of Women (Croatia), the Women’s Info Centre, women 
from the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia and the Cen-
tre for Women War Victims publish the “Letter of in-
tent” in connection with the mass rape of women in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, which is sent to the Croatian go-
vernment as well as domestic and international media

❚	 in December, the first pamphlet about the right to 
conscientious objection and alternative civilian servi-
ce in Croatia is published: Defence without violence – 
paths to civilian service

 1993
❚	 in January, ARK – the Centre for Peace, Non-violen-

ce and Human Rights in Zagreb publishes War and 
human rights in the region of the former Yugosla-
via – Documents of Amnesty International and Hel-
sinki Watch: from the multiparty democratic elec-
tions of 1990 to the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina (Rat 
i ljudska prava na području bivše Jugoslavije – Do-
kumenti Amnesty Internationala i Helsinki Watcha: 

❚	 21 October: members of the mili-
tia of the Republic of Serbian Kraji-
na and Serb paramilitary groups kill 
at least 56 civilians from Hrvatska 
Dubica and Cerovljani, and several 
days later they are buried by excava-
tor in a mass grave, the second lar-
gest in Croatia during the War of In-
dependence; another 20 civilians 
later went missing from the villages 
mentioned, and according to the in-
formation available were killed to-
gether with the other 56, but accor-
ding to eyewitness accounts their 
bodies were thrown into the River 
Una; later over 20 Croatian civilians 
from the village of Baćin disappea-
red, and it is assumed they are buri-
ed in the surrounding forests

❚	 2 November: the Croatian parlia-
ment approves Franjo Tuđman’s pre-
sidential decree concerning the me-
dia during a state of war or in the 
case of an immediate threat to the 
independence and territorial integri-
ty of Croatia. The decree is criticised 
by international organisations, who 
consider it to seriously infringe the 
freedom on the media. There is no 
information about the decree having 
been applied

❚	 17–19 November: Croatian forces in 
besieged Vukovar end their three 
weeks of resistance to superior JNA 
forces, units of rebel Serbs and para-
military groups from Serbia 

❚	 18 November: the JNA and local Serb 
paramilitary groups massacre 84 pe-
ople in Škabrnja and Nadin

❚	 20–21 November: Serbian forces ab-
duct 255 wounded, hospital staff 
and civilians from Vukovar hospital 
and kill them at Ovčara

❚	 4 December: the Croatian parlia-
ment adopts the Constitutional Law 
on Human Rights and Freedoms and 
the Rights of Ethnic and National 
Communities or Minorities in the Re-
public of Croatia as a precondition 
for international recognition

Booklet Defence without violence – paths to 
civilian service

The war and human rightsVesna Janković and Miroslav Ambruš Kiš 
working on the book The war and human rights
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od višestranačkih demokratskih izbora 1990. do ra-
ta u Bosni i Hercegovini); the book mentions war cri-
mes committed by the Croatian side during the war in 
Croatia in 1991; it is launched on 18 February in Zagreb 
and later presented on a tour of several Croatian cities 
by Vesna Janković, Ivan Zvonimir Čičak, Srđan Dvornik 
and Zoran Pusić, with the organisational assistance of 
Milan Medić

❚	 18 January: a letter was sent with the heading “The 
need for independence” and accompanied by a draft 
of the Articles of incorporation of the Centre for Pe-
ace, Non-violence and Human Rights in Zagreb; 
another draft is dated 3 June; the Centre was never 
formally founded and officially registered

❚	 29 January: a meeting is held to discuss the identi-
ty of the group in Zagreb, and it is concluded that “the 
Centre will be founded and registered as the Centre 
for Peace, Non-violence and Human Rights in Zagreb 
as the local branch of the Antiwar Campaign of Croa-
tia”, and there will be a Zagreb Peace Group for “politi-
cal” activity via appeals to the public

❚	 7–9 February: Marshall Rosenberg holds a three-day 
workshop on non-violent communication skills, in 
which about thirty teachers, psychologists and soci-
al workers take part. In August, part of those involved 
take a five-day training course in Pécs, Hungary, toge-
ther with a group from Belgrade. This is the first mee-
ting of a sizeable number of people from Croatia and 
Serbia involved in education for non-violence

❚	 14 February: the first numbered AWCC info bulletin 
comes out; it publishes information collected at the 
YUGO.ANTIWAR electronic conference

❚	 in March, Milena Beader organises a first meeting of 
the Amnesty International Initiative Zagreb

❚	 13–14 March: the Peace movement of Rijeka organises 
a “Women’s solidarity meeting”

❚	 20 March: at the General Meeting of the Committee 
of the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia the name is chan-
ged to the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia

❚	 7 December: members of a speci-
al unit commanded by Tomislav Mer-
čep kill three members of the Zec fa-
mily in Zagreb. Although the killers 
admit to the crime, they are acquit-
ted due to a procedural irregularity

❚	 11 December: 18 civilians are killed in 
Paulin Dvor to avenge the death of a 
Croatian soldier

 1992
❚	 2 January: an unconditional ceasefi-

re agreement between the JNA and 
Croatia is signed in Sarajevo

❚	 15 January: all EU countries inter-
nationally recognise Croatia and 
Slovenia

❚	 21 February: Resolution 743 of the 
UN Security Council establishes the 
United Nations Protection Force 
(UNPROFOR) and the United Nations 
Protected Areas (UNPA) in Croatia

❚	 29 February: an independence re-
ferendum is held in Bosnia-Herze-
govina; 63.7% of voters turn out, of 
whom 99% are in favour of indepen-
dence; members of the ethnic Serb 
population boycott the referendum

❚	 1–2 March: the situation in Bosnia-
-Herzegovina rapidly deteriorates 
because of an attack on a Serb wed-
ding party in Sarajevo, which the 
Serb Democratic Party uses as a pre-
text for an international conflict in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina

The letter “The need for independence”, 18 
January 1993

Marshall Rosenberg at the workshop on non-
violent communication skills

“Laying charges for crimes in Ravno”, 5 
November 1991
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❚	 in the spring, Mirjana Radaković, Veronika Rešković 
and Vanja Nikolić initiate the Group for the Direct Pro-
tection of Human Rights

❚	 1 April: the first issue of the second series of ARKzin, 
the “Fanzine of the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia”, is 
published. ARKzin’s concept and self-definition chan-
ge over time: “Magazine of the Antiwar Campaign of 
Croatia” (no. 10, February 1994), “Megazine of the An-
tiwar Campaign of Croatia” (no. 12, April 1994), “Me-
gazine for the politics and culture of civil society” (no. 
28, 9 December 1994), “Metazine for the politics and 
culture of civil society” (no. 66, 7 June 1996) and “Me-
mezine for the politics and culture of civil society” (no. 
73, 13 September 1996). The publishers are defined as: 
The Antiwar Campaign of Croatia, 38 Tkalčićeva Stre-
et, Zagreb (nos 1–13), the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia, 
23/I Republike Austrije Street, Zagreb (nos 14–24) and 
ARKzin d.o.o., 23/I Republike Austrije Street (nos 25–
93). Initially it comes out as a monthly, and from issue 
13 onwards as a fortnightly. There are several double 
issues: 19/20 (5 August 1994), 70/71 (2 August 1996) 
and 80/81 (20 December 1996). Together with the be-

ginning of the second series, a summarised internati-
onal edition begins to appear in English. The last such 
edition is issue no. 9 (January 1994). From 1993–97, a 
number of ARKzin special issues come out dedicated 
to human rights, LGBT rights, media freedom, critical 
theory, cyber theory, comics and SF

❚	 18 May: the Ministry of Justice and Administration 
approves registration of the new name “Antiwar Cam-
paign of Croatia”, with the new official address: 38 
Tkalčićeva Street in Zagreb

❚	 26 May: an ad hoc coalition of women’s groups pu-
blish an advertisement in the daily newspapers titled 
“Croatian women, let us protect our vested rights!” 
calling on people to sign a petition to the Croatian go-
vernment and the Croatian parliament for safe and le-
gal abortion on 27 May in several cities (Zagreb, Split, 
Poreč and Pula); this is in reaction to new draft legi-
slation, the “Artificial pregnancy termination law”; the 
ad was signed by 22 women’s organisation from Cro-
atia, including the women of the Antiwar Campaign

❚	 1–3 April: Serb paramilitary for-
ces enter Bijeljina and massacre 43 
civilians

❚	 5 April: peace demonstrations in Sa-
rajevo, which is practically now su-
rrounded by Serb forces; the siege 
of Sarajevo will last until November 
1995

❚	 in April, extremists from the ranks of 
the Bosnian Serbs, assisted by speci-
al units from Serbia (Arkan’s Tigers) 
begin the persecution of Bosniaks 
in eastern Bosnia and later in other 
parts of Bosnia-Herzegovina. The 
“ethnic cleansing” begins with lar-
ge-scale massacres, torture and ra-

pe and results in the expulsion of the 
Bosniak population. 1,760 people are 
killed and around 14,000 expelled in 
Višegrad, 2,805 people are killed or 
disappear in Foča, and around 5,000 
in Prijedor and the surrounding area

❚	 in April, the mass rape of women in 
Višegrad, Zvornik, Foča, Prijedor and 
environs causes a range of reactions. 
Nationalistically oriented Croatian 
media demonise the Serbs and pre-
sent their raping as an attempt to 
destroy ethnic purity. Non-nationa-
list feminists from Croatia point out 
that mass rape is used as a weapon 
in most wars

❚	 in May, the Bosnian Serb army be-
gins operating concentration camps 
in Omarska, Keraterm, Trnopolje 
and Manjača; the camps are used 
to torture Bosniak and Croat priso-
ners through killings, rape, torture 
and starvation; the discovery of the 
camps’ existence shocks the inter-
national community, and mounting 
pressure forces them to close by the 
end of ’92.

❚	 30 May: the UN Security Council 
passes Resolution 757, which im-
poses economic, cultural and spor-
ting sanctions against the Fede-
ral Republic of Yugoslavia because 
of its responsibility for the war in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina

AWCC info no. 93/1 Letter to register the “Women’s solidarity 
meeting”, 2 March 1993

“Suspects in the murder of the Zec family 
arrested”, Vjesnik, 17 December 1991
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❚	 13 July: the Centre for Peace, Non-violence and Hu-
man Rights in Osijek organises the roundtable discus-
sion “The role of NGOs in working to protect human 
rights and freedoms” in Osijek; the participants send 
an open letter to the Croatian government and the 
Croatian parliament because human rights violations

❚	 16 July: MiZaMir succeeds in securing 147 residen-
ce permits in one day – a record for any group in the 
Netherlands

❚	 in the course of 1993, but also later, the Group for the 
Direct Protection of Human Rights attempts multiple 
times to hinder evictions by sitting in front of and insi-
de the flats whose tenants are to be evicted; the gro-
up also deals with other instances of human rights 
violations

❚	 15 October: the pilot issue of ARKinfo comes out. Si-
milar reports and news bulletins predated it, with the 
first such edition published on 28 July 1992. The first 
info after that was “Overview of the activities of the 
Antiwar Campaign of Croatia network for March-

❚	 2 August: simultaneous parliamen-
tary and presidential elections are 
held in Croatia; convincing victories 
for the HDZ and Franjo Tuđman

❚	 6 October: Serb forces take Bosanski 
Brod and end Operation Corridor

❚	 19 October: after a Croatian offen-
sive, the JNA reaches an agreement 
with the Croatian Army and wit-
hdraws from Konavle, thus ending 
the siege of Dubrovnik; the question 
of the Prevlaka Peninsula is resolved 
subsequently

❚	 20 October: beginning of the Croati-
an-Bosniak War

❚	 30 October: Serbian forces in Bo-
snia-Herzegovina occupy Jajce, exa-
cerbating the refugee crisis in Cro-
atia; over 700,000 refugees and 
displaced people are in the country

❚	 11 December: the weekly Globus pu-
blishes the article “Croatian femini-
sts rape Croatia”, which marks the 
beginning of a persecution of fe-
minists and female intellectuals in 
parts of public life; Dubravka Ugre-
šić, Jelena Lovrić, Rada Iveković, Sla-
venka Drakulić and Vesna Kesić, who 
oppose the demonisation of Serbs 
as the sole perpetrators of rape and 
other war crimes, are among those 
affected

 1993
❚	 22–24 January: the Croatian Army 

and Ministry of the Interior launch 
Operation Maslenica in the Zadar 
hinterland

❚	 31 March: establishment of the Cro-
atian Helsinki Committee, an NGO 
that gathers evidence and offers as-
sistance when people are discrimi-
nated against and their human ri-
ghts violated by state mechanisms; 
those affected are mostly ethnic 
Serbs

ARKzin no. 1, 1993 ARKinfo pilot issue, 1993UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR) and UN Protected 
Areas (UNPA) established, 21 February 1992

❚	 14–26 June: a representative of ARK and representati-
ves of women’s groups linked to ARK take part in the 
UN Human Rights Conference in Vienna

❚	 from the end of June, the Amnesty International Initi-
ative Zagreb begins to organise weekly meetings and 
public events in Zagreb

❚	 1 July: after several months of preparations, the Vo-
lunteer Centre Pakrac begins operation as an interna-
tional project of community renewal in Western Sla-
vonia. The project crosses to “the other side” in the 
spring of 1994, and 400–500 volunteers (according 
to different sources) take part in the project from July 
1993 to February 1997

❚	 at ARKzin’s public meeting “The Destruction of Bo-
snia” the same day, the HDZ politician Drago Krpina 
threatened Zoran Oštrić that he “ought to be mobili-
sed, sent to the front, and shot in the back of the head 
as soon as he turned his back”

❚	 4 July: a first group of 14 volunteers from 7 countries 
arrives in Pakrac
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-November 1995”, and also for the period November 
1995–July 1996, which can be treated as no. 1; the first 
numbered ARKinfo (no. 2) comes out in August/Sep-
tember 1996 as the “fanzine of the Antiwar Campa-
ign of Croatia”. The last ARKinfo (no. 10) appears in the 
summer of 1999

❚	 28 October–2 November: the Centre for Peace, 
Non-violence and Human Rights in Zagreb organi-
ses a first official visit of students and lecturers from 
the European University Centre for Peace Studies in 
Stadtschlainingen (Austria)

❚	 2 November: the “Draft programme of work of the 
OARK Poreč” is signed

❚	 6–7 November: the General Meeting of the Antiwar 
Campaign is held in the House of the Red Cross

❚	 8 December: the staff of ARK’s Centre for Peace, Non-
-violence and Human Rights in Zagreb announces the 
establishment of the Centre for the Direct Protection 
of Human Rights 

❚	 10 December, International Human Rights Day: ARK 
organises a day of events. 1. The Initiative for a centre 
for the direct protection of human rights organised a 
public discussion on the topic “Croatia and human ri-
ghts” in cooperation with KIC and the Civil Commit-
tee for Human Rights; a public signing of a petition 
for more effective protection of human rights was al-
so held on Flower Square; 2. The Initiative for foun-
ding the Magna Carta Centre for the Advancement of 
Human Rights launched the book War crimes in Bos-
nia-Herzegovina – reports of Amnesty International 
and Helsinki Watch from the beginning of the war un-
til September 1993 in the European House Zagreb; af-
ter the launch Ademir Kenović’s film Sarajevo: Ground 
Zero was shown; 3. ARKzin launched its new issue at 
the club Gjuro II

 1994
❚	 A Small Step presents the book Let’s be Friends. Man-

ual for non-violence and cooperation, which arose out 
of the collaboration of Maja Uzelac, Karmen Ratković, 

❚	 16 April: units of the HVO kill 117 
Bosniaks in the Bosnian village of 
Ahmići, which along with the con-
flict in Mostar is one of the focal po-
ints of the Croatian-Bosniak War in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina; the ethnic Cro-
atian population moves or is expel-
led from Travnik, Bugojno, Vareš, Ko-
njic and Jablanica

❚	 7 May: the UN Security Council de-
clares Sarajevo, Tuzla, Žepa, Srebre-
nica, Goražde and Bihać safe areas

❚	 25 May: the UN Security Council pas-
ses Resolution 827 to establish ICTY

❚	 in June, Feral Tribune becomes an in-
dependent weekly that reports on 
Croatian war crimes and the corrup-
tion of the new ruling class, encou-
rages interethnic tolerance and cri-
tiques the profascist tendencies in 
the post-Yugoslav region

❚	 9–17 September: members of the 
HV and special forces of the Minist-
ry of the Interior carry out Operati-
on Pocket near Gospić, in the area 
called the Medak Pocket; during 

the Operation they excessively shell 
the area, causing considerable hu-
man and material losses, and from 
15 September, in the course of a ce-
asefire, they brutally abused, killed 
and mutilated 22 civilians and 2 sol-
diers, while 2 more civilians were ba-
dly injured and 6 POWs maltreated; 
homes and farm buildings in the sur-
rounding villages are destroyed

❚	 5 October: UN Security Council Re-
solution 871 confirms that the UNPA 
zones are a constituent part of Cro-
atia but does not lay down a mecha-
nism for their reintegration

The book War Crimes in Bosnia-Herzegovina The booklet Over the Walls of Nationalism and 
War

Draft programme of the ARK committee in Poreč, 
2 November 1993
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Ladislav Bognar and Aida Bagić in the scope of ARK’s 
project for peace education and non-violent conflict 
resolution

❚	 in February, the pamphlet Over the Walls of National-
ism and War is published, a product of cooperation in 
the ex-Yugoslav regional anarchist network, which the 
Zagreb Anarchist Movement is a member of

❚	 in February, a first Otvorene Oči team comes to Za-
greb as part of the Balkans Peace Team; soon another 
team is organised in Split

❚	 14 February: MiZaMir is reregistered as a foundation 
and changes its name to HOME for Peace and Non-
-violence; its activities continue to focus on reconci-
liation through a range of workshops on non-violent 
communication and mediation

❚	 1 April: the founding meeting of the association 
B.a.B.e. (Be active, be emancipated), the first organi-
sation to deal with women’s human rights

❚	 in the spring, a first large gathering of representatives 
of women’s groups from all countries of the region, 
including Bosnia-Herzegovina, is held in Geneva at the 
initiative of B.a.B.e. and the Centre for Women War 
Victims, supported by the World Council of Churches

❚	 8 April: the General Meeting of ARK is held; new arti-
cles of incorporation provide for the founding of bran-
ches; support is given for the founding of branches in 
Osijek (the Centre for Peace, Non-violence and Hu-
man Rights in Osijek), Karlovac (Antiwar Campaign 
Karlovac), Poreč (Ulika – Centre for Peace, Non-vio-
lence and Human Rights) and Pakrac (Volunteer Pro-
ject Pakrac)

❚	 27–29 June: a meeting of organisations for the pro-
tection and advancement of human rights in Croatia 
is held in Split; it sets up the Coordination of Human 
Rights Protection Groups; participants in the mee-
ting are from the Dalmatian Solidarity Committee, the 
Dalmatian Committee for Human Rights, the Centre 
for Peace, Non-violence and Human Rights in Osijek, 
ARK’s Group for the Direct Protection of Human Ri-

 1994
❚	 22 January: Croatia and the Fede-

ral Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) sign 
the Agreement on Normalisation of 
Relations in Geneva, and offices are 
opened in Belgrade and Zagreb

❚	 18 March: the Washington Agree-
ment is signed, ending the Croati-
an-Bosniak War in Bosnia-Herzego-
vina and creating the Federation of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina

❚	 5 July: the Contact Group for Bosnia-
-Herzegovina proposes a territorial 
division in the scope of a confedera-
tion model in which the Muslim-
-Croat Federation would control 51% 
of the territory and Republika Srp-
ska 49%, which the representatives 
of the Serbs in Bosnia-Herzegovina 
reject

❚	 2–3 November: the Croatian Helsin-
ki Committee holds a conference on 
the evictions in Croatia 

 1995
❚	 1–2 May: units of the Croatian Army 

and Ministry of the Interior libera-
te the occupied area of Western Sla-
vonia in Operation Flash; in revenge, 
the Army of the RSK launches a roc-
ket attack on Zagreb on 2 May

❚	 11 July: Bosnian-Serb forces suppor-
ted by FRY overrun the UN safe area 
of Srebrenica, after which they com-
mit a genocide against the Bosniaks, 
killing 7,800 men

Announcement about the founding of the 
organisation B.a.B.e., ARKzin no. 12, 1994

“A small step for humankind”, statement by the Coordination, ARKzin no. 17, 1994
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ghts, the Magna Carta Centre for the Advancement of 
Human Rights, the Civic Committee for Human Rights 
from Zagreb and Karlovac, the Rijeka Peace Move-
ment Suncokret and the Central Bureau for Refugees, 
Human Rights and the Rights of National Minorities in 
the Serb Democratic Forum

❚	 16–23 September, the Amnesty International Initiative 
Zagreb organises Amnesty International Week at KIC, 
with speakers including Milena Beader, Sena Kuleno-
vić (Amnesty Initiative Zagreb), Nick Howen and Paul 
Miller (AI International Secretariat), Gerry O’Connell (AI 
International Executive Council), Noeline Blackwell, 
Mary Lawlor and Frank Jennings (AI Ireland) and Suza-
na Deva (AI Slovenia)

❚	 7 October: the first squat in Zagreb: Kuglana, behind 
the Main Bus Station

❚	 28 November: the founding meeting of A Small Step – 
Centre for Peace, Non-violence and Human Rights, an 
organisation that continues ARK’s activities in peace 
education and non-violent conflict resolution

❚	 22 July: the Croatian president, Fra-
njo Tuđman, and the chair of the 
presidency of Bosnia-Herzegovi-
na, Alija Izetbegović, sign the Split 
Declaration, which lays the ba-
sis for military cooperation betwe-
en Croatian forces and the Army of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina

❚	 4 August: the Croatian Army and Mi-
nistry of the Interior begin Operati-
on Storm, which liberates the UNPA 
sectors North and South and re-
turns them to Croatian control (over 
10,000 square kilometres); the Ope-
ration is carried out swiftly, and the 

lifting of the siege of Bihać by Bo-
snian Serbs is also part of the cam-
paign; after the end of the Operati-
on, members of the Croatian forces 
kill several hundred civilians, mo-
stly old people, particularly in UNPA 
Sector South, and burn several tho-
usand residential buildings, as well 
as farms and workshops, overwhel-
mingly the private property of eth-
nic Serbs. Around 200,000 Serbs flee 
Croatia, and the column of refugees 
is exposed to outpourings of aggres-
sion and hatred during its trek to-
wards Republika Srpska and Serbia. 
Operation Storm and its aftermath 
lead the EU to interrupt the negoti-
ations on Croatia joining the PHARE 
programme

❚	 30 August: after yet another mor-
tar and artillery attack on Saraje-
vo, NATO and the UNPROFOR Rapid 
Reaction Force begin an operation 
against Bosnian Serb forces around 
Sarajevo

❚	 12–13 September: forces of the HV, 
HVO and the Army of Bosnia-Herze-
govina liberate a large part of we-
stern Bosnia; they are militarily su-
perior to the Bosnian-Serb forces 
and the international communi-
ty stops them withing reach of Ba-
nja Luka; the forces of the Federa-
tion of Bosnia-Herzegovina thus 
control 51% of the country’s territo-
ry; a ceasefire comes into effect on 
12 October

Minutes of the founding meeting of Unija 47, 25 
February 1995

The Kuglana squat, 1995

❚	 in December, the founding meeting of Amnesty Inter-
national Croatia

 1995
❚	 in January, it is announced that an independent edu-

cation centre, Women’s Studies, is starting up wi-
th support from the Women’s Info Centre, the Auto-
nomous Women’s House, the Centre for Women War 
Victims, the Zagreb Women’s Lobby and the group for 
women’s human rights B.a.B.e.

❚	 25 February: a general meeting of Unija 47 (conscien-
tious objectors)

❚	 8 March: a public event in front of the Croatian parlia-
ment marks International Women’s Day; women from 
the Antiwar Campaign, B.a.B.e., the Centre for Women 
War Victims, the Women’s Info Centre, the Autonomo-
us Women’s House Zagreb and the Zagreb Women’s 
Lobby take part
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❚	 17–20 March: a gathering of Zagreb and Belgrade fe-
minists is held in Medulin, Istria, so that female activi-
sts and feminists exchange experience and engage in 
women’s political dialogue

❚	 31 March–2 April: the General Meeting of ARK is held; 
after a long discussion it is decided to try and create a 
network of individuals, initiatives, projects and orga-
nisations; the network is joined by A Small Step, Con-
scientious Objection, ZaMir Zagreb, the Centre for the 
Direct Protection of Human Rights, the Centre for Pe-
ace, Non-violence and Human Rights in Osijek, the 
Centre for Peace and Non-Violence in Karlovac, the 
Centre for Women War Victims, the Magna Carta Cen-
tre for the Advancement of Human Rights, the Zagreb 
Women’s Lobby, the Volunteer Project Pakrac, the Ci-
vil Committee Poreč, Roza Roje as an individual, HO-
MO – Association for the protection of human rights 
and civil freedoms, Pula; Vesna Teršelič is appointed 
coordinator of the network for a term of six months

❚	 15 May: immediately after the army and police Opera-
tion Flash, the Coordination of Human Rights Protec-

tion Organisations opens the Office for Human Rights 
in Pakrac and monitors the situation on the ground

❚	 24–30 June: the international “Week of peace cultu-
re” is organised by the Centre for Peace, Non-violence 
and Human Rights in Osijek

❚	 in the autumn, the first issue of KROKI is published, 
the bulletin of the Group for the direct protection of 
human rights 

❚	 4–15 September: representatives of regional feminist 
groups take part in the UN’s Fourth World Conferen-
ce on Women in Beijing, with their participation orga-
nised by B.a.B.e. and the Centre for Women War Vic-
tims; the conference adopts the “Women’s Rights are 
Human Rights” agenda

❚	 23–27 October: a first MIRamiDA training course on 
building peace is held in Pakrac – a first in the post-
-Yugoslav countries; according to the preliminary do-
cument, “MIRamiDA is a programme of the Info & 
Training Centre NGO in Pakrac, which is being trans-

❚	 29 October: parliamentary electi-
ons are held in Croatia and the HDZ 
is victorious, whereas local elections 
in Zagreb are won by the opposition, 
which president Franjo Tuđman re-
fuses to acknowledge

❚	 31 October: a concert is held at the 
Kuglana club in Samobor with the 
bands Deafness by Noise, Dik’o’braz, 
Nula, Wasserdicht and Beermacht; 
the concert is dispersed by speci-
al police (“Alfas”), and several dozen 
mainly underage visitors are brutally 
beaten up

❚	 12 November: the Croatian autho-
rities and local Serbs sign the Erdut 
Agreement, which ensures the pe-
aceful reintegration of the occupi-
ed areas of Eastern Slavonia, Baranja 
and Western Sirmium into the con-
stitutional framework of Croatia

❚	 21 November: a peace agreement is 
reached in Dayton (USA), ending the 
war in Bosnia-Herzegovina; the pe-
ace agreement defines the constitu-
tional form of the future state, and 
the territory is divided 51:49%, with 
the Federation of Bosnia-Herzego-
vina receiving marginally more than 

Republika Srpska; the agreement is 
signed in Paris on 14 December, and 
the UN sanctions against FRY are 
 revoked on 23 November

KROKI no. 1, 1995 Veronika Rešković, Vesna Teršelič and Vanja Nikolić, International Human Rights Day 1995
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formed into the Centre for Peace Studies”. The Info 
Centre Pakrac moves to Zagreb in early 1997

❚	 27 October: an ad hoc coalition of women’s (and rela-
ted) non-governmental and non-party groups for mo-
nitoring the elections in 1995 publishes an advertise-
ment in the dailies titled “Women’s electoral platform”, 
signed by the Autonomous Women’s House Zagreb, 
Arijadna Rijeka, women of the Antiwar Campaign, the 
group for women’s human rights B.a.B.e., the Cen-
tre for Women War Victims and the Shelter Rosa, the 
Centre for Peace, Non-violence and Human Rights in 
Osijek, the Centre for Women’s Human Rights of the 
Dalmatian Solidarity Committee, the Open Door Wor-
kshop in Split, the Women’s Peace Workshop in Rije-
ka, the Lošinj Women’s Group, the Split Women’s Gro-
up and the Women’s Info Centre in Zagreb

❚	 9–11 November: a first workshop on education for hu-
man rights is held for teachers and other human ri-
ghts groups; it is organised by the Magna Carta Cen-
tre for the Advancement of Human Rights with the 
help of Amnesty International Croatia in cooperati-

on with the Croatian Helsinki Committee, the Centre 
for Peace, Non-violence and Human Rights in Osijek, 
the International Secretariat of Amnesty International 
(Nick Wilson Young) and Amnesty International USA 
(Nancy Flowers)

❚	 10–12 November: the General Meeting of ARK is held 
in Osijek and the charter supplemented

❚	 10 December, International Human Rights Day: the 
Magna Carta Centre for the Advancement of Human 
Rights opens the Human Rights Library for the public

1996
❚	 9 March: the Coordination of Peace Organisations for 

Eastern Slavonia, Baranja and Western Sirmium is fo-
unded in Mohács, Hungary. It consists of 14 organisa-
tions: the Centre for Peace, Non-violence and Human 
Rights in Osijek, the Association for Peace and Toleran-
ce in Bačka Palanka, the Sombor Peace Group, Group 
484 in Belgrade, the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia, A 

 1996
❚	 in February, the Kosovo Liberation 

Army (KLA) undertakes first armed 
operations against the police and fe-
deral bodies in Kosovo, ending the 
Kosovars’ phase of peaceful resis-
tance to the regime of Slobodan Mi-
lošević and his segregationist poli-
cies based on terrorising the local 
population

❚	 21 May: the demilitarisation of Ea-
stern Slavonia begins as part of the 
Erdut Agreement

❚	 14 June: the trial of Feral Tribune jo-
urnalists Marinko Čulić and Viktor 
Ivančić begins in connection with 
their criticism of President Tuđman’s 
intention to move the bones of Usta-
shi and Home Guards executed at 
the end of WWII to the common gra-
ve of victims of the Jasenovac Con-
centration Camp

❚	 1 July: transitional police forces are 
established in Eastern Slavonia, Ba-
ranja and Western Sirmium

❚	 23 August: the foreign ministers of 
Croatia and the FRY, Mate Granić 
and Milan Milutinović, meet in Bel-
grade and sign the Agreement on 
Normalisation of Relations

❚	 14 September: the first post-war 
elections held in Bosnia-Herzegovi-
na are marked by the overwhelming 
victory of the respective nationalist 
parties

❚	 16 October: after multiple postpone-
ments, Croatia becomes a member 
of the Council of Europe after accep-
ting 21 conditions

“Arkzin cleans up Croatia” postersTuđman carves up Bosnia-Herzegovina, serviette
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Small Step – Centre for the Culture of Peace and Non-
-violence, MIRamiDA, Association for Human Rights, 
Peace and Non-violence in Daruvar, the Dalmatian So-
lidarity Committee, Civic Committee for Human Rights 
in Poreč, HOMO Pula, the Volunteer Project Pakrac and 
the Committee for Human Rights in Pakrac

❚	 2 May: a discussion is held with Alfredo Zamudio from 
the Human Rights House in Norway about the ope-
ning of the House of Human Rights in Croatia

❚	 15 May: the ARK office moves from Tkalčićeva Street 
to 55/A Gajeva Street after a transitional period in 6/III 
Đorđićeva Street

❚	 1–7 July: a week of events is held to mark the 5th an-
niversary of ARK, within which Ognjen Tus holds the 
workshop “I network, therefore I am” on 6 July – 
about the right to timely and direct information and 
the contribution of electronic communication

❚	 3 July: the public meeting “The Destruction of Bosnia, 
part two” is held

❚	 4 July: articles of incorporation are adopted that name 
a list of members who do not have to go through the 
procedure of joining (the Youth Action Group in Osijek, 
B.a.B.e. in Zagreb, the Centre for Peace, Non-violence 
and Human Rights in Osijek, the Centre for Peace and 
Non-Violence in Karlovac, the Centre for Peace Stu-
dies in Pakrac, the Centre for Women War Victims in 
Zagreb, the Dalmatian Solidarity Committee in Split, 
the Civil Committee in Poreč, the Group for the Direct 
Protection of Human Rights in Zagreb, HOMO in Pu-
la, the Humanitarian peacemaking movement Rije-
ka Suncokret, A Small Step – Centre for the Culture of 
Peace and Non-violence in Zagreb, Peace and Good 
in Županja, the Association for Human Rights, Peace 
and Non-violence in Daruvar, Unija 47 (conscientious 
objectors, Zagreb), the Volunteer Project Pakrac, the 
Electronic Network ZaMir in Zagreb and the Zagreb 
Anarchist Movement), and its bodies are: the General 
Meeting, the Committee of the Network, the Commit-
tee for Public Relations, the Coordinator of the Net-
work and the Office of the Network

❚	 in November, protests by students 
and civil society against the Milo-
šević regime begin throughout Ser-
bia and last until February of the fol-
lowing year

❚	 20 November: the Croatian Telecom-
munications Council revokes the li-
cence of Radio 101; protests begin 
on Flower Square and culminate 
on Ban Jelačić Square the next day; 
the demonstrations are partly di-
rected against the government and 
send messages against corruption 
and the authoritarian nature of the 

Tuđman regime; when Tuđman re-
turns from medical treatment in the 
USA, he vilifies the protest organi-
sers as “venal hirelings”; signing so-
on begins of a petition for imme-
diate amendments to the Law on 
Telecommunications and a new ten-
der for all licences, and on 7 Decem-
ber a petition for freedom of the me-
dia is also launched

 1997
❚	 15 June: the HDZ candidate Franjo 

Tuđman wins the first round of pre-
sidential elections

❚	 6 October: ten Croats from Bosnia-
-Herzegovina, headed by Darijo Kor-
dić, travel to The Hague to be tried 
for war crimes committed in Bosnia-
-Herzegovina; they only leave after 
repeated outcry from the internati-
onal community and pressure on the 
Republic of Croatia

Programme of events for the 5th anniversary 
of ARK

Invitation to Ognjen Tus’s workshop “I network, 
therefore I am”

“Bosnia is – no longer”, Slobodna Dalmacija, 5 
July 1996
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❚	 6–8 September: a meeting of women’s and peace 
groups is held in Poreč and they set up the Women’s 
Network of Croatia

❚	 25–28 October: the International Women’s Forum 
“Women and the Politics of Peace” is held in Zagreb, 
organised by the Centre for Women Studies

❚	 28 October: the first of a series of roundtable discus-
sions “Eastern and Western Slavonia – the challenges 
of normalisation” is held in Darda, near Osijek, orga-
nised by the Coordination of Peace Organisations for 
Eastern Slavonia, Baranja and Western Sirmium and 
ARK

1997
❚	 in February, the Coordination of Human Rights Pro-

tection Organisations in Croatia resumes its work at a 
meeting in Osijek after a year’s interruption. The most 
important joint activity of 1997 is the initiative GONG 
(Citizens organise to oversee elections), which gains 

approval to oversee the local elections in the UNTAES 
area on 13 April and the presidential elections

❚	 8 March, International Women’s Day: a number of fe-
minist activists from a range of women’s groups fo-
und the Centre for Education, Counselling and Re-
search, also termed the Centre for Education and 
Counselling of Women (CESI)

❚	 1 April: the International Peace Bureau nominates 
ARK’s coordinator, Vesna Teršelič, for the Nobel Peace 
Prize; Selim Bešlagić (the former mayor of Tuzla) and 
Vesna Pešić (Civil Alliance of Serbia) are nominated to-
gether with her

❚	 4–6 April: the General Meeting of ARK is held in Poreč; 
its role in the process of articulating peace politics in 
the post-war period is a central issue

❚	 in May, the Centre for Peace Studies is registered af-
ter having been founded at a meeting on the island of 
Rab in September 1996

❚	 11 November: the Zagreb-Belgrade 
railway line reopens for passenger 
and freight traffic

 1998
❚	 15 January: the UNTAES mandate en-

ds and Eastern Slavonia, Baranja and 
Western Sirmium are fully returned 
to Croatian control

❚	 6 March: the KLA commander Adem 
Jashari is killed in the Kosovo village 
of Prekaz in an operation of the Yu-

goslav Army and police, in and after 
which 56 members of his family we-
re killed, including 18 women and 10 
children; open war broke out betwe-
en the KLA and the Army of the FRY 
on the one hand, and the Serbian 
police on the other

❚	 18 June: the Ustashi war criminal 
Dinko Šakić is extradited to Croatia; 
a trial lasting several months ensues, 
after which he is sentenced to 20 ye-
ars’ jail

❚	 in September, the bank clerk An-
kica Lepej reveals that President 
Tuđman’s wife kept over 100,000 US 
dollars of undeclared family funds in 
a bank account

❚	 17 October: Lejla Šehović from Du-
brovnik is stripped of her title of 
Miss Croatia because she is of Bosni-
ak origin, but is returned to her after 
public pressure

ARKzin no. 1, 1997 Letter of intent to establish the Autonomous 
Culture Factory ATTACK, 18 September 1997

International Day Against Fascism and 
Antisemitism
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❚	 in August, the first issue of the third series of ARKzin, 
the “political pop. mega.zine”, appears; 7 issues are 
published in total. June 1999 sees the publication of 
Transfer, the “mega.zine in transition – special edition 
of the political pop.megazine ARKzin”

❚	 18 September: implementation of the idea of an Au-
tonomous Culture Factory ATTACK begins with a “let-
ter of intent” to various groups to ask for financial 
support

❚	 15 October: a pilot programme of the Centre for Pe-
ace Studies begins – a one-year peace education 
programme

❚	 9 November: the Group for the Direct Protection of 
Human Rights celebrates the International Day Again-
st Fascism and Antisemitism

❚	 6 December: the General Meeting of the Antiwar 
Campaign of Croatia adopts new articles of incorpo-
ration; ARK is a member of two international federati-

ons (War Resisters’ International and the International 
Fellowship of Reconciliation)

❚	 in December, the first issue of Bastard magazine is 
published

❚	 27 December: the founding meeting of the Volunteer 
Centre Zagreb

 1998
❚	 at the beginning of the year, the Group for the Direct 

Protection of Human Rights turns into an indepen-
dent civic organisation: the Centre for the direct pro-
tection of human rights

❚	 14 March: in Zagreb Autonomous Culture Factory AT-
TACK organises the first “Critical mass” demonstration

❚	 19–24 September: the Triennial Conference of the 
War Resisters’ International and the Antiwar Campa-

 1999
❚	 in February, a coalition of non-go-

vernmental organisations forms in 
the campaign Vote 99, whose aim is 
to inspire citizens to vote at the fort-
hcoming parliamentary elections

❚	 24 March: NATO begins its bombard-
ment of targets in the FRY in order 
to prevent Serbs’ ethnic cleansing of 
Kosovo after the failure of the Ram-
bouillet negotiations and Serbia’s re-
fusal to sign the proposed peace tre-
aty with the Kosovars, according to 
which international military forces 
would be deployed in Kosovo

❚	 9 May: the organiser of a protest 
rally for restoring the name of the 
Square of the Victims of Fascism, 
Zoran Pusić, is beaten up and the as-
sembled antifascists are sprayed wi-
th teargas. The police arrest one of 
the antifascist protesters instead of 
the assailant

❚	 9 June: the Kumanovo Agreement is 
signed, thus ending the NATO inter-
vention against the FRY in Kosovo; it 
is agreed that the army of the FRY be 
withdrawn from Kosovo and inter-
national forces be deployed (KFOR)

Bastard no. 1, 1998“Critical mass” demonstration

❚	 2 July: Croatia brings charges again-
st the FRY before the International 
Court of Justice in The Hague, accu-
sing it of committing genocide du-
ring the war in Croatia

❚	 10 December: president Franjo 
Tuđman dies in Zagreb after illness
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ign is held in Poreč under the slogan “Choosing peace 
together”

❚	 2–3 October: the General Meeting of the Antiwar 
Campaign is held and new articles of incorporation 
are adopted in accord with the new Law on Associati-
ons; ARK is defined as a league of non-profit and non-
-governmental associations; its bodies are the Gene-
ral Meeting, the Chair (Coordinator) and the Office of 
ARK

❚	 1 December: the Ministry of Administration approves 
the registration of the league of associations of the 
Antiwar Campaign of Croatia, official address 55/A 
Gajeva Street in Zagreb, in the Registry of Associati-
ons; authorised person: Natalie Šipak, president

❚	 9 December: Vesna Teršelič and Katarina Kruhonja are 
honoured with the Right Livelihood Award, the alter-
native Nobel prize for peace, in Stockholm

❚	 ARK’s office is used in the course of the year by Uni-
ja 47, CESI, ZaMir, the Volunteer Centre, the PostPes-

simists, Stride into Tomorrow, the Zagreb Anarchist 
Movement and No to Violence

1999
❚	 20–21 February: an initiative is launched on the eve 

of an ARK meeting in Split to organise roundtable di-
scussions on economic renewal of the war-affected 
areas

❚	 17 March: the founding meeting of the reconstituted 
group Unija 47

❚	 28 and 29 May: the General Meeting of ARK is held (14 
member associations of the network submit reports 
and Altruist is accepted into the network)

❚	 in May, a working group is set up to produce a draft 
proposal for the Law on Civilian Service

❚	 11 December: the General Meeting of ARK is held, and 
the question “What is ARK’s purpose?” posed; the ARK 

 2000
❚	 3 January: the coalitions of SDP-

-HSLS and four smaller parties de-
feat the HDZ in the parliamentary 
elections; Ivica Račan becomes pri-
me minister

❚	 7 February: Stjepan Mesić (HNS) is 
elected president

❚	 24 September: Slobodan Milošević 
loses power at presidential elections 
in Serbia; his non-recognition of the 
results leads to massive protests on 
5 October

 2001
28 June: Slobodan Milošević is extradi-

ted to ICTY

“Alternative Nobel peace prize for K. Kruhonja 
and V. Teršelič”, Novi list, 11 December 1998

The amended ARK Charter, 11 December 1999 Zoran Pusić
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Financial Reorganisation Committee is establish and 
after the General Meeting the new charter is adopted

 2000
❚	 11 May: a letter to the authorities mentions that the 

“transformation of the ARK office into a volunteer or-
ganisation is almost completed”

 2001
❚	 19 February: the initiative “My voice for a legal sta-

te” organises the public meeting “One hour for a legal 
state” in Zagreb in reply to the mass protests against 
the trial of the Croatians accused of war crimes (Mirko 
Norac and others)

 2003
❚	 15 February: antiwar rallies are held in various cities; 

the Zagreb organiser is the civic initiative “Enough of 
war!”

 2005
❚	 29 June: the names of 1,000 women nominated for 

the Nobel Peace Prize are published, among them six 
women from Croatia

 2006
❚	 12 April: the Centre for Peace Studies organises the 

roundtable discussion “The legacy of ARK 1991-2005: 
Preserving and presenting the tangible and intangi-
ble traces of the work of the largest peace network 
in Croatia” in the National and University Library in 
Zagreb

❚	 8 July: the last general meeting of the Antiwar Cam-
paign of Croatia

Death of Franjo Tuđman

Invitation to the General Meeting of the Antiwar Campaign of Croatia, 3 
July 2006
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“Prevent war!” appeal, 4 July 1991
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Charter of the Antiwar Campaign, ARKzin pilot issue
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Minutes of a committee meeting of the Antiwar Campaign, 12 July 1991
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Open letter to Vladimir Šeks, 30 September 1991, ARKzin no. 1
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Letter of support to the Centre for Antiwar Action in Belgrade, 8 October 1991
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Draft articles of incorporation of the Committee of the Antiwar Campaign in Zagreb
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Appeal to the Croatian public and the authorities of the Republic of Croatia, Vjesnik, 18 February 1992
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Public letter to the Centre for Peace of the Civic Forum in Sarajevo and to the media, 2 February 1992
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Declaration on stopping the war in south-eastern Europe adopted at a meeting of peace groups in Vienna, 30 May – 1 
June 19921. lipnja 1992.
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Letter to the Commission for Civilian Service, 16 June 1992
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Invitation to “Peace within conflict” meditation exercises for everyday life
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Statement following moves by the Agency for Restructuring and Development towards privatisation of Slobodna 
Dalmacija, 12 October 1992
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Call to peaceful demonstrations on International Human Rights Day on 10 December (1992)
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“The latest (last?) crisis of ARK: ARK as a group and an organisation”, internal text [full version], January 1994
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“Memorandum on attempts to resolve the organisational chaos in ARK-Zagreb”, internal text, 7 January 1994
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Letter about the draft agreement between ARK’s Section for conscientious objection and the Magna Carta Centre for the 
Advancement of Human Rights, 25 March 1994
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Report on the ARKH general meeting in Novi list, 3 April 1995
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Statement on the Croatian police and military operation in Western Slavonia, attached to the letter of 18 May 1995
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Statement on Operation Storm, Novi list, 21 August 1995
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Statement about displaced people in the UNCRO military camp in Knin, Novi list, 6 September 1995
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Invitation to the panel discussion “The influence of financiers on the work of NGOs”, 24 June 1996
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Statement on the escalation of the conflict in Kosovo, 18 March 1998
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Petition with the demands of NGOs for the implementation of the right to conscientious objection, sent 15 May 1999
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Report of ARK’s Financial Reorganisation Committee, 11 May 2000
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Press release on the first international campaign against weapons of mass destruction, 9 June 2003
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The last accessible letter of ARK, 12 March 2006
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What made me sit for days and nights, neglecting my other obligations, to 
work on adjusting applications to Swedish norms, going through reports and 
checking the numbers? Now afterwards, when I reflect on our work together, 
I discover and understand that in the joint programs our friendship and fel-
lowship has been the important driving force. Working with the Centre has 
been a rich and wonderful experience for which I’m extremely grateful.
— Margareta Ingelstam

Staying changed my life a lot; at some point my life is divided into before, du-
ring and after the wars.
— Wam Kat

D uring the collective remembering of the very early period of 
the Antiwar Campaign, many activists emphasised the role 
played by international networking and the presence of fore-
ign volunteers in the development of ARK’s activities, but also 
in the articulation of value judgements and political starting 

points. Whereas domestic literature mostly reflects the negative influence of 
large international agencies and foundations on the development of the co-
-called civic scene, the positive experiences of cooperation, support and in-
ternational solidarity at the grassroots level have gone virtually unrecorded. 
Suncokret, the Volunteer Project Pakrac, the Balkans Peace Team and Nexus 
are just a few of the organisations in whose work numerous volunteers from 
all over the world took part. Many of them formed deep friendships and an 
enduring bond with the local antiwar, women’s and human rights groups 
until today. Some lived in the region for years, some visited periodically, and 
some have stayed on to live here. Although some had worked together with 
peace and women’s organisations in the former Yugoslavia before the war, 
for most it was the first time. Both experienced peace activists and those for 
whom it was the first major social immersion learned and grew together wi-
th us. The experience acquired by the antiwar movement in the former Yu-
goslavia has today been incorporated into the strategies and instruments of 
the global peace movement, and it has also served as an inspiration for bo-
oks and PhDs.

We wanted to record their contribution to the antiwar initiatives in this 
region and therefore wrote to our friends abroad and asked them to no-
te down their memories, personal stories and critical reflections and thus to 
become part of this sketch of a period.

We sent the questionnaire01 to about thirty people who were part of our 
work over a long period. We received twenty-four completed questionnaires.

WHO ARE THEY, WHAT DID THEY DO BEFORE AND WHY DID THEY 
COME?

Links between Slovenian and Croatian civic initiatives developed in the co-
urse of the 80s. After the war broke out, the links with the Slovenian peace 
movement proved to be exceptionally vital because the Slovenian peace ac-
tivists had built a broad network of international contacts with established 
antiwar/peace organisations such as War Resisters’ International,02 Bund für 
soziale Verteidigung,03 Gruppe für eine Schweiz ohne Armee,04 etc. As the te-
stimonies of Marko Hren, Christine Schweitzer, Dorie Wilsnack and Howard 
Clark show, WRI was one of the organisations crucial for ARK’s international 
networking.

01 This was a slightly al-
tered version of the question-
naire Aida Bagić prepared and 
used for the text “Sabiranje sje-
ćanja: CŽŽR kao mjesto susre-
ta i razilaženja”, Žene obnavlja-
ju sjećanja. Centar za žene žrtve 
rata deset godina poslije, Za-
greb, 2003.

02 War Resisters’ Inter-
national (WRI) – an internati-
onal network of conscientious 
objectors.

03 Bund für soziale Ver-
teidigung (BSV) – Social Defen-
ce League.

04 Gruppe für eine 
Schweiz ohne Armee (GSoA) – 
Group for Switzerland without 
an Army.
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Marko Hren:
The Ljubljana Peace group was established in early 
80s. We established a Centre for culture of peace and 
non-violence in 1988 and this was a core infrastruc-
ture for the international activity of peace movement 
in Yugoslavia. We published a newsletter in English 
from 1983 till 1993. We encouraged the international 
community to get involved prior to and after the out-
break of the Yugoslav armed crisis. We initiated a ma-
jor effort to help peace and non-violence activities 
emerge in the regions of the former Yugoslavia. In the 
early stage, we served as a coordination point for the 
peace groups in the Balkans. As you know, we plan-
ned to move the editorial office of Intruder to Zagreb 
in 1992, but by that time the peace initiatives in Cro-
atia and elsewhere were strong enough to run their 
activities independently and autonomously. I was on 
the last train from Ljubljana to Belgrade in July 1991 
with the German activist Christine Schweizer when 
the armed conflicts in the area of Mirkovci and Vin-
kovci prevented further transit through Croatia. We 
got trapped in the conflict.

Christine Schweitzer:
I’ve been active in the peace movement in (West) 
Germany since the end of the 1970s. That movement 
focussed on the planned deployment of new nucle-

ar missiles by the USA, which increased the danger of a Third World War. Star-
ting from that concern, I became interested in non-violent alternatives to war 
and violence, civilian-based defence and non-violent resistance. I believe the 
immediate impetus to get involved in the region of what was Yugoslavia until 
1991 was the Iraq war, which had just happened before, and against which we 
protested for many months. I remember thinking I didn’t want to just watch 
another war on television, feeling helpless, but wanted to see if there was so-
mething I could do. I learned about the peace groups through the internatio-
nal network of War Resisters’ International.

Dorie Wilsnack:
I was already very involved in peace work, in particular international peace 
work through WRI. When the war began, I perceived that peace activists out-
side the region could provide some good support, that would encourage local 
activists and help them feel more connected and supported rather than isola-
ted. That was my initial motivation.
 Before I visited the region, one way that I was able to follow the antiwar/
peace groups was through the new communication tool called “email” and 
various email mailing lists. I also learned a lot from ex-Yugo people who were 
living in New York City. We organised a project in New York called the Balkan 
Dialogue Group, which brought together Croatians, Serbs, Bosnians and Ko-
sovars who were residing in NYC and wanted to build bridges with each other 
and talk about the war. I was one of the non-Yugo facilitators. I was active-
ly involved in creating the Balkan Peace Team project. I helped with some tra-
ining sessions for BPT volunteers, and in 1995–96 I spent three months with 
the BPT team in Belgrade, also spending time in Kosova.
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 I attended peace-related conferences, such 
as those organised by Women in Black.

Howard Clark:
I became coordinator of War Resisters’ Interna-
tional in 1985 and so had been working with the 
Peace Movement Working Group of Slovenia sin-
ce then. I visited from 1988 onwards. I networ-
ked, reported, drank coffee, gave some talks, 
did some workshops, was involved in everything 
connected with War Resisters’ International and 
the Committee for Conflict Transformation Su-
pport (CCTS), and was involved with the Bal-
kan Peace Team Otvorene Oči from beginning to 
end. I also gave quite a lot of visitors advice befo-
re coming.
 In 1998 I was on the organising committee 
for the Poreč WRI/ARK conference “Choosing pe-
ace together”.

After a first six months of intense activity, du-
ring which a large part of the energy of ARK’s 
activists in the Zagreb office went into com-
munication with the many adventure-seeking 
peaceniks, as well as foreign journalists, for 
whom we were an alternative source of information but also translators 
and guides in the war zone, we encountered another problem: the Peace 
Caravans. These were organised by foreign organisations like the Helsinki 
Citizens’ Assembly, without much consultation with us. Although they we-
re driven by goodwill, the benefit of such caravans for the long-term work 
of the antiwar initiatives was rather scant. Grassroots peace mobilisation 
in Western Europe is impressive, and in order to make our cooperation as 
productive as possible ARK and the Coordination of Peace Initiatives from 
Ljubljana wrote a “Letter of intent to social movements throughout the 
world” in early 1992. Among other things, the letter suggested that pro-
jects be carefully prepared in cooperation with local groups, that activi-
sts inform themselves and prepare in detail before coming, and that assi-
stance was required for the development of infrastructure (ARKzin, no. 4, 
12 February 1992, p. 27). One of the first activists to receive the letter was 
Wam Kat, an experienced Dutch activist, who ended up staying in the regi-
on for a number of years instead of just a few months.

Wam Kat:
I was active as international coordinator of European Youth for Action (EYFA), 
a long-time activist in the peace, environment and human right movement. 
Vesna Teršelič invited me to come to Zagreb to help ARK in 1992.

Marcin Poletyło:
I was active in the peace and conscientious objector movement in Poland, so 
it was quite natural for me to move on, when “things” started in the Balkans. I 
was travelling around then, so I first went to Slovenia (winter ’93) where I first 
found Marko Hren, and then a Slovenian organisation sent me to Suncokret in 
Zagreb. Initially I wanted to get involved with helping deserters, but it proved 
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too difficult and I guess I was too young and inexperienced to do that kind of 
work. Then, in the autumn of that year, I was in a peace action with a group of 
activists mainly from the Netherlands, we had a meeting than with Wam, who 
proposed I come to Pakrac. So I did.

Stefan:
Prior to my work in Pakrac I was loosely involved in peace activism, mostly 
in fighting for the right of people that objected to military service in Poland. 
Marcin, Bocian and I were close hippy friends and it was Marcin who was dee-
ply into activism. He ran peace activities in Warsaw, attended demonstrations 
and seminars, and finally had contact with peace activists and organisations/
NGOs from all over Europe. He was the one who became a volunteer in refu-
gee camps in Istria after the war broke out in Bosnia. When he returned, we 
all decided we’d like to go back to Croatia with him and serve for a while as 
volunteers in refugee camps. At that time we were in touch with a Dutch or-
ganisation that was organising a convoy to the Marija Bistrica refugee camp. 
Well, it was a big hotel where the refugees from Vukovar were accommoda-
ted by the Croatian authorities. We joined the convoy, and that’s how we got 
to know Wam Kat.

Bocian:
I was involved in peace groups in Poland before I came. I was working toge-
ther with Ruch Wolność i Pokój (the Freedom and Peace Movement), Fede-
racja Anarchistyczna (the Anarchist Federation) and many other groups from 
Poland and other countries. Friends and I also set up “Ruch Pacyfistyczno-
-Anarchistyczny” (the Pacifist and Anarchistic Movement) in our home town. 
We organised and participated in a lot of events against the army and war. 
 But that wasn’t enough for me, so I decided to go to where I could do 
more than just “talking”. Two of my Polish friends and I met up with a Dutch 
peace group and I headed for Zagreb. We thought we’d stay for three months, 
but after a few weeks I realized this was work I wanted to do. So I stayed in 
the region for a bit longer. Six and a half years.

SR:
I was in the UK managing an experimental ecological community that explo-
red non-violence, meditation, mediation and the creation of structures that 
empower, serve us and nurture well-being; I was also invovled in inter-com-
munity/ethnic peace activities in India and Sri Lanka.
 When news of the war started arriving in the UK media I was deeply af-
fected by it and I decided to follow whatever motivation/response would co-
me up. I didn’t know what that would be. Nine months later, I found myself 
invited via a friend, Adam Curle, to come and work with ARK in Zagreb. I wan-
ted to support and learn from and with people saying No to the war and fear, 
and Yes to human preciousness and the determination to go beyond killing, 
exclusion and suppression.
 It came also at a time where I’d benefitted hugely myself from other pe-
ople teaching me how to discover internal power, shared power in working in 
groups, mediation, the possibility that we can be free and empowered, that 
we can do that together, and the possibility that conflicts can bring creative 
growth, power, and freedom from fear. Also that the spiritual/physical/men-
tal/political/personal/group/society etc. levels of how we can be fearful or 
free are all connected and that we can address them.

I consider that 
international 
players didn’t invest 
sufficient energy 
in analysing the 
local situation. 
In far too many 
cases they acted 
according to their 
own perception 
rather than a 
realistic analysis 
on the ground. But, 
having said that, I 
must underline that 
local intellectuals 
on the side of 
civil society in the 
former Yugoslavia 
bear most of the 
responsibility 
for us (the local, 
Yugoslav experts) 
not being in a 
position to present 
a consensual view 
on the situation 
in Yugoslavia. 
As a result, the 
international 
players received 
confused and 
divergent proposals 
from the local 
players (NGOs, 
intellectuals, 
politicians and 
media).
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Peace happening in Sarajevo, 21 July 1991

Split, April 1992 – waiting for the ferry to Vis 
(in the photo: Klaus Vack, Tonči Kuzmanić, Nenad Zakošek, Vesna Janković and others)
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Tim Lusink:
I’d been working as a long-term volunteer for various projects in Europe, in 
between working in paid capacity to fund myself.
 I heard about Pakrac through a friend who’d worked in a refugee camp 
in Zagreb and gone on to work in Pakrac. I initially came with the intention of 
only doing a workcamp. I decided to stay as I very much liked the project and 
felt I had experience and skills to contribute, particularly as the project had 
expanded and was in need of some structuring.

BJ:
My previous work in the UK was mostly building work, and previous to that 
I worked as a coal miner. I, along with a few friends of mine, were watching 
the news every night of the war that was starting to rage, it was the scenes of 
injured children that hit me the most. One of my friends said: “It’s a shame we 
can’t help in some way.” “Why not?” another said. After that we planned and 
started doing convoys of humanitarian aid from our small town.
 I first came to Croatia driving aid lorry in convoys. That was in 1992. From 
there in early 1993 I worked in Lipik with Colonel Mark Cooke, rebuilding the 
orphanage. After returning to the UK, I heard a new international volunte-
er project had started up in Pakrac. I arrived there in September/October ’93, 
and was their project driver/humanitarian aid officer. Until I started, along wi-
th Zvjezdana (now my wife), the Lipik reconstruction project in ’95. That was 
a one-year project run by international volunteers.
 After a very successful year, I then went to work in Bosnia (Gornji Vakuf), 
which had started a project and was being run by quite a few ex-Pakrac in-
ternational volunteers. There I worked as project driver, and also ran the Glass 
Project (replacing windows in apartment blocks and houses that had been 
broken during the war). After that I went back to the UK, then in ’99 I retur-
ned to Croatia and was employed by IRC and worked in Albania, then in Koso-
vo as emergency shelter manager for just over a year.

Nick Wilson Young:
I was a history student and involved in active student resistance to the Con-
servative government’s ending of free university education. I studied Eastern 
European History as part of my degree, which gave me some background 
knowledge to the war.
 In 1993 I was unemployed and living in Scotland, and I volunteered for 3 
weeks with Suncokret in a camp in Karlovac. At the last moment I was given 
the option of going to the Pakrac project. I chose it, knowing only that we’d 
be working across the ceasefire line.
 I decided to come to Croatia because I was upset by media coverage of 
the war in Bosnia. My father was a Methodist Minister. Protestant Methodists 
have a long tradition of campaigning for social justice. Though I reject Chri-
stianity, my upbringing and studies meant I had lots of knowledge about, and 
admiration for, people who resisted wrongs in the past. As a teenager, I was 
heavily influenced by the campaign to resist the deployment of US cruise mis-
siles to the UK (as we now know, in 1984 we came very close indeed to global 
nuclear war). At the age of 14, I and my father both joined the Campaign for 
Nuclear Disarmament (CND). By my late teens, my childhood fascination with 
war was therefore mixed with a strong awareness of the futility of war. I had 
a life-size poster on my bedroom wall of a US soldier photographed as he was 
shot in Vietnam, with one word above: “Why?”

The worst were 
the missionaries, 
looking for partners 
to implement 
their bright ideas 
and justify their 
funding. When we 
set up Balkan Peace 
Team, we knew 
we’d need to choose 
people who could 
listen to what you 
were saying, follow 
the leads you gave 
them, and allow 
themselves to be 
used strategically 
by the ARK network.
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 Though I wouldn’t necessarily have known (or admitted) it at the time, I 
now think at least some part of my motivation to come to Croatia was to earn 
the posthumous approval of my father – he died of cancer in 1991 – and live 
out the values I inherited from him.
 I knew nothing about the antiwar and peace groups in the region, but I 
did know a lot about past resistance to tsarist, fascist and Communist regi-
mes across Eastern Europe, and about the International Brigades in the Spa-
nish Civil War. I suppose I thought the ex-Yugo antiwar resistance might be 
similar.

The shifting focus from antiwar activism to peace work and reconciliation 
led to a growing importance of cooperation with organisations dedicated to 
non-violent conflict resolution like Pax Christi, the International Fellowship 
of Reconciliation (IFOR), Rural Southern Voice for Peace (RSVP) and the Qua-
ker Peace and Service (QPS):

Margareta Ingelstam:
From 1970 to 1989 I worked with the Educational Radio & TV of Sweden. In 
the 80s, I became more deeply involved in the peace movement as the ge-
neral secretary and chair of the Swedish Fellowship of Reconciliation. I learnt 
about the Antiwar Campaign and the Peace Centre in Osijek through IFOR 
and Adam Curle.
 The first event was the “Week of peace culture” with the Centre for Pea-
ce, Non-violence and Human Rights in Osijek. After that first visit, I was at the 
centre several times: sharing the workshop “Imaging a world without wea-
pons” by Professor Elise Boulding, giving a workshop in Županja and traveling 
in the region together with Professor Adam Curle, and discussing and plan-
ning new projects and programs.

Herb Walters:
I’m the founder of the Rural Southern Voice for Peace (RSVP) and its primary 
program, the Listening Project. 
 A Listening Project is a comprehensive process that includes “deep li-
stening” interviews and community organizing that can result in cooperative 
community education and action on a wide range of issues and concerns. Li-
stening Projects are especially useful in communities where conflict or divisi-
ons weakens efforts for positive change.
 As well as in the United States, I’d also conducted a Listening Project in 
Nicaragua and the Island of Palau in Micronesia.

Christof Ziemer:
I’d been working as a minister in Dresden since 1980, was involved in church-
-based peace and environment work, and had played an active part in the 
“peaceful revolution” in Dresden in the autumn of 1989. Two years after the 
changes, I needed a break, left the service of the Church (also because I disa-
greed with the way both the political and the church’s own reunification pro-
cesses were proceeding) and decided to go to a crisis region abroad. I’d heard 
of the Peace Centre in Osijek from Herbert Fröhlich (Pax Christi) and asked if I 
could come to them for a year.
 I’d first encountered the Yugoslavian problems directly when meeting 
Serbian and Croatian participants at the European Ecumenical Assembly in 
Basel in 1989, but back then I was too preoccupied with our own problems in 
Germany.
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Alan Pleydell:
In the 1970s, I was an academic teacher and resear-
cher in politics and international relations, ultimate-
ly specialising in ethics relating to human belligeren-
ce and its related psychology and in the human and 
political self-understandings and forms of citizenship 
and collective self-ordering needed to counteract it.
 From 1982–91 I worked in the field of home-
lessness, training people coming out of prison and 
psychiatric institutions towards the confidence and 
capacities needed for more independent living.
 My first introductions and contacts came when 
I was the newly elected secretary of the Quaker Eu-
ropean Relations Committee. They were through my 
colleague Tom Leimdorfer (who’d already made con-
tact with peace educators in Slovenia and Croatia 
in 1991 and was responsible for getting the very first 
small sums of money to people in ARK and CAWA 
Belgrade to help them establish mutual email con-
tact; email was an entirely new and unknown pheno-
menon at that time).
 I remained active until the Committee’s dissolu-
tion in late 2009. My personal involvement continues 
now as part of PYPL (Post-Yugoslav Peace Link), con-
sisting of those individual Quakers who wish to re-
main in contact and mutual solidarity with continu-
ing post-Yu peace activists.

John Lampen:
From 1982–94 my wife and I had lived in Derry, Northern Ireland, where we’d 
been fully involved in peace work with politicians, police and army, illegal or-
ganisations, community groups, the churches and children.
 We first came in 1996 at the invitation of Goran Božičević, whom I’d met 
on a peace course at Schlaining, Austria. He introduced us to ARK and its 
members, and to Maja Uzelac, with whom we have often co-operated on ma-
terials for work with children; and he took me to Pakrac and Gornji Vakuf. La-
ter he arranged for us to work with Sezam in Zenica and Međaši in Skopje, 
as well as events linked to MIRamiDA. Other contacts in Bosnia-Herzegovina 
were arranged by Goran Bubalo. Through our own arrangements we have vi-
sited Charles Tauber in Vukovar and the Osijek Peace Centre, and an event for 
teachers in Brčko, arranged by the European Network for Conflict Resolution 
in Education (no longer active). We’ve never stayed long in the region; our vi-
sits have mostly lasted two to three weeks.

Feminist groups were among the first signatories of ARK’s charter and 
members of the network. The involvement of women in antiwar initiati-
ves was impressive throughout the region. In ARK, most of the projects, 
from peace education and ARKzin to human rights, were run by women. 
But the gender dimension of both the war and antiwar activism became 
particularly relevant in 1992 when the war broke out in Bosnia-Herzegovi-
na and news of mass rape was used in attempts at political manipulation – 
for further “patriotic” mobilisation and demonisation of the “enemy”. The 
Centre for Women War Victims originated then as a feminist antiwar and 
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Zagreb, autumn 1991 – 
workshop with Traude 
Rebmann

Zagreb, autumn 1991 – 
Vesna Teršelič and Christine 
Schweitzer on Ban Jelačić 
Square

Belgrade, 
December 1991 
– demonstration; 
Howard Clark 
is holding the 
banner
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political response within ARK. Chris Corrin and Tanya Renne were part of 
that significant feminist strand.

Chris Corrin:
I was involved with feminist groups in ex-Yu throughout the 1980s, and as of 
1986 I worked with women’s groups in Hungary, and various feminists from 
Belgrade and Zagreb came to conferences in Budapest and Vienna. Befo-
re the war in ’91 travel wasn’t a problem, but when I organised peace confe-
rences in Czechoslovakia (as was) in ’92 through our Women’s Commission 
the delegates invited from Belgrade weren’t able to travel (I can’t remem-
ber if the Czech government didn’t give visas or the Helsinki Citizens’ Assem-
bly Women’s Commission couldn’t organise for them). However, women pe-
ace activists from most other areas (not all recognised as separate countries 
then) participated: Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosova, Macedonia, Monte-
negro/Serbia and Slovenia. Women activists from Nagorno-Karabakh and se-
ven east-central European countries joined in discussions and various deba-
tes arose around women from “enemy” countries being able to work together 
across disputed borders. There was great interest in the cooperation of femi-
nist antiwar groups.
 Working with anti-fascist feminists in Zagreb and elsewhere in Croatia 
meant that a lot could be achieved in spreading the realities of the war in ex-
-Yu throughout western countries since peace campaigners in many coun-
tries couldn’t understand the complexities of the atrocities taking place. The 
media wasn’t helpful in describing much of the hostilities as “civil war” or an-
cient feuds etc. The Centre for Women War Victims in Zagreb was a model 
of Antiwar Campaigning to support women affected by the violence. My in-
volvement was in publicising the work of Croatian antiwar feminists through 
workshops (in Prague, Glasgow, London, Stirling, Tuzla, Belgrade, Brighton, 
Bratislava, Vienna, etc.) and by publishing articles and books through the HCA 
booklets Superwomen and the Double Burden (1992) and Women in a Violent 
World (1996), in which antiwar activists spoke/wrote for themselves and their 
communities.

Tanya Renne:
I was living in Italy during my Junior year in college and met some Serbs via 
some Italian friends, who introduced me to Lepa. I entered Slovenia in 1991 on 
the first day of free elections. I wasn’t inclined to call someone I didn’t know, 
but then it rained for 4 days. I broke down and called this “Lepa person” (Lepa 
Mlađenović), who happened to be passing by her flat and stopped in. I got 
on the next train to Belgrade. She introduced me to various people and I was 
struck by how the women’s movement in Yugo was very much like the black 
women’s movement in the US in the 60s, both intellectually and in the stre-
et. Feminism in the West had become a purely academic pursuit, it seemed to 
me, and this was refreshing.
 I was there from 1992–95. I lived in Belgrade, working with Women in 
Black and the autonomous women’s centre, then in Zagreb at the Centre for 
Women War Victims.

The increasingly difficult conditions under which local human rights activ-
ists had to work, particularly in Osijek, Split and Karlovac – the threats of 
violence and actual physical violence they were exposed to – prompted the 
formation of a small but significant organisation, the Balkan Peace Team, 
with the assistance of many international organisations such as WRI, IF-

There was no 
comparable civic 
engagement for 
us to build on in 
Bosnia. One key 
difference was 
that in Osijek the 
initiative had come 
“from within”; in 
Sarajevo we came 
from the outside. 
ABRAHAM’s 
focus on peace 
work between 
the religions was 
a minefield, not 
only politically but 
also in religious 
terms. The Bosnian 
conflict was far 
more complex, and 
in the process we 
had to withstand 
considerable 
tensions even 
within the 
organisation itself.
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OR, QPS, PBI (Peace Brigades International), etc. 
The Balkan Peace Team had groups in Croatia, 
Serbia and Kosovo. The Croatian team operated 
under the name Otvorene Oči. Vic Ullom, Derek 
McDonald-Jureša and Øystein Kleven were a few 
of the international volunteers involved in the 
work of the BPT.

Vic Ullom:
Upon graduation from university, I taught Spani-
sh to troubled youth in a school district in Kansas 
City. I’d also studied international relations and 
ethnic conflict, so I knew that I’d work internati-
onally at some point. After completing an MA de-
gree in adult education, I began seeking volunte-
er opportunities. The Brethren Volunteer Service 
had such a program and they were connected to 
the antiwar movement in Croatia. When I learned 
about the Balkan Peace Team, I knew that was 
exactly what I’d been looking for.

Derek McDonald-Jureša:
Before I went to Croatia I spent two years in the 
Netherlands working as a volunteer in a com-
munity that cared for people transitioning from 
psychiatric hospitals into “real life”. While I was 
there, my boss, Kristen Flory, co-founded the 
Balkan Peace Team. Knowing that I’d wanted to do peace work, she invited 
me to be a volunteer in Croatia.
 I was a volunteer with Otvorene Oči/the Balkan Peace Team from 1994 
through 1996, and then a trainer in Croatia and Bosnia for OSCE election mo-
nitors from 1996 through 1998.

Øystein Kleven:
In the late eighties, I got involved with non-violent direct action and moved 
on to working with a non-violence/peace magazine. Then in the summer of 
1992 I met Aida [Bagić] on a speaking tour in Germany. I became part of the 
Balkan Peace Team based in Zagreb in the spring of 1994. But, partly as a jo-
urnalist and partly as an activist, I actively followed the region from 1992 to 
1997, when I burned out. I felt sick and tired, and I more or less dropped out of 
the scene.

Many of ARK’s long-time friends combined their professional interest with 
antiwar activism, like the German journalist Rüdiger Rossig:

Rüdiger Rossig:
I’d been hanging around Yugoslavia, especially the Croatian coast and Zagreb, 
since 1985 but never lived in the country for longer than a month. Still, I had a 
lot of friends there when the war broke out and was constantly in touch with 
most of them, i.e. the ones who stayed and the ones who left, for instance to 
Germany. So I got involved in helping the refugees, securing contact to their 
families and friends throughout ex-Yugoslavia and writing about that as a jo-
urnalist specialised in the Balkans (I studied Eastern European History at the 
Free University of Berlin).
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 In 1991 and 1992 I got to know some ARK members through my contacts 
with the Women’s Info Centre; I guess Aida Bagić and Vesna Janković were 
the first ARK activists I met. In 1992, during another visit, I met Wam Kat, and 
we’ve been in touch ever since.
 In 1993 a group of Gastarbeiter children and German peace activists, 
amongst them me, organised the first joint Serbo-Croatian antiwar-concert 
“Tko to tamo pjeva” in Berlin and Prague. The bands Partibrejkers, Električni 
Orgazam and Ekatarina Velika from Belgrade and Vještice from Zagreb parti-
cipated, and the takings were given to antiwar groups in Serbia and Croatia. I 
also wrote some articles for ARKzin.
 In 1995 I moved to Zagreb to work for UNTV, the United Nations TV-pro-
duction. ARK members, volunteers from Pakrac and many other people where 
regular visitors at my flat at that time, and I didn’t sleep much when they we-
re there.

WHAT KIND OF THINGS DID THEY DO?

Activists’ memories of the activities they were involved in are a vital part of 
the mosaic of untold or partly forgotten histories of antiwar/peace and hu-
man rights activism in this part of the world. Stories of reconciliation work 
in Slavonia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Serbia are not part of the official (war) 
histories of this region, nor are stories of the active protection of human ri-
ghts, because both undermine the broadly accepted national narratives. 
Programmes for listening and facilitated dialogue, interreligious gatherin-
gs, work in refugee camps, social renewal projects and support for local ac-
tivists are just a few of the activities they participated in. But they were not 
above physical work such as repairing windows or clearing away rubble.

Herb Walters:
In 1992 I conducted training for the Pančevo Peace Project in Serbia for a Li-
stening Project in the town of Brestovac where ethnic tensions were rising 
between Serbs and Muslims. My initial contact for the project was the Euro-
pean Civic Centre on Conflict Resolution directed by Vedran Vučić. My work 
was co-sponsored by the International Fellowship of Reconciliation.
 In October 1997 I conducted training and consultation for a Listening 
Project in Tenja, Croatia, which helped reduce tensions between resident 
Serbs and Croats wanting to return to their pre-war homes. The Listening 
Project helped the Peace Centre in Osijek to develop priorities and strategies 
for Serb/Croat reconciliation at a time when tensions were high. The Tenja Li-
stening Project was the first of my many return trips to Croatia, over four ye-
ars, to provide training as part of the program titled “Building a democratic 
society in Eastern Slavonia based on a culture of non-violence.” This project 
placed trained peace teams in seven high-tension communities in Croatia to 
build inter-ethnic trust, determine local resources and priorities for reconcili-
ation and community development.
 I conducted training and consultation for the listening project in Bilje, Te-
nja and Ilok. I ran listening workshops in Osijek that helped heal relations bet-
ween residents who’d stayed in the city during the attack and residents who’d 
fled the city (considered traitors by many).
 I conducted a facilitated dialogue in Vukovar, which was sponsored by 
the Peace Centre, the Centre for Strategic and International Studies and seve-
ral Vukovar churches. The purpose of this dialogue was to enable Croats and 
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Novi Sad, November 1991

Peace messages, Sarajevo, 21 July 1991

Eric Bachman and Ognjen Tus instal ARK’s first modem, 
April 1992
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Many international 
volunteers 
(including me) 
were particularly 
naive, had confused 
motivations, were 
emotionally or 
mentally unsuited 
to the work, or 
lacked enough 
experience to 
be useful for the 
project.

Serbs to overcome the mistrust, anger and fears. Both Catholic and Ortho-
dox priests provided excellent guidance. I did a training workshop in facilita-
ted dialogue in the village of Berak. A mass grave was discovered and bodies 
of massacred Croat civilians were exhumed, and this triggered intense feelin-
gs of anger and hatred towards Serb residents of the village. As one woman 
put it: “How would you feel if your husband and son were slaughtered and 
the people who committed the atrocity still lived among you?” Facilitated di-
alogue provided a structured, safe environment in which Serbs and Croats in 
Berak began walking on the path to forgiveness and reconciliation.

Christof Ziemer:
From September 1992 to September 1993 I was in Osijek and actively partici-
pated in practical and theoretical activities of the Peace Centre. I also worked 
as a glazier, repairing windows destroyed in the war, and I taught German at 
the University of Osijek.
 From March 1997 to February 2003 I was based in Sarajevo. Toge-
ther with my wife Ljubinka Petrović-Ziemer I founded and ran the associati-
on ABRAHAM that did interreligious peace work. We organised meetings with 
members of the Muslim, Catholic, Orthodox and Jewish faiths, training pro-
grammes for non-violence, projects to empower minorities, tidy up grave-
yards, etc. We prepared and developed a curriculum for a new school subject 
“Culture of the religions” and conducted research and dialogue on “The pla-
ce of the other in our faith and our lives” with Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant 
and Muslim theologians from Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia and Croatia.

Nick Wilson Young:
I was with the first group of volunteers into Pakrac in July 1993, and I stayed 
until June 1994. I kept in contact with the project afterwards, visited several 
times, and was involved in closing the project down in January 1997, with Go-
ran Božičević.
 After I left Pakrac I worked for Amnesty International across Eastern Eu-
rope and the ex-USSR, I worked with ARK and ex-ARK activists on projects 
such as human rights training and often visited the region.
 I was a volunteer with the Balkan Peace Team Croatia (Otvorene Oči) in 
1994–95, I trained BPT volunteers in Osijek in the spring of 1997 and in the 
Netherlands later that year.
 I worked on the MIRamiDA Plus programme at the Centre for Peace stu-
dies as it was being set up in the first half of 1997.
 I also worked with the organisation Mladi Mladima (Youth to youth). I he-
lped Branka Peurača and Miki Munir Podumljak train young leaders from 
the different entities of Croatia and Bosnia in Balaton, Hungary, in late 1997.
 I wrote a book about the Pakrac project, A More Human Channel: peace-
building on the Front line’. It was based on interviews with 50 locals and acti-
vists, plus hundreds of documents, to inspire students, funders, policymakers 
and the public to support grassroots peacebuilding.

Christine Schweitzer:
I belonged to the Federation for Social Defence (Bund für Soziale Verteidi-
gung, BSV), and when ARK asked us about training sessions in non-violence 
the BSV sent three trainers to run workshops in the autumn of 1991, and so-
me also went to Belgrade. From then on, the BSV sent trainers to work with 
groups several times, both in Croatia and Serbia. Another activity we suppor-
ted was the creation of an email network, which Eric Bachman worked on. 
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 I also participated in several peace caravans 
to Sarajevo, which were motivated by the idea 
of stopping the war through interpositioning in-
ternational activists. None of these actions we-
re particularly successful, but the lessons we le-
arned from these initiatives were very useful for 
conceptualising what non-violent intervention 
can achieve and what its limitations are.

Some of the memories even bear witness to a 
whole decade lived in the former Yugoslavia. Gu-
ided by activist passion, sympathy and the desi-
re to share their skills, they continued the antiwar 
journey they had begun in Croatia by working on 
peace projects throughout the region.

Stefan:
I was in ex-Yugoslavia for a total of ten years, 
from October 1993 to June 2003. From 1993 to 
1997 I worked for the Volunteer Project Pakrac as 
a member of the coordination team. From 1997 
to 1999 I was in Travnik, Bosnia-Herzegovina, wi-
th the EU/UNDP programme for the return and 
integration of refugees. And from 2000 to 2003 I 
ran the office of the American Refugee Commit-
tee (ARC) in Sisak.

Wam Kat:
From 1992–95 and from 1999–2002. ARK, ZaMir, the Pakrac project, Nexus, 
Balkan Sunflowers and my own Zagreb Diary and Tirana Diary.

Marcin Poletyło:
I started working with Suncokret in March ’93 (Duga Uvala, Puntižela), then 
I moved to Pakrac in October ’93 and stayed there (with breaks) till June ’96; 
then I worked with Balkan Sunflowers (Feb. 2000–Feb. 2001 in Kosovo, Peja/
Peć, and Skopje Feb. 2001–Nov. 2001).
 The work in Pakrac usually involved clearing away rubble, making pre-
parations for new volunteers, and I also ran a photography workshop for kids 
from both sides of the demarcation line.
 In Peja/Peć, I supervised the local workers (former KLA fighters) on sev-
eral building projects, and I prepared a photo workshop. I left for Macedonia, 
where I worked with Roma kids and Kosovo refugees living in the camp there.
 I was also involved with another of Wam’s projects, Balkan Peace Path, 
based in Hrvatska Kostajnica, 2002–03.

Bocian:
I was in ex-Yu from October 1993 till February 2000. I worked for three 
projects.
The first was the Volunteer Project Pakrac (VPP) from October 1993 till Febru-
ary 1997. Initially I was working on physical reconstruction. A few months la-
ter I started working on the Serbian side (before Operation Flash). I did social 
reconstruction work there together with other friends. I was mainly respon-
sible, together with Burkie Pranke, for setting up email in schools, NGOs and 
refugee camps in Western and Eastern Slavonia.
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 Then I worked for the UNDP project in Gor-
nji Vakuf/Uskoplje from April 1997 till 1998. I was re-
sponsible there for helping local schools and NGOs 
start IT projects and train local people in internet 
projects.
 The third project was an UNDP project for the 
reconstruction of Travnik. There, too, I worked as an 
IT manager.

Vic Ullom:
I came to ex-Yugoslavia early in 1994 as one of the 
founding members of Otvorene Oči, the Croatian 
branch of the Balkan Peace Team. From 1996 to 1998 
I worked for the OSCE in Banja Luka.
 I returned to the region in 2002 for the OSCE 
Mission in Skopje and stayed there the next 5 ye-
ars. Since then I’ve been in the Balkans off and on as 
a consultant for various agencies, primarily the OSCE 
Missions in Skopje and Kosovo, but also ODIHR in 
Warsaw.

SR:
From August 1993 to 2000 I worked with ARK on va-
rious MIRamiDA projects. I was based mainly in Za-
greb and Pakrac. A big focus for me was exploring 
how as activists, individuals and groups we co-
uld stay well, engage with the war situation, work in 

ways that sustained us, work together freely, deal with our fears, limits, po-
tentials, and that we could be empowered and grow, and be effective. I was 
interested in creating structures that served what we wanted to do.
 I was also interested in and passionate about what was happening for us 
in our hearts, psyches, bodies and spirits, and I shared what I knew of things 
like yoga, meditation, communication skills and massage.
 I also did some project management and strategy work, management of 
international volunteers, workshops for teachers, women’s groups and young 
people. I listened a lot.

HOW DO YOU SEE YOUR OWN ROLE AND THE ROLE OF OTHER 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS?

Memories like those of Alan Pleydell are a valuable reminder of the ear-
ly phase of international coordination of antiwar activities and the cre-
ation of alliances and networks to support local groups in the former 
Yugoslavia:

One of the real catalysts, in March 1992, was the big Helsinki Citizens’ Assem-
bly meeting held in Bratislava. It had many very anxious people from the re-
gion attending as well as peace activists from Western Europe. Although the 
overall focus of this chaotic/anarchic gathering was the support of civil so-
ciety in post-Cold War Eastern Europe as a whole, including post-Soviet sa-
tellites and post-Soviet republics, one of its sectors was specifically devoted 
to post-YU. HCA’s leaders, Mary Kaldor, Mient-Jan Faber and Sonja Licht we-
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re doing their own stuff but that seemed to be top-
-down and too HCA-agenda-ridden, whereas the 
group meetings we attended were essentially fringe 
affairs, necessarily anarchic and refreshingly bottom-
-up, which was what the whole point of HCA was su-
pposed to be but rarely was.
 There were also a number of Quakers at tho-
se meetings, including Judith Large, Adam Curle, Nick 
Lewer, David Atwood and Tim Wallis, wearing various 
institutional hats, such as International Fellowship of 
Reconciliation, Peace Brigades International, etc. Ve-
sna T. and others were asking for the support of We-
stern peace activists, and one of the suggestions was 
that we should send people skilled in mediation to do 
training with local regional activists. There were other 
prominent Western peace activists present such as 
Howard Clark of War Resisters, mentioned above, and 
Christine Schweitzer, then of Pax Christi, Germany. In 
response to the requests for assistance and solidari-
ty from the region, Adam Curle had the idea of for-
ming a loose alliance of Western peace organisati-
ons. The very first meeting of CCCRTE (Coordinating 
Committee for Conflict Resolution Training in Euro-
pe) – an impossible name, which through a couple 
more name changes became CCTS (Committee for 
Conflict Transformation Support) – was held at Fri-
ends House in London, the UK Quaker headquarters. 

The Committee lasted until its dissolution in late 2009, for nearly all of its 18 
years chaired by Diana Francis. In its first years it was focused exclusively on 
post-Yu and the Caucasus, and after the first few meetings in Friends House 
it was hosted by the Institute of War and Peace Reporting in Islington, cour-
tesy of its founder Anthony Borden (who started with Yugofax reports in 1991, 
which evolved into Balkan War Report).
 One of the main functions of the Committee was to fund the support and 
consultative and training visits made by Adam Curle, Nick Lewer, Judith Large 
and others to the Osijek centre. The Committee was absolutely vital, in my vi-
ew, since it formed a broad basis of mutual support and exchange and evolu-
tion of ideas about how to do this conflict transformation work. Even though 
lots of Quakers were involved, the idea itself was fully secularized, and the li-
ght and air that it let into the sometimes claustrophobic Quaker world was a 
major factor in preserving my own sanity.

Despite the great many examples of successful cooperation, the commu-
nication between local and international players was not always friction-
less, for which local activists bear part of the responsibility. Marko Hren 
says in this regard:

My main criticism concerning the international engagement in the former Yu-
goslavia? I consider that international players didn’t invest sufficient energy 
in analysing the local situation. In far too many cases they acted according to 
their own perception rather than a realistic analysis on the ground. But, ha-
ving said that, I must underline that local intellectuals on the side of civil so-
ciety in the former Yugoslavia bear most of the responsibility for us (the local, 
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Yugoslav experts) not being in a position to pre-
sent a consensual view on the situation in Yugo-
slavia. As a result, the international players rece-
ived confused and divergent proposals from the 
local players (NGOs, intellectuals, politicians and 
media). What I remember most vividly is hun-
dreds of hours, days and nights of international 
meetings, where I kept explaining very basic in-
formation on realities in the former Yugoslavia, 
starting with the enigmatic current reality of bor-
ders in the former federal Yugoslavia, the con-
stitutional rights of the separate republics, etc. 
Our voice was most often not heard. It was ob-
vious on many occasions that “lobbyists” from 
other Yugoslav regions were “stronger”. I co-
uld give many examples but let me mention just 
one. An International Peace Research Associa-
tion (IPRA) annual conference was held in Kyo-
to, Japan, in the summer of 1992. This was im-
mediately after financial sanctions against Serbia 
and Montenegro were imposed by the UN in May 
1992 (suspended in accordance with the terms of 
the Dayton Peace Agreement in November 1995). 
I was late arriving in Kyoto, and by the time of my 
arrival Serbian intellectuals had successfully lob-
bied the international forum of researchers and 
prepared a draft declaration to be adopted at the 
closing plenary. This draft declaration protested against the sanctions. The-
re was no mention of Sarajevo being under siege. It was absolutely one-sided 
picture, and no effort was made by the international community of resear-
chers to obtain a balanced view.

Attempts at implementing projects planned on the drawing board without 
familiarisation with the local situation and local players were a problem. Fi-
nancially powerful organisations were particular prone to that.

Howard Clark:
I think the syndrome of the “young traveller who goes to the war zone to di-
scover him or herself” was relatively harmless. The worst were the missio-
naries, looking for partners to implement their bright ideas and justify their 
funding. When we set up Balkan Peace Team, we knew we’d need to choose 
people who could listen to what you were saying, follow the leads you gave 
them, and allow themselves to be used strategically by the ARK network.

John Lampen:
What we noted in Northern Ireland also proved true in ex-Yu. There was no 
lack of experts with their own programmes and prescriptions for peace. Some 
of them had large financial resources to back those organisations which were 
willing to carry out their approaches. But we suspect they often paid too lit-
tle attention to the knowledge and potential of local peacemakers. The efforts 
which we saw flourishing were those which were initiated by people living in 
the conflict situation, aware of specific needs and possibilities, and in con-
tact with people from overseas who could listen and offer them the ideas and 
comparisons which they were asking for.
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Christof Ziemer:
When my wife Ljubinka and I initiated ABRAHAM in 
Sarajevo in 1998, we envisaged something similar to 
the Peace Centre in Osijek. That turned out to be a 
mistake. There was no comparable civic engagement 
for us to build on in Bosnia. One key difference was 
that in Osijek the initiative had come “from within”; in 
Sarajevo we came from the outside. ABRAHAM’s fo-
cus on peace work between the religions was a mi-
nefield, not only politically but also in religious terms. 
The Bosnian conflict was far more complex, and in 
the process we had to withstand considerable tensi-
ons even within the organisation itself. 
Like the Peace Centre, ABRAHAM’s work went from 
initially focusing on encounter and exchange to ca-
rrying out more externally-funded project work. 
ABRAHAM’s work ended with the closure of the offi-
ce in 2006. The reason for this failure lies in part wi-
th me. It was only when I admitted this to myself that 
I could start to talk again about the extremely impor-
tant experiences we had with ABRAHAM.

Another problem was the inexperience and insu-
fficient preparedness of the international volunte-
ers, which sometimes hampered the realisation of 
the projects and in many cases led to mental and 
physical burnout.

Nick Wilson Young:
Some international volunteers (and a few local activists) were a danger to 
themselves and others. Local activists and international volunteers were all 
learning about peacebuilding at the same time. But at least local activists we-
re from the region. Many international volunteers (including me) were parti-
cularly naive, had confused motivations, were emotionally or mentally unsu-
ited to the work, or lacked enough experience to be useful for the project. In 
Pakrac, this sometimes stopped us achieving better results for local people. 
Foreign volunteers were also more at risk of importing fixed ideas about mo-
dels and solutions which ignored the local situation.
 We were playing with fire when it came to burnout. We were under too 
much pressure to help those international volunteers and local activists who 
burnt out and left. In some ways we interiorized war trauma and dissemina-
ted it around the world. Maybe the sum total of war trauma was therefore 
increased, not decreased?

Still, unlike the large international agencies, our friends were willing to le-
arn, listen and be with us, and their presence made a big difference. We felt 
we were part of a global movement, and in claustrophobic times of closure 
in the framework of a nation state that was salutary for mental health. Besi-
des, it’s a fact that the presence of “foreigners” protected us politically.

Derek McDonald-Jureša:
I’d like to think that our presence in the region made a difference. For instan-
ce, we used to occupy houses in Zagreb and Karlovac with local people facing 
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illegal evictions. But I wish we’d had more to offer local activists and people – 
if we had more resources and a clearer mission.
 On the other hand, working with an organisation as small as Otvorene 
Oči allowed me to actually become friends with local folks. I truly valued the 
connection we had with ARK and the Pakrac project. My experience in obser-
ving the UN, or in working with the OSCE in Bosnia, was that many of the in-
ternational aid workers in those large international agencies saw Croatia and 
Bosnia as just another “mission”, exciting for the moment but ultimately just 
another temporary job until a more exciting conflict popped up in another co-
untry. I didn’t understand them. I was happy to feel connected to the country 
I was working in.

Dorie Wilsnack:
I don’t have a poor evaluation of the role of international visitors like myself, 
but I was always acutely aware that I and others didn’t have very clear ide-
as of how we could be helpful. At the time, visiting, paying attention, and li-
stening seemed like so little, and I often returned home feeling I’d gained so 
much in insight and inspiration from my visits, but I wasn’t sure I gave much. 
Since then, I’ve learned more about how local activists can value those outsi-
ders who keep coming back to visit.

Tim Lusink:
Extreme situations bring out the worst but also the best in people. I’ve been 
in awe with people’s ability to adapt and overcome difficulties, their strength 
and generosity. I think many of us went to Pakrac with the idea of helping, 
but, looking back we all may have gotten more out of it then we contributed. 
So when evaluating the success of a peace project it should very much inclu-
de how it has impacted those that worked there.

US IN THEIR EYES

The Osijek Centre for Peace, Non-violence and Human Rights operated in 
exceptionally difficult circumstances, not only because Osijek was directly 
exposed to wartime destruction for months but also due to the political si-
tuation in the city. To build a peace organisation under such political pres-
sure, in an ethnically and religiously divided community, demanded gre-
at wisdom and skill. The memories of Christof Ziemer, Margareta Ingelstam 
and Herb Walters look at some of the reasons why the work of the Centre 
for Peace in Osijek was so successful that it is recommended as a model in 
crisis areas around the world.

Christof Ziemer:
I came to Osijek immediately after the Serbian-Croatian war and saw the da-
mage it had caused to the buildings and to the people. I hadn’t known that 
hate is a reality, or that war almost compels people to identify with their own 
side. I experienced for the first time how nationalism is politically instrumen-
talised and given religious legitimation. I learned quickly that there were dif-
ferent Croatian and Serb “narratives”, not only about the current conflicts but 
also about the whole thousand-year history of the region (in Sarajevo I also 
encountered the Bosniak-Muslim narrative).
 At the Osijek Centre for Peace I felt welcome right from the start. I didn’t 
have to pursue my own interests but could fit into what was already going 
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on. That meant taking part in almost all activities, the most important of whi-
ch for me were the weekly meetings in the centre; the many intensive con-
versations we had about the goals and methods of peace work, above all wi-
th Katarina Kruhonja and Kruno Sukić; “keeping watch” with the Serbian 
families who were threatened with eviction; the team training seminars; and 
the sometimes extremely frustrating interfaith encounters.
 The most enjoyable activities for me were giving practical help at the Pe-
ace Centre and working as a glazier: when I’d worn myself out mentally, it 
was refreshing to work with my hands and share some wonderful experiences 
with those whose windows I was able to repair.
 For me it was a privilege to share in the early phase of the Peace Centre, 
with all of its problems but the firm commitment to keep going.

Margareta Ingelstam:
On the way to my first visit to Osijek I must admit to feeling uneasy and in-
secure because the war was still going on. But the moment I stepped off the 
train in Osijek and was met by people from the Centre, I felt safe. It was like 
coming home. That feeling of instant friendship and togetherness has develo-
ped since then.
 In the early 90s when the Centre started, the members didn’t have much 
experience of how to work as a civil society organisation. But instead of just 
copying other – often Western – models, they developed their own, step by 
step. I believe that the support of several Quakers, especially Professor Adam 
Curle, encouraged the members to trust their capacity to analyse, develop 
and evaluate their own methods, models and rules.
 When organisations want to work speedily and effectively, it’s easy to 
overlook democratic decision-making and use more authoritarian methods. 
It’s easy to forget about people’s different needs in understanding and influ-
encing a process – and also their needs for a safe environment and a warm 
and welcoming atmosphere. Following the work of the Centre, it struck me 
that the organisation has allocated a lot of time and energy to dialogue and 
including the members in the processes. Rather than an institution, the Osi-
jek Peace Centre is a movement, a group of friends who support each other 
in the struggle for a better world. Maybe that is why they’ve been able to 
combine attention to the vision and goals with a caring, people-oriented 
approach.
 Thanks to the many visits of Adam Curle, the members of the Centre we-
re very early adopters of listening as an important method of the Centre. 
Curle, a former professor at Harvard, founder of the Bradford Peace Studi-
es programme, an experienced mediator, writer and poet, travelled to Osi-
jek time and again, listened with empathy and understanding to the needs of 
the Centre’s members, encouraged others to support the Centre, and wro-
te about their work in articles and books. “Listening to people’s needs” beca-
me a key tool in the innovative and comprehensive EU programme “Building 
a democratic society based on a culture of non-violence”, which educated 
and trained Peace and Development Teams for work in Eastern Slavonia. I be-
lieve that this program – as well as the Centre in itself – offers an excellent 
blueprint for future work with justice, peace and development programmes in 
conflict areas.
 Very early on, the Centre discovered the importance of voluntary work 
and a vital civil society for building true democracy. The focus on education 
and competence building, “empowerment”, which also included workshops 
for personal healing and reconciliation, was a strong theme especially during 
the pioneering years. This has contributed to a shared common ground and 
the sound, organic development of the centre. 

I also discovered 
that much of 
what you think 
is the “truth” is 
dependent on the 
context in which 
you live in. As an 
international able 
to cross borders 
at a time when 
most nationals 
couldn’t, I found 
myself confronted 
with widely varying 
perceptions of what 
was happening 
and what the 
respective “other 
side” thought and 
wanted.

Goran Božičević and Wam Kat
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Many organisations, scholars and practitioners have experienced how combi-
ning human rights work with peacebuilding may lead to friction in various si-
tuations. Probably the Peace Centre is the very first civil society organisati-
on that has succeeded in effectively combining these two agendas under one 
roof. In doing so, it has brought about synergetic effects in the activities for 
change.
 Although most of the members of the Centre probably describe them-
selves as atheists, the work of the Centre had a spiritual dimension. All the 
members I met expressed a strong faith in a reality that transcends what exi-
sts now, in a culture of peace and non-violence, and they’ve been passiona-
tely and unselfishly committed to work for it to come true. In their own lives, 
some made space for meditation and other spiritual exercises, and symbolic 
acts were used in the work of the Centre that evoked a desired future.
I believe that everybody would agree that the Centre wouldn’t have beco-
me such a unique fellowship without its leader, Dr Katarina Kruhonja. From 
the beginning she’s been “a servant leader”, inspiring everyone around her to 
explore their own ways and means in reaching the common goal.
 In voluntary work, the driving forces are especially important. When co-
operating with the people in the Centre, they were the ones who had the vi-
sions and set the goals, and we trusted their knowledge and experience. But 
what made me sit for days and nights, neglecting my other obligations, to 
work on adjusting applications to Swedish norms, going through reports and 
checking the numbers? Now afterwards, when I reflect on our work together, 
I discover and understand that in the joint programs our friendship and fel-
lowship has been the important driving force. Working with the Centre has 
been a rich and wonderful experience for which I’m extremely grateful.

Herb Walters:
This was the first use of the Listening Project in a post-ethnic war situati-
on. I saw the power of deep listening and community organizing in this ve-
ry difficult situation. It seems to me that the work of the Centar Za Mir could 
become a model for post-war reconciliation and community development, 
augmenting UN peacekeeping forces as it did. It was clear that the UN pea-
cekeeping efforts were made far more effective when the Centar Za Mir was 
able to enter a community with the Listening Project and other tools of re-
conciliation and community development. In other areas of the world, the 
funding and empowerment of NGO’s utilizing similar tools could become a 
more important part of conflict management and transformation.

Others remember more the ingenuity, dedication and humour, the coura-
ge to swim against the current, but also the single-mindedness and effort 
required to maintain cooperative relations in the region despite differences 
in perspective.

Brian Phillips:
Throughout the 1990s, I was particularly struck by the incredible creativity of 
the community around ARK. There was a real intellectual boldness combined 
with genuine conviction and always abundant good humour. In an era when 
international NGOs (including those concerned with peace and conflict) we-
re becoming increasingly poisoned by the deadening language and practi-
ces of the management consultancy world, the imaginative and deeply hu-
man approaches to peacebuilding pursued by ARK pointed to other, richer 
possibilities. BJ
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Howard Clark:
Extreme times, said Adam Curle, bring to the surface remarkable people. His 
tendency, I think, was rather to sanctify you, but I too, half his age and less in-
clined to mysticism, got a terrific hit from working alongside you. There was 
so much energy in ARK, so much talent, so much commitment to be an anti-
dote to the poison spreading through your society.
 Those were intense times, when women peace activists from Serbia and 
Croatia on a speaking tour of Germany were end up spitting insults at each 
other. I think it took an outsider like me to enjoy the passionate arguments 
even within ARK, while most of you just wanted to get on with the urgent 
practical work.
 I enjoyed hearing one of Croatia’s intellectuals speaking proudly of for-
mer students but was less impressed by the lifelong human rights activist 
who asked me to warn you not to take so many risks. Come on, if we don’t ta-
ke risks in times like this and at this time in our lives, when will we?
 I think I first visited ARK in August 1991, coming from Slovenia with Marko 
Hren. I don’t know how many times I visited in the years that followed, or how 
many other peace activists I encouraged to visit. Visiting you always rechar-
ged my batteries, so I could see the attraction for many other people.
 Most organisational training materials stress clarity of objectives, etc., 
but the situation was changing so rapidly and fundamentally for ARK that 
a key objective had to be the flexibility to reinvent yourselves and the work. 
To be responsive to the changing situation, like when a long-term and visio-
nary project such as Pakrac suddenly had to confront changed “facts on the 
ground”.

Nick Wilson Young:
Despite my long experience of activism, if there was a war in my own count-
ry I don’t know if I’d have the courage to stand up and say “no” in the way ARK 
activists did, putting their lives, livelihoods and families at risk.
 Local ARK activists and local activists from Serbia, Bosnia and other parts 
of the region showed enormous heroism in taking a stand in that atmosphe-
re of fear, lawlessness and violence. I’ll always have huge respect for them. It 
would be nice if eventually their own nations could honour the bravery and 
vision of these once-despised people.

Christine Schweitzer:
The struggle to find and maintain one’s own independent identity in a time 
when fierce patriotism, hatred and unquestioning pro-war attitudes domina-
ted public and private discourse was extremely impressive. 
 I also discovered that much of what you think is the “truth” is dependent 
on the context in which you live in. As an international able to cross borders 
at a time when most nationals couldn’t, I found myself confronted with wide-
ly varying perceptions of what was happening and what the respective “other 
side” thought and wanted.

The lack of a tradition of civic activism, coupled with the ever-greater 
availability of funds for peace work, later led to a number of undesirable 
consequences, such as inappropriate behaviour in the team or the subor-
dination of the goals of the organisation to the interests of one person, as 
Alan Pleydell explains:

Bocian
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There was increasing Quaker interest and engagement in the region owing to 
the scale of the devastation and suffering, and we established a two-person 
Quaker office in Sarajevo that operated from 1998–2003 and employed two 
people. During a transition from international activists to local staff we made 
ourselves overdependent on particular personnel, their judgements and be-
haviour, and this severely limited our options, our effectiveness and to a de-
gree our reputation. I own a particular personal regret for not having tried 
to stop seriously abusive behaviour within my team on more than one occa-
sion, because I feared that my behaviour might be interpreted as an exter-
nal “imperial”/cultural control. That happened with more than one person by 
the way, I’m talking about a phenomenon. I’ve seen it with others, too, e.g. 
the overdependence of the American Friends’ Service Committee on the per-
spective of one strong-willed local person. That happened partly because our 
resources were spread so thinly that we had only one person per country. In 
part, it’s a result of working with a model of organisation based on paid staff 
instead of working with genuine grassroots initiatives. There’s always a dan-
ger of being entrapped by the agenda of a charismatic or simply forceful indi-
vidual, which may be massively overpersonal.
On the other hand, it was inspiring to see the great efforts to maintain con-
tact between peace and human rights people in different republics, despi-
te great differences in philosophy, temperament and outlook. Plus their per-
sistence in the face of many, many setbacks and disappointments. And the 
many inspirational initiatives launched in local communities by complete-
ly ordinary folk placed by circumstances in an extraordinary situation – Vjera 
Solar, Dragica Aleksa in Berak, and others.

IMAGES AND MEMORIES

Although the images of physical destruction and human suffering etched 
themselves deep into the memory of the volunteers, seeing as they were ac-
tive proponents of social change, the images of destruction mingle with sce-
nes of hope, with memories of people dear to them and also of total stran-
gers with their large or small acts of civil courage.

Alan Pleydell:
June 1994, my first visit to Serbia: CAWA (Centar for Antiwar Action), MOST, 
Belgrade Circle, Women in Black, Zdravo da ste, but also the Hare Krishnas, 
who distributed delicious free food to children in orphanages.
I n Croatia, talks with Vesna T. in Tkalčićeva, that lovely street of cafes, so 
contrasted with the reality of war. Vesna J. in the big room working on ARK-
zin, etc. In Karlovac, Milan Medić was trying to set up a youth centre.
A single-track train journey to Pakrac. Wam Kat, Vanja Nikolić and Phi-
lip Peirce were trying to inject some sort of sensible order into the anarchy 
there.
 Back in Pakrac again in March ’95 or ’96; Goran Božičević and Sophie 
Reynolds were running the first or second MIRamiDA training course.
Visit to the Peace House in the UNTAES area set up by Nick and Rosie Stre-
et in late ’95.
 Bert and Tanja Van der Linde in March 1996. Bert took Catrin Davies 
and me all around the UNTAES area, meeting inspired people who were trying 
to do things for the best.

At a more personal 
level, I learned a 
lot about personal 
integrity. I saw 
activists working in 
incredibly difficult 
social conditions 
where their peace-
building activities 
were described by 
those who didn’t 
understand it 
as “traitorous” 
and “helping the 
enemy”. Yet they 
stayed true to their 
values, withstood 
the pressures, and 
pressed ahead 
with the peace 
and human rights 
agenda

Marcin Poletyło
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 First visit to Bosnia-Herzegovina in March 1996. Still in the grips of deep 
mid-winter and physical devastation of so many burned-out villages all the 
way to Gornji Vakuf. Inspirational meeting with Jasminka Drino-Krlić.
Crazy, gung-ho behavior of Oxfam and other international NGOs towards the 
local population in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
 In 1997, my first trip with Branka Rajner of the Human Rights Centre in 
Tuzla across the entity frontier to Bijeljina, where Bosniaks were massacred in 
1992. Meetings with human rights activists there. In 1996–97, a visit to Mla-
di Most in Mostar and a meeting with the young Japanese peace activist Shin 
Yasui, who pointed out that many war criminals were still at large and han-
ging out in cafes. The almost palpable sense of evil as I looked at the brid-
ge dangling in the river by a few rusty bars. Later Shin took the extraordinarily 
brave step of travelling alone to Foča, deep in Republika Srpska, to the cen-
tre of a notorious rape camp. He was finally chased out of Foča by direct de-
ath threats from the police chief. The following year I met him in the street in 
Sarajevo, where he was continuing his inspirational work with young people, 
but soon after that he was killed in a car crash on his way back to Bosnia-Her-
zegovina at the age of 27.
 The first big Croatia-wide meeting hosted by QPSW/MiraMiDA Centar in 
Poreč, December 2003. That was the last time I saw Kruno [Sukić] from Osi-
jek, one of the gentlest and most refined men I’ve ever met.
 A big regional peace meeting was held in Brčko in April 2007, organi-
sed by the three former QPSW local representatives. It was a major inspiratio-
nal event bringing together all sorts of people from all sides, who might never 
before have tolerated being in the same room: war veterans, peace activists, 
young and old. I felt very proud to see the results of so much slow and patient 
preparation by the people I’d been working with over so many years.

Dorie Wilsnack:
While I was never in an active war area, I was able to see all the small ways 
the war caused people to suffer. And I saw peace activists working to create 
a different kind of society in the midst of the mess. I also saw how even ordi-
nary apolitical people can do small, courageous things. I have a vivid memo-
ry from a Women in Black conference in Serbia, maybe in 1993. At the vacati-
on spa where we met, there was a singer who performed in the evenings and 
sang Serbian pop songs. One evening, a conference participant asked her to 
sing a song well known before the war. The singer refused at first, well awa-
re that she might be fired for singing it, and she said no. But then she thought 
again and changed her mind. She got up and sang it. Some of the guests left, 
but to show her our love and support for her courage, everyone from the con-
ference got up and danced. Later, I often thought about her, a woman who-
se path wasn’t that of an activist, but who, when facing the risk, sang a song 
that united people rather than dividing them.

Vic Ullom:
Certainly one of my most vivid memories is of been arrested and held for 
three days by the RSK police in Vukovar in 1996. Another is of spending the ni-
ght at Veljko Džakula’s house the night he was released after Operation Fla-
sh. Another one is driving back from the Krajina with my colleagues Derek 
McDonald and Lynn Doran in the aftermath of Operation Storm. I remem-
ber noticing that Lynn had gone quiet in the back seat after a while, and when 
I looked back she was crying with all her heart. The impact of the emptying of 
that entire region of its populace, the loneliness of the people left behind, the 
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Vanja Nikolić

loss of life (human and animal), the upheaval – it was all too much and it con-
sumed her all at once. The horrific traffic accident that cost Vojko Ivica his 
leg.
 I remember all the incredible activities at the OtOc flat. I have fond me-
mories of the old ARK office on Tkalčićeva Street. It was such a nice atmo-
sphere with all the books, posters and information, and there was always so-
meone interesting there or something interesting going on. Natalie [Šipak] 
always knew who was where and what they were doing.

Derek McDonald-Jureša:
My most vivid memory, of course, is of a party in Pakrac and seeing the smile 
of Melita Jureša, who’s now my wife. Other than that, I have vivid memories 
of exploring the front-line regions after operations Flash and Storm, talking 
to people and seeing their fear. Or accompanying fleeing refugees to the bor-
der after Operation Storm. Every day presented a new, insane scenario of pe-
ople whose entire lives had been forever changed.

Rüdiger Rossig:
I most vividly remember the horrible smell of the deserted houses in what 
used to be the Republic of Serbian Krajina after Croatia had taken it.

Bocian:
It was sad to see the people in the refugee camps, but I was happy to see 
them use the email system I’d set up to communicate with people in the co-
untries they were preparing to leave for. When they moved there they had so-
meone to help them start all over again.
 It was sad to see kids in the destroyed houses, but I was happy to see 
them sitting in the front of the computer and able to communicate with kids 
from ex-Yu and other countries. They could see they weren’t alone.
It was sad to see all the destroyed houses, but I was happy we could help to 
rebuild the houses and streets. And gradually things returned to normal.
It was sad to see that families from both sides of the demarcation line in Pa-
krac couldn’t communicate with each other, but I was happy that I could ta-
ke letters for them. Husband and wife could hear about each other again after 
several years. Kids could find out how their parents were. During one of tho-
se tours as “postman” I got stopped by the Croatian police and almost ended 
up in jail as a spy.

Stefan:
I remember the severe destruction in the war-affected area and feeling an-
ger inside at how easy it is for humans to erase the life of whole communities. 
I remember the local people trying to cope with the specific atmosphere of 
war in suspension (Pakrac) or post-war chaos (Croatia after operations Flash 
and Storm, or Bosnia).
 I remember the tragedy for so many families and individuals and the loss 
of a sense of human definition after the “repeated” division of communities 
only 46 years after the terrible experience of WWII.
 I remember how hard and chaotic it often was to cooperate with local 
authorities (municipal and county levels) when we attempted to formalise our 
support for local minorities. I recall numerous useless meetings, political un-
derstatements, false smiles and empty promises, regardless of the authoriti-
es’ nationality. On the other hand, I was absolutely aware at that time that all 
the decisions made regarding “the others” on a municipal level were highly 
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political and reflected the post-war frustration of the local population, dee-
pened by daily economic hardship.
 And I remember the friendships I had with various people in the region. 
Tons of positive as well as difficult relations with different people really gave 
me a deeper insight into the soul of ex-Yugoslavia.

SR
Time spent with my friends (ARK activists), playing and working, sharing and 
growing, conflict, struggling and changing. The landscapes and seasons in 
Croatia. Humour.
 I remember seeing again and again, in so many small and then society-
-wide examples, how fear and belief work in us. They determine what infor-
mation we can actually take in, what we see, and what we can feel, imagine 
and comprehend. I realised we need a story to survive
 People’s determination, courage and ability to change and go beyond 
previous beliefs, “shoulds” and behaviours will stay with me.

Chris Corrin:
My most vivid memories are of being able to work together in the most 
appalling human conditions of war, deprivation and death, and to survive, so-
metimes with a smile.

ACTIVISM AS A TRANSFORMATIVE EXPERIENCE

They worked in politically, nationally and religiously divided communities, in 
an atmosphere of war and post-war traumas, in a country foreign to them. 
Conversely, they had an anchoring in collective values and the special kind of 
friendship that is born in extreme circumstances. Such experiences inevita-
bly changed the life of the activists and led many of them to strive for soci-
al change in the long term. Although some of the volunteers emphasise the 
problem of emotional and physical exhaustion incurred through work in the 
region, it is interesting that several of them raise the question: “Who bene-
fitted more – the volunteers or the people they helped?” The very question 
speaks of the high appraisal of the experience gained and the feeling of in-
ner enrichment through antiwar activism.

Bocian:
The time I spent in ex-Yu was one of the best stages in my life. I had a chan-
ce to work with a lot of interesting people, and I’m still in touch with some of 
them today.
 During my time in ex-Yu I also learned a lot of new and different methods 
of conflict resolution. I saw how easily people are manipulated and how diffi-
cult it is to then change their attitudes. I realised how important communica-
tion is, how important it is to communicate with people we’re close to, but al-
so with people we don’t know so well but who can help us.
 When I came back from ex-Yu, I started work on IT projects in a bank, and 
it’s interesting how much of my activist experiences I can apply at work. The-
re are always conflicts that need solving. I educate the people around me how 
to work together better and improve the working atmosphere. I show them 
how important it is to communicate with each other.

Wam Kat
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Stefan

Derek McDonald-Jureša:
My experiences in the region put my life in perspective, giving me a deep 
appreciation for the advantages and relative comfort I enjoy. I’m also ha-
ppy to have met so many wonderful, interesting people there, and to mainta-
in a life-long attachment to Croatia. And if it weren’t for that party in Pakrac I 
wouldn’t be married to Melita, and Nicola wouldn’t exist.

Vic Ullom:
I’ve remained engaged in human rights work in the ex-Yugo region, and I con-
tinue to use the lessons learned, insights gained, and personal contacts I ma-
de during my two years with the Balkan Peace Team. I learned a lot about 
NGO life and the work that civil society can do, and its tremendous importan-
ce, but also its limitations. I learned a lot about the international human rights 
protection regime, and it was during my time in the region that I decided to 
return to university and study international human rights law.
 At a more personal level, I learned a lot about personal integrity. I saw ac-
tivists working in incredibly difficult social conditions where their peace-buil-
ding activities were described by those who didn’t understand it as “traitoro-
us” and “helping the enemy”. Yet they stayed true to their values, withstood 
the pressures, and pressed ahead with the peace and human rights agen-
da that was at the core of their work. That made a tremendous impression on 
me, and those heroes (Goran, Vesna, Vanja and many others) have often ser-
ved as a source of inspiration in my professional and personal life since then. 
They embody the ideals that I also strive for.

Tanya Renne:
Dealing with the chaos of sixty women working out of one tiny office whi-
le smoking profusely and yelling most of the time has prepared me for a lot of 
situations that would normally put anyone over the edge.

Nick Wilson Young:
The destruction in Pakrac and other places affected me deeply. I’d just turned 
23 when I first went to Pakrac, the experience and knowledge I gained there 
was extremely influential on me. I still tend to view life through the lens of the 
Pakrac project.
 On the other hand, I remember the intense communal life of the self-se-
lected group of mainly young international volunteers and activists. Literally 
on the ceasefire line and temporarily separated from normal concerns about 
money, jobs, status, etc., we shared a deep-seated belief in what we were do-
ing, the attempt to model a different, better, world in our own daily life whi-
le trying to deal with an extreme and intractable situation in the town and the 
inevitable conflicts that arose within the project. It was both really good and 
life-changing, and really awful.

Marcin Poletyło:
I was in my early 20s, which is a critical time in which personal experience is 
decisive. The time I spent in the region changed my life. My convictions and 
ideas developed in the directions initiated around that time. It was my first 
encounter of any duration with people, activists and activism from the “West” 
(just two years earlier I got my first passport), and also with the Balkans. So it 
was a completely new social environment for me.
 The destruction and war scenery of Pakrac wasn’t so shocking for me be-
cause I come from Warsaw and was fed with images of the war-destroyed ci-
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ty from early childhood. Maybe because of that I was more focused on the 
things not so easy visible, and because of the linguistic similarities and rela-
tive ease of communication with local people I was able to learn more about 
the deeper, social political and cultural meaning of the war. It wasn’t an ab-
straction for me any more, like films or documentaries about WW2, or family 
memories. It became a very real experience and motivation for further activi-
ties and thought.
 It seems to me that the greatest impact of ARK/Pakrac/the peace move-
ment is that a great many of the people who were active back then continued 
to work following the ideas we started off with.

Stefan:
Countless meetings, chatting with people over drinks, discussions with ve-
ry different people: those who regarded the war as a tragedy, an inhuman 
and bad thing, and those who regarded it and its victims as a necessary, na-
tural way of eliminating one’s enemies and building one’s own state. This led 
me step by step to a deeper understanding of the mechanism of war. While 
nationalist feelings were understandable to me with people in the war-affec-
ted areas, I was struck by the large number of people not directly affected by 
the war who were under the influence of war propaganda. Although it’s dif-
ficult to generalise, my experience was that the Bosnian Muslim communi-
ty were less affected by propaganda than Croats or Serbs (both in Bosnia and 
Croatia).
 Sometimes I think how weird it is that my personal development de-
pended so much on the helplessness of others. That’s how life is, I explain 
to myself. Both parties benefited. I always tried to give as much as I could to 
those in the region for whom I worked, and in return I received the satisfacti-
on of being able to work on unique projects, in unique situations, with unique 
people from all over the world. I was able to improve my foreign languages 
and learn new ones, gain computer skills, etc. But the moot question rema-
ins: who gained more?

Tanya Renne:
It was a strange period. There’s nothing like being an outsider in someone 
else’s war. No matter how close you get to the people, the language and the 
issues, you’ll never feel it like they do. In that sense it was very alienating. I 
was also very young and so wasn’t taken all that seriously by myself or others. 
All the same, it was a formative experience around my perspective of the 
world, in ways I’ll never fully understand. The people of ex-Yugo will always be 
a kind of family to me.

Christof Ziemer:
My experience in Osijek had a direct influence on my decision to go to Saraje-
vo. Both experiences have had a lasting impact on me personally and on:
— my understanding of war (to be given a role or identification in which you 

don’t recognise yourself)
— my understanding of peace (living together free from hunger and fear, 

alongside, with, for and face to face with each other)
— my understanding of peace work as something that interrupts potentially 

violent social trends
— respect for the other as the core of interreligious co-existence, and the 

peacemaking duty of the religions to show with theological reasoning 
that their faith also has room for those of different faiths and for non-
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-believers. I learned to be very careful especially as a minister and the-
ologian when using grand religious terms such as love, forgiveness and 
reconciliation.

WHAT WAS LEARNED?

Thanks to international networking, the insights gained through peace ac-
tivism in the former Yugoslavia became part of the heritage of the global 
peace movement. New approaches and strategies were developed. I that 
sense, the Balkans Peace Team and the MIRamiDA workshops in particular 
served as models for peace work in many other settings.

Christine Schweitzer:
Different approaches, strategies and instruments emerged of what we called 
non-violent intervention in conflict (other terms like peacebuilding are more 
common today). Most of what is standard repertoire of international conflict 
work nowadays can be traced back to things learned at that time.
 What internationals can do to prevent or stop violence, and what we did 
during the wars of the 90s with the Balkan Peace Team, for example, we-
re lessons we were able to directly convey to other, new projects like that of 
Non-violent Peace Force.
 On a more personal level, I also “profited” from the work done by trans-
forming it into a PhD thesis on civil society activities in the former Yugoslavia, 
which I submitted to the University of Coventry in 2009.

John Lampen:
Since I’ve worked in several different cultures in places with different needs, 
every new contact increases our capacity to be humble, listen and respond 
appropriately. We learnt a lot from our encounters with your peacemakers 
(particularly educators), and sometimes with ex-combatants. I became most 
aware of this in my subsequent work in the war-torn societies of Northern 
and Western Uganda.

SR:
When I later worked in Sri Lanka and Israel, I saw that I could quickly recogni-
se and understand the dynamics peace activists were facing despite the very 
different cultural conditions.
 I was able to share the experiences, methods and tools we developed in 
ARK projects, and with MIRamiDA, with many other groups and activists.
 There was a confidence and a steadiness from the years of working in ex-
-Yugo that helped me, for example, keep facilitating through very challenging 
situations.
 I learned how to reach consensus, but also that groups sometimes need 
to split and that’s OK.
 What was personally important for me was the experience of just keeping 
on working together over the years and growing, discovering, responding to 
things together, through all sorts of challenging external, group and personal 
events.
 I gained a deeper understanding of burnout and trauma both in others 
and myself.
 However, a major experience that has stayed with me is illness, confusion 
at a deep level, and the loss of many abilities. In a way, war got inside me and Nick Wilson Young
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has stayed. This isn’t useful! Something has gone awry. It has had some grow-
thful aspects, too, but I haven’t yet recovered the health, ability to sleep, in-
ternal wholeness and peace that I’d like.

Nick Wilson Young:
I learnt:
 How fortunate I am.
 How people interact under pressure.
 How I interact with others, my shortcomings and my strengths.
 How the emotions, mind and body interact to produce burnout.
 The positives and negatives of anarchism, communitarianism, pacifism.
 That peacebuilding and influencing social change are very complicated.
 I didn’t come to Croatia intending to make a career in activism or peace-
building, but my experience with ARK, especially in Pakrac, gave me skills and 
motivation which caused me to get a job with Amnesty International, then to 
run a mediation service with young people in London’s East End, then cam-
paign for the UK to spend more on peacebuilding and less on war-fighting, 
for which I won a national award.

Chris Corrin:
Some aspects of what I learnt in the former Yugoslav countries provided 
practical examples, many of which I was able to use to explain in class or wri-
te about in books like Feminist Perspectives on Politics. The work of almost all 
of the women involved in antiwar activities is ongoing and has broadened out 
to many aspects of society from caring professions, teaching and internatio-
nal grassroots campaigns like Women in Black.

Howard Clark:
I sometimes use scenarios from Croatia in my classes to set a small group 
exercise, “what would you do next?” You once praised me because I warned 
you about certain missionary visitors, and I think that confirmed me in insi-
sting that being well-meaning isn’t enough.

Marko Hren:
I realised that humanity must move faster whenever conflict arises on 
horizon. Conflict prevention must become a priority of international 
policymaking.
 The Yugoslav conflict taught me to pay much more attention to inner-in-
stitutional development and procedures for attaining consensus.

Herb Walters:
The dedication, courage and commitment to non-violence, reconciliation and 
community development of the people I worked with was inspirational. The 
emotional turmoil and trauma of both Croats and Serbs who’d experienced 
the war was profound. This was a powerful example of the power of fear and 
political manipulation that enabled people to hate the other side. I saw the 
tremendous potential of non-violence, deep listening and community organi-
zing as a means of healing and transforming the wounds of war.

Wam Kat:
It’s important for people to understand that change begins with themsel-
ves. Even when you think you can’t change anything, every person can be the 
start of important change. When I visited Hrvatska Kostajnica years later and 
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met youngsters who’d been in Suncokret camps as children, I understood a 
lot better what we’d done there and how we positively influenced their view 
on life.

Marcin Poletyło:
I’m absolutely sure that most volunteers got a lot out of being there: they le-
arned and saw things, met nice people, had interesting experiences, had a 
good time, etc. But is there more than that? Did we change anything? What 
lessons can the peace movement learn?
 Another interesting issue for me is the relationship between professio-
nalisation and “amateur” activism. Generally I’m always suspicious when so-
mething gets too professional and mainstream, but on the other hand, when 
I look back, I also have some doubts about things we did and the way we did 
them. I guess it’s a question of balance. Finding the right balance between 
mainstream and alternative is a dilemma that’s probably impossible to solve. 
But some reflection on it is always necessary.

Rüdiger Rossig:
Since the war, I know that bad things can become worse; and my belief that 
war is NEVER a positive option is now based on empirical knowledge. I lear-
ned a lot of things I never wanted to learn, for instance what the calibres of 
weapons and their names mean in practice, i.e. when they’re used.
 But my experience of the ex-Yugoslav antiwar movement was very po-
sitive. I’m still good friends with most the people I met there, and politically 
it was very educative. Especially in terms of the mistakes the antiwar move-
ment made and which shouldn’t be repeated, or if we recall the networking, 
which was probably the most successful activity of ARK & Co.

Tim Lusink:
I’ve learned a lot about how easy conflict can be created, and how important 
acknowledgement and healing are in a reconciliation process. That’s valuable 
knowledge, seeing as I live in Northern Ireland.

Tanya Renne:
The US is participating in a number of wars at the moment. A number of my 
close friends are highly active in the peace movement. I’ve been reluctant to 
get too involved. It’s hard to really say why. I guess my experience in ex-Yugo 
made me see that peace and peace movements are more complicated than 
anyone generally thinks. I’m certainly still a peace activist, but I guess I’m al-
so an interventionist in some ways as well. Of course, the situation in ex-Yugo 
isn’t really comparable. It wasn’t a foreign war, divorced from the people and 
fabricated like some/most of the US wars are... But if you get right down to it, 
it’s challenging to organise a peace movement in those circumstances.

WHERE ARE THEY NOW AND WHAT ARE THEY DOING?

BJ:
I still live in Croatia, more or less in retirement.

Bocian:
I live in Poland and work as head of the IT division in one of the largest Poli-
sh banks.
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Howard Clark:
I live in Madrid. I’m chairperson of War Resisters’ International, a visiting rese-
arch fellow at Coventry University’s Centre for Peace & Reconciliation Studi-
es, and a visiting faculty member at the Peace Studies Centre, Universitat Ja-
ume I, Castellón.

Chris Corrin:
I’m retired from University of Glasgow, where I was Professor of Feminist Po-
litics, and now live on the Isle of Bute, an island off the west coast of Sco-
tland. I’m involved in various local and international community, feminist and 
peace groups, including Women in Black (International).

Marko Hren:
I’m back in Ljubljana. After the completion of my NGO projects, establishing 
the Multicultural Centre at Metelkova Street (the former Yugoslav military he-
adquarters) and the pilot project of a fair-trade store, I got a job in the gover-
nment office for development and European affairs, as an expert on informa-
tion society and sustainable development.

Margareta Ingelstam:
I live in Stockholm. I’m involved in the Christian Council of Churches, which 
coor       dinates all the churches in Sweden and is cooperating with other or-
ganisations in Sweden and around the world to explore the possibility of buil-
ding a standby capacity for preventing armed conflicts, which would include 
both protection and empowerment in conflict areas.

Wam Kat:
I’m now living in Weitzgrund near Berlin. I’m a member of the local town co-
uncil, active in a centre for refugees and asylum seekers, and work as a cook 
with a mobile people’s kitchen. I’ve also written a political cookbook.

Øystein Kleven:
I’ve almost given up activism in the last few years, and I’ve spent lots of ti-
me on the sofa thinking it all over: how to change cultural values, where we 
want to go as a world society, gender issues and my own life. As for my youn-
ger days: if only I’d known how right I was, and if only I’d known how wrong I 
was!

John Lampen:
I live in England and still do some work on conflict handling, both in my coun-
try and overseas – mainly with projects in Uganda which I helped to found.

Tim Lusink:
I’m living in Northern Ireland now, work as a joiner and teach DIY courses.

Derek McDonald-Jureša:
I’m an attorney for the East Bay Municipal Utility District in Oakland, 
California.

Brian Phillips:
I’m co-editor of the Journal of Human Rights Practice (Oxford University 
Press).
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Alan Pleydell:
Bradford on Avon, UK. Currently I’m a part-time support worker for people 
with learning difficulties and a part-time counsellor for people with alcohol 
problems.

Marcin Poletyło:
At the moment I’m back in Warsaw and trying to finish my PhD in sociology 
and sociolinguistics. In the meantime I published a book titled War propagan-
da in liberal democracy: the Balkan case study (in Polish).

Tanya Renne:
I own a small software company in Washington DC primarily assisting NGOs 
with organising, fundraising and communication.

Rüdiger Rossig:
I’m back in Berlin and still a journalist.

Christine Schweitzer:
I’m employed with a private peace research institute in Germany, the Institu-
te for Peace Work and Non-violent Conflict Transformation. I’ve been doing 
a number of consultancies in that framework, among others as interim Pro-
gram Director for the INGO Non-violent Peace Force.

SR:
Until 2007 I was involved in non-violent social change and activism, em-
powerment and peace building, internationally and in the UK. Since then I’ve 
been living in France. I’m restoring an old house, learning, writing and doing 
some small collective projects. I’m trying to resolve health challenges from a 
disturbed nervous system which came from my experience during the ex-Yu 
wars.

Stefan:
I’m back in Poland and living in Szczecin. At present I’m running a Danish/Po-
lish firm that I co-own. It’s an employment agency that finds work for Poli-
sh workers/specialists in the Scandinavian countries and Germany. Until three 
years ago I worked as an evaluator of the Polish Humanitarian Organisation’s 
humanitarian and emergency projects in Ingushetia and Chechnya.

Vic Ullom:
I live in Poreč and work as a consultant on rule-of-law matters. Most of my 
projects involve the OSCE and ODIHR,05 though I’ve also worked for the UN 
OHCHR06 in Nepal.

Herb Walters:
I continue as director of RSVP (Rural Southern Voice for Peace) Listening 
Project.

Dorie Wilsnack:
I live in Barre, Vermont, in the US. I have a part-time job as the Development 
Director for the Vermont office of the American Civil Liberties Union, an NGO 
that campaigns for civil liberties and human rights. With my other time, I’m 
actively involved in peace work and non-violence training.

05 ODIHR: The Office 
for Democratic Institutions and 
Human Rights of the OSCE.

06 UN OHCHR: The Of-
fice of the United Nations Hi-
gh Commissioner for Human 
Rights.
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Nick Wilson Young:
London. I work for the National Council for Voluntary Organisations, which 
gives advice, help and support to civil society and acts as its voice to gover-
nment. I’m Strategic Foresight Manager, which means I help civil society or-
ganisations to look ahead and spot threats and opportunities early, so that 
they have time to adapt and survive.

Christof Ziemer:
I’ve been living in Berlin as a pensioner for the last five years.
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Critique can also be a form of commitment, a means of laying a claim. It’s the 
ultimate gesture of citizenship. A way of saying: I’m not just passing through, 
I live here.
— HL Gates (1991, p. 91)

P olitical activism can be a perilous enterprise for those who en-
gage in it and is almost always frustrating for those whom it ad-
dresses. Organising and taking part in antiwar civic initiatives 
is particularly risky if done in a community which perceives it-
self as a victim of armed aggression. In such circumstances, dis-

senters soon find themselves in a precarious position: they affirm their com-
mitment to the society in which they operate by articulating a value system 
different from that which is broadly accepted. At the beginning of the wars 
of Yugoslav succession, when the Yugoslav People’s Army under the leader-
ship of Serbian officers began shelling Vukovar, Croatian civic activists found 
themselves in such a situation. As the conflict intensified and came to within 
less than fifty kilometres of Zagreb, activists faced a dilemma: how to publi-
cly express their antiwar sentiment while acknowledging their compatriots’ 
right to armed self-defence. The Antiwar Campaign of Croatia (ARKH) was a 
network of antiwar-oriented individuals and civic initiatives. This organisati-
on stemmed from the activists’ numerous attempts to strike the right balan-
ce between the need to prevent a sweeping militarisation of their society on 
the one hand, and to legitimise the use of arms or recourse to military inter-
vention, on the grounds of self-preservation, on the other.

Twenty years after its establishment ARKH remaines undertheorised. 
When you enter “Antiwar Campaign of Croatia” in the Scientific Magazines 
of Croatia portal it is astonishing that the search engine finds only one arti-
cle.01 And even it does not deal with the Antiwar Campaign as such (Janković, 
2009). This is surprising given that ARKH is the principal “precursor” of the 
politically and human rights oriented civic scene in Croatia today. Although 
it no longer exists in its initial form, ARKH has left a political heritage that is 
highly relevant for understanding the processes of both Croatian and regio-
nal civic organising. This lack of documentation of ARKH’s work is illustrative 
of the wider post-Yugoslav trend of marginalising antiwar and pacifist con-
tention02 within the newly created research frameworks that match “nation-
-state” borders. The introduction to this article looks in detail at the reasons 
why (post-)Yugoslav and specifically Croatian antiwar activism has remained 
a blind spot in recent sociological studies on Eastern Europe. I show that the 
substantial gap in knowledge has resulted from two synergic processes: the 
endeavours of nationally limited social sciences throughout the region to le-
gitimate the new reality and present it as rejuvenated historical “normality”, 
and the disinclination of activists to engage in more systematic reflection on 
their civic involvement.

The second section of the text examines how the purposefulness of an-
tiwar activism was discussed among activists of the Antiwar Campaign du-
ring the armed aggression against their country. This is done on the basis of 
empirical sources, which include in-depth interviews with the protagonists 
of the ARKH, its internal documents, archival material and newspaper arti-
cles.03 The predominance of Anglo-Saxon studies on social movements that 
seldom go beyond their own cultural context has led to a specific bias in re-
search into antiwar and pacifist activism. Pacifist or antiwar activism in We-
stern countries (which has drawn the attention of the social sciences ever 
since the Vietnam War, e.g. Chatfield & Kleidman, 1992; Klandermans, 1991, 

01 Search done on 15 
August 2011.

02 It is useful to con-
ceptually differentiate betwe-
en antiwar and peace activism 
because the two terms are re-
lated, overlap and are someti-
mes used alternately. Antiwar 
activism refers to (1) general re-
sistance to an armed conflict, 
and (2) a kind of civic involve-
ment with a pronounced per-
sonal and local dimension. An-
tiwar activists often experience 
private misfortune in connecti-
on with the war, which causes 
their resistance in the here and 
now. Antiwar activists are not 
necessarily against war per se; 
possibly they reject a particu-
lar war out of ideological con-
viction or personal objections. 
In that sense, an antiwar stan-
ce can be plausibly articulated 
from a nationalist perspecti-
ve. Peace activism, on the other 
hand, is shaped by a broader, 
globally oriented set of valu-
es, according to which war or 
any other form of armed coer-
cion must not be used for con-
flict resolution. Peace activism 
is inititated by forms of activity 
oriented towards the commu-
nity, and it often stems from a 
clear, usually left-wing political 
position.

03 All other wise unat-
tributed quotes are from my in-
terviews conducted in Croatia 
in 2010 and 2011.
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1997) is of necessity removed from the regions dismembered by war. Such 
activity is usually part of activists’ efforts to pressure the authorities to wit-
hdraw from military interventions in distant places that are not under their 
sovereign jurisdiction. Demonstrators in Western countries act within relati-
vely stable legal systems that, while providing sanctions for breaches of the 
law, also ensure the right to publicly demonstrate non-violent political com-
mitment.04 Tarrow (1998, p. 19) observes that “models of the political pro-
cess have seldom been applied systematically outside the liberal-democratic 
order of the West”, where most of the activist episodes occur (Alimi, 2009).

This focus of Western social scientists partly obscures the specific si-
gnificance of antiwar civic activism where armed conflicts are taking pla-
ce. The struggle to alleviate the consequences of war and oppose the power-
ful machineries that fuel nationalism is an activity that can easily jeopardise 
a person’s life. Involvement in such civic activism is an act of bravery that 
usually earns activists the ominous label of traitors to the nation and cau-
ses them significant legal, social, physical and financial harm. In his classi-
cal study on microstructural aspects of the entry of activists into high-risk 
involvement, McAdam (1986, p. 67) writes that the “mixture of structural 
factors and attitudes that encourages high-risk activism differs from the 
mixture characteristic of low-risk activism”. Therefore a characteristic of 
this article is that it presents the articulation of antiwar struggle in the en-
vironment where the armed conflict takes place. The unstable political at-
mosphere of martial law further restricts human rights and freedoms, whi-
ch in environments where war occurs were perhaps not fully respected even 
in peacetime. This significantly differentiates the dynamics of political invol-
vement that antiwar activists embark on in such places from the dynamics 
of involvement of activists in the West. Since their activities and protests are 
addressed not only to the authorities in their countries but also to the gene-
ral public and those directly affected by the war (soldiers, recruits, conscien-
tious objectors, refugees, etc.), I term such involvement direct antiwar activi-
sm. ARKH is a good example of direct antiwar struggle.

Before we examine the theoretically sophisticated questions of the ma-
ke-up of the protagonists and the processes of inner fragmentation and 
subsequent demise or professionalisation, the issue of the articulation of an 
antiwar stance forms a plausible starting point for any theoretical account of 
the work of the Campaign. This article therefore makes a contribution to the 
empirical corpus that ought to allow for ARKH to be given the place it de-
serves in interpretations of the agonising break-up of Yugoslavia and at the 
same time calls for a broadening of that corpus. The uncovering and reco-
gnition of the antiwar endeavours connected with the wars of Yugoslav su-
ccession cuts across strictly national allegiances and points to the heteroge-
neity of the Yugoslav political scene in the early 1990s. The examination of 
such endeavours underlines the presence of anti-nationalist and mostly cen-
tripetal alternatives that are easily overlooked in popular and oversimplifi-
ed theoretical treatments of the break-up of Yugoslavia. However, this must 
not relativise nationalist arguments or deny their primacy for explaining the 
disintegration of the Yugoslav federation. Any attempt to tone down the si-
gnificance of nationalism for the Yugoslav wars could relieve the leaderships 
of the Yugoslav republics of their responsibility for the agonising series of 
military conflicts in the 1990s (see Olivera Milosavljević’s 2003 review of the 
book by Dejan Jović, 2003). Our research into the antiwar activism in Croa-
tia, and in the former Yugoslavia in general, complements the authoritati-
ve but often one-sided study of nationalism by presenting the Yugoslav poli-

04 Since such protests 
are primarily addressed to the 
authorities, I call this form of 
involvement “indirect antiwar 
activism”.
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tical alternatives as significant parts of a complex mosaic in the break-up of 
Yugoslavia. The developmental paths of these initiatives are crucial for un-
derstanding the processes through which nationally restricted NGO spheres 
later formed in the post-Yugoslav countries.

(POST)YUGOSLAV ANTIWAR STRUGGLE: A MARGINAL(ISED) 
PHENOMENON

The extremely violent character of the wars of Yugoslav succession has so 
far stimulated an impressive amount of attention in the social sciences (e.g. 
Allcock, 2000; Popov, 1991; Ramet, 1992, 2006; Woodward, 1995). However, 
widespread insistence on the distortions caused by the reciprocally escala-
ting nationalist sentiments, which were present to a greater or lesser degree 
in all former Yugoslav republics, obscures the full dynamism of the antiwar 
activism that emerged on the eve of and throughout the Yugoslav armed 
conflicts. Almost two decades after the Dayton Peace Agreement (1995), we 
know very little about the process in which the immediate threat of armed 
conflict awoke dormant social networks and strengthened existing activist 
circles or created new ones. Even less is known about the abundance of ide-
ological positions that initiated civic activism, its tensions and fragmenta-
tions. Also, there are no sociological accounts that satisfactorily consider 
the importance of Yugoslav antiwar organisation for the complex geome-
try of today’s civic connections and elements of resistance in the post-Yu-
goslav space. That is undoubtedly a serious, though hardly surprising gap 
in the increasingly abundant social-scientific literature on the break-up of 
Yugoslavia.

The conspicuous paucity of studies dealing with (post-)Yugoslav anti-
war and pacifist initiatives can be explained by a number of interrelated rea-
sons. The lack of interest in the subject is inseparable from the way scholars 
perceive the nature and causes of Yugoslavia’s destructive nationalisms and 
the final disintegration of the country. Most studies on the former Yugosla-
via, particularly those chronologically closer to the armed conflicts (e.g. Ka-
plan, 1993; Glenny, 1993; Magaš, 1993), are based on the paradigm that mul-
tinational societies are by definition prone to conflict and characterised by a 
tendency towards ethnically homogeneous nation states (Dević, 1997). Such 
approaches consider ethnic identity an immutable category that overlays 
all the other possible individual affiliations and leave little room for transre-
publican, pan-Yugoslav or supranational peace-oriented civic involvement. 
There are, of course, scholars – domestic, foreign and those in the diaspora – 
who give more balanced explanations that redress the nationalist argumen-
tation by analysing long-term social trends and the cultural life of the coun-
try (e.g. Dević, 1997; Dragović-Soso, 2002; Fridman, 2006, 2011; Gordy, 1999; 
Jansen, 2005; Sekelj, 1992).

Moreover, a large part of contemporary research uncritically “norma-
lises” today’s post-Yugoslav status quo and views the newly created na-
tion states that are yet to be fully consolidated as the “natural” result of 
longterm historical processes. In order to attain that goal, scholars often un-
derestimate the decades of rich and dynamic political development that to-
ok place in the (more or less) pluralistic, non-monolithic framework of Yu-
goslav socialism. They proceed in this way although the primary political 
dividing lines within the Yugoslav socialist regime were more class- and gen-
der-based than ethnic (Tomić & Atanacković, 2009).
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In the wake of the deeply divisive social phenomena of wars and for-
ced migration, manifold endeavours are being made to intervene in histori-
cal factuality and distort it by obfuscating and revising collective histories 
and personal biographies. Kuljić (2010, p. 240) confirms that, as soon as the 
armed conflicts on Yugoslav territory ended, a “civil war for memory” be-
gan. Social-scientific research itself can become an accomplice in proces-
ses of manipulating memory; possibly it fails to escape the dominant disco-
urses it sets out to critique, or it even begins to perpetuate them itself (see 
Stubbs, 2001, and others). Jansen (2002, p. 17) presents the hypothesis that 
“even some of the better journalistic accounts (and worst ethnographic stu-
dies) offer a rather homogeneous and overly structured picture that inadver-
tently reproduces some of the pitfalls of dominant post-Yugoslav nationali-
sm”. The specific social-scientific “partition” of the Yugoslav space, where it 
has become almost “natural” to place emphasis on the newly created nation 
states, is one of the consequences of the war. Jasna Dragović-Soso (2008, p. 
28-29) acknowledges this when she claims that the existing literature

[...] sometimes treats national groups in Yugoslavia in an overly “homogene-
ous” way (as Serbs, Croatians, Slovenians, etc.) to the disadvantage of accen-
tuating the diversity of experience and attitudes that exist within each of 
them. Be it at the level of the elite or of ordinary people, accounts of the bre-
ak-up process of Yugoslavia often overlook the interactive nature of the va-
rious particularist nationalisms or the political measures and decisions of the 
different federal, republic and provincial leaderships. [...] Although there are of 
course exceptions from that rule, academic literature on the break-up of Yu-
goslavia focuses on the elites, not on the local, social and family histories and 
forms of mobilisation from below [emphasis BB]. 

This focus obscures what Maja Povrzanović-Frykman (2003, p. 58) terms 
“the lived experience of war”. The perspective from below, be it in relation to 
victims, soldiers, activists or those who evade mobilisation, remains in the 
shadow of the grandiose narratives of nationalisms and the geostrategic 
transformations after the fall of socialism in Eastern Europe. This focus al-
so marginalises the entire corpus of historical legacies, robs the Yugoslav so-
cialist experience of any legitimacy and destabilises some of its fundamental 
values (such as antifascism).

Another reason for the lack of interest in Yugoslav, and more specifically 
Croatian antiwar and pacifist activisms05 is that the activist groups were in-
deed small, and often disunited and repressed (Pešić, 1992). Inga Tomić-Ko-
ludrović (1993) claims that, from the adoption of the 1974 constitution un-
til the introduction of political pluralism in Yugoslavia, Croatia was never an 
arena of new social movements as extra-institutional gatherings characteri-
stic of post-industrial society. In her opinion, Yugoslav socialism encouraged 
diversity but at the same time supressed its social and political manifestati-
ons. Tomić-Koludrović introduces the concepts of atomised alternatives and 
alternative initiatives to explain socially marginalised forms of alternative and 
potentially subversive behaviour that have managed to reach the public.

In this respect, the active core of ARKH numbered approximately twen-
ty activists in the initial phase of its operations. This is not surprising, given 
that antiwar endeavours cannot be other than marginal and unstable when 
a war has already begun. Civic contention, especially that in unstable poli-
tical environments, is inherently episodic. Such endeavours were far from 
the centre of attention of the global media, which reported on the war in 

05 I use the plural, acti-
visms, to underline the diversi-
ty of ideological and strategic 
options within the (post-)Yugo-
slav antiwar struggle.
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an ignorant, stereotypical and sensationalist way, oversimplifying historical 
controversies and reducing their complexity to crude binary opposites. This 
was particularly the case in the very early period of the Antiwar Campaign, 
while it was still developing its ideological position within the Yugoslav con-
flict. As stated by Wam Kat, a Dutch peace activist and member of the Anti-
war Campaign (cited in Marković, 1995, p. 35):

The peace movement in Belgrade was far better known internationally, whe-
reas ARK, although it was very active, was looked down on as the peace mo-
vement of a fascist country that had no leverage on the authorities. On the 
other hand, its protests and events did not meet with approval in Croatia ei-
ther – they were seen as acts of betrayal.

In effect, traditional Western sociological research devoted to democratisa-
tion and civic engagement tends to skim over short-lived attempts and fo-
cuses on permanent organisations or, at least, those that manage to better 
withstand regime pressures (Kaldor, 2003).

Moreover, the generation of the most involved ARKH activists did not re-
flect on its own antiwar activism to a sufficient degree. I realised during my 
fieldwork (2010–11) that there exists a kind of fear of privatisation or mono-
polisation of the movement. Many activists were worried about the possibi-
lity of inadvertently “usurping” the achievements of collective endeavours 
or profiting from them by writing about them. One of the central questions 
of the post-war dynamics of civic involvement in the region of ex-Yugosla-
via is who has the right to speak “authentically” about pacifist projects and 
in their name. Who can realistically appropriate the significant activist ca-
pital that had grown over the previous two decades, whose value grew with 
the worsening social conditions and the increasingly powerful pressures of 
professionalisation? This practice leaves a gaping hole in post-Yugoslav soci-
ological scholarship in an atmosphere where social scientists themselves are 
disparaged (see Županov, 2002, on the concept of descientisation) and abu-
sed for particularistic political purposes. The widespread reluctance to sub-
mit one’s heterogeneous and painful experiences to (theoretical) scrutiny gi-
ves rise to frustrations, disappointments and misunderstandings.

Nevertheless, women’s activist groups throughout the region have con-
tinuously documented their work and numerous examples of internatio-
nal feminist solidarity (e.g. Barilar et al., 2001; Kesić, Janković & Bijelić, 2003; 
Sklevicky, 1996; Vušković & Trifunović, 2007; Zajović et al., 2007). We must 
not forget the persistent scholarly efforts of Croatian anthropologists and 
ethnographers to analyse everyday experience connected with the war in 
Croatia in the 1990s (Čale-Feldman, Prica & Senjaković, 1993; Jambrešić-Ki-
rin & Povrzanović, 1996; Povrzanović-Frykman, 2003). Also, Božičević recen-
tly (2010) edited a book that examines the positive practice of peacebuilding 
in post-war Croatia. This collection of short essays by Croatian peace acti-
vists themselves deals with the peacebuilding activities organised by do-
mestic protagonists and often supported financially by foundations from 
abroad. The book also discusses the Pakrac project but does not go into the 
founding and work of ARKH in a way relevant to theory (see the personal re-
flections on these processes in Oštrić, 1992/2010). The book does not evalu-
ate the regional dynamics in the sphere of pacifist civic organising, although 
the authors actually demand that more effort be put into documenting and 
analysing peacebuilding in Croatia and the post-Yugoslav region.
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Dvornik’s book Akteri bez društva (Protagonists without society, 2009) de-
serves mention here. It analyses the developmental path of the civil societi-
es in Croatia, Serbia and Bosnia-Herzegovina in the context of the Yugoslav 
armed conflicts. It concludes that the transformations in Eastern Europe are 
by no means linear processes that inevitably lead to a certain goal. Civic pro-
tagonists in unstable environments, as in the post-Yugoslav case, should not 
be seen as exponents of broader social movements but as creators and pro-
motors of political alternatives that oppose the omnipresence of the regime. 
In this respect, the responsibility of the hitherto established “protagonists of 
civil society” for the monopolisation of the civic scene, money and resources 
ought to be examined in more detail – practices that undermine their critical 
voice and curtail the opportunities of grassroots initiatives based outside the 
respective capital city.06

In addition, during my two years of fieldwork with activists throughout 
the ex-Yugoslav region, I observed that many of the respondents were ti-
red of interviews conducted by researchers who were young, poorly infor-
med and therefore lacking in cultural sensitivity. Some of the respondents 
felt that young scholars used the emotionally laden knowledge of the acti-
vists with its concomitant value judgements in order to advance their ca-
reers in places far removed from political tensions and straitened financial 
circumstances. Antiwar activism in an impoverished, authoritarian enviro-
nment in the midst of an armed conflict is an extremely exhausting activi-
ty. Over ten years after the wars of Yugoslav succession ended, many of the 
protagonists arguably still hesitate to reflect on their civic struggle due to a 
feeling of mental exhaustion, fatigue or disappointment that such activity 
can cause (see Goodwin, Jaspers & Polletta, 2001). This irritation of some ac-
tivists resembles that provoked by a myriad of foreign “experts” or consul-
tants who visit the region for a short period of time, frequently with the aim 
of self-promotion.07

Research interviews are most productive and mutually useful in ca-
ses where both the researcher and the activist embrace the idea that criti-
cal academic study is a continuation of socially responsible civic endeavours. 
ARKH was a grassroots organisation that brought together manifold thre-
ads of the ideologically and strategically divergent civic activisms in Croa-
tia from the 1980s (anti-nuclear, feminist, environmentalist, conscientio-
us objectors, squatters and others; see Laraña, Johnston & Gusfield, 1994). 
This civic involvement was inspired by the then very popular paradigm of 
new social movements, which in the political region of ex-Yugoslavia was the-
oretically most productive in Slovenia (Mastnak, 1994). The activities of the 
Antiwar Campaign were marked by numerous tensions, duplications and di-
visions that sometimes saw the earliest participants shift to the extremes of 
the political spectrum. In view of their “unique structural situation” (Kriesi, 
1992, p. 194), social scientists are compelled to “mediate” between conflic-
ting parties, including those that perceive the social sciences as an enterpri-
se which legitimises social reality and the authorities’ interventions in it. The 
need to preserve a critical voice even after repeated conversations invoking 
deeply cherished memories and values made me painfully aware of the argu-
ment in Douglas (1976) that field research may be a traitorous activity.

In this respect, one of the most serious challenges in studying this type 
of (post-)Yugoslav civic activism is that of finding a path through the thicket 
of misnamed, vacuous or forced conceptual labels that are thrown around 
and sometimes eagerly applied to social phenomena and political orientati-
ons they do not belong to. The concepts operating within such a research or 

06 The author claims 
that concepts such as civil so-
ciety or democracy “are not di-
rectly transferrable” (p. 20) 
from the Western political con-
text to newly created postcom-
munist nation states. Yet his re-
presentation does not deviate 
significantly from the perspec-
tive of civil society that per-
vades recent social-scienti-
fic literature on this region (see 
Vujadinović et. al., 2005, and 
others). I have shown elsewhe-
re that the concept civil society 
can no longer be meaningful-
ly used to help understand the 
complex geometry of social, 
political and personal interacti-
ons, cooperation and forms of 
resistance within the post-Yu-
goslav civil spheres characteri-
sed by discernable asymmetries 
of power (Bilić, 2011). Its defi-
nitional elusiveness and logi-
cal incoherence allow civil soci-
ety to encompass phenomena 
that are ideologically and histo-
rically most divergent. Thanks 
to its conceptual elasticity, civil 
society is a readily available co-
gnitive device and a depolitici-
sed paradigm suitable for ma-
sking networks of power, which 
are often dictated by foreign 
political agendas. For an earlier 
critique of the concept of civil 
society in the context of post-
-Yugoslav antiwar activism, see 
Stubbs (2007).

07 With that in mind, it 
is worth noting that one of the 
most active observers of the 
Croatian civic scene is Paul Stu-
bbs, a British sociologist and 
activist who lives in Zagreb. Al-
so, several of the former Yugo-
slav republics have become the 
almost exclusive focus of rese-
archers in Western academic 
circles or originally from the-
re: Croatia (Stubbs, 1996, 2001 
and more recently Baker, 2010), 
Serbia (Fridman, 2006; Gor-
dy, 1999) and Bosnia (Bugarel, 
2004; Dujizings et al., 2007; 
Fagan, 2008; Helms, 2008). I 
doubt it would have been pro-
blematic for any pre-war Yu-
goslav sociologist to engage 
in sociological enquiry relating 
to their country as a whole. On 
the other hand, the vast ma-
jority of social-scientific studi-
es published before and during 
the disintegration of the count-
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activist field are instable ideal types that have become temporarily fixed in 
the retrospective sociological imagination. Therefore it is essential to open 
up space for the adjustment of particular ideological positions and strategic 
decisions in the light of the dizzyingly dynamic political reality, where con-
nections, values and political behaviours gain or lose social relevance. Since 
collective action should be viewed as a “system of tensions”, as Alberto Me-
lucci shows (1995a, p. 61), the task of the social scientist researching (post-)
Yugoslav antiwar activisms is not to restrict the flow, immobilise the con-
cepts and order them “the right way”. The goal of such enquiry should be to 
chart the diversity of options and offer a picture to reflect both the specific 
historical moment in which it was taken and the specific decisions made by 
the researcher. That scholarly endeavour, torn between compact, sympathe-
tic description and social-scientific analysis that aims to reach beyond pure 
empiricism, resembles an attempt to project a three-dimensional object on-
to a two-dimensional plane – a process in which some important aspects of 
the phenomenon under study are inevitably lost. Stubbs (2010, p. 16) expres-
ses this challenge well:

Attempting to describe and analyse peacebuilding in the region of ex-Yugo-
slavia from1991 until today is almost the same as attempting to present a di-
verse and dynamic landscape with a series of black-and-white photographs. 
Some of its basic characteristics, and even its beauty might be captured, but 
probably at the expense of the richness, complexity and naturally the broad 
spectrum of colours. Such photographs can be no more than a selective me-
mory that reveals perhaps as much about the photograph as it does about 
the landscape. There is a risk of what others see and understand to be crucial 
being ignored or considered inconsequential.

Ultimately, ARKH is no longer present in public life in Croatia in its initial 
form: it has since been replaced by a multitude of organisations that repre-
sent autonomous legal entities. They are mainly dedicated to questions of 
human rights and operate within the all-embracing paradigm of dealing wi-
th the past through a range of legal mechanisms and approaches known as 
transitional justice (Akhavan, 1998; Subotić, 2009). Due to the relatively po-
or documentation and theoretical elaboration, those who work in such hi-
ghly professional organisations today are perhaps not even aware of the 
genesis and activist past of their institutions. This mirrors the post-war ori-
entation in both academic and practical-political fields towards rectification 
of the consequences of war and clarification of the factors of reconciliation 
(Helms, 2003), as well as the maintenance of peace (Škrabalo, Miošić-Lis-
jak & Papa, 2006). The international mechanisms of transitional justice, such 
as ICTY, produce many testimonies, reports and other research material that 
casts new light on significant political trends and nourishes academic deba-
tes (Cohen & Dragović-Soso, 2008). Regarding the social, political and eco-
nomic devastation caused by the Yugoslav armed conflicts, researchers’ 
spotlights since the end of the war have been focussed on more urgent and 
practical post-war aspects of the painful break-up of Yugoslavia. This prac-
tice has obscured the equally significant initial stages of the constitution of 
the antiwar protagonists and the way they mastered the politics of antiwar 
activism in the midst of an armed conflict.

ry – with diverse emphases and 
specialisation – was clearly Yu-
goslav in its geographical scope 
(e.g., Banac, 1984; Cohen, 1989; 
Denitch, 1994, Golubović, 1988; 
Korošić, 1988; Ramet, 1992; Se-
roka & Pavlović, 1992; Single-
ton, 1976; Tomasevich, 1955).
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ARTICULATING AN ANTIWAR STANCE IN A COUNTRY UNDER ATTACK

Extremely disruptive social phenomena, among which wars are by far the 
most detrimental, threaten personal well-being and prompt communities to 
homogenise, thus narrowing the space for political involvement. War does 
not permit shades of grey: an integral part of its destructive logic is to con-
sistently eliminate that which is alternative, unknown, unclassified or mixed. 
In its mission that totalises and negates the fundamental principles of social 
life, war reduces the wealth of human experience to major binary opposites. 
In such circumstances, authorities tend to disseminate a unidimensional in-
terpretation of the unfavourable events, demanding allegiance to their poli-
cies and hoping to legitimise their actions.

Towards the beginning of the Yugoslav wars, Croatian, mostly Zagreb-
-based, civic activists decided that antiwar engagement made sense even in 
the situation where the country was militarily attacked. Aware that they we-
re setting out on the painful road of resisting the prevailing orthodoxy, they 
steeled themselves for the sanctioning and stigmatisation that hound tho-
se accused of disloyalty to the national cause. Articulating and maintaining 
a fragile antiwar stance in Croatia was a demanding enterprise, much har-
der than in the country that began exporting war across its borders. As one 
Campaign activist says:

I don’t think it would be overly subjective to say it was harder for us to be in-
volved in antiwar contention than people in Serbia. Military actions are legi-
timate in a country under attack, whereas aggression is illegitimate in itself. 
We couldn’t question defence, so we spent a lot of time discussing and lo-
oking for the fine lines that separate defence from internal aggression. This 
was often a matter of nuances that we had to explain to others and oursel-
ves alike.

Activists realised at an early stage that maintaining communication with 
other Yugoslav republics throughout the conflict would be one of the focal 
points of their antiwar involvement. The wars of Yugoslav succession began 
to rend the social fabric that connected people in Yugoslavia through intere-
thnic marriages, friendships, as well as academic and economic cooperation 
throughout the Yugoslav region. Nationalist leaderships required isolation in 
order to more easily propagate their own political cause. Given that telepho-
ne lines and postal channels were available only at night, or were interrupted 
completely, staying in touch with friends, colleagues and relatives “on the 
other side” was both challenging and crucial for those involved in ARKH. Ac-
tivists knew that even their reduced communication possibilities would he-
lp them coordinate their antiwar activities better and prevent them from su-
ccumbing to the deafening nationalist clamour in both Croatia and Serbia. 
Given that the attempts to communicate represented a pledge of normal co-
existence in the post-war period, communication became the central “pro-
grammatic” feature of the Campaign’s operations. As Zoran Oštrić writes in 
the Charter of the Antiwar Campaign immediately upon the foundation of 
the organisation in 1991:

Whatever the results of today’s armed conflicts are, people will continue to li-
ve together in this region. We all need peace, we all need to work on the de-
velopment of democracy and achievement of economic, social and ecological 
welfare. Our interests are the same; war and violence harm everyone.
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Regardless of the difficulties, citizens of all republics and members of all 
nations must maintain and promote communication and cooperate on mu-
tually useful projects. We are part of a modern Europe in which state borders 
increasingly connect rather than separate nations and individuals. Our gover-
nments and other state institutions have limited function and reach. They ca-
nnot be the exclusive representatives of our interests.

We, citizens of our republics, citizens of Europe and the world, resolute-
ly reject violence and war. We will communicate and cooperate regardless of 
the differences in our political stances and regardless of the way the relati-
ons among our republics will be resolved. Both individually and collectively, at 
a local, regional and global level, we will oppose those who incite to war, and 
we will stand up for freedom, justice and prosperity for all.

The need to communicate in difficult circumstances forced the members of 
the Campaign to devise creative solutions and come up with means of com-
munication that were barely known until then.

It was essential that we maintain communications. All the normal channels 
were gone – the post office, telephones, faxes – so we had to look for other 
means and started using electronic mail in 1992 already. The only people in 
Yugoslavia who knew anything about electronic communication (email) at 
that time were university professors who had an academic network. No one 
else had any idea what email was, what it meant when you gave an email ad-
dress to someone. So, yes, it was important for us to maintain communica-
tion, to know that they [antiwar activists in Serbia; BB] existed, in the same 
way in which it was important for them to know we were active.

Foreign pacifist activists helped the Centre for the Culture of Peace and Non-
-violence (Ljubljana), the Antiwar Campaign (Zagreb) and the Centre for Anti-
war Action (Belgrade) to form an electronic peace network called ZaMir [For 
Peace].08 Although it was impossible for the Belgrade and Zagreb nodes to 
connect directly, an exchange of messages was enabled through other ser-
vers located in Germany, Britain and Austria. ZaMir grew to include thousan-
ds of users across the Yugoslav space and to provide them with reliable in-
formation that escaped government censorship. As Wam Kat argues:

I think the reason for the rapid expansion of ZaMir was an incredible yearning 
for communication, for getting and exchanging information. In Croatia, the 
media were controlled and unreliable even with regard to the simplest questi-
ons like what was going on in the States, or even in Sarajevo. The information 
from the network was much more reliable. The hunger for information was 
understandable in the atmosphere of information isolation – it was impossi-
ble to make a phone call to Sarajevo or Priština. [...] Such a boom in compu-
ter use, even among people who’d never used them before, never took place 
anywhere else in Europe, because there was no need for it.

Along with ZaMir, ARKH employed another means of communication that 
would become one of its most recognisable features. The magazine ARKzin 
was first published in 1991, inspired by the publication of the Slovenian Me-
telkovo network called M’zin. Throughout the 1990s (with some fluctuation), 
ARKzin published information about antiwar activities in the Yugoslav region 
and also explored many socially relevant topics ranging from feminism and 
human rights to new media and cybernetics. The founding editor of ARKzin, 
Vesna Janković, claims (according to a quote in Vidović, 2010):

08 Two activists, Wam 
Kat and Eric Bachman, played a 
crucial role in this undertaking.
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We were aware of the importance of having our own medium. We knew that 
the media space would be closed in wartime for any divergent opinions, espe-
cially critical ones. The mainstream media served the national homogenisati-
on and mobilisation drive, so there was no space for antiwar, peace and hu-
man rights activities of this kind. ARKzin had a developmental trajectory from 
a small, photocopied fanzine of 500 copies to a newspaper with a print run of 
2,000 and then 10,000. Later we began to lay theoretical foundations throu-
gh the idea of media activism. It was never an objective of ARKzin to become 
a real professional newspaper; we always felt it to be part of the activist sce-
ne and the upsurge of media activism that was relatively new and current in 
the West, too, at that time. ARKzin was also the first medium to publish texts 
on the techno rave scene, which was then a growing phenomenon. ARKzin 
was a medium in the broadest sense of the word, a kind of temporary auto-
nomous zone, a space that gave a sense of strength to a whole range of sub-
cultures and generated a whole scene.

Along with communication, the protection of human rights was a central con-
cern of ARKH. The activists realised that the norms of social life may be more 
easily trespassed at a time of “collective effervescence” (as Durkheim would 
call a specific kind of energy produced by a homogenous group). One activist 
remembers:

Many issues were raised and we knew some of them would become impor-
tant in future, but there was one constant of our work from the very begin-
ning: the defence of human rights, civic rights and personal rights. That was 
clear from the moment we started.

It is not surprising that the human rights of non-Croat minorities living in 
Croatia, especially Serbs, were at stake in the powerfully homogenising na-
tion state. One of the main activities of the Campaign members was to of-
fer support to Croatian citizens of Serbian nationality who were threatened 
by the authorities and in some cases evicted from their flats and houses.09 
The Campaign’s actions in this regard were often not effective in the sense 
of defending people’s property, but they were a courageous act of solidarity 
with their fellow citizens. As one activist reminisces:

We were the first to notice the problem of forceful evictions of people from 
their apartments. And how did we discover it? Not because we were enqui-
ring about the issue. We didn’t even know anything of the sort was taking 
place. We had that general principle of non-violent resolution of the post-Yu-
goslav conflicts. And then, one day, people who were evicted started knoc-
king on our door. We were the only organisation that dealt with human rights 
and we reacted in the most naive and direct way when we heard someo-
ne was threatened: we’d simply go to their place to be with them, to make it 
more difficult for those who wanted to evict them, and we informed the re-
presentatives of the European Community who were in Croatia. We rare-
ly managed to protect anyone and it was often a very frustrating experience, 
but it was at least our expression of solidarity with them.

Another important thread of human rights protection that was pursued by 
the participants in ARKH was conscientious objection. This was a particularly 
sensitive issue in the early 1990s because Croatia was militarily attacked and 
it seemed natural to the authorities that no one would refuse to bear arms 

09 That phenomenon is 
known as deložacija (eviction). 
See the book Deložacije u Hr-
vatskoj: pravni, etički i socijalni 
aspekti (1994) published by the 
Croatian Helsinki Committee, 
which also played a vital role in 
hindering the evictions.
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to defend it. Conscientious objection had been a constitutional right in Cro-
atia ever since 1991, but the state often found ways to restrict it and discou-
rage those who wanted to assert it. To make recourse to the right to consci-
entious objection more difficult, the government passed the Defence Law, 
which introduced a deadline for submitting an application to use this con-
stitutional right.10 The need to promote conscientious objection as an impor-
tant civic value was articulated by Croatian activists even before the wars of 
Yugoslav succession. As one member of the Campaign says:

The idea of conscientious objection had been with us ever since Svarun11 and 
we stuck with it in the Antiwar Campaign. We simply recognised it as an im-
portant issue and continued supporting conscientious objectors and offe-
ring them aid. We weren’t calling on people who faced the superiority of the 
JNA not to bear arms, but we wanted to secure the right for those with a mo-
ral dilemma, who felt it was not their choice, not their way, to contribute in 
some manner. They had the right to reject military service, and we suppor-
ted them. No one had the right to take them to the front line to dig trenches 
where they’d definitely be exposed to gunfire and could be killed at any time. 
It was a different way of seeing the war.

The activists in ARKH were not only interested in alleviating the immediate 
consequences of war though maintaining communication and protecting 
human rights but also in articulating a vision of post-war Croatian society, 
which should be democratic and pluralist. In his editorial in the first issue of 
ARKzin, published in October 1991, Miroslav Ambruš Kiš (1991, p. 2) wrote:

The main aim of the antiwar movement is not simply to get the war to stop, 
but to look at what peace will be like. Do we stand to gain anything if the war 
is not replaced 100% by a society of tolerance, plurality and democracy? Gi-
ven its force and amplitude, the violence of war will continue for a longer or 
shorter time even when armed operations have ceased. For all those involved 
in the conflict, war is like a Faustian demon that tries to hijack the soul even 
when the guns fall silent.

In this respect, one of the objectives of the Campaign was the creation and 
strengthening of civil society in its associational sense. Its activists understo-
od that, if they wanted authentic social change, civic activism must not re-
main restricted to the country’s capital and their own organisation. People 
needed to be empowered to negotiate and articulate their own grievances 
and act upon them for a general improvement of social conditions. The acti-
vists therefore offered logistical support to other civic initiatives that were 
springing up across the country. As two Campaign members say:

A1: Along with the commitment to the advancement of non-violence, com-
munication and conflict resolution, the Antiwar Campaign took care to create 
a space where new organisations could emerge. We knew we had to decen-
tralise, so we sent money and support to Istria, Knin, Slavonia. All of that de-
veloped out of one and the same initiative.

A2: During the ten years of its active existence, the Antiwar Campaign acted 
as a hotbed for a variety of civic initiatives and activist groups, some of which 
still exist and function well today, while others later shut down. It’s fair to say 
that the Antiwar Campaign did an immense service in laying the foundation – 

10 The Article that sti-
pulated the deadline was an-
nulled by the Constitutional 
Court of Croatia in 1998 as a re-
sult of the campaign organised 
by Unija 47, which operated as 
part of ARKH.

11 Svarun was an acti-
vist group founded in Zagreb in 
1986. It can be considered the 
main predecessor of ARKH. The 
activities of Svarun have not 
been adequately addressed ei-
ther. It would be especially si-
gnificant to revitalise memory 
of it in view of the role it pla-
yed in strengthening the cir-
cle of activists and preparing 
them for the more courageo-
us civic involvement that fol-
lowed in the 1990s. As McAdam 
says (1986, p. 70): “Each new 
breakthrough into safe forms 
of activism increases the inte-
gration of recruits into the ne-
twork, into ideological affinity 
with the movement and devo-
tion to the activist identity, as 
well as their receptiveness for 
more demanding forms of in-
volvement. Precisely such a 
process of gradual recruitment 
has the prospect of fostering 
high-risk activism.” On this, see 
Vidović (2010).
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digging and cementing the foundations of what we know today as the critical 
and active civil society in Croatia.

One idea that cuts across all the above-mentioned activities of ARKH is resi-
stance to social homogenisation and militarisation. Members of the Campaign 
understood that Croatia was a victim of aggression at the very beginning of 
the wars of Yugoslav succession before it revealed its own expansionist aspi-
rations in Bosnia-Herzegovina. However, ARKH did not allow the nationali-
stically oriented authorities to use the war as a justification for restricting 
citizens’ freedoms. The Campaign was not strong, but it was a consistent 
and persistent social initiative, which, to use Albert Melucci’s words (1999, p. 
1), “spoke before”.12 This is illustrated by the following quotes:

Activist 1: After repulsing the external aggressor, the Croatian state can itself 
become an internal aggressor both against fledgling civil society and again-
st its own Serb minority. That’s why a peace movement makes sense in Croa-
tia, too: someone needs to say that not even a defensive war can be a pretext 
for depriving us of democratic politics and civil society; someone has to final-
ly come out and say that the hatred being churned out (above all interethnic 
hatred) is by no means a defensive resource in wartime. And it’s no justificati-
on that the other side is doing the same (Dvornik, 1991, p. 15).

Activist 2: We didn’t want to get a new totalitarianism where a new, legitimi-
sed, acceptable, adored nation state would be allowed to do anything: bre-
ak into people’s houses, beds, heads and thoughts, into what they were wri-
ting, but in fact all of that took place. The Antiwar Campaign was our attempt 
to prevent the war from entering all social relations, to stop it from becoming 
the sole logic – with a collective enemy and us as a collective victim.

Finally, given that it was inspired by the new social movements and clearly 
set against the state and its intrusion into social life, the Campaign’s antiwar 
contention was articulated as anti-politics.13 Since the very inception of the 
organisation, the activists were interested in organisational forms different 
from the classical workers’ party familiar in the Yugosphere. They insisted on 
horizontal, leaderless structures, which often resulted in organisational cha-
os and consumed an appreciable amount of the participants’ energy. ARKH 
internal documents testify to the activists’ incessant efforts to devise stra-
tegic options that would not resemble those associated with traditional po-
litics. As one activist argues:

I remember we all rejected the idea that the Campaign should have a secreta-
ry. That would’ve been terrible for us. It was inconceivable for the Campaign 
to employ a secretary. But there was actually a need for a person who would 
sit in the office and take phone calls, of which there were very many, because 
at that time foreign journalists, a heap of activists and other people were dro-
pping in or contacting us about this or that. To an extent, that anarcho spi-
el sometimes prevented us from organising efficiently, i.e. there was a lot of 
confusion, and it was all due to loyalty to our principles and ideas.

Although the “anarcho” element in the activities of the Campaign and its su-
ccessors has since subsided appreciably, the Croatian civic scene stemming 
from ARKH has managed to delineate a portion of public space that has pre-
served its autonomy from the official power structures.

12 Alberto Melucci 
(1999, p. 1) argues: “Like the 
prophets, the movements ‘spe-
ak before’, they announce what 
is taking shape even before its 
direction and content has be-
come clear.” In this regard, it is 
interesting to note that the ro-
undtable discussion organised 
to mark the 20th anniversary of 
the Campaign was called “The 
Antiwar Campaign 1991–2011: 
twenty years ahead of its time”.

13 The question of the 
conceptualisation of civic acti-
vism as anti-politics in the Yu-
goslav region has been exa-
mined in relation to Yugoslav 
feminism; see Korać (1998) and 
others.
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CONCLUSION

It remains for theory to explore the activities of ARKH, which have not been 
sufficiently addressed, despite its importance for understanding the paths 
of development of the civic scene both in Croatia and in the wider region. 
This gap in knowledge mirrors the broader trend of marginalising (post-)Yu-
goslav antiwar and pacifist activism in sociological scholarship in Eastern 
Europe. The field of Yugoslav studies has recently been inundated with stu-
dies on nationalism that concentrate on the newly created “nation states” 
and seldom consider the transnational nature of the phenomena that ha-
ve accompanied the painful break-up of Yugoslavia. The trend of focussing 
on post-war dimensions of the armed conflicts and the prospects and con-
ditions for the post-Yugoslav countries becoming members of the European 
Union, which everyone impatiently awaits, has obscured the early stages of 
pan-Yugoslav antiwar activism undertaken on the basis of prior civic traditi-
ons. In addition, there is a glaring omission in that activists have neglected 
to reflect on their own involvement in a theoretically oriented way, partly as 
a result of widespread feelings of exhaustion and disappointment.

This article deals with the difficult articulation and justification of an-
tiwar struggle in a country that is in the midst of a national-homogenisati-
on drive and militarily under attack. The predominant orientation of political 
sociology towards antiwar activism in places far from armed conflicts ob-
scures the specific dynamics of high-risk antiwar activism in wartime. I ha-
ve shown that, although they never denied the right of their fellow citizens 
to self-defence, ARKH activists struggled against the all-out militarisation 
of Croatian society, which sought to use the act of aggression as a pretext 
for restricting human rights. Activists invested a lot of energy in maintaining 
communication channels in the region and creating their own means of in-
formation diffusion. They provided an alternative perspective and countered 
the social homogenisation around a national cause. The antiwar struggle, as 
articulated by members of the Antiwar Campaign, was rooted in a broader 
paradigm of resistance to formalised politics. The politically oriented activist 
scene created by that generation of civil protagonists maintained its inde-
pendence from the official power structures to a significant degree.

Finally, as is often the case with research into movements, this brief re-
presentation of the work of ARKH has undoubtedly overemphasised the level 
of agreement among the earliest activists of the Antiwar Campaign. Altho-
ugh I have pointed to several elements responsible for the specific group 
dynamics within the Antiwar Campaign (different ideological and strategic 
lines, anti-politics, horizontality, the rejection of hierarchies, etc.), more ef-
fectual conceptual resources are required for a nuanced analysis of the esta-
blishment, development and demise of the Campaign. Although the notion 
of social movement is debatable in the context of post-Yugoslav antiwar acti-
vism due to its quantitative marginality, that should not dissuade social sci-
entists in the field of Yugoslav studies from using and refining Anglo-Saxon 
theories about social movements in a culturally sensitive way. The high-risk 
activism that takes place in an unstable political climate like that in which 
ARKH operated for years further emphasises the importance of the questi-
on of differential recruitment (Jenkins, 1983, p. 528), which has taken a central 
place in a considerable part of research into social movements in the past 
four decades. Why do some individuals decide to become involved in dange-
rous civic undertakings, whose effects they cannot know, while others choo-
se conformity and passivity? What are the (micro-)structural characteristics 
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that distinguish active participants from those who withdraw or do not par-
ticipate at all? The specific characteristics of antiwar activism within armed 
conflicts have not been sufficiently well studied. This opens up a potentially 
fertile field of research that social scientists from the region can make a si-
gnificant contribution to.
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